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This thesis explores the subversive as it can be read in
contemporary Greek women's fiction. In view of the
unprecedented quantity and popularity of fictions written by
women in Greece during past two decades, the Introduction
outlines the issues involved in creating a critical discourse in
which to discuss women's writing, both within the field of
feminist studies, and within the critical debates that have
recently preoccupied literary studies in Greece. After reviewing
the reluctant attitude of both criticism and women writers
themselves towards the term 'women's literature', I employ
Nancy Miller's 'language of textiles', and, in a brief discussion of
E. Fakinou's novel To Ef38oj.io PoOo and Isak Dinesen's short story
'The Blank Page', I attempt to show how the implication of
gender in the relationship between the production of texts and
creativity subverts the stereotypical association of authorship
and masculinity.
Then I discuss in detail five texts that assume multiple and
contradictory, but consistently subversive, positions in relation
to different hegemonic discursive systems. Specifically, Chapter
1 examines the way Zyranna Zateli's short story 'H€pcTLVTf
Appal3wvLaTLKLd' (1984) subverts stereotypical representations of
female sexuality; Chapter 2 explores the subversion of the notion
of Origin and the Apocalyptic in Margarita Karapanou's novel 0
Tirvodrrc (1985); Chapter 3 deals with the individual's relation
to history in Rea Galanaki's novel 0 Bloc rot' IcrI.La7IA cpuic Ilaad
(1989); Chapter 4 analyses the metafictionally subversive use of
language in Iro Stavraki's novel AAa (1989); and Chapter 5
examines the interdependence of language and subjectivity in
Neni Efthymiadi's novel To Xpia rot' MéAAovroc (1988).
I conclude by arguing that the texts discussed take the
writing process as part of their subject matter. Their
subversiveness is shown to lie in the figuration of a gendered
creative subject position, [be it reader, writer or text] which is
portrayed more as a process put into play by narratives, than as
a product that rests at the end of a quest.
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H Xcipac€ita p1as, ai.' rrç XctTrow thiroi,
,ca oucyta yivc, TLTr0T€ 6EV XELTIEL,
thirvtai.ta, CcTTn'IT(LYLa, O1) €6th KL cKct
Ka$evc, Tro61AaTo Kal TrOALTLICI1,
f3toc aVEdpTT1ToS, 1TOKOTfl 	 TTp0OII.LL0V.
MiTópa, XuX, .LTraKapàs, E1WTlI.L11S vál.LaTa,
KL 'yypacfit KL 4o(TTlcrLc ao llaveTrwTtLLov,
.L11T1UJc CX4LEV yafLTrpO, ITOU T4LO(W Ta ypà.qLaTa.
Hp1T 11 yWatKa Kat .LTrOpct va ytv€T €Tr1O'T1Luw
arró cJov qLPpWELaV icC aTró aTrou61v eylc3itw;
I.'aL icC 0 V0t iroXç KL T KptaLc OVK oXLyr
KL Ta iivath TÜMI yUI.'aLKthv
apfrrcpa TWV aV6pLKthV
Ta l3ptcYKOUVE 0-10 Cfryi.
ÂÄÄâ ICL av 4)GácJOUV T âctOacrra TflS' ErL7TIL1]S dOr
Ta 4)U(YLKà Trs V(JTLKT KaI.LJ.Là 6Ev Ga EIthGCL
icai Tr?u'roTc Ga TrpOTLIth KL Ga OflpciJcL 41iiiiv
IthAXOV &' (i)paLÔTrlTa Trapd Si' E1ria-nl111v.
XELPaéTqc7LS, G. Souris (n.d)
In the past two decades, Greece has seen such an
unprecedented emergence of fictions written by women, that the
phenomenon is frequently referred to as an 'explosion'. This
explosion of women's writing has also enjoyed what, by Greek
standards, is considered to be an astonishing success, since the
numerous editions that many of those books are still going
through suggest their increasing popularity with the reading
public.
This 'explosion' is not unrelated to the cultural and political
context that emerged after the fall of the dictatorship. Political
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freedom was soon followed by the manifestation of a cultural
phenomenon that is crucial to the subsequent analysis of the
proliferation of women's fiction nowadays. The years 1978 to
1985 saw a considerable and polymorphous presence of
publications with a feminist character which has been called
"4 C I LLI.'LaTLK1 dvoL11" 1 . The beginning of this era is marked by the
publication in 1978 of the newspaper of the "Women's Liberation
Movement" (K(vr1ai1 yLa rriv ATr€XEuOpwai1 T(iW ruvaLKcI/) and its end in
1985 is marked by the publication of the last issue of the
periodical Gala which was devoted to the "Panhellenic Women's
Meeting" in Thessaloniki in October the previous year. The
common characteristic of the plethora of the various women's
magazines, brochures and newsletters of this period is an
exploration of new and sometimes daring ways to provide an
alternative reading of the position of women in Greek society.
The feminist concerns of these publications, however, are mainly
focused on anti-capitalist points of view and therefore provide
only party-related versions of the best road to women's equality
and freedom of choice.
Gradually, a transformation appeared not only as far as the
thematic choices were concerned but also in terms of the need to
place them in a broader theoretical feminist context. Thus,
mainly through the last two issues of the periodical Skoupa and
the first (and only) issue of the periodical SfiQQa 2
 one can detect
1 See Kotsovelou, Repousi 1988:53-60.
2The periodical	 oira. YL TO YWaLKC(O Ciiimiia published five issues in
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a shift from the perception of the women's movement as a branch
of masculine party-political activism, towards the desire for a
feminist movement that tries to find its own, autonomous way:
"H dpviiar auToJ TOU aV8pLKo1J Xóyou, T11S aV8pLC1'c lLaTláS, TOU a1/6p1KoJ
.LETp.LaToc TOU ava .iaç dL'aL T TrpotfrróOfoT) nw ywaLKetac .LaS TráXlc"
(' xoXio' 1980:39).
The years after the 1981 elections which ushered in the
PASOK government and saw the change of the Family Law (1982)
and the Civil Law (1983) were followed by a renewed
disillusionment of women's groups with party politics which
was marked by the opening of women's bookshops in Athens and
the presence of independent feminist publications whose
character ranges from lesbian politics to scientific essays.3
However, despite the fact that the "Panhellenic Women's
Meeting" in Thessaloniki in October 1984 heard women from
political as well as independent organisations agree about the
need to redefine the autonomous character of the Greek feminist
movement, the apparent identity crisis found an easy solution in
the return to party-political "feminist" argumentation as
expressed in the second and last issue, in 1985, of the magazine
Gaia. devoted to the Thessaloniki meeting.
January 1979, June 1979, December 1979, July 1980 and July 1981. The
periodical Eb(y-,a. kI.LwLai-LKd KL ciAXa only published one issue in July 1 980.
3See Kotsovelou, Repousi 1988:58.
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Meanwhile, a large amount of prose fiction written by men
and women was being published and was finding favour with a
hitherto unknown readership. In addition, as those texts were
mostly written by relatively unknown writers who met with
critical acclaim through narratives that were mainly about
individuals and their personal stories, articles began to appear
that explored the presence of what was defined as "The new
writers", or "The new prose-literature".4
In February 1982, the literary magazine Diavazo made the
first attempt to bring those new (vcóTcpovc KL vcóTaTouc) writers
to the public eye. In a special issue devoted to "1€KaoXTuS
XOYOT X I.'CS rc L/€óTEp1ç ycvidc" both women and men writers were
interviewed but "women-related" concerns were not raised in the
questions except in the case of Maro Vamvounaki and Katerina
Plassara. 5
 In May 1983 and in February 1984, Diavazo repeated
the presentation of the 'new writers', with a difference: all
women writers (and only the women) were asked to give their
thoughts on the existence or not of a women's literature.
The questions about 'women's literature' that surface in the
1980s and which mainly answer to the need to explore the
significance of the strong presence of women among the new and
successful writers, unavoidably lead to a debate concerning the
general implications of the term 'women's writing'. The main
4See Kourtovik 1990:61.
5See Vamvounaki 1982:45 and Plassara 1982:75.
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arguments of the ongoing debate revolve around the notion that
literary difference is an implication, or a direct 'translation' of
the original sexual difference between men and women. Thus,
even for those who are aware of the recent theoretical
assertions that proclaim the author dead, the fact that a book is
written by a woman becomes indicative of a need to treat it as a
special or separate case. Not surprisingly, therefore, it is the
case that one can often find women writers needing to make it
clear that they do not write as women, or that they are writers
first and women second. As A. Parkin-Gounelas observes, in
relation to English women writers who have made similar
claims, one has "only to think of the unlikelihood of a male
writer asking to be thought of as a writer first and a man second
to understand the pervasiveness of the association between
authorship and masculinity" (1991:22).
The answers of the women writers interviewed in Diavazo
reveal most of them reluctant to take a definite stance on the
issue, mainly for fear of endangering the struggles for equality
as becomes apparent from the comment by A. Frantzi. Although
she admits that "Oa iOU dpccie iroX i.'as LoXVPLOIL6S 6TL vTrdpXcl
[yuvaucca XoyoTcXva] yLaT( thl-L TTOLO Oa O1'I.LaLVE Tip' CXWPLYT1 lLas
iTrap" she is quick to point out its implications: "aXXá TO rrpda
YKOVT$TEL OTOUS XETLKOS KO1I/(iWLKOS ayvcs. Kai as 1.1€ au upaouv OL
cq.LLvkYTpLcs [...] 0 Katryds yia yvvaLKcto Ti av8pLKó Xóyo dvai o Kavyds
yia TO	 TrJiI.La rrou &v xouiic vopio" (1 983:53). On the same track,
among those interviewed believing that there is no reason to
argue for the existence of women's literature, is P. Geronimaki
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who said that if one "LaXuptCcTaL Tru)S uTrdp)EL (yuvauccLa XoTOTXva)
.iou 4aLvcTaL Tr(US 0 LcYXUPLcTIL6S arró Kd1TOU XdI'€L [...] aXXLths Ga iipr
8LaI3ciCovTas ti.'a ICECILcvo va .iaYTneLs apaus TO 4Xo TOU
avyypa4ta"(1984:13). E. Sotiropoulou is even more certain that the
distinction is impossible because, "&v uTrapX€L aY8pLIcI'j KL yuvaLKE(a
XoyoTcXI4a. EY €(YaL TUXaLO 6TL TOY TócJO OTXUK6 p.ovóXoyo nls M6XAu
TOY ypa4i€ as dY8pcIS yLaT( crr XOyoTC)(Yta T F.L6I/a TrOU ILCTPáYE dvai
TO TaXYTO KL 1 SOUXELá."(l983: 51).
Behind the belief that we cannot speak of a women's
literature lies the conception that the writer as artist is always
over and above gender differences: the Writer is bisexual,
hermaphrodite or even androgynous in Virginia Woolf's sense.
Thus, E. Ladia says that "uTrdpX€L Xoyorva irou UIrT1PCTC(TaL alTo
dv8pcs KL alTO yUYa(KES Oircos TraXaLOTcpa LEp€IS KL 1€L€S U1T11PCTOJ7Y
TOUS vaos. FId va J.i Y 1TU) KdTL TIEpLaaOTEpo 0 KaXXLTXvT1S cLvat
8LaYO1TLKd &4uXos" (1984: 30). A. Deligiorgi believes that "thoi
ypd4ouv OTaY )fpd4OUY dYaL EpI La4 p68LToL" and therefore "ia XOTOT€XYLa
1TOU Ga oplCóTav ((TE aI.'8puc1'i E(TE ywaLIcda OdTaI.' j.i(a XOYOTC XYIa yLa
lTdYTa Xc i n1"( 1983: 24), while N. Efthymiadi is most specific on
this point: "11LcYTEJu) TOY EpLa4pO8LTLcTj.LO TOU ypaTrToI XOyou[...] a KaL
TrpOT4.Lth Tq X OU&TcpOl-flTa yLaTi EYth 0 cpllaq)pO&TLaILOS 1TpOIY1T0OTCL TCL
8o 4Xa ii OU8ETEpOTI1Ta LOL6EL va Ta KaTapyEL[. . . ]TXos av l.LLXd,.Lc yLa
yUVaLKE(a KL KaTd auviieia KL av8pLK1 XoyoT€Xv(a ETrEL81' Ta pya
ypd4TllKaI. airO yuvakcs a8La4opYTas yla TO rrOcJo 01 ovyypa4cs
XP11 JL I.LOTrO111aaY cpJ.a4p66LTfl 1 Ou&Tcpll JK4Ffl T6TC TO KPLTIjPLO )4Y€TaL
TOcYo TU1TLKO icai avcTrapics txn€ auTolcaTapyEETaL" (1984:19-20).
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The suggestion is that for the most part the term women's
literature is dismissed, in favour of a literature which has no
need for gender classification, a literature that is sex-neutral,
non-prejudiced and all-inclusive. However, N. Hatzidaki brings up
the question of gender in the debate, while still upholding the
belief that there is only 'one' literature. In her opinion, literature
can be distinguished as masculine or feminine irrespective of
the sex of the writer: "11LcYTE1W 6TL UTrdpxOul/ TrpdWaTa 1TOU
xapaKTnptCouv icaL ETrop.vws 8iaup1ouv 6XL Tflh/ yuvaLKda XoY0TEXL/(a airó
,-r ii av8piic aXAá i-iv Or1Xuicij airó ,
-r i.'
 apaEvuclI " . The rather unfortunate
gender distinction that she proposes is based on what she sees
as specifically feminine and masculine forms of writing: "To
8OI1LO KL 1 KPLTIKT(, awi €L6Oc, E(VaL TO KaT' 
€ O l I1 apcYevLKó.[...] Oo yLa
TO .ivOLaT6p1p.a TLS 1TL6 1rpócY4aTCs j.top4ts TOV TO I(T' oxiv
GTjXUK6[...] aKóILa id av TO ypd4oiw dv8pcs[...] Ta .LuOLaTop1jp.aTa a(youpa
XPC0t'TaI aE OflXUKct KL apcYEvLKd[...] KL a .iund" (1983: 57).
In the same interviews, though, there are those women
writers who see a need for the distinction of a women's writing
that will serve to put forth feminine values in order to
undermine male dominance. Among them is L. Seferiadi, who
specifically argues that "aKpoywi.'i.aos XOos TTS XOYOT(XV(as €KEI/T1S
Trou Oa .tiropoi ,cy (cTh)S va XaPaKT11PLcYTE( yuvaLKda 1TP1TCL va dvai i
ap4LrflaT TOU av8pucoi OUOT19.LaTOS aiw TTOU 
€IT{KCVTP6 TOU XCL rrt.'
couc(a[...] airó aunv KUp(AUS nw aKOTrLd Oa llTropolldYa va iro 6TL ypácw
ywaLKca KL tcJu)S I.LE TO ypd4JLIió ILOU au.LPá)AL*J KL €yth aTrcLpocXdXLcrra anw
lTpoYITâOcla TWI' ywaLKu' iia aTrayKLcrrp(oOo)v aTró Ta avrpLKá lTpóTvTra KaL
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va irpo l3dXXouv 81Ks TOUS aCEs" (1983:37). A. Vorning appears to
share Seferiadi's view when she says that "1 aTro l LdKpuvcii auó rr'
aY8pOKcvTpLK1 L&OXO'ya[...] ((1/aL TO aaLKó yvipiciiia TflS yuvaLKc(as
XOyOT1/1as. H ywaLKcla ypa4i' irou TrpoarraO( ia c4pácL TO yVvaIKclO
4Xo aav Kc1TL dXX0 alTo pia OEaiolToLlthvT KaTdpa, TO K((lLCl/O, irou
aTroKaX1TrTcL 6TL OL KavOv(s KL 01 Trapa6óo(Ls TIOU 81fl.LLOVpY€L TO
1TaTpLapXLKO a'icrrqI.La 6€I.' aI/TaTrOKP(YO1/TaL YTfl cJToLX(L(l61 ad'yicq ns
ywa(Kas yla auTolTpaWdTuxrfl Kdl/EL iiia al/aTopia cTr I3aOid vTpoTrLaJT1K1
au*)Tn'I 1TOU TUX(ycL aKóI.Ia TO 1jILLfl) TOU avOpu1vou yl/ovs." (1984:11)
The general reluctance to argue for the existence of
women's literature on the part of the Greek women writers
mentioned above, and their eagerness to proceed to a
neutralization of sex-differences in the texts they write, is so
profound that one thesis that has recently been written for a
D.Phil degree, and one book that has recently been published have
explored the crucial question of the different character of Greek
women's literature, and have felt compelled, as this thesis does,
to account for the hesitation in defining the work of Greek
women writers as 'women's writing'. 6
 George Thalassis argues
6 The thesis is Karen Rhoads Van Dyck's doctoral dissertation on The Poetics
of Censorship in Greek Poetry since 1967 (1990), which explores the relation
between writing and censorship in contemporary Greek poetry by women, and the
book is H Apvijo-q roy Aáyou oro EAAI1PIK6 .wOtcrr6piia ,AErd ro 1974 by G. Thalassis
(1992) which discusses women's writing, and offers psychoanalytic and feminist
readings of novels by both men and women. Apart from those two texts, the last
decade has also seen four independent publications that deal with what could be
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that the hesitation arises because, in view of the feminist
struggles,
O xaparn picy i i6c [...] iu.a	 icp(8ac TTS XoyoTcxv(ac
yuvalKc(ac TrpoaI3dXXcL , (	 EK TOiT0V, Ta 6LKauLaTa TflS
yuYa(Kac yia LcY6T11Ta. To iro a4oTrXLcYTLKó CTILXCEpTfl.La yLa
aui-i'jv TT I L' LcYóTTlTa €11/aL TO 6TL 11 )'ul/a(Ka .iiiop€E va KdL)€L
cEjaou KaXd ó,TL KdYEL KL o th'Bpac. AUT6 a1To&Lv1cTaL
KaOTflI€pLYd airó TO y€yovóc 6TL óXo KL IrLO cuvd >4t€ i
auyypa4as, fl apXLT&Tovas, 11 OUXCUT1S, 1 aaTV4AaKaS [...]
KaL €CvaL TóaO I
.L€ydXll T a I/dyKl ThW yuvaLKuv va
8La4opoTroL1Oo1iv arró TOY eva KL I.Lóvo KOL1/M/LIcó póXo T11s
ouCryou KL 1TTpac, LUTE va av&xol.rrai KCLL	 1/a €1TL&LKOW
óXES auTs TL IcaTaX1cLc, irou T0US rrap xouv La0TLIJ.ta c p.La
iCotvw1a av8pocpaToL€vfl [...] H LcYóTflTa TÜ)V &$O 43ALi)Y K€P&C€L
IcaOrlIcpLvd 6a4oc p Tflh/ a$aMcrrai-q Oo8o Tfl ctotwcrrs.
(1992:133)
Karen Van Dyck has argued that Greek women's reluctance to
broadly called 'women's issues': R.Kaklamanaki's H Oéoi7 r17c EAAj7v(Saç (1984),
A.Lendakis' E(i'a& 17 f'watKa Karoirepi aim roi"
 'Avrpa; i irthc Karao1ceud(rat q
f'waka (1986), E.Varika's H Eeeyepui, TOW Kuptw'v (1987) and a special issue of
Diavazo entitled "To EXAT)I/LK6 4'€ I.LLVLOTLKó EL'TuTro". The main concern of the first
two studies (Kaklamanaki and Lendakis) is the assertion and assurance, for party
more than for political reasons, that women in Greece are finally equal with men
and that the struggles of the revival of the feminist movement in the 1980's have
paid off. The other two studies, (Varika and Diavazo) attempt to define and trace the
evolution of attitudes, tactics and scopes in women's writing through an examination
of feminist newspapers and magazines from the nineteenth century up to the mid-
Eighties.
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claim Greek women's writing as a positive distinction is
"perhaps more the result of an outmoded critical apparatus than
a reflection of the contribution these writers have made to
writing in the 1980s.[...] The resistance to the idea of women's
writing seems left over from a time when women's writing was
viewed as restrictive rather than liberating" (1990:359).
Outmoded or not, the pervasive attitude that underlies
criticism of women's texts and women's writing in Greece is
largely dismissive and suspicious, entrenched in deeply
traditional canonical values. Thus, although contemporary critics
(male for the most part) have kept an eye open for the plethora
of fiction written by women in recent years, and although they
have reviewed many of the new books, they have condemned most
of them, have praised a mere handful, and have engaged in fierce
arguments over the literary value of one or two of them. Positive
appraisal mostly comes for texts that appear, in the critic's
eyes, to concern themselves with things not specifically
feminine; they are the books that are definitely not written "ya
lLas IcoptTcTLa" as D.Kourtovik put it (1989). The old assumption that
a book written by a man is a book, whereas a book written by a
woman is a woman's book, summarizes the attitude of the critics
who are ready to proclaim the difference of women's writing, in
so far as it is perceived as a negative distinction which can be
detected by the 'effeminate' narrative style of women writers
and the feminine thematic choices.
This thesis enters the discussion in order to explore the
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implications that emerge from reading fiction written by
contemporary Greek women writers. In order to explore the
implications that arise from situating Greek women's writing in
the broader cultural and literary perspective discussed so far,
and in order to create a context for the subsequent discussion of
specific texts, the rest of this chapter will develop in the
following way: In the absence of a concurrent debate on women's
literature between writers and critics, I will first construct a
dialogue between a 1989 article written by Demosthenes
Kourtovik entitled 'H TuiiaiiccCa Ao'yoTEXY(a', which I consider
typical of the attitude of critics towards women's literature,
and the transcripts of the 1990 discussion that explored the
question Tirdpct, Aotiróv, yvvaLIccla iro(?a17; in which five
contemporary Greek women poets presented their views and
which were published in a short book with the same title. 7 By
7The discussion "flirr€ II0L1I TPLES auCiToLr TrrdpXcL, X0Lrróv, yuvauce(a
rroCrni;" which took place on the 17th of February 1990, and whose transcripts
were published in the same year, was organised by the ETaLp€Ca Errou&Sii
NOX1VLKO1I floXLTLaI.Io icai. 1L'LIc1'Ic flaL&aç of the Moraites school in Athens, will
hereafter be referred to as 'the discussion'. Although, the theme of discussion was
women's poetry, the writers make it clear that they do not see their views as
applying differently to prose writing, and therefore the debate is relevant to this
thesis. Furthermore, it should be noted that although several terms were used
during the discussion, i.e. yuvaLKc(a ypa4n, 'yuvaLKEoc X6yoc', etc, in this analysis
they are contained in the broader category of 'women's writing' or 'women's
literature', which refers to texts written by women.
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means of this enforced dialogue, it will be argued that, in the
face of critics who have regrettably remained largely dismissive
of texts written by women, a shift has recently occurred among
women writers themselves, who gradually appear to be more
willing to explore the distinction of women's literature as an
empowering one. Secondly, after showing that what emerges as
the desideratum of this dialogue is a need to define the identity
of the female writing subject, I will explore the theoretical
implications of the relationship between the production of texts
and female creativity through employing Nancy Miller's "language
of textiles". Thirdly, I will briefly compare Evgenia Fakinou's To
'Ef3Soio PoOo to Isak Dinesen's 'The Blank Page' in order to show
how texts may either propagate or subvert the stereotypical
association of creativity and masculinity. And finally, I will
discuss the specific issues involved in the discussion of the
texts that will follow in the rest of the thesis.
In the 1990 discussion, Rea Galanaki chose to present her
views in the form of ten questions, of which the penultimate
was "yt.ar	 TflV EXXd8a, aTi ' óao TOUXáXLaTOV	 p(O, 01 1TCPLCJa6TEpCS
yvva(Ks	 TIOU 'ypd4ouii apvova
	 1T(a)S'	 U1TcIPXEL	 yuvaLKE(a
ypa4;"(l990:42). The answer must lie in the fact that the general
consensus is that all literature, especially all good literature, is
fundamentally the same, and therefore to admit that a book
written by a woman can be considered as part of the category of
women's literature is to imply an inherent deficiency. The
instant engendering and thus devaluation, of a book because of
its writer's sex is apparent in Demosthenes Kourtovik's article,
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titled 'H ruvaLKEca A0Y0TCXV(a', 8 in which he defines literature
written by women as a different category, in terms of thematic
and stylistic limitations that make it deviate from the norm of
literature in general, that is from literature written by men.
From the vast number of books written by women after 1974,
which he implicitly dismisses as part of women's literature, he
only excludes Margarita Karapanou's 0 Tin'of3dric, and in so doing
he comes into conflict "ic Tflh/ paoca dTro4ifl avdpcaa	 TOUS
KpLTLKo1s", quite daringly, even if he says so.
This choice is not based on the aesthetic perfection of the
book, which in fact, apart from being TroXuXcaa,-o' is also 'th'iao',
but on the observation that according to Kourtovik's criteria, "i
Mapyap(Ta Kaparrdvou €iiai ii i6vri TrcCoypd4os i-qc lLETaTr0XLTCUTLK11js
rrcpió8ou 1TOU 8cv irccc aiilv ira'y(6a nls yuvaLK€(ac ypa4s KL rtis
yUvaLK€iaS Oq.LaToXoytas, aAXd ypa4Jc &a OLcrrópTllla ToTroOcTr yO
 ac iiia
irXaTJTcP11 1TpOO1TTLICII KL oTrwcy8llTroTc ÔXL yia lias KOptTaLa". The broader
perspective that he assigns to Margarita Karapanou's novel
(which will be discussed in detail and to a very different effect
in the second chapter) concerns what in his view appears to be
the refusal to preoccupy itself with things feminine. I assume
that Kourtovik's perception of the male protagonist Manolis and
of the theological undertone of the narrative, provide the text
with the necessary degree of 'universality' that makes it of
interest to an audience broader than the cocooned world of
8 All citations of D. Kourtovik's views come from the article published in the
newspaper Eleftherofypia on the 12th of July 1989.
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women readers.
It is interesting to note that Kourtovik's choice of the words
"8E1.' ircac arriv iray(6a" which define the success that Margarita
Karapanou was in danger of not achieving, has also surfaced in
the discourse of the criticism 9
 related to Rea Galanaki's 0 B(oç
Toy I,aiA PEptK Ilacid (which will be discussed in the third
chapter). Being a novel whose main character is not only male
but a high ranking general as well, it satisfies Kourtovik's
necessary condition for the broader area that lies outside the
"yuvalKda OqLaToXoyla".
Although critics have for the most part praised Galanaki's
treatment of the historical lsmail Ferik Pasha, they also did not
fail to praise her success in avoiding the trap of what S.
Tsaknias calls "4JuxoxoyCa TOU irdOouc"(1989). C. Papageorgiou is
even more specific when he suggestively argues that in this case
"T1 cYuyypacas x(LpL CóIJcv11 va Oj.ta KaT €O)(1jt/ aIrrplKó KaTct4EpE va
I/1K1(L TTL' OI1XUK1'j rqc 4i)cTT1 KaL iia .Lit' rracL aTrp.' irayt6a TOU iicXó Kai
TT	 ElKOX11S	 cYuvaLaOluJ.aTLK6TT1Tac"(1989). It is clear both for
Karapanou's as well as for Galanaki's texts, that the trap the
critics refer to becomes irrevocably linked with the feminine
element that seems to characterize women's writing; the trap
appears to be defined by the 'objective' gaze of the critics as a
flaw in their nature that women writers constantly have to fight
9 1 refer to Tsaknias' and Papageorgiou's articles that were both published in
October 1989 whereas Kourtovik's article was published in July of the same year.
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against and strive to conquer if their writing is to be seen to
have any value.
Thus, Kourtovik, presenting himself as a person who
"cYT0XáC(TaL Trth)(z) aTfl 4cTfl illS X0YOTCXI/LaS KL TrUJT(1i(L 7TTlI/ at/aL'Wcrr
Tfls", excuses his uncertainty as to whether this writing 'for us
girls' is an inherent characteristic of women's discourse or a
result of particular social coincidences, while at the same time
he reassures us of his conviction that it is precisely the afore-
mentioned and condemned kind of writing by women that
guarantees its commercial success. He concludes his article by
expressing his satisfaction with the fact that "aiijj.€pa	 riiv EXXd8a
6Xo ai TreplcYcYóT€pes )'uvaK€s ói I.Ló vo ypd4ovti aAXá KL avayp1CovraL
KL KaTaLcSL'ovTaL ws auyypa4e(s" and by advising all Greek women
writers, in what seems like an ultimatum, that "Kavds icai iupCos
KaqLLcI 8cv irpira va cXvdEL oTt. 01. .LcydXEs yuvalKcleS iiop4s Ts
TrayK6a.L1as XOyOTQI.4aS 8(1.' LE1YY OTT1I.' LaTOp(a T(iW ypaj.qthTuw cTrcL81
ypaJiav aav yuva(Ks". Kourtovik's advice does not allocate any
space to the female writing subject, except the one that is
consistent with the male-defined norm. Women, in his view,
should therefore write as men, not as the gendered 1 ° subjects of
1 0 The words 'gender'/'gendered' are used in this thesis to emphasize the
social and cultural, as opposed to the biological distinction between the sexes (See
Fuss 1989). The words 'engender'/'engendering' are intended in this thesis to
indicate a broader process, or a discursive mechanism of introducing gender-
related connotations to hitherto unaffected notions, for example in patriarchal
notions of the writing subject or the universal individual (See Robinson 1991).
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patriarchy, but as what G. Thalassis has called collaborators
with the enemy, "6oaCXoyoi" (1992:134), in order to be valued
enough to become part of the canon.
Contemporary women writers are aware of the limitations
allocated by male critics to their work, because, as A. Frantzi
argues in the discussion, the fact that the writer of a book is
female is stressed when a critic wants to dismiss her work as
of limited value: "yia ywaLKa KcLX1 ELI/aL -,cai aTrocyiuylTdTai, óTaI/ aKpLI3thc
OXEL 1 KpLTLK1j va UTroypa.L.LLaEi TflI/ rroióTrlTa TOU pyOU ILias 'yvvalKac,
O1T6TE Tflh) OVyKpLVEL pya pryáAw av8pthv[...] KL a411'jVEL va EWOT1O€t ÔTL
8cv ypd4ci aav yul/aLKa. Oi yuvaLKcc, óTav 1 KPLTLKIj OXEL va TLS
€1raiVcrEL, yLl/OVTaL piaXcc KaL, óTal/ OXEL i'a Tic uTrocTKthIJEL, y(VOVTaL
vcipKic7cYoi"(l 990:13).
In terms of what has been argued so far, Kourtovik's remark
that " KPT1 TflS )luI/aiKEEas XOYOTEXV(aS (€& XP1WLI.LOT1O1th TOL/ ópo iic
TflV aTOLXE1aK1 mpaala TOU X0yOTEXVLa TrOU ypá4ETaL alTo yUVaLKEs) rr11v
.LETaTrOXLTEVTLK1'j ir€pLo8o 8€v 4,aLI/ETai I/a cyuvo&1rn1Kc airO aiOXoyii
SLdJpuvo11 Tfl TrPOI3X1IJ.aTLK1'S TWV EAA1vL&w	 yypa4uw" should come as
no surprise, since he simply detects a lack of dilation of
perspective that would enable these texts to have a more
universal interest and therefore become part of what is
generally and traditionally defined by men as literature. In his
view, the problem lies in the women writers' preoccupation with
feminine issues, that is issues of concern to women only, which
he specifies as being characteristics of literature written by
women "OE yEVLKS )'paI.LI.LtS EaKoXouOcL va icvpiapxeL 0 apoiiu8Tis
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yuvaLKE(os cpnTLa.Iós, i avaCii-irq T1S yuvaiKdas TaUT6T11Tas, TO
,1p6c3X11I.La Trs wcvvóilaTls p.€ TO á.AXo 4Xo. IIP6KCLTLL yLa p.La XoyoTcXv(a
n'Son-pc44 TIOU avcáprflTa arró i-iW aLJO11TLKI 1' KO1YuWLOXOyLK1 aLa rqs,
avapca ci va' XLyo iroX cXcLaTó KóaIiO".
The assertion that literature written by women has a
limited scope is personal, emotional and subjective as connoted
by Kourtovik's appeal to the 
"rrapoLtiu8iis yuYaLI€(os cpIn1TLc,.Lós" is in
itself the monumental stereotype which, as it will be argued
later in this thesis, contemporary Greek women's fiction sets
out to subvert. At present, it is sufficient to argue that, judging
from the recently published views of the women writers, there
appears to be a general consensus among them which refutes the
dismissive attitude of criticism, and which can therefore be
construed as an answer to Kourtovik's assertions. In the
discussion of 1990, A. Frantzi observes ",-r v a	 TTJ11 L€ TT1
oroa TrCpLdXXcTaL KL 6LaTvlru'I.'ETaL 0 ópoc auTós", because what is
defined as women's writing is the kind of literature "nov u1XyEL
Ta Oj.tai-d TflS aTTó TOY Trapa8oJLaKó 1 &ru KaL aTró TOI/ avaOcurthvo
afryxpovo póXo rrs yvva(Kas, at.' 6lXaSll I.LUPICCL KOU(Ya 1 IL1TLI.iTrEpó, aXXá
KaL aL' €lvai i
.taXóp.cvii cYTO 4q.LLY1c7L6[...] fi VT1pJ.ETpfl avYaLcTOmJ.aTLIcli
4pao, nOV 
€ITC W5 irXa8api'I 4PXUapla c(TdKaL ws aIn'xavq ypa4[...]
napairIn[cL] LE auTovóTTo, aX€66ii, TpÔ1TO aE c7Tpe6TuTrEc alr&(JcLc yLa TLS
yvva[KES. 0 xapaKT11pLcJlLóc auTóc KaTaXfrycL va ylvETaL .LELOTLK6ç, yLaTl,
KaTd Kapóva, EK4pETaL .LC KdTrOLa 6óaii .€yX6Ouuc cTrL€LKLaS yia Tic
yul/a(KEc"(l990:13). Criticism's negative axiological connotations
of the term women's writing are also obvious to K. Anghelaki-
Rooke, who remarks that the world of women "OcwpcTaL KaTTCP0S 1
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€TrLKIv6uvOc[...] TCXIKci TO )lpa4Tó irou Ga 13yd. -at' 13'yd.- Ga EIVaL 1TOIOTLKá'
KaTuSTpo. KaL
	 poul.LE 1TOLOL €(iiai auvil Gu c 01 xapaK1mpLa.LoC:
UuVa1a&iaTOXOy(ES, AAEL4fl1 8o iii , crrL4 avELaK&n1Ta K.X1T..."(l 990:25),
whereas in the same discussion, A. Papadaki adds that "i Gi1Xui
XoyOTcI/uci Trapay()y( avn4i.eTWTTICCTaL ILC cltryKaTá43acrfl, KáTI. ai.' &frrcpis
KaTilyoplac auvaLcrOTlI.iaToXcryla"(1 990 :45).
As the attitude of criticism towards women's literature is
seen as something of a cliché, women writers in the discussion
perceive of their difference on the whole in a positive way, and
even if they do not celebrate it, they at least appear to be
determined to recognize its existence. 11
 Thus, R. Galanaki says
that "Ocup TOt' 6LaXU)pLU.Ió 'Fui'aiic€La KaL ALITpLKi Xo'yoTCXV(a[...]
Icu'pLo"(l990:37), whereas A. Frantzi argues that "cCvai., TrdI/Tw.c,
)'CyOL'óS 6TL E&) KL ELKOO1, T0 XVythTEpo', Xpói'ia 01 yuva(KEc[...] OTOP T6TrO
liac ITapovcTLdCovTaL, apLOI.L1TLKd aXXd KL 1TOIOTLKá, ic pyo ox' pOiio
avTayc)vurrLKO iipoç aUTO T(iW aii6pá' 0.L0TXI/(W TOUS aAXá KUplü)5 ILE pyo
TIOU 6ia4p€i[...] avTO TrOi yvu)p(CouiE iOi'o c(vai TO Kup(apxo avvalaOqj.ia
T1u)S 6La4povi.LE airO Touç cul'TPES KL auTot UVTLcYTO(XWS TO (610
11 I say on the whole because of the five poets that took part in the discussion
the views of the poet Pavlina Pamboudi take a different stance. She says that "6€
XP€LdCCTaL va taS' artacrxoX€( fl 1nrapq 1 LT yuvaLKE(ac rO(TcTflS IT€pLcYaóT€pO alT
óao i frnrapii lj p.i ro(rcnic TIOLT1TthV ic i€ydXi pirrT ij ro(iicn' TroLflTctv p.E
anry6aXéc"(199O:55), and in that sense, her view that " r iro(Tai c(vaL aii) KaX1',
Kaldj 1 LtTpLcL KL TO 4XAO TOU ypd+ov,oc €(vaL TO TCXeUTa(O vrou €rriipccICci. rii'
rroL6rrlTd TTc"(l99O:56) is closer to the views presented by those writers
interviewed in the 'New Writers' issues of Diavazo in 1983, 1984.
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yvwpCCouV(1 990:1 5,17).
Recognition of the difference of women's literature, by the
women writers, is a complex one, because critics have made
them aware, as K Anghelaki-Rooke says, that "ap.tauc IL6XLc -KaL au-
Trapa&XToic 6TL 1 yuvaLKEia ypa4i' &a4opo1ToLCtTaL air auT1 T(aW alrrpv,
aul-6I.LaTa .LTra(YCL KctL TO Oia riç aac"(1990:24). Although she
dismisses the axiologically gendered arguments through a
carefully chosen metaphor of the uselessness of trying to
distinguish and categorize the value of a cucumber and a
cauliflower on a hierarchical scale, she nevertheless admits the
danger and the temptation of turning assertions of the difference
of women's literature into qualitative claims by reversing
criticism's generic limitations. She cautions that, despite her
belief that texts written by women "&a4pow aa a1aTacn1, aav
OpyauLo l.Lóc 1(1 opydvuxii aTró Ta aI/8pIKd, 6€i Oct rpira va o8yrOoic a€
aTrOXuTOaiv€ç KctL
	 aTOTroLqc7T"(199O:25). R. Galanaki agrees, and
takes the argument further by dismissing the stereotypical
representation of women's literature as a "Oq.LaTLK6 iai iop4oXoyLKó
yKTo", wondering about the restrictive implications of a narrow
definition "TTOU CILTEPLXCL TOY idv8uvo CL'ÔS 4UXETLKOJ 8LaXwpLIo , trou -
aav 4UXCTLK6S- thaL iioXi TTLO avEXaJTLIcóç icai airó i.'at' Ta1K6
8LaX pLc7 l Ló" ( l 990:40).
Returning to Kourtovik's critical dismissal of the limited
scope of women writers who deal with the "ava Cil -rii aii T1
'yuYaLiccac TaUT6TT1Tac " , contemporary women writers in 1990 argue
for the importance of what A. Vorning in 1984 called "JT0LXCLUS61[c]
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avcIyKll rrls yuvaas yia auTOrrpa dTwoT1"(1 1). A. Frantzi says it lies
precisely in the need to define women's identity in which one can
locate the specificity of women's writing, because "auTo 1TOU
lTapO.yETaL KàOE 4iopd 8ev l.L1TOpd. trapd va EK4p&T€L aTroAJTracp.aTLth TOY K&7.LO
I.LaS, TO UTTOKCLCYO 8iXa8i1j". As for Kourtovik's assertion that texts
written by women over-indulge themselves "[a]To TrpóI3Xiiji.a T11s
cruvcvvóTI cTflS l iE TO dAXo 4Xo", A. Papadaki comes to reassure him by
saying that for a contemporary women writer "ri piii[ ... ] liE TO
avrlOcTO 4)ø.O 8ev lLTOPC va aTrOT€XcJcL ii.óvip.i Ocp.aTua'1, &io I3acYavLcrTLKó
i o8uvip6 KL W/ €lvai TO 13Lcia. IIpO(u)pct (7€ KdTL Trio aTol.L1K6 Kal yL
auTó 1TLO TrOX1JTLLO[...] Opyav(wovTas (7€ TroiTTiK1'j IJX1 auTd Ta L8L6TUTra
dXyri, r ywalKa ithaa aTró .Lid c(7thTaTT1 auToyvworta KaTap7€( óXa W Ta
cTT€p€OTulTa[...] TrapaTrp€( 1  TpOTro 8ia4Op€TLKó, óx1 Tó(7O l.thJa aTró im
l3ioxoyua'i 8iadopd, óoo IJ.aa airO Touç KOiYü)YiKO	 TrEpiOpUYlio1	 r1is
4uXcTiK1S TOU uTToTay1'g" (1990:47). Thus, the contemporary Greek
female writing subject, as it appears in the discussion, puts
aside the stereotypical definition of women's literature as
exemplified by Kourtovik's criticisms of limited scope, narrow
thematics and gender-specific appeal, in order to accept the
distinction of women's literature as different from literature
written by men, but in no case as restrictive as male criticism
considers it to be. As K. Anghelaki-Rooke argues, those women
writers who accept the term women's literature as relevant to
their work, "8ev TOV X&Trouv aa iiia .iovoXiOuo KaTdTa&, Otrou TrpTr€L,
athvei KL KaXd, va evTaXOovc auc KL Ta ypa4Td TOUS. AYTLO€Ta, TO
yvoc elt'ai va roXunanpa, lild TIX€iovóTflTa arró LSks' KL TpOlrouS
Traps, rrou, OXa i.iaCC, aTroTeXoiv TO OrIXuKO"(l99O26). In other
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words, the female writing subject to be read in texts written by
contemporary Greek women writers is a subject in process; the
process being defined by the feminist struggles of the seventies
in the rest of Europe and America which argued that the personal
is political, and by the struggles of the revival of the feminist
movement in Greece during 1980's which culminated in the
slogan "&t' d4LaL TOU airrpós I LOU , 8EV €tlLaL TOU lTaTpós iou, OXL) váii.ai
0 auTós I1ou".
The emphasis on the need to define the female identity, and
especially the identity of the female as a gendered writing
subject, which emerges as the desideratum of the "dialogue"
constructed in the previous pages, requires an exploration of the
relationship between the production of texts and female
creativity.
In 1982, at the time when the debate about women's
literature was just emerging, Rea Galanaki, in an article titled 'H
Tuvauccla rpa4n KL r1 KaTapal.thvrl llav&tpa', described the woman who
writes as follows:
O th/OpwTrOc trou 'ypdcCL, óTav (El/aL yvI/aEKa, KOU I3aAá liLa
TrcXdipLa Tcyth'Ta KL TT1/ al/0ETCL. EdXXou KL fl I.LUOLK
llav8thpa dL'OL( Kd1TOTE Tflh/ TadI/Ta Tç, óirou c4iXacycc TO
TropTo4óXL, TO flI.1EPDX6YLO, TLS aTrO&E(LS, TO KaPJ/& Ta
KXEL6Ld, )'uaXLd TOU 1'jXLOU, Tfl1/ TauTórflTd TI1S. 0 ávOpurroc
Xoiiróv nov ypd4cL óTav dvai yuvalKa, al/oEycL nlv Toál/Ta
Tfl	 TcrL óT1(OS ypd4CL i'a PiI3XLo[...] óXa Oa urrdpovv aiç
IL(XAOVTLK a(XL8Ec[...] 0 ávOp(L)Troc TTOU ypá4EL óTav €li.'ai
'ywa(Ka, al/Oty(L TO 4OpTlO Tflc li Ta liLKPá KL ápiia-ra 'ia
TOU dAXou KaOrI.LEpLvc Tfl aI/TLKE(ILEL/a, 1TOU OpLOOETO1)V TO
&K6 Tflç OlKYTfllia C()1'c Kal Ta 4XOTICEL	 áXXOJI TpóTrO. lou
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aT1lLaL/EL, aTró TIl li la 1.icpid óTL TOU cY1'jVCL T1'
arq.LavróTT1Ta irou ycvLth OcwponrraL óTL xOw, KaL airó Tr1L'
áAXii ÔTL TOU aVdf3EL TO (VVOtOXOyLKó KL 4JUX0X0YLKÔ 4opTlo,
rrou aun Yol.LLCEL on. xouv. To cvvOloXoyLKO Kal q.wxoXoyLió
4OpTtO TIOU XEL o 8LKOç rrç icOcy ioç, cvai aun1 i E&a.[. .
va ELVaL TO 1TLO cTfll.iaLrrucO , aiió 'iLa OO.Xcwca u1roOc7e(w: 6TL
j yuvalKa aiiyypacfaç nropcL auTi' T (&a, va TrapáycL lila
&a4op€Tuo lLop4,i TOU thOou rriç.(364,367)
Galanaki makes a crucial connection between women's
creativity and the female identity, when she says that the
different version of the myth of 'woman' will come through a
woman's text about her own experience which "dvaL auni 11 (8La".
Since a woman's experience is of the myth constructed by
masculine practices, which have the power to define both
themselves and the feminine, the specification of the woman
who writes as a subcategory of the general "dvOpoc TrOU ypd4ci"
demands further attention. The masculine article that precedes
"o dvOpunros" excludes and marginalizes the female from its
universal implications of creativity, in the same way that the
general term literature does for women's writing. What is needed
for the production of a different version of the myth of woman
through women's writing is an engendering of the subject who
writes, a change in the defining article of the creator, as Zoe
Karelli has argued in her poem 'H AvOpiroc':
[...] yia t.'a yvwptcJ() TOI/ KO(7ILO SC
ya va irw TO X&YO &Kó ILou,
yth irou üç Tthpa uirtpa
ya va Oaulthw, i'a a13o$iaL Kal. V ayalTth,
cyth 1TL 8Ev TOU avticu
KL TTpiTcL I.LOVdXT1 va (tLaL,
uyth, 11 dvOpunroc. (1973:124)
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The concept of identity implies both sameness and
distinctiveness and is always construed in relation to the
universal notion of the creative individual, the paradigm for
which has been male from the time God entered texts onwards.
Since individuals are conditioned to experience the world in a
gender-specific way, the inscription of that experience in texts
will also be gender-specific. As women's positioning in relation
to the production of discourse is that of an object, so much so
that it is difficult to perceive of women other than as the
passive receptacles of culture, one can say that the gender
difference in experience is a difference in language, taking into
account Teresa de Lauretis' definition of experience as a
"personal subjective engagement in the practices, discourses and
institutions that lend significance (value, meaning, and affect)
to the events of the world"(1984:159).
In terms of creativity, the creating subject throughout
mythology and history, and lately throughout most critical
theory, has largely been endowed with masculine
characteristics, whereas the creation, the object, has been
endowed with feminine ones. From Ovid's story of the male
sculptor Pygmalion who in the Metamorphoses "carved the snow-
white ivory/with marvellous triumphant artistry/and gave it
perfect shape, more beautiful/ than ever woman born"(X, 248-
251 )12, to Artemidorus who wrote that if one sees a writing
12 1n this chapter quotations from Ovid's Metamorphoses in English come from
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tablet in his sleep "yui.'aa clTflia(VEL Sià To TTrOUç TravTo8aTro1c
ypaq.LdTw	 rrL6XccTOaL"(1 963:2.45), to Claude Levi-Strauss'
observation that women are "circulated between clans, lineages,
or families, in place of the words of the group, which are
circulated between individuals"(1968:61), to J. Derrida's
identification of the pen with the penis and the page with the
hymen in his exposition of the literary process, which the
translator Gayatri Spivak amplifies by saying that "the hymen is
the always folded[...]space in which the pen writes its
dissemination"(1976:lxvi), what remains constant is that the
female must be identified by language used by men. The
appropriation and the representation of the female 'read' or
'written' into textuality, which, as Susan Gubar has argued, often
results in the case that "when the metaphors of literary
creativity are filtered through a sexual lens, female sexuality is
often identified with textuality"(1981:245), paves the way for
the definition of the myth of 'woman' as follows: the passive
receptacle of culture, where the writing subject is always male
and excludes her from the creation of culture, but requires her as
an artifact within culture. In that sense, since the created
female is represented as having no name, no voice of her own and
no identity other than the one created for her by the male, the
woman who writes is, by definition, engaging in a subversive act.
A. D. Melville's 1987 translation, whereas quotations in Latin come from the Loeb
edition of 1916. In both cases the Latin text's line numbers are used.
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In order to address the implications that arise from
engendering the writing subject, and explore the relationship
between the production of texts and female creativity, I will
turn to what Nancy Miller has called the 'language of textiles',
which, in terms of the stereotypical image of woman as text and
artifact, "tends to engender in the dominant discursive
strategies of much contemporary literary criticism a
metaphorics of femininity deeply marked by Freud's account of
women and weaving"(1986:271). Freud, in the essay on
"Femininity", argues that the unique contribution of women to
civilization is weaving, invented as a symbolic repetition of
nature's concealing act by which pubic hair comes to hide what
is said to be missing, that is their "genital
deficiency"(1965:132). Taking into account Freud's association
between women and weaving, Barthes' assertion that "the text
means tissue" (1974:64), K. Anghelaki-Rooke's description of the
female identity that "TrEpvdcL aa i.4a"(1990:33) through women's
texts, and P. Pamboudi's view that the creative process is as
personal and solitary as weaving because it "aTrav i-cC va xELpCC€cJaL
TOI/ Xóyo aw' IcTa()Tc ,cXtxrrs"(l99O:54), I will examine how the
'language of textiles' can affect the choice of metaphors that
denote female creativity.
When in 1896 Emmanuel Roidis was arguing that women's
writing should only be "ncp( EpyoXdpwv KL ILayELpLc1 c" ( 1978:124) he
required the female artifact to fulfil a peripheral desire for
decorative and culinary pleasure. Thus, the perception of a text
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written by a woman as an 'cpyóxLpo', on the one hand, effaces the
implications of 'woman' as a culture-creating subject, while on
the other hand, and through what Spivak(1983) has called a
"double displacement", it simultaneously positions her work in a
social discourse of uniformity under the collective noun 'women'.
The metonymic casting of the text as texture has important
connotations for the myth of 'woman' if one looks closely at the
case of the mythological figure of Arachne, because as Miller has
shown, her case enables "a critical positioning which reads
against the weave of indifferentiation to discover the
embodiment in writing of a gendered subjectivity"(1988:80).
Ovid writes in the Metamorphoses that Arachne who "had no
distinction in her place of birth"(Vl,7) won her fame through her
"wondrous work"(Vl,14) of weaving and embroidering the wool
that her father dyed by profession. Refuting the assumptions that
her art is great because Athena herself had taught her, Arachne
invites the goddess into a weaving contest. Athena arrives
disguised as an old woman to warn Arachne against defying the
order of the gods, saying that "Among the world of men/Seek for
your wool-craft all the fame you will/But yield the goddess
place"(Vl,30-33), but as the girl defiantly insists on her superior
talent, Athena reveals herself and the challenge begins.
Both women weave an ancient tale on the loom: Athena
depicts the twelve gods in all their glory, and herself in
fearsome and victorious splendour (helmet and sharp-tipped
spear included). On the four corners of her canvas, however, she
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weaves scenes of mortals who have challenged the gods and
failed to win(Rhodope and Hemon, Pygmy, Antigone, Cinyras),
while she frames the whole picture in a border of an olive
branch, "her own fair tree"(Vl,102). Arachne, on the other hand,
chooses to weave stories of "caelestia crimina"(Vl,131), that is
tales of women (Europa, Leda, Antiope etc.) who have been raped
or abducted on a whim of divine desire. She encloses the
composition in a narrow border of "flowers and clinging ivy
intertwined"(Vl,1 28).1 3
Unable to find fault with the technical aspect of Arachne's
art, Athena decides to punish her instead for the signifieds of
her product. She tears the woven cloth to pieces and hits the girl
on the head with the shuttle several times. When, in desperation,
Arachne tries to kill herself by tying a noose around her head,
the goddess pities her and transformes her into a spider, so that
she will eternally hang from her own thread to "pursu[e] her
former skill [and] weav[e] her web"(Vl:145) with her bodily
secretions.
As Nancy Miller argues, Ovid's tale presents "the stories of
sexual difference as a matter of interpretation, Arachne is
punished for her point of view. For this, she is restricted to
spinning outside representation, to a reproduction that turns
back on itself. Cut off from the work of art, she spins like a
13 1t is interesting to note that the participle with which Ovid describes the
flowers intertwined with ivy in the original Latin is"intertextos"(VI,128).
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woman"(1988:82). However, Ovid's tale includes a representation
of another woman, namely Athena, who punishes Arachne's
signing her distinctive, gendered identity in a hubristic
text/tapestry which disrupts the divine hierarchy. Having sprung
from Zeus' head, Athena is therefore identified with the phallic
authority of the Olympian gods, and represents the Law-giving
daughter that serves the existing cultural order. In other words,
she implements the Chinese proverb "di.ia ri ópviOa apxLa va XaXd
( TrETELV6S', cJ4dE rrv aawç" which Roidis employed in his advice
to the 'ypd4ouai EXXiv6cc' of 1896 (1978:123). Returning to the
point made earlier, about the double displacement of female
creativity, whereas Arachne at her loom represents a 'woman'
signing her protest, when transformed into a spider that
naturally produces meaningless and endless work, she loses her
identity in the indifferentiating cultural collectivity of the myth
of 'women' and their safe, domestic, femininely appropriate craft
of weaving, of which the goddess Athena is the supreme master
and guardian.
A tale that is surprisingly absent from Arachne's tapestry is
the story of Philomela, another female mythological figure that
turned the feminine, domestic act of weaving into a means of
resistance. Forced into a life without speech when Tereus, her
sister's husband, raped her and cut out her tongue, she found an
alternative voice to make the violation public by weaving it in a
tapestry. This tale is the myth that underlies F. Tamvakakis'
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novel Ta Torria rrç PLAoJuAas'(1988) 14 in which Fivos, the narrator,
tells the story of a mute girl, Philomela, who comes to live in
his house when her parents die in a car accident. She is an
exceptionally talented pianist and achieves international fame
through his father's musical tutelage. The narrative presents
Philomela willingly submitting to, and even 'provoking', three
brutal rapes by several different men, because as she reveals to
Fivos in a letter towards the end of the text, "ECvaL o iióvoc
TpóTrOc"(2l 7).
In Tamvakakis' text, the myth of Philometa's rape operates
as ritual which, in a fiction that describes wise men as having
been chosen by a "irpoKaTELXpL'o airppa"(22O), reaffirms the
notion of myth as offering "total and adequate explanations of
things as they are and were; it is a sequence of radically
unchangeable gestures"(Kermode 1967:39). Thus, the myth of the
raped and mute woman, which Arachne and the mythical
Philomela protested against through their texts/tapestries, is
reconstructed in Tamvakakis narrative as the fictional Philomela
creates her stereotypical representation by reversing the act of
her mythological resistance into an act of willing submission
and acceptance. Taking into account the mythical stories of
Arachne and Philomela, the fictional treatment of Philomela in
Tamvakakis' novel, and Kermode's assertion that "myths are the
agents of stability, fictions are the agents of change"(1967:39),
14 lamvakakis' Ta Toirta ric #tAojAac has surprisingly been described by
some critics as a feminist novel.
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in order to show how a feminist reading is inevitably a reading
of culture, and how texts can subvert or propagate stereotypical
representations of women and creativity, I will briefly refer to
two texts written by women, that engage themselves and the
reader in engendering the writing subject in very different ways:
Evgenia Fakinou's remarkably popular novel To Ef3Sopo PoOo
(1983) 15
 and Isak Dinesen's short story 'The Blank Page' (1975).16
Both texts are set in a primarily female context, a house for
Fakinou's novel and a convent for Dinesen's; both stories involve
women as traditional tellers of tales and, in addition, they both
make symbolic use of women's blood on a piece of cloth which
can be construed as the writing woman's signature.
Dinesen's story is told by an old woman, who learned the art
of storytelling from her grandmother, and who, in turn, had
learned it from her own grandmother. It centres on a monastery
of Carmelite nuns who grow flax to manufacture the finest linen
in Portugal. This linen is used for the bridal sheets of all
neighbouring royal houses. The sheets are hung on the palace
balcony after the wedding night as the Chamberlain declares
"Virginem earn tenernus 
-we declare her to have been a
virgin"(102-103). The bloodied sheet is later returned to the
convent, is mounted, framed and displayed in a long corridor with
15 To E13ôopo Prno is currently in its 14th edition.
16 Isak 0 Dinesen is the pseudonym of Karen Blixen, and 'The Blank Page' is
part of a collection of twelve short stories called Last Tales published in 1957 as
the last pieces she wrote before her death in 1962.
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a plate attached to identify the name of the princess. Tradition
has it that princesses and royal servants make a pilgrimage to
see the framed sheets that bear the faded markings of the
wedding night for "each separate canvas with its coroneted
name-plate has a story to tell, and each has been set up in
loyalty to the story"(104). However, pilgrims are mainly
fascinated by the story implied by one framed canvas which is
unstained, has a nameless plate attached, is described as 'a blank
page'(104) and gives the story its title.
In To Ef3c9opo Pot5o the story is told by Mana (the
grandmother), Eleni (the daughter), both living in the village
suggestively callled Rizes, and Roula (the granddaughter) who
lives in Athens, representing three generations of women in the
same family that meet on the occassion of the dying Fotos (their
son, brother and uncle respectively). They perform a funeral
ritual involving seven mounted 'flamboura' which bear the
clothing of the first-born son of a first-born son going back
seven generations, and which is indispensable to the tradition of
the family. When the seventh garment, from which the novel
takes its title, is mysteriously lost, Mana intervenes, stabs
herself in the chest and produces her bloodied vest to be used in
the place of the missing one so that the ritual can be properly
performed.
Both the framed bridal sheets, as well as the mounted
'flamboura', each tell the same story of men's success, but the
connection each text makes between sexuality and textuality,
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between the creative subject and the created text is treated
very differently in terms of the replacement of the seventh
garment and the unstained frame.
Although the alternating interior monologues in To Ef3Sopo
Pou'o all tell the private stories of women's historical and
physical rape, the ritual that gives the novel the opportunity for
the specific title, tells the public history of the masculinity and
heroism of seven first-born sons of a first-born son, named
either Thodoros or Yiannis, that reaches back almost one hundred
and fifty years. The repetition of the same two proper names,
passed from father to son, suggests the centrality of the male
blood line and the importance of the symbolism of blood in the
narrative, especially if one takes into account the fact that the
whole narrative is woven around a single event: Fotos, the
offspring of Demos' rape of Mana, intervenes and kills his father
trying to save his sister Arhondoula from forcibly losing her
virginity. 1 7
As most of the women's stories are of physical and
historical rape, they are characterised in the narrative by
passivity and lack of resistance. What is important is that the
values of the male order are upheld and women pass their
culturally assigned role and ritual activities from one generation
to the next. The uprooted Babo (Demos' blind grandmother) passes
17ActuaIly, the narrative leaves open the possibility that Fotos' intervention
might have come after the violation had taken place.
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on to the uprooted and raped Mana the cultivation of her garden,
explains the process of obtaining the tree's oracles and assigns
to her the seven 'flamboura', which when Mana gets old and blind
she passes on to her daughter Eleni, the twin sister of Fotos. It
is important to note that the passing on of the ritual to Mana
derives from the necessity that tradition, that is male culture,
must be perpetuated even through a woman who does not
legitimately belong to the same family. Similarly, when
Arhontoula is forced to uproot herself to Athens, and has a
daughter she names Roula, (short for Demetra, her mother's
name), she passes on her own debt to Fotos, making Roula
solemnly swear to attend his funeral at all costs.
Women's fate, which in the novel revolves around
inescapable violation, uprooting, and conforming to the demands
of the male, is reenacted through Roula's obligation to fulfil her
mother's wish. The text's description of Roula's journey to Rizes
not only reproduces Mana's own journey sixty years earlier in
remarkable detail 18 , but it also has her assuming her mother's
18 Both women's journeys are described as quests generated by an earlier
promise: Mana to find Persephone and Roula to attend Fotos' funeral. Both quests are
prophetically directed towards fulfilment by a masculine vision: Mana finds her
way to Rizes through an apparition of Andronikos' head, and Roula dreams of a man's
head on a marble column. Futhermore, both women approach the village in an
identical way: In 1923, Mana finds herself in a "Tp(crrpaTo", it is evening, a cart
driver offers her a ride and an umbrella to shelter herself from the rain, the route
followed is through a forest full of springs and the first thing she sees of Rizes is
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role, urged on by Mana, to reassure the dying Fotos that his
masculine intervention was successful in safeguarding
Archondoula's virginity in order to provide a blood-stained bridal
sheet.
Virginal blood also marks the fate of the other child of the
original rape, Eleni, who at the time of her first menstruation
was spoken to by the tree and was forced into the cultural role
of a chaste priestess. It is her virginity that allowed the ritual
of the 'flamboura' to reach its apogee, as during Eleni's
guardianship the seven first-born sons of a first-born son tell
their stories of heroism through her mouth, in their own voices.
Although the younger generation of women represented by
Roula who prepares to leave Rizes "Kapa4Xla ivr" and "4piiapiapAvi"
and Ritsa (also short for Demetra) who has declined Eleni's offer
to teach her the secrets of the tree and will probably follow her
cousin, appear to dismiss the traditional restrictions on women,
they are not given an authoritative voice in the narrative. Just as
in the case of Archontoula, what the two young women will carry
on their escape to Athens is the story of yet another violation of
the church clock although she cannot read the time; In 1983, Roula is left by a taxi
driver in the middle of a crossroads, it is evening, she is offered a ride by a tractor
driver with whom she shares an umbrella, she passes through a forest full of
'waters' and the first thing she sees of Rizes is the church clock stuck at five to
twelve.
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a woman's body. This is the story that Mana puts her signature
to, by enacting her sacrificial suicide to prevent the disruption
of the patriarchal order. Mana acts as authoritatively as Athena
in Arachne's story, to preserve the cultural demands made in
Fakinou's novel by the oak tree and its phallic enclosure of the
narrative. 19
 She thus sustains the patriarchal construction of the
myth of woman, which needs to be fed on the female blood of
rape, childbirth and virginity, by choosing to put her signature to
a tale that tells of the importance of continuing to tell his story,
even if it costs her life. It is the story of the universal, that is
the male, creative paradigm that totally bypasses gender
implications, but requires a woman's body as metaphorical proof
of the male's ability to create, and which is suggested by the
description of Mana's body revealed after the suicide. The
narrative uses the metaphor of Mana's body to reaffirm the
connection between authorship and masculinity, that is between
the female body as the page on which the male pen inscribes its
marks: Andronikos, the husband, had painted pictures all over her
body, but had especially chosen to decorate her chest with the
strongly phallic symbolism of two reclining cypresses. 2 ° It is
from the point of convergence of these two trees that the blood
19 J. G. Frazer mentions that the worship of the oracular oak tree was
associated Zeus as a "fitting home for the god whose voice was heard alike in the
rustling of the oak leaves and in the crash of thunder"(1987:159).
20 For the symbolism of the cypress tree as sacred, healing and divine see
Frazer 'The worship of trees' (1987:109-120).
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that stains the substitute for the missing seventh garment
springs forth.
The tissue/text on which the blood of Mana puts her
signature is an analogue of the Freudian metaphor which has
women reenacting the act of nature to disguise their missing
phallus. It is nature that underwrites Mana's signature of the
tale, in the image of the phallic old oak tree whose speeches
begin and end the narrative, enclosing it in connotations of an
eternal unchangeable and indestructible essence. The words that
the tree whispers to women are those that define the myth of
'woman' and her role as guardian of tradition; thus, when the
tree, certain that women will always come asking for its advice,
proclaims that it loves the colour of nature, the connotation is
of the colour of women's menstrual, childbearing or virginal
blood, on which the authenticity of the creating and conquering
powers of the phallus depend for their perpetuation.
In opposition to Mana's final penetration by the knife that
signifies the female flesh turned into male word, the connection
between the female body and male authority, between the page
and the pen, is subverted in 'The Blank Page' through the contrast
of the blood-stained bridal sheets of control and the blank sheet
associated with the blank page. Although the stained sheets, just
like Mana's bloodied vest, serve as testaments of the contracts
of the patriarchal order, the blank sheet made of the same
virginal snow-white canvas and mounted in a conventional
frame, presents a story of defiance and resistance. Moreover,
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since this sheet is unnamed, there can never by a limit to the
story it tells, and it challenges the constructions both of
authorship and partiarchal authority. The subversion does not so
much depend on the nuns who are still depicted as the custodians
of tradition, but on the old female storyteller whose voice
finally signs the story of the blank page and brings it to the
attention of an audience of ladies and gentlemen. As it falls upon
storytellers to confirm or undermine partiarchal stereotypes
that define the myth of woman, in Dinesen's story, the female
blood that has refused to stain the bridal sheet of tradition
becomes the pivotal construction for the female writer to
challenge the myth of 'woman' by refusing to be written on.
The storytelling women in both narratives are put in a
position of control over the reporting of a disturbance to the
partiarchal order. However, despite sharing similar thematic
concerns with the 'Blank Page', the non-subversiveness of To
Ef3Sopo Poio lies in its specific narrative choice concerning the
sheedding of female blood. Although in both cases what is
missing is a blood-stained piece of cloth, female blood is shed in
To Ef3So,io PoOo to restore taxis, uphold patriarchal values and
prevent the reporting of the absence of a token of masculinity; in
contrast, the denial to shed female blood as commanded by
father and husband to uphold and certify the continuity of male
dominance, is subverted by being publicly reported in 'The Blank
Page'.
Futhermore, the upholding of traditional values in To Ef38opo
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Potio is also manifested on another level where the narrative
choices do not allow the act of reading to enable another poetics,
a poetics attached to the gendered bodies of women who write
their own version of the myth of 'woman' like Arachne. In
contrast, the subversive narrative choice in 'The Blank Page'
refuses to fulfil the return of the male narcissistic desire, and
the patriarchal culture that has created the myth of 'woman' as
artifact, as an object with no voice and no identity of her own.
The resistance to penetration by the male, of which the white
bridal sheet tells the story, implies woman as a gendered
writing subject, since the traditional weaver of tissue/text
subversively becomes the inscriber of a general script that
reports and uncovers a celebration of the fact that the phallus is
missing, or that has not been permitted to be there.
In terms of women storytellers who have temporarily signed
their names on the nameless plate of the blank page, and have
inscribed on its patriarchal tissue their own scripts in black ink,
this thesis hopes to set up a dialogue between feminist critical
theory and narrative practice, in order to explore the subversive
as it can be read in contemporary Greek women's fiction. The
four novels and one short story that I have selected to discuss in
detail are: Zyranna Zateli's 'Ilcpat.vij AppawvLacYTLKLd' (1984),
Margarita Karapanou's 0 Tin'of3d-n7c (1985), Rea Galanaki's 0 B10
roy
 IcrzaiA cp(,c Ilaud (1989), Iro Stavraki's AAjia (1989) and Neni
Efthymiadi's To Xpw'jia roy MéAAovrog (1988). I would not like to
suggest that the subversive can only be read in those five texts,
or only in texts written by women, or even only in texts that
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have been written recently. In fact, the subversive can be read in
such fictions of earlier periods, among others for example in Ta
WdOtva KairéAAa written by M. Lymberaki (1989) or Ta IUTpLVa
ALovTdpLa written by I. latridi (1984), as well as in fictions that
are written by contemporary women writers but are not
discussed in this thesis; for example, AvSpc$yuc written by A.
Deligiorgi (1980), Ta oivifrvra i-ic OLWW755, a collection of short
stories written by A. Kefala (1990), and MELK6 written by E.
Sotiropoulou (1988) to name but three. The subversive can also
be read in texts written by men 21
 because, sifted through
feminist critical theory, its primary focus is not the
undermining of the biologically given difference between male
and female, but the exploration and unveiling of the masculine or
feminine subject as constituted by the patriarchal culture in
whose pre-existing signifying chain the subject must place
herself or himself. Thus, this thesis considers as subversive
those texts, which, irrespective of the sex of the writer, present
gender-conscious narratives where gender is a way of doing
rather than a way of being.
The assertion that what is important is not the sex of a
writer but its socially constructed gender, along with the use a
female or male writer makes of it, is sustained by the fact that
gendered identities can only take their meaning from their
position and relation to other classifications and therefore they
should be thought of as 'temporary' or 'strategic' (Riley
21 For example, Yioryis Yiatromanolakis' IciropIa (1 982).
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1987:136). Moreover, the placement of gendered identities in
this context implicates the notion of subjectivity also as a doing
rather than a being and thus, as Judith Butler has shown, if one
thinks of gender not as an essential substance but as a
performance, one is able to expose the fact that "there is no
gender identity behind the expressions of gender; that identity is
performatively constituted by the very 'expressions' that are
said to be its results" (Butler 1990:25).
The five texts to be discussed through close textual analysis
were selected for offering a diversity, both in terms of subject
matter as well as in terms of narrative practice, which is
necessary in order for the subversive not to be seen as an
alternative authoritative and canonical value. The concentration
on reading the subversive does not mean to imply that other
forms of critical approach to women's literature, or women's
images in literature, are less productive. I would like to stress
the importance of critical approaches that attempt to unveil and
bring into focus the work of women writers from the past, or
those that attempt to analyse women's representations in works
by male authors so as to expose how gender stereotypes are
propagated; or of those approaches that can be called
'descriptive' of the current position of women in contemporary
society, which expose the way in which women are, for instance,
oppressed as mothers, mistresses, sex objects, or underpaid
workers; or even of the usefulness of the 'prescriptive'
approaches of "gynesis", that celebrate the superiority of the
feminine, and achieve a kind of reversal which is politically
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necessary, even if their advocation of a "vrai-elle" 22 , is situated
in a rather utopian space that lies beyond the masculine order of
logic and mastery.
However, the favouring of the subversive that is proposed in
this thesis depends on its ability to expose values, which are
considered to be authentic and natural, as societal constructs. In
so doing, it does not make claims of access to any 'truth' and
does not propose new gender 'realities' but in the end proclaims
its own fictionality as a means to break down the 'either - or'
oppositions of the order of exclusiveness that relegates women's
literature as the other of literature written by men. In that
sense, the subversive, as read in contemporary Greek women's
fiction, does not claim a utopian space outside patriarchy from
which it speaks itself, but disrupts the patriarchal codes of
production of meaning from the margins -where women are
22 The concept of "vraielle" represents a kind of "she-truth" and derives
from Julia Kristeva's notion of the "vréel"(1986:214-237) which is a
combination of the le vrai [the real] and / reel [the real]. As the vréel is a kind of
truth-in-experience that can never been seen, or present itself directly, but
rather something that is always hidden, that captures and withdraws at the same
time, it becomes a non-truth, or an always partial truth of Truth. In so far as the
"true-real" is something that escapes discourse but is nevertheless discursively
present, it becomes an analogy for woman, or better analogous to a "she-truth".
When the "she truth" is put into discourse it becomes part of the process of
producing what French feminist critics call écriture feminine and Alice Jardine
among American feminist critics calls "gynesis"(1982).
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situated- but within the dominant culture.
With regard to dealing with contemporary fiction, this
thesis recognises that its arguments form a provisional
construction which is subject to revision in the context of the
constantly shifting social and discursive positions that men and
women occupy as well as in terms of the constantly shifting
relations between margins and centres. Moreover, the decision to
deal with the contemporary forms a doubly binding context: on a
theoretical level the contemporariness of the fictions discussed
unavoidably renders problematic the temptation to detect
textual or contextual weaknesses, as one may be inclined to do in
texts of earlier periods, and at the same time it takes away from
the readings proposed in this thesis any possibility of claiming a
final knowledge. On a more 'practical' level the contemporariness
of the fictions discussed raises specific methodological issues.
As the texts are so recent, little or no critical discourse has
grown around them. Apart from the articles and interviews
mentioned in this chapter, other responses to contemporary
fiction can only be found in newspaper book-reviews
(significantly known in Greece as "I3LI3XL0KPLaC€c") whose
preoccupation with telling "good" from "bad" books is not
particularly related to the aim of this thesis. However, the main
implication that dealing with the contemporary entails, is that
this thesis had inevitably to comply with the process of
unfolding of the contemporary since texts that were published
after I had begun my research had to be included. Other texts, in
turn, had to be excluded simply because by the time they
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appeared my selection was finalised.
The texts that will be discussed later take up multiple and
contradictory positions in relation to different hegemonic
discursive systems, specifically in relation to sexuality, origins,
history, language and subjectivity. In so doing, they test the
limits of engendering the female writing subject, present
feminine identity as a construction in process, and by locating
the subject of difference in writing and language, produce a
literature of subversion which of necessity demands to be read
in a broader context, against what we have learned to see as the
monuments of the dominant culture.
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CHAPTER 1
'YIEPINH APPABONIATIKIA": EXPLORING FEMALE SEXUALITY
As a general rule, a modest woman seldom desires
any sexual gratification for herself. She submits to
her husband, but only to please him; and, but for the
desire of maternity, would far rather be relieved
from his attention. No nervous or feeble young man
need therefore be deterred from marriage by an
exaggerated notion of the duties required from him.
The Function and Disorders of the Re-productive Organs
Dr William Acton (1857)
Appeals to 'Nature' have long been one of the most powerful
weapons against change. The empirically observable fact that
male and female bodies are different, has been used to cement
the binarism of a string of oppositions which appear to
correspond to a 'natural' state of being where reason naturally
reigns, and where men are men and women are women.
As society invested this anatomical difference with
meanings, the difference between man and woman became
gendered, that is, it aquired socially produced feminine and
masculine characteristics. As a result, the stereotypes connoted
and brought forth as 'naturally' male or female, offer not





assumptions made in society about masculine and feminine
behaviour.
Categorization by gender has been instrumental in the
formulation and dissemination as well as in the subversion of
received notions of sexual difference. Thus, biological
difference, articulated in literary texts, often becomes the locus
for voicing gender-specific concerns centred around the problem
of female and male identity. However, gender difference can also
be perceived to be the locus of an articulation of genre
differences as well.
In this respect there is a long tradition that identifies the
female anatomy with a degrading linguistic destiny. This
tradition is driven by the desire to bestow feminine virtues on
all female bodies, physical or textual. The qualities of the
feminine, seen as relevant to the work of female writers, sketch
conceptions of genre difference. The position of women's writing
in relation to men's becomes, therefore, analogous, for example,
to the position and the value of figurative language as opposed to
a utilitarian one. As the ability of language to instruct (a
masculine attribute) is privileged over its capacity to entertain
(a feminine characteristic), texts are impregnated with gendered
qualities, and acquire, by association, genre implications as
well. This gender-related differentiation of a text's ability to
represent truth, knowledge, and clarity as opposed to giving
pleasure, thereby becomes a genre-specific trait. It is therefore
understandable why as far back as 1792, Mary Wollstonecraft,
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one of the most influential feminist thinkers, implored women to
discard feminine ways of writing after citing Rousseau's
assertion that "a man speaks of what he knows, a woman of what
pleases her; the one requires knowledge, the other taste; the
principal object of a man's discourse should be what is useful,
that of a woman what is agreeable"(1975:183).
This advice generates questions which are still pertinent to
discussions of women's writing, as can be seen in a new
tradition that has developed in recent years. In this tradition the
desire to assert difference based on 'nature' and specifically in
terms of what Wollstonecraft advised against, has been
appropriated in feminist writing and critical practice. Using a
reversal of the balance of values in binary oppositions, this
branch of feminist criticism focuses on exalting the value of
feminine characteristics in order to reclaim and reaffirm the
specificity of the female sex by establishing a unitary identity
for 'woman' or 'woman's writing'.
However, when textuality is linked to sexuality on the basis
of a belief in an essential difference between the sexes, its
masculine or feminine oriented manifestations still depend on
the conflict between the competing parts of oppositional couples
that are derived from a primordial rational language that
corresponds to a 'natural' state of being. This way, the
attribution of gender difference to Nature, and especially the
perception of biological difference as an 'essential' reality, has
resulted in the 'naturalization' of the arguments in the
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continuing debate of sexual difference being the definitive
factor behind a fundamental difference in sexual identity.
For an example of the 'naturalization' of the masculine and
the feminine into the male and the female, one can look at nature
programmes on television which are usually obsessed with
mating and reproduction, setting out a whole series of
preconceptions about masculine and feminine human behaviour,
to explain animal sexual behaviour. As Rosalind Coward has
argued (1984:209-215), in those nature programmes about
animal sexuality, all sorts of human and social attributes are
projected on to the behaviour of animals, preconceptions about
male aggression, bachelorhood, dominance, property, women's
nesting instincts, offering constant comment on human society
and reaffirming its assumptions about gender-related sexuality,
always under the pretence of scientific observation, and always
reminding one that what one is watching for the first time, as
captured by the camera of a dedicated scientist-cum-
cinematographer, is nature caught in the act.
If by 'natural' one is to understand the way that non-human
animals behave, then human sexual behaviour, even the privileged
monogamous, heterosexual and preferably married variety, has
long ceased to be natural, since for humans sex has never been a
simple baby-making mechanism, but a source of sensual pleasure
as well. However, leaving all pleasures aside for the moment, the
fact remains that sexual difference is of necessity invested
with meanings which result in the formation and subsequent
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acquisition of gendered identities for both men and women. Since
specific masculine and feminine qualities in gendered sexuality
set out the roles of the male and the female in sexual behaviour,
as well as beyond it, it becomes obvious that sexuality is an
important site for the analysis of power.
The focal point in the exercise of power of the dominant
ideology of modern Western society, an ideology Foucault has
called "the regime of power-knowledge-pleasure"(1978:1 1), has
become the control of subjects through their bodies. Society has
fictionalized its relationship to sex, has organized itself on the
basis of it and has devised gendered sexualities for men and
women, calling them 'natural'. Therefore, the notion of 'sex' has
made it possible "to group together, in an artificial unity,
anatomical elements, biological functions, conducts, sensations
and pleasures, and it enabled one to make use of this fictitious
unity as a causal principle, an omnipresent meaning, a secret to
be discovered everywhere: sex was thus able to function as a
unique signifier and as a universal signified"(Foucault 1978:154).
All manifestations of sex are controlled by the creation of
stereotypical expectations of models for masculine and feminine
sexuality in and out of bedrooms or legally binding arrangements,
as well as in and out of relationships that do, or do not not, aim
at the procreation of mankind or simply at achieving pleasure. It
follows, therefore, that although the established 'natural' norm
for masculine sexuality is associated with lust, promiscuity,
uncontrollable and aggressive passion, in the case of the
feminine sexuality it is doubly defining: it ranges between the
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extremes of non-existence as defined by the demands for
motherhood, nurture and controlled monogamy on the one hand, to
the dangerous state of the metaphorically diseased whore on the
other. However, since the strategies of control and power are
primarily patriarchal, this doubly binding definition of female
sexuality which disseminates representations of women either
as asexual and chaste mothers, or as the overtly sexual property
of men, serves the strategy of the dominant ideology, ensuring at
the same time both "the sanctity and inheritance of their
families and their extra-familial sexual pleasure."(Barrett
1980:45). One, therefore, cannot talk about a 'natural' female
sexuality based on an anatomical distinction, but only of a
socially constructed feminine one which is the effect of an
endless array of hierarchical binary distinctions, making equal
claims to the 'naturalness' of their definition by referring it
back to the unavoidable fact of the anatomical difference
between men and women.
On the other hand, the anatomical difference of the male and
female bodies has been perceived by many feminists as an
opportunity to stress, once more, the patriarchal oppression of
women. The well-known slogan of the feminist movement that
women's bodies belong to them only, which relies on the concept
that a natural but repressed and inherently subversive female
sexuality exists, stemming as it does from the particularities of
the female body, runs through feminist literature both in the
U.S.A and Europe. No matter how useful claims about the
existence of an essentially female sexuality can be at specific
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historical times, the danger still remains the same if one
maintains that femininity is a natural attribute of women and
not a socially constructed one. As Angela Carter wittily puts it
"our flesh arrives to us out of history, like everything else does.
We may believe we fuck stripped of social artifice;in bed, we can
even feel we touch the bedrock of human nature itself. But we
are deceived. Flesh is not an irreducible human universal"(Carter
1979:9).
This chapter will provide a critique of the gender and genre
implications that result from linking textuality to sexuality. In
particular, drawing from feminist critical theories, the
discussion will focus on the way the short story 'll€pcn.vif
appa3uw1aaTLKLd' 1 written by Zyranna Zateli (1984) subverts the
1 Zyranna Zateli was born in 1951; "T1pcYLVr appaI3WL'LaOTLKLd" is the first of
nine short stories in a collection with the same title which is currently in its 5th
edition. All the short stories are narrated in the first person and form part of the
reminiscences of a woman about various periods of her past life. In the first six
short stories, the narrative revolves around ideas of childhood, child abuse, sex,
pleasure, fear and death and many references are made to characters that appear in
"llcpaLvI appawvLaaTucLd". However, in the sixth story called "Z(a" a reference is
made to the state of the narrator at the time, namely NOU, pid TrEpcJLvj TILd
appa(ovLaaTLKLá, xpEc McipKo"(102) and after that the narration in the remaining
three short stories switches mainly to events in Germany without any further
reference to characters or situations narrated in the first six stories, thus giving a
clue to the importance of the first short story which lends its title to the whole
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"naturalization" of partiarchally constructed sexual identities
and romantic narratives that propagate stereotypical
representations of masculine and feminine sexuality through
their implicitly prescriptive and instructive discourse.
The subversion of the claim that there is a naturally
definable female and consequently male sexuality which stems
directly from biological sex, is achieved by parodying it through
a narrative which presents two cats, Markos and Myrsa, in such a
way that the reader is obliged to think of their behaviour in
human terms, as well as through their relation to the narrative,
which is delivered from the point of view of a narrator who is
doubly present: on the one hand, as the "narrating I" who tells a
story of her childhood, and on the other hand, as the
"experiencing I" who in the story may be assumed to be no older
than ten years of age.
The story is of the love between a girl "engaged" to Markos
and about his mother Myrsa. In the end, Markos dies under the
wheels of a truck on a cold January morning, leaving his sexually
immature fiancée inconsolable. The last line of the text
categorically and explicitly informs the reader that the
"characters" Markos and Myrsa are cats rather than humans,
while ironically it does not put an end to the reader's response to
collection. Zateli has also published another collection of twenty-one short stories
under the title Irjv epjj.ud pe dpij (1986).
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them in human terms. In addition, the reader's accumulated
expectations of a human Markos and a human Myrsa are so tightly
and consistently developed by the narrative that they cannot
even be shaken by the comments of the adult-narrator who,
shortly after narrating Markos' tragic death, declares in a rather
detached way that "dXXi)aTc 1Tpac7av xpóvLa airó ToTe KL o MciçKOc
elvaL tia XII1T11 1TOU Tflh/ avrx(,) irAov, OTC XOyoc[...] iroXi rrEpLcJJOTcpo &
TTOU KT0TC LOU auii3cia c.Ta$ç XEIPOT€pa KL alTdpuc o8uvflpOTepa
cMLI3dl 'Ta .L€ á.)Xou KI aAXoLd)TLKOUç, a Troie appa13i)vLaaTLKoç"(2O-21).
As "IIcp7Lvi AppawLaTLKLd" parodies the notions of a natural
female or male sexuality, by being a love story it also comes
into intertextual play with Romance as a genre of modern popular
fiction, and parodies the way romanesque 2
 narratives are
constructed on "timeless" stereotypical representations of
femininity, masculinity, sex and love.
The parameters in which the "love affair" between the
narrator and Markos takes place are carefully delineated to imply
a traditionally romantic narrative environment, and in that sense
"llepaLvr Appa3uwLwJT1KLd" may not be strictly defined as a Romance
but it is surely romantic, that is, its subject matter is
'something that could happen in a romance'.
2G. Beer uses the French word 'romanesque' as the equivalent of the English
and German 'romantic' which still means essentially 'something that could happen in
a romance'(1970:59).
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As Gillian Beer has argued, the romance is still a popular
genre, primarily written to entertain by telling a story of sexual
love between a man and a woman. Futhermore, romances show
ideal worlds which are very close to the forms of our own
society but whose imaginative perfection can never be attained
in life. Since the romantic worlds are governed by high moral
codes, and because they present idealized situations, they are
implicitly instructive as well as escapist. Beer gives a cluster
of properties for a romance: "the themes of love and adventure, a
certain withdrawal from their own societies on the part of both
the reader and romance hero, profuse sensual detail, simplified
characters[...] a happy ending, amplitude of proportions, a
strongly enforced code of conduct to which all the characters
must comply"(Beer 1970:10).
Because romances tell a simple story of the relationships
between men and women who live in a totally imagined world
which the reader inhabits as long as the reading lasts, and which
is "preoccupied by complex moral issues, acted out by characters
living according to a conscious code of conduct"(Beer 1970:79),
they are often easy reading since they require no special
knowledge, but just "draw upon archetypal patterns which meet
an understanding in the reader without necessarily formalizing
into conciousness"(Beer 1970:19).
Romance has been called a 'feminine' genre because it gives
a major role to women and to affairs of love, sexual or
otherwise, and it is still primarily targeted at a female
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readership in the Mills and Boon or Harlequin varieties. This is
despite the fact that, as Carol Thurston (1987) has argued in her
extensive study of contemporary popular romance, it has
changed, having invented new formulae since the coming of age
of the women's movement. The way women are portrayed in it
has changed, along with the traditional power relationships
between men and women in erotic romances, to depict a new,
more balanced power arrangement as natural and expected as the
norm. Since romantic narratives are primarily directed towards
women readers and since, by the very definition of their
romantic character, their stories and the characters in them
always have to move within fixed moral codes, romances can
never shed their instructive function; they always provide
women with lessons in femininity as if it were some 'natural'
attribute of their sex. It is precisely that instructive function of
romantic narratives and their targetting of women readers that
"llEpcYLvlj Appai3owlacrrLKLd" uses and subverts through parodying its
'naturalness' by the use of the cats as protagonists in an
exploration of the implications of claims about a 'natural' female
sexuality, and by creating a coherent illusion in fiction only to
undo it in fiction.
1. 1. The Romantic Setting
Before discussing in detail the kinds of female sexuality put
forth in the narrative of "lTEpau.'lj AppaOVLaaTLKLd" it is important to
examine how the romantic setting of the "love affair" between
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the narrator and Markos plays on the romantic implications of
the genre as a whole.
In most respects, including the unhappy ending, Zyranna
Zateli's short story does not go far from genre requirements,
except for its unheroic male protagonist. The broader setting of
the "love affair" is in a neighbourhood which serves as a
microcosm of society in which everyone lives by traditional
rules, in which everyone knows what everyone else is doing and
certainly cares about this knowledge. Furthermore, the details
concerning the acceptability of a "love affair" are very carefully
set out since the narrator's "love affair" is excused both by the
neighbourhood and the family because on a metaphorical level
she is engaged to be married to Markos, and thus falls into the
appropriate and the acceptable, and on the literal level she is
just a little girl playing games with her cat. Moreover, the title
being 'last year's fiancée', which gives a clue to the unhappy
ending of the story, on the other hand implies that after such an
openly public relationship with a man, according to societal
norms, a woman who has failed to attain marriage is also not in
demand, 'second hand', out of fashion, or to use a Greek
expression, she is "shelved".
The narrated events in "ll€pawvj A PPaI3WVLaaTLKLd" are basically
very simple, delivered in the first person and in the past tense in
a very smoothly flowing, almost banal style; it comes complete
with love at first sight, engagement, an Other Woman and despite
not having a gloriously happy ending, the tragic conclusion is
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marked by the regrettable death of the male lover. It is described
through the hilarious clichés that are considered an integral part
of romantic narratives, and which serve to bring forth the subtle
parody, triggered belatedly in the last line of the text, after the
revelation of the species of the male partner.3
As Hutcheon argues "many parodies today do not ridicule the
backgrounded texts but use them as a standard by which to place
the contemporary under scrutiny"(Hutcheon 1985:57). Since the
narrator of "ll€pivij appawiarrucid" is neither given a proper name
3Moreover, the specific dates given [the engagement takes place at night on
New Year's Eve 1961 (7) and it lasts two years and seven days until the ninth of
January 1963 (18,19)] provide a feeling of accuracy and authenticity, a feeling
that this is a true story, combined with the advent of sexual permissiveness that the
reference to the sixties implies, although not strictly applicable to the social
reality of Greece at the time, help to keep the reader focused on the metaphorical
level of the story, and further distract one from the irony offered on the literal
level, principally by the fact that Markos is a cat. In terms of specific chronological
references, there are interesting parallels to be drawn between ihpoLvlj
Appawvi.auTLKLd" and Y. Xanthoulis' novel To ITCOaMEVo Aucép(1 987). Xanthoulis'
novel is set like Zatelli's short story in a primarily domestic environment which
revolves around the sexual explorations of three children. As in "HcpaLvT
AppcL3WVLacYTLKLd" the erotic game between the girl and the cat is excused whithin the
context of sixties, in To fkOa,.zévo Aucép the specific reference to the late 1950's
reinforces the forbidden nature of the sexual games in the simultaneous marriage of
two boys (twin brothers) to the same girl (their sister), which begins on
Christmas day 1957 and lasts until April/May 1959.
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nor acts out her sexuality in the traditional way, the parody is
not so much that of specific sex-role models proposed by the
rather unfortunate heroes and heroines of romantic fictions but
of the genre itself. "Hpauiij appaciwLacrrLKLd" scrutinizes not only
the way in which masculine and feminine sexual identities pass
as natural in a patriarchal society, but also the way romantic
narratives are constructed so as to propagate these stereotypes
through their indirectly prescriptive and instructive function.
As the narrative of "llcpiivil appaF3wvLacYTLIcLd" is set in the
microcosm of a traditional neighbourhood, the people who make
up this mini society (the 'others' to the "love affair" of the
narrator and Markos) assume the role of what Stephen Nichols
calls 'onlookers', the guardians of the patriarchal order, who
"watch and pose questions of their own, regarding the behaviour
of the lovers[. ..]making them justify their behaviour before the
collectivity [or even] forcing them to call their love by another
name if necessary to fit the context of public life"(1985:50).
Either because on a metaphorical level a "love affair" cannot be
allowed outside societal presciptions, or because on a literal
level a girl cannot have a literal "love affair" with her pet cat,
the affair between the narrator and Markos has to be set in a
legitimated narrative frame, and therefore an engagement is
performed (as it is traditionally appropriate), and is described
with all the symbolic portentousness of white and virginal
imagery appropriate to traditionally romantic narratives:
MUOTLKd T€XaaIiE TOl/ appal3thva. OxL OTT/ Ká4iapa I.LTrPO(JTd
aTOuç dXXouç, aXXd
	 W UT1 cJKdXES 13y1'KaIL€. Mcc TO
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0KOTd&, ci' va €UXdPLaTO Kp1o. Xióvc ai. i aairpá8a TOU
XLOI/LO KaL'aY wpay.LaTLKd OYCLpLK1' (KE( VI1 TT1 YXTa[...] ciai.'
óYCLpO[...] IIUcJTLK6c 0 appa3(vac I.Lac, KPU4& KL LCpóc.(7)
The engagement is performed in secret defiance of the
others, but according to their rules so that the realistic economy
of the narrative will not be disturbed; and indeed it never is,
because everything outside the unusual relationship of the lovers
lies on a traditional level, both in terms of the narrator's house
and family as well as in terms of the local kafeneio.
Appropriately, the onlookers retain the roles that have been
traditionally assigned to males, mentioned only in connection
with the public place of the kafeneio, and to females, mentioned
only in relation to the household. Among an indistinct unmarried
female crowd are Marianthi and Persefone, and Olympia, who is
1TLO Ta1TELV1t
 KL lc7Uxfl 4Lyopa i'rou TthpaCYE, cia 11th/a, alT'
Tfl CUii'i .LOU, .La irou alT' T TTOXAd a,JiXlTa appthoTawC TI6TE
rróTE[...] 1LTd, iroX(i ypi'yopa auvleftc, TrJS ¶CpYOJcYE TO KaKó,
KL aYal'ovTav lIla IJJU)(l'j ciTO irapdOupo, ciKU Lvfl
6avrXAa TTOU TrXEKE icai TflY TJXvyE yipw ypw cial' KouI3àpL,
I.LtXPL 1TOU hrLave dXXi1 070 (Sio cTX8LO lTth/Ta, I.L TOY 6LO
puOiió, ayaeft Kal a i i(Xiirq ITdAL, c7U)L'd I/vaTayl.thvTl, va Ta
yupvácL óXa IIaa i-riç(l 2)
an image of the eternally muted housebound female. The men in
the narrative of "HEpoLvlj appa3WI/LaoTLKLd" inhabit the distinctly
male setting of the local kafeneio "0 AvaciTEvay.Lóc" and in a way
comparable to the muted housebound women, they just sigh their
troubles away upon entering every time "dxav 8Ev e1av KdTL. M6XLS
4i1TaLYav, IcaL KdO€ TóUO 1I€Td ócio va 4ouv"(22).
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The rather liberal relationship that the narrator had with the
men of the kafeneio, which is inexplicable on the metaphorical
level of the story, because they allowed her briefly to enter the
bastion of male privacy, can only be accounted for on the literal
level of the story by the fact that she was a little girl whom the
men called to amuse them or to run small errands for them 
"lie
cxiSvaCav 01 ó.YTpEc va TOUT irdpw TJvydpa air' TO rrep(TrTcpO KaL Kap.Ld
efrqiicpt6a -u• vai.' TOU &d3aCa (YE (7UYX€L€S, yLaTt &Y iep€ ypá44LaTa, TOY
TJaKLTC1 TOY X1aTapXo TOU Atf3aXLo- dXXOTE yia va TOVS Xw avva
TpayO18L"(21). So she was able to observe what went on in this
male world only because of her age "icai. .i' d4qYaY, TO i'iOcXav K1
auTot, va thOoi.iai 1IaL TOUç, va TOU Airw irou iratCav Cápia KaL TpthrOVXa
i Xyav LcYTOPLCS' KL TOUç dKouya air' TOU Nthe TOY KaLpó"(21). It is also
due to the literal age of the narrator that in their most private
hours of sighing the men even occasionally inquired about Markos'
health, being in control of the real situation and thus able to use
appropriately metaphorical language "TI. KdYEL 0 rrpLyKlirác cTOU[...] o
6ep3(n cou"(21) in playing the young girl's game. However, when
the narrator replied "KoLIIdTaL[...] auTóç &v e(YaL OaY ecths"(22) she
stated a narrative truth not only on the literal level because
Markos is a cat and not human, but on a metaphorical level as
well because not one of the males in the kafeneio would have a
sexual relationship with a female under the parameters set out
by the narrator, and therefore Markos is definitely not like any
human man in every sense of the word.
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It should be kept in mind that if Markos and Myrsa are taken
to be cats by the reader, their behaviour and the child-narrator's
behaviour need not be considered abnormal. Thus, it is precisely
because Markos is not a human male that all onlookers, both male
and female, never object to the lovers disappearing frequently to
the room they shared when looking for some privacy for their
strongly sensual "love affair": "icai,ds 6ev I.Lac ii1jp €C6i1cn1, I La KL iia
las T1aLpvE &Y 1jTav ICdTL 1TOU cYUIth43aLve yia lTpd)T11 4opd (XJT€ va TOUS
TrapaEv4J€L. KdO€
	 pa p.a	 13Xeirav va av6ii.acrrc"(8). It is also because
the metaphorical lovers are not a real woman and a real man but
literally just a little girl and a cat, that Markos' death, that
marks that very revelation, is treated by the coffeeshop keeper
as a significant event. Moreover, since the narrative needs to
retain its metaphorical potential until the last line, its economy
requires the coffeeshop keeper to run to the narrator's house
before dawn to inform her of Markos' death as if he were a
person. Thus it is possible for the narrator to strike the final
ironic blow to the romantic suffering for loss of the beloved
concept, in a mourning scene delivered once more in as hilarious
clichés as the engagement scene. These scenes are joined
through the image of the snow. The black and bloodstained snow
of the accident alludes to the immaculately white snow of the
engagement scene:
rpea aw' TpCAXII. &V áPTCxa va KaTaXá43 TL aKpLc dxe
a 13et [...] TCKÔtLOUV tyaii va .LE XT1Tn1ac KcpaWóc KL 3XC1Ta
Ta a(lIaTa TOU MdpKou Trdv(1) aa iói.'ia[...] K6ucwa a.LaTa,
XEUKI XL6VLa, KÔKKLVa KI auTd all' TO alI.La.. .K6KKLI'O KL TO
4OUUTdVL TIOU T dplTaa KaL T6cJUpa iiaCl .LOU yLaTt, 6ev
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1'Epa- ICL óXa TEXLKd Lapa ciav iracia 7TO KE4c1XL iou
KaTápIlupa.
Ec€Evo TO XPUcJ6 TOU cicia, TO TrapaIiVO1/LO, vaç p.TrXcz(c
4pucTóc E4LdXTT1c Tpa arro XU(i).LVS cYdpKES Ka%. xvi.thva
cLrróaGLa, TIdI/(i) a-ra XLÔVLa. AUTÔ €KCt...O appaw1acrrLKóc iou
o Mdpiwc! c<FLd 8crrova 1T(il KcCTETaL...KoI.LI.Lvoc KL
ca4aylLvOc KL ay€yl/thptaToc>>(21).
In the romantic setting of "ITEpcYLv1 appawLaiTLKLd" the male
partner of the romantic couple is not only unheroic but he is also
of an inferior species. The only way the symbolism of heroic
battle of the knight in this quest for pleasure can be retained is
through the compromise of the narrative that attributes to the
dead corpse of the male feline lover through the mouth of the
narrator the lines of a poem "yLa &aT0L'a lTWç KCTCTaL...KO4IVOS KL
ici. aveyvuSpLcJToc" which actually come from an acritic
song which celebrates male heroism through a wife's lament for
the death of her husband.4
With Markos' death the narrative has to end and after the
mourning scene everything moves towards the literal conclusion
both of the story and the metaphorical dimension of the "love
affair".
The coffeeshop keeper offers consolation to the narrator in
the empty kafeneio, in a scene that almost smells of child abuse
in the sense that the image of an adult offering sweets to a child
suggests. This kind of consolation is supposed to be an old ritual
see Polites EKAoya(, 'AKpLTLKd Tpayoi6ia' No71, (1969:83).
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which was performed by knowledgeable women who said "p€ TXl.I1
KL .LE Tthrrfl"(23) the appropriate words while the person in shock
[-4 p( -a deep inner feeling of immense Tp6oc and dpCKl] was
licking honey from the cutting edge of an axe so that "o 4613oc va
KOTrEE, i'a 4(.ry€L o Ecncioc"(23). The ritual was supposed to be based
on the Heracleitean notion "...Kat K T(ZI/ 8La4p6VTuW KaXXaT1l1/
dpovt.'av"(23) which balances the fear with something
pleasurable, aiming, as the narrator says, "va ac yXuKctl/OVY aTO
thia KL crnpi 4su. KaL TO KaTd4cpI/av. HTaI/ aaii va IE .LLc7O)TrvL(TLCav
Lcç aTr Tflh/ aiyavi TPU4)EPII O I LLXLa, TO	 TOU TcYcKOupLO, 1TOU TflI/ K64TT1
TOU Tilt' dxal' 3OUTtEL ac I.thXL"(24). As the narrator's 4pl	 is calmed
by the Turkish delight that on the literal level of the story the
coffeeshop keeper shoves into her mouth whereby order, "ap.iovCa",
is restored and "Xirpwari" comes " a4WLKd IJ.cTd airó CKCC V 1
 Tilt'
vTacy 11 " (24) on the metaphorical level of the story things are
resolved as well. After the intervention in the narrative of the
image of the phallic symbol of the axe covered in honey, the
coffeeshop keeper, representing patriarchal order, deems the
situation unworthy of his further attention and he sends the
crying girl to her mother, who is the appropriate person to deal
with such 'feminine' matters as this childish fantasy. In so
doing, he usurps the last line of the narrative, and puts the
metaphorical aspects of the story in their rightful literal place,
only to subvert the reader's accumulated expectations by simply
saying to the girl "irfryai.vc UTT ii.th'a aOU, 11Th' KdI.'cLc TC7L yLa 11LCt
'ydTa"(25).
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1. 2. Tales of cats and female sexuality
The revelation that Markos is a cat forces one to approach
the kinds of female sexuality presented in "Hcpaivi appaI3uwLacYTlKLd"
in the light of the literary device of the metaphorical use of a
male cat as the male partner of the romantic couple. In
literature, cats often represent declarations of excessive
sexuality, such as Myrsa in "HcpaLv1 appa3WI.'LaaTLKLd", uncle
Andronikos disguised as a ginger cat in Kosmas Polites' Eroica 5,
or as Zola in Zenon Lefakis' "H IcYTopta ric KoKK1vóTp1Xaç".
In examining a text which involves a little girl and a male
cat, one should examine the kind of desire the little girl has and
the kind of cat the cat is. Thus, Zenon Lefakis' "H Icn-opCa n1s
KOKKLI.'óTPLXac" (1910) will be briefly discussed because, like
"llEpYu.'1j appa3uwLaaTLKLd" it involves a "sexual relationship"
between a little girl and a cat, and it has an unhappy end as the
subtitle suggests "irou &v d€ ayalTl1TLK6 KaI TrccYE Tfll.' TrpácYLlfr1
M1j.vi1". Although Lefakis' story does not deploy the male cat as a
metaphor for a human lover, it is set in the environment of a
house and a small village and it involves a little girl's discovery
of a hitherto unknown sexual pleasure.
The story of the young Kokkinitriha who has red hair, in the
way Little Red Ridinghood has a red riding hood, takes place in
Peter Mackridge argues that the apparition of Andronikos as a ginger haired
cat in Eroica serves to symbolise "[TOY] aXaXvwT [o] épwTa"(1 982:83).
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her house and carries all the sexual implications of that
fairytale. The girl lives a quite ordinary life with her sick
brother, her father Marpas, and a cat named Zola, until one day a
woman appears unexpectedly and becomes Marpas' lover. She has
a beautiful laugh, a silver rose in her hair, a sparkling ring on her
finger, and her hands and neck are 'full of milk', and with her sad
voice she always sings a sad song. As the epitome of lustful
temptation, she comes into Marpas' world by also trying to
seduce Marpas' much older next-door neighbour. Finally she gives
the apple she had just bitten into to a young newcomer,
immediately making him her new lover. This woman becomes the
model of the female, and sets out the parameters of the quest for
pleasure that the young and bashful Kokkinotriha embarks upon.
ZoIa, 6
 the family cat is very mean, aggressive and selfish
"e(Tav ácTlTpOc Kal Tfl yXthcicia T1Y E(XE K6KKLVTI. ErraLCE KL KaXcI. Erriavc
rrovTtKla. Ma &ii TâTrwyE OTfl aTvflhll, Td1TaICE Ka>IL icai 	 Ta &ryKaVE
TJL Sa i€ p.Ld " ( 52). However in Lefakis' story Zola engages in
another game with the beautiful woman, an activity which is
quite new to Kokkinotriha:
TO ydTo auTóY TOY ayaioa 11 yuva(ica Kal TOU TraLCc
pa1a. Tou Ka.wc va rrapd€vo TraLXvt8L. To 3aCE l'rpu')ra
KdTh) air a 4OUcYTdYLa Tfl, t1TELTa TOY (KOUYTOkTC .LC Ta
Tr6&a TT) Kal TOU $vaCc -ALYTE ZoXd. AwTE ZoXd. Ki o
ydToc 0 ZoXáç cYTpL4oyup1CoYTav picTa oriç ydlnTeS rrjs KaL
6 The name of the cat as Gounelas argues tawç (vaL uTrawvyILóc OTOV ALL(XLO
ZoAd, 0 O1TO(oç wç LaTflflinjc TOU VaTOVpaXLaI.Lo uTrOcrnipLCc -rv Trapi rYic
avauó4i€uicrqc 8lvainic TWV KXTpOV0.LLIuY KaTaoXLw"(GoufleIaS 1987:59).
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(ITO TXOc TLS yXU4)E 6cm I.LTr0pOaC KL 11p64)TaWC. KCLL 1
'ywa(Ka ILC TO opato yXoto KOKK(Y1.CC Ical 1Tav 6Xo apà(53).
Kokkinotriha likes this game and it is not long before she
gives it a name:
T6XCyE TO 1TaLXVL& auT6, TO K6KKL1IO KL TO Xap()1Tó rraixv(6L
Tfl yuvalKac 1TOU K&'EL TTL' Kap8Lá va Tp4Lfl. TóXeye Kól(KLYO
yLaTE tKavE Tfl yuL'aLKa K6KKLVfl. Xapwiró yLaT ycXo€
icepa au TO TraLXYI6L, 6co yia TflI/ KapSLcI TTOU tTpqi.E, TO
4xwTcICouvTa, KL iroX cYWcYTd, C(TaYC vac KOTCdP.
'yciTOc auTóc 1TOU yXu4e KL yapydXiCc Tic ydrec(53).
Since Zola, such a big cat, gives such enormous pleasure to
the woman, Kokkinitriha soon forgets everything else that
puzzles her, and she too begins to play the game, content but also
slightly afraid of her new discovery:
Ocio yia TOY KaTc7apothAXfl, Oi)TC X&yOc va yIYETaL, TrOT& 8ev
TOY auXXoylCóTavE. Kd1TOTC OX[yO TO ZoXd TO yáTO Tflc,
yLaTI auT6c thaiic KaX6c KL n1v ayario(xic. ETL 4aLYETaL
Tflç KaILL'E auvd Tthpa TO K6KKLYO KL TO xapwiró
TraLXI/t8L TflS ywatKac 1TOU &ap.E TflY KapSLâ va TpLCL. Kai u
KOKICIYÔTPLXa óXo TPC I.IC I' TO TraiXvi.8L auTó, lta Kai
X(yo(55).
As the little girl embarks on the experience with Zola only
after observing the admired beautiful older woman, as soon as
her role model focuses her attentions on a young man who comes
to the village, she rushes to give him an apple she has bitten into
just as she had seen the woman do whenever she wished to
conquer a new lover. Unfortunately, in her rush, Kokkinotriha
drops the apple, the woman takes it, gives it herself to the man
and makes him hers. After pleading openly with the young man
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"EXa KL J• ijiva v& ayainyri n yuvatKac. Etiiai id eyth wpala[...] Xa
KL Ga cou 8E1(*) TO KoPIL( .1OU, KI cltiai Cc aT6 aav TO 81K6 aou XPL, Kal
dval l(L ot yá4nT€c I LOU CCaTc KL Ga TL xa&I3ic Kal Oá.vai. 8uç aou, (i)ç
L' YT11TLK T1 yuva(Kac"(55) and after failing miserably to
arouse his sexual attentions Kokkinotriha finds herself having
lost every source of pleasure because Zola soon dies, killed by
the young man:
Ma	 xdaaii€ va aaç iro1iE[...] iiiç o ZoXdç 0 ycITOc[...]
4ió4xqae. OXL, a4VlKá KaM)TEpa TOIl (YK6TuXTaY. Kai ithXurra o
ayaTnlTLIcóc 0 YOç. rLaTL Oappoii€ iTÜ) 1 yuvaLKa 11
ayaTnlTLKLd TOU TO Kat.LE IL1TPO(JTá TOU TO TralXv(81 auTó
TO ZoXó. TO yáTO[...] ai Ga @(i1uxc (JTE 0 LthOç iE TO ZoXá.
TO $TO TrOU YXU4E nc yá..LTrEc TflS cryaTrrlTLKLdc TOU, Kal Ga
TOY YKóTuX7C. ETJL 4atI/ETaL (55).
Zola, the cat, can be excused by patriarchy as a symbol of
desire but not as an actual means of giving sexual pleasure,
therefore as soon as the young man takes over the beautiful
woman's life he immediately eliminates all other sources of
pleasure for her. He kills Zola because the cat not only offered
pleasure to his woman but did so upon request. It is not the
jealousy of a male being replaced by another male in the pleasure
given to a woman which prompts the killing, because there is no
real competition between a human male and a male cat. Rather
the conflict arises from the unforgivable way in which this
pleasure is provided. It is done upon invitation and request by the
woman, it does not involve penetration and, most importantly, it
happens under a woman's skirt, thus distorting the sexual
overtones of "covering" in the sexual act which, as set out by
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patriarchy, pertain only and always to the male role, designating
the female's position eternally as "femme couverte".
When, in this story, as in "llepJLvlj appal3(*WLacYTLICLd", order is
established through the intervention of a powerful male, the end
comes with the woman who, knowing better than Kokkinotriha,
soon forgets about Zola and the pleasure game, and goes off with
the young man along the blooming path, whereas Kokkinotriha
"TTOU &Y 1 X ayawflTLKó KL Tr€aE arrp' 1TpdcJLv1 Xtwri" as the subtitle
suggested, goes after Zola and the kind of pleasure he promised
"KXCLc7€, cY4LXTá TÔT€c Ta thTLa TT1S ya iia .LTl/ KXLI4Tfl KaL irccc I.Lc7a
crr iv irpá ivii XLiv ITOu ELXE TL XdcnTcç KL Ta L'Epá iroX 1cyua Kai
cln'jyE Vá13p11...TO ydTO 17$ TO ZoXd irou yXu4c TL Yá4LTrCS TflS Kal TT
Xd&PE KaL 1TOU TOI/ cYK6TuXYE 0 ayaTnlTLKóc 0 oç airó TflhI KaKia TOU Tfl
uydX"(56). As the limits in which the woman's sexuality is
allowed to flourish are delineated by the male lover and the
pleasure that he offers, all other kinds of pleasure, namely any
pleasure that is initiated by and depends solely on the wishes
and commands of the female as in the case of Zola, even if it is
with a cat, is unacceptable, as any manifestation of a sovereign
independent feminine sexuality is as well.
Whereas in Lefakis' story the mature woman's sexuality is
allowed only in the form that it follows the young male lover's
wishes and commands, setting the patriarchal standard of
feminine sexuality in general, when one turns to the kinds of
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sexuality discussed in "llEpoLv1'j appal3un'laaTLKld" the 'moral' of the
story is quite different.7
The main representations of female sexuality in Zateli's
story are those of the narrator and Markos' mother, Myrsa. The
narrator's sexuality is presented as defined by a female in a
feminine way and therefore, as such, it becomes the opposite of
the patriarchal condemnation of female sexuality as non
existent, motherly, or passive. Myrsa's sexuality is portrayed as
the patriarchal definition of the sexuality of the fallen woman,
the hysteric, the obsessed, the uncontrollable female passion
which can be destructive if unmediated by the male logical
powers of constraint. However, in both cases female sexuality is
put forth with reference to how close it is to a natural sexual
7 Despite the obvious differences between the two stories, it is nevertheless
important to stress their equally strong subversive potential. It is quite surprising
that Lefakis' short story, which appeared in ONoudg in 1910, should even have a
representation of female sexuality at all. However, even if one follows Gounelas'
reading of the story, [which is triggered, among other factors, by the preception of
KOKICLL'óTPLXa as an analogue of the demoticists, the 'taXALapo(', as well as by Z.
Lefakis' dedication of the story to the "8LaXETO(,ç Wudpii, Xp1To.tdvo, llaXaitd,
TcryKórrouXo"] namely that "8€i.' Ti-P6KELTLL yLd liLd
	 uXavaXuTLIa lrapoucy(acl-rl TOU
cycouaXLKo	 upoX1LaToç
	 ic	 iij3rc KópTlc[...]1 aXAiiyopa TOU 8L1yy1IaToc
TTLUTOUILE OTL JX(T( C€TaL liE TO EIT(KcLLpO 1Tp6XTflLa TWY TIpOOSEUTLKOSV, r1w
aTroKaTdoTao-fl
 TTW yXiiciiiac TOU Xao(,"(1 987:58), the subversive potential of the
story against the dominant discourse of the time, be it language or sexuality,
remains intact.
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norm for the female sex. The narrative's mirroring of Myrsa's and
the narrator's sexuality which appears to be equally grounded on
the same terms and which, in both cases, is put forth as the
natural way of being for the female, is finally subverted by the
fact that since the two antithetical positions have the same
basic premise they therefore cancel each other out.
The kind of sexuality that the narrator displays is made
obvious from the opening scene. She and Markos met, "slept
together" from the first night and later she said to him: "€ii
appala4óp.acrrc MâpKo; Na 80(4LE Trthc 1/OLthOOUI) 6TaL' appa)vldzoYTal. Ày
&I/ liaS apcY(L, vaç X&yoc (ti/al, TOI/ Tratpi/oup.E trtciw KL aw xtCou ie óiruc
T()pa. Ày I.LaS apc7(L, I.thI/OUI.LE TL (iScJTrOU i/a apcOoii KL
ILETd"(8). Before the narrator proposed to Markos she chose him
"KdTL I.LOU I.L(XllcY( a' auTóI/ 1€ TflV TIpthTfl ILaTLII"(8), gave him a name
"€CaaL o MdpKoc"(8) and invited him to live with her, setting the
textual pace of a woman going after the object of her desire in a
new way, whilst at the same time initiating, announcing and
beginning things that will give her pleasure. It becomes a
reversal of the dominant role not only for parodying purposes but
also in Irigaray's sense (1985) of being a strategy to overturn the
hierarchies of power.
The female names the male, thereby naming its role as well.
The reversal is so complete that as in the traditional male
centered patterns of action, the concept of female consent has
little or no meaning, here Markos becomes the silent, muted
party.
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Markos' lack of consent to the narrator's proposals is
disguised by his supposedly meaningful movements. Such an
illusion is soon cleared because he does not even move to avoid




T16.Vu)[...] KL aVacJTlKth&flKC I.LLav L&a, cY6.XCJJC. ea c7K4TqKC 1JTrOOTW va cJllKu)O€t.
1 YTh) va IcTaK1VTOft alTXths, va 1T6EL XLyo TIL6 TflY dKP1, UAAá. TCXLKà Oa
OK4TTKE TrdXL yLaTC; Ki	 i€iv€ EKE( irou ljTaV(19). The textual
construction of movement as a means of denoting agreement or
refusal, is again subverted by Markos' being a cat; hence his lack
of speech and his being devoid of significant movement.
The narrator's sexuality lies close to a jouissance in Cixous'
sense, (1986:165) which apart from meaning an orgasm or total
sexual ecstasy implies total access and total participation as
well.
The narrator, a woman auto-erotically familiar with herself,
has no need to claim ownership. What is important to her is
"nearness which makes all discrimination of identity and thus all
forms of property impossible"(lrigaray 1985:31). Therefore she
makes it clear that she and Markos M&i' d xaic avdyKl airó
,caTacYTdcyELç cYa$c UapKLKc yicI va YOL(OOUI.LE C )lLvoL ij yLci va
yv()pLcJTOLE KaXTEpa"(14) and she did not mind him having sexual
relationships with other "women TM
 because she considered these
minor affairs analogous to exercising his physical bodily needs
and thus bringing again into focus the "naturalness" of the
promiscuity allocated to males.
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The way the narrator pleasures with Markos is described as
the most remarkable "aLoaflp.cCTo"(15) factor of their relationship
and goes on in three stages: first they look into each other's eyes
in a way that was their "secret treasure": "6XL óirwç KOLTdCOUI.LE KdTL
1 KáTrOtov Xü)PLS va	 pOULE icaAá - KaALI TL KOLTáCOUI.IC 1 KL cYUxYd X)PIc
L'a	 pOU.i€ Kay
 6TL KOLTcICOVI.L€, p.a[...] ic dKpa TrpooXuxii, cTrLiov1, KaL
f3aOlJTqTa[...] arróXuTa aol3apo([...] acYdACUTOL KL aTápaxoL[...] iLa 4ám'j thtioyiis
civy1js. ^vy	 icai pucrnp(ou. K0LTaC6iacYTav, KovraCóIJ.acrrav. Mia L8a1.'ucl'l
T0XjI(() va Trth, aXAflXOaTI/La11, 1ILd OI4 aXOaKóTn 1aT TOU KaOcvóc cJTa thTLa
TOU dXXou"(15,16). Achieving what Cixous describes as the desired
nearness which in turn affirms the gap between them "as a 'space
between,' where difference is experienced as pleasure" (Cixous
1986:166), the narrator realizes through the eyes of Markos the
mystery of the world and the self and pleasures in a series of yet
more hilarious clichés "KaL yLvóTaI/ 11 cYL(oTnj iia 1€ TOY apa irou
aYa1TYaIic, 1€ TOY 1jXLO aL' 1'TaY thpa, LC TO $ç Tç XdILTrac ai.' 1TaY
Y1 XTa" ( l5) in an ecstasy unshaken even by the earthquake that
drove everyone else out of the house screaming. In the second
stage they start twitching at each other in fierce competition
and in the third stage when Markos' eyes change colour, as if it
meant something, the narrator finally achieves jouissance from
his body not as a source nor as a wider organ, but by exciting
herself multiply since, in lrigaray's sense, as a woman she has
sex organs everywhere.
Therefore she pleasures her fingers by feeling his bones
"1TLXaT(1(o Ta K6KKaXa Tou"(l7), her tongue, by leaning over his belly
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"&yEpva OTflhI icoiXi.á TOU Kal TOIl 'yXEL4a"(1 7), her nose, by rubbing it
on his teeth "ycpa KL áyyLCa IC Tq I.L lT11 LOU Ta XE1TTd l.LUTCpd TOU
86VTLa"(17). The last part of her pleasuring involves a little whim
of hers for Markos to sleep in her favourite red cotton dress. The
red dress, token of a femininely named and practised jouissance
crowns the achievement as Markos, in line with the original
reversal, becomes "un homme couvert" and almost evaporates as
he crawls in there "arraAá-airaAci aai, aTl Ióc. H thXXoi, aa va Xw'6Tav,
ca iia 3OXLc1C i' óXo TO ciia TOU ithcia c7€ aTl.Lo...Opata llTav 6XcL auTá.
Opakc pa&c"(1 8).
The narrator's sexuality is female-specific. It is about
feminine jouissance in a feminine way. It is the active, pleasure-
fulfilling, assertive kind of sexuality of a femininity resulting
from the reversal of the traditional hierarchy.
Markos, the male in this feminine jouissance process, does
not appear to gain pleasure or even to consent to this activity, in
fact he is not even asked and so he is found to be indifferent or
"i,a SucYavacTXcTc( [ ... ] va a)voJ3puXdTaL LLaoaTrCLXTrLKá, p.iaoOMva"(1 6). He
only wishes to sleep and the narrator permits him to do so after
her pleasuring is over, ironically and very provocatively stating
that "Th1KwóI.LOw XOL1T6L/ KL TOU CTOLI.LaCa va KoLI.L1Oc(. Toy Xdrpcua at.
iiouoOa KaG6X0u < u1T1pTp1a>> liE TO VdXU.) T&Y9 cJTOpyt KL airac6Xcrq a
6TL a4opoci€ auTóI/ KL TOIl (nrvo Tou"(l 8) when in a sense in fact he
serves her. He remains the frigid, muted, silent, passive,
powerless part of the couple, pointing to the fact that in a
reversal of the hierarchies of power nothing is really altered in
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essence if "the formerly 'inferior' term occupies the position of
the 'superior' term without altering the nature of their
relations"(lrigaray 1985:221).
But Markos is a male cat and he lends to the text the fact
that he is male without forcing any of the human patriarchal
values of maleness upon it. The drawback that a femininely-
specific jouissance presents in manifesting itself through
simple reversal, is subverted because Markos is not a man whose
equal and full participation was denied or neglected. He is a cat
with whom a little girl played. Therefore if what they did seemed
natural for humans one should re-examine what one considers
natural.
On the subject of discussing 'naturalness' it is important to
point out that the narrator, as the primary persona in "HEpLInj
appaf3uwLaciTLKld", never goes on the quest to attain the beloved, -a
natural condition in classic romantic narratives- because she
has already got him and is able to get satisfaction on her terms
through the specifics of their love-affair, her quest being one
for sexual pleasure. Furthermore, since Markos is a cat and she is
a little girl the need to struggle for anyone's erotic attention
does not arise at all. However, the predatory element of a quest,
no matter what the goal, materializes in the narrative through
the role of Myrsa's sexuality which in the story is governed by a
ceaseless and aggressive quest for sexual satisfaction.
Myrsa is actively demanding sexual fulfillment from the
male, going after it, provoking it, taking advantage of it,
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considering no expense or consequence, not even incest. She is
the extreme of the Other Woman in Romance, an overdone version
of the woman with the beautiful smile in Lefakis' story before
the young lover saved her from the evils that awaited her
unrestrained nature.
The sexuality of Myrsa, in so far as she is presented in the
text as a woman, is described as organ-oriented. In fact it is
hysteric, for as Irigaray puts it she is miming male sexual
aggressiveness. In so far as Myrsa is described in human terms,
she is depicted in terms of cat-related metaphors which connote,
by patriarchal standards, symbols of excessive desire almost to
the point of disease. Myrsa was a wildcat "ciuxy i ayplóyaTa"(9),
"aXópTafl aTov pwTa"(9) notorious for not letting any male escape
her sexual greed, when she suffered from that "rage" - " Xiacia"(9),
"EpwT1Ic1 airXiicrr(a KL I3daavo[...] iiavta TO KopIJi"(l O)that overwhelmed
her body and mind. A devilish female "6a11ióvLo OTIXuKó"(ll) who
could become an enraged cat one moment and a virgin dove the
next, she was unmatched in being able to lure males through a
beauty that still was remarkable, no matter how many times she
had given birth and how many orgies she had had: "irav X()PCS
a.t4x.f3oXLa ó.top i Mçxia. KL ayparrq f &Y€ç yô4)cc KL ai ELXE K&EL KL
óaa ópyia"(12). She was a vortex that devoured males in her
pleasuring. She used the phallus, and when she could not have it
due to the unwillingness of the male, she resorted to a fierce
rubbing of her organ on the male's body to quench her excitement
"down there", as the text politely states.
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She was so ruthless that she even provoked Markos, her son,
as the narrator tells us, going through "unspeakable" rituals. She
rubbed her sex on his belly and as he still remained apathetic she
hit him and forced his head between her legs almost to the point
that he could not breathe rendering him an "homme couvert" in an
enforced version of 'the red and happy game of the woman which
made the heart tremble' as Kokkinotriha called it.
The narrator, at first angry at Myrsa's behaviour, threw her
out of bed condemning her incestuous appetite. Later though she
stood by, observing how far she would go "va &) ()ç TIOU frrav LKaV1j
i'a cfrrdcleL"(lO). What the narrator saw made her "ya TrpthTrl 4opd i'a
VOLthUu) C1XeLa aav yuvatKa 6XL CiXeia aKpL)ç, KdTL áXAO frrav"(l 0). She
swore at Myrsa using a terrible 'masculine' swear word "Tfl
cnpci4a"(11), her eyes moist with jealousy. But then she just
laughed complicitly as she realized the Myrsa was out only for
"some moments of pleasure" and said: "icai TO KdTW1CdTu) 'yuvaKa
eEvai. F$La etvai auTo alTó cJá.pKa KaL OOTá. &I/ e(vaL ci(&po. Ki va cithi.ia
awi nis Mipas KL ylaTi 6XL aav TO 8LK6 j.LOU, 8ev Ká.VCL 8LaKPIOELc 6€,.'
XEL 4pawoc"(11) and even more "yi' auTiv u1T1jpxe lióI/ov 0 purrac l.'
óiroiov	 pLJKe l.J.1TPOJTá TflS, Kai OL JTLW
	
TflS i8OV1ç mis i8ovç KL
TiroTa dXXo, ii cfrWTaaT€ KaI.'e(c iruç l'jTaL' 1TOpvfl 4TaL'av yia i.'a
8LKaLXYOUV rq	 or i-rc"(l 3).
Lack of jealousy and free acceptance of another woman's
sexual particularity denotes a woman who, as Cixous would
argue, has had eyes for herself, who has gone exploring, whose
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sex does not frighten her, who has dared enjoy her body(Cixous
1986:68).
On the other hand, Myrsa's aggressive sexuality can also be
perceived as what Mary Wollstonecraft (1975:116,177) imagined
it to be, namely "a contagion caught from the projection of male
lust, an ensnaring and enslaving infection that makes women into
dependent and degenerate creatures, who nevertheless have the
impression that they act independently"(Kaplan 1985:157).
In that sense, Myrsa's hysteric sexuality, presented in the
text in human terms, although satisfying, is a product of the
system even as an abnormality of it. It is an excessive,
threatening clinical passion, a disease that can be a source of
disorder and has to be controlled or eliminated. In fact, in the
narrative a doctor operates on Myrsa and from then on, sterilized




€trTaI.tc óAot, ai aiió TÔT€ fi Mixa &v ai4tcwc yIcuoc, a
KIlL auWiac TI6TE 1T6T€ iia ETrOPTLCCL TL L' JXTES "(l 3).
One must however always come back to the fact that Markos'
mother, Myrsa, metaphorically the lustful wildcat of the
narrative, turns out to be literally a cat. Thus what is considered
unnatural in terms of her sexuality as a woman could be natural
in terms of her sexual behaviour as a cat. The same of course
applies to the narrator who metaphorically achieved jouissance
by reversing the hierarchy of power, by defining the role that the
male should play with respect to that process, and by
constructing her sexuality with regard to the specifics of the
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female body. However, this biologistic attitude, which draws on
natural characteristics, is subverted through the narrative of
"llcpaLv1 appai3WIILacYTLKLd" because it defines and constitutes a new
system of assumptions that point to an essentially feminine
sexuality which is based literally on the fictional relationship
between a little girl and her pet cat and thus subverts all claims
of naturalness.
Markos is not a proper lover because he is not human. The
narrative knows that this is so from the beginning and whoever
is reading the story and objects to Markos' passivity does so
because one has learned through years of conditioning to the
stereotypes of masculine and feminine behaviour that such a man
does not exist. Thus under the discussion of female sexuality,
the masculine image, that is male nature, comes under analysis
as well and is exposed as much as the construction of the
narrative's use of a cat in the place of a human. The projection of
the animal's sexuality on a human role, alludes to the projection
of human sexual stereotypes on animal behaviour in the
narratives of nature programmes, and parodies the constructions
of masculine or feminine sexuality as well as the type of
romantic narratives that propagate these role models as
naturally female or male. In so doing, the narrative also puts the
reader in a position where one is forced to review one's ideas of
the 'natural' distinctions between masculine and feminine
attributes and modes of behaviour as one tries, through
reinterpreting what one has read, to come out of the sexual and
moral trap that the narrative has constructed.
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Through the narrative construction of two cats presented in
human terms and through language that appears to be
metaphorical but in the end turns out to be literal, the
patriarchal advocation of a sexuality stemming from biological
sex is parodied and presented as a social construction.
Thus, the story narrated in "llEpLL'1 Appaç3uwLaaTLKLd" can be
read as a deconstruction of the notion that there is such a thing
as a natural female -or male for that matter- sexuality
all to get he r.
Showing that sexual identity is not a natural given, Zyranna
Zateli's short story also comments on the implications of the
cultural constructions of sexual difference, both in terms of
narrative representations of 'woman' as well as in terms of
'women's writing' in general. By not advocating a final role-
reversal in the power struggle between the sexes, "JTEpaLvj
Appa I3uwLaaTLKLd" attempts neither to describe nor to prescribe a
more 'authentic woman', or 'woman's writing' contrasted to a
'false' one as created by the patriarchal discourses of supression.
Through its subversive narrative strategy, it undermines the
traditional ways of representing 'authentic nature' and denies all
claims of a 'true', and therefore irreducible, textual or physical
identity that stems from a stable, central, originating referent.
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CHAPTER 2
0 TITNOBA THE: AN APOCALYPTIC INTERTEXT
When one explores the way 'T1EpcLv Appaf3üwlacrrlKLd" subverts
the illusion of a natural and gender-specific identity, both for
the text as well as for the self, one can better understand the
passionate urgency which permeates Harold Bloom's discourse in
A Map of Misreading (1975). In this "Gospel of Gloom", as he calls
it, he argues that the literature of women's liberation is partly
responsible for the "excessively volatile senses-of-tradition
that have made canon-formation so uncertain a
process[. ..]particularly during the last twenty years [to the
effect that] our mutual sense of canonical standards has
undergone a remarkable dimming, a fading into the light of a
common garishness"(36). What Bloom does, in his efforts to
inspire admiration for the power of the traditional literary
canon, is actually to build up a defence of the importance of the
past, when reality was real, because men were men and women
were women. In so doing, he wishes to retrieve a reality
unaffected by the images of a decadent culture promoted by
feminist writing, a reality which reflects, and is reflected by,
the authentic language of a 'natural' sexual identity. 1
1 The Bloomian anti-feminist critique has recently been developed further by
Camille Paglia (1991). Paglia, who studied with Bloom and is grateful "for his
warm hospitality to Iherl ideas", as she says in the first paragraph of the
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The understanding of Nature involves an understanding of the
act of Creation, as it evolves through the human creative act.
This entails a struggle between fathers and sons, as delineated
in The Anxiety of Influence (1973), and, of course, offers an
explanation for the formation of textual and psychological male
identity. As the production of knowledge, according to Bloom,
therefore comes from the mechanism of influence, which
determines the relation between the texts of fathers and sons,
tradition is always kept alive. Tradition (that is the past) points
to an originating arché, a transcendental reality, whose divine
light(of the father) must illuminate the subsequent creative acts
(of the son). As Bloom more aptly puts it "reject your parents
vehemently enough, and you will become a belated version of
them, but compound with their reality, and you may partly free
yourself"(1 975:38).
Being conscious of the tradition does not negate the need to
be original, but instead reinforces it, in terms of being a good
acknowledgements, develops the conflict of the Apollonian (associated with the
male) and Dionysian (associated with the female) modes through cultural history.
In extremely anti-feminist discourse she celebrates the patriarchal achievements
of what most feminists call Dead White Males, arguing that men fight to define
themselves, to escape their origin in woman (the mother) and out of this battle is
born great art, for which mankind should be grateful because "if civilization had
been left in female hands, we would still be living in grass huts"(38).
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enough writer to be included in the original canonical order
whose values are eternal and unchangeable. Bloom protects the
monism and the continuity of tradition against the pluralistic
disruption of the literature of women as 'the other', which, as he
prophesies, will be responsible for "the first true break with
literary continuity [that] will be brought about in generations to
come, if the burgeoning religion of Liberated Woman spreads
from the cluster of enthusiasts to dominate the West"(1975:33).
In The Anxiety of Influence, despite the fact that the poet is
doomed to discover that "his word is not his word
only"(1973:61), it is nevertheless imperative that in becoming a
poet, one must first become a man: "the poet's stance, his Word,
his imaginative identity, his whole being, must be unique to him,
and remain unique, or he will perish"(1973:71), probably into the
depths of femininity, which is the enemy of autonomy.
The anxiety of influence, for Bloom, is of almost apocalyptic
proportions, described as an anxiety "in expectation of being
flooded" (1973:57), where flooding stands for the inability to
make definite distinctions, to mark the boundaries clearly and
thus to be able to attribute both self as well as text to an
originating fundamental arché.
2. 1. Intertextuality as Polysemy
The concept of intertextuality comes to flood the Bloomian
anxiety of influence, as the very condition of textuality itself,
designating all texts as intertexts, distracting the search for
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origins and subverting the quest for text or self-definition and
wholeness.
Umberto Eco in the Postscript to The Name of the Rose
claims that while he was writing, he found out "what writers
have always known (and have always told us again and again):
books always speak of other books, and every story tells a story
that has already been told"(1983,20). The idea of telling stories
that have already been told does not mean to imply proof of
continuity of the great ideas that permeate and survive the
passing of time, but it suggests that the intertext enables
simultaneously a revisitation of the past and an opening up to
the future, interrupting the continuity of the notions of
expressing single meanings or one great original truth about
human nature through polysemy; in other words, multiplicity and
simultaneity. As Julia Kristeva says, "any text is constructed as
a mosaic of quotations; any text is the absorption and
transformation of another"(1986:37). lntertextuality, as a
process of "transposition of one (or several) sign system(s) into
another", therefore implies that the passage from one signifying
system into another demands a transformation of what was
already available, and through this transformation it therefore
denies any text's "place of enunciation and its denoted object as
single complete and identical to themselves, but always as
plural, shattered." (Kristeva 1984:59-60)
Intertextuality challenges the notions of singularity,
uniqueness, autonomy, authenticity and originality for any text,
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and suggests that to consider a work 'original' in the traditional
sense implies a fixed text that cannot mean, since texts cannot
generate anything, and cannot be transformed, until they are
perceived by a reader. Moreover, since in Michael Riffaterre's
sense, literature always involves a text, a reader and his or her
reactions to it, it follows that texts cannot exist in isolation,
cannot be unique or untransformable but can only exist in
relation to other texts, as intertexts, always being referred to
and referring to "the corpus of texts the reader may connect with
the one before his/her eyes, that is, the texts brought to mind by
what he/she is reading"(Riffaterre 1980: 626).
2. 2. 'Revelation' under the Apocalyptic Liçht
'The Book of Revelation', having given the genre of
apocalyptic literature its name, is part of a vast intertextual
network. It is one of the most discussed religious texts, with a
long history of interpretations, by theologians and non-
theologians alike, who always approach it with great respect
either as God's final word, or, simply as an imaginative literary
creation, in whose statements the ultimate message, with
regard to what lies beyond history, is possibly contained. In this
sense, it is quite revealing that two major Greek poets,
Seferis(1966) and Elytis(1985) have translated the "Revelation
of John" into modern Greek, but neither of them called the
published text simply a 'translation'. Elytis called it "Mop4", and
Seferis "McTaypa4ij". The choice of the words "Mop4ij"/"McTaypa4"
seems to connote a recognition of one's inability to directly
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partake of its sanctity, while at the same time it seems to
denote that the poets will indirectly inscribe their own mark
through the translation process, by subtly offering an
interpretation (as is always the case with translations), thereby
making a personal comment on the ultimate text itself. It is as if
in interpretations of this text, be they deeply religious shapings
of the images of the future, or secular science fiction (no matter
what the starting point may be), the aim is always to present an
account of the possibility of finally being part of some original
perfection. One can argue that at the heart of the apocalyptic
lies an expression of deep dissatisfaction with present world
disorder and a concentration of hope upon a radically different
future.
John's Revelation is a message from brother to brother,
which comes nonetheless under divine direction (God to Jesus to
Angel to John) "rpthpov a d&c, Ka( a CtcJI ica a .LXXEL ylyvcoOaL
IIETà TaiTa" (I, 19) and therefore comes essentially from 'out of
this world'. The message, delivered in John's writing through
visionary imagery and cryptic symbols, and being 'out of this
world', presents a totally whole structured truth about
everything, as it contains past history, the real present and a
vision of the future. The apocalyptic message has universal
implications; it concerns itself with and promises not only a
new earth but also a new heaven "o)pavôv KaLVÔV Kat yip'
KaLI/11v"(2l,l). The prerequisite for the apocalyptic, though, is a
time of universal crisis, since a prophecy, and its promise of the
future, needs first to unveil the true nature of the present. This
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means that an interpretation of the present is essential to show
the true nature of the situation and the time for which divine
intervention is imminent. When the present is interpreted as a
situation in conflict and as a time of crisis, then there should be
no more delay, because "p6vos o1KTL aTaL"(l:3-lO:6), and
therefore redeeming efforts "8cr yctthaOaL v TdxcL"(l:l). Salvation
is a promise for the future which, for the present, is only
disclosed to faith in the light of God. This light is God's truth and
God's law and whoever observes it will finally unite with it upon
entering the heavenly city, which "oi'i xpcLav XEL TOO ijXtou o8 rs
ccXivs tiia $h'u)CYLv ai)ff 1 yap 66a TOO ecou $TLc7EV airni."(21 :23).
God, the Pantocrator, as presented in the Revelation, is in
complete command of the whole world as its creator and governs
the earth's chaotic history. He has set a goal for this history and
the nations should work towards that goal that they may come
and worship Him: "OUaL Kal 1TpOYKuv1'jcYOuaLv vrióv aou"(15,4).
Under His light, and based not on any law of history, but solely on
His will, the apocalyptic command "6€Z yci.'ciOai"(1:1) will be
executed through His redemptive plan for history, because God
works only for the salvation of man. After all, even the world in
crisis, which constantly attempts to renounce its Creator, is
kept under the rule of God from whose power and will everything
stems -even the Antichrist's power was 'granted': "?6d01
a1)Tu"(l3:7)- and therefore His plan of salvation cannot and will
not be disturbed.
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In times of crisis, however, as the Revelation unveils, there
will exist an open offer for personal decision, resting upon "the
word" directed to man by God: the message of salvation is
preached to the unbelievers of all the nations before the
end(14:6ff). The future, for those who follow the teachings of
the light, will be one of everlasting perfection. In God's light
there is space for freedom in repentance through freedom of
decision, and the Revelation presents itself not as a triumph of
destruction and nothingness, but as a possibility of permanently
healing the world's disorder "ets Ocparre(av T(iSv Ovuiv"(22:3) through
the final omnipotence of the light "4TCYeL	 Tr' a1'J To1s[. . . ] ets ToJS
at63vaç T(i11 atvw"(22:5).
2. 3. 0 Tirvof3drrc as an Apocalyptic lntertext
This chapter will provide a critique of the way in which
patriarchal literary tradition demands that texts be defined in
terms of an impersonal and original hierarchical order of
excellence. This will be done by exploring the way in which
intertextual associations function in the novel 0 Tlrvof3drl7c, by
Margarita Karapanou (1985) 2 ,to subvert the vision of the
Apocalyptic narratives of patriarchy. It will be argued that the
primacy of the existence of an originating referent will be
2 Margarita Karapanou, daughter of the writer Margarita Lymberaki, was
born in 1946. She has written three best-selling novels, H KaaodvSpa KaL o AIKOç
(1976), 0 Tirvodr,1c (1985) [currently in its 10th editionj and Je Reviens
(1992).
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undermined through the notion of "sleepwalking" as an analogue
for the human creative act. The act of "sleepwalking" is read as a
feminist position that favours multiplicity and heterogeneity in
the place of the patriarchal notion of the "apocalyptic" and its
promise of a permanent healing of the world's disorder, that is
of a restoration of the values of the hierarchical order of the
law of the Father to their original status at the time of the
Divine "creative" act.
Light gives radiance, but it also casts shadow and throws
objects and people into relief. Margarita Karapanou's novel as an
apocalyptic intertext, comes to shed some light on the shadows
that the apocalyptic light leaves behind. 0 Tirvof3drijs' becomes an
apocalyptic intertext in the first two pages which form an
explanatory introduction to the rest of the text. In the narrative,
God feels betrayed by the earth and the beings he created, who do
not respect his law, so he puts a curse on them. He decides to
send a new god "KaT' aKóva KaL oiiotuaw"( lO); a god they deserve, a
beautiful hermaphrodite god. The heavens open and God vomits on
Manolis, who, baptised Emmanuel again, heralds the beginning of
a new order of worship and law.
The allusion in the introductory pages of 0 flrvof3dric
suffices to introduce meaning, representation, and a set of ideas
without the need to state them. It is deprived nevertheless of all
the grandiose, apocalyptic contrivances that one would expect to
find in a typical apocalyptic narrative and it is almost as if
God's absolute divinity is questioned through his subversive
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portrayal as an old man who is not sure if his creation was a
hedonistic act or an act of reason 3 . Moreover, since the act of
creation of the text's God is also compared to a childhood game
or a self-indulgence, its conditions are exposed as being
constructed as blatantly as those that delineated the narrator's
feminine sexuality in "llcptiivlj AppaI3wvLaaTLKLd".
This God, therefore, is of secular substance, and the sending
of Manolis (which is not an actual "sending" since Manolis
preexisted on earth) is an act of revenge far from the
apocalyptic doctrine of redemption or punishment for those who
failed to live up to the dogma of God. At the same time, the
secularity of the God in 0 Tirvof3drig is strengthened by the
reasoning behind his revenge, which is totally selfish and
hedonistic: the earth should give back to God life and passion to
keep him from boredom. In an inversion of the symbolic values,
the divine is crudely secularized to level with a world which is
disintegrating due to the lack of respect for the divine law. The
new law will be of secular substance as well.
The narrative's intetextual propensity leads one to Seferis'
'Three Secret Poems'(1974), which Seferis worked on in parallel
3There are interesting parallels to be drawn in terms of the narrative choice
of the subversive use of the figure of God in 0 Trvo9drqs and Karapanou's first novel
H KaoodvSpa KaL o AOKOS, where, As Karen Van Dyck(1990) has shown, the figure
of Cassandra is used to internalise the mechanisms of censorship imposed during the
dictatorship, thereby transforming them into a poetics of subversion.
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with the "METaypa4nj" of the Apocalypse in 1966. In the foreword
to the latter, Seferis links St. John with Heraclitus:
this work is the fruit of the moment[.. .JThe day
before, a little before midnight, I was on the island
called Patmos. As day was about to break[.. .]not a leaf
breathed in the growing light. The stillness was an
unbroken shell...ln this way I was drawn back to
feelings I had been given before at other times by the
Greek light: to that terrible blackness I had felt
powerfully present behind the blue[...] The Eumenides
were waiting once again behind the sun as Heraclitus
had imagined them. A mechanism of self destruction
was there, in motion, crushing every spark of
goodwill and dedication. (Seferis 1966:9)4
The allusion is to Heraclitus' "the sun shall not overstep his
measure; otherwise the Erinyes, handmaidens of justice, will
hunt him down". With this, Heraclitus states the axiom of the
standard in natural change. The sun will not be allowed to come
closer to earth or to shine more than it should, because "(K1",
who is the guardian of normality will see to it.
The relation of the 'Three Secret Poems' to the Apocalypse
is made clear by R. M. Beaton, who argues that apart from the
few close verbal echoes to the Apocalyptic text, the title of the
'Three Secret Poems' is a "semantically precise inversion of
"Apocalypse" meaning "revelation"(l 987:145); secondly, the
numerical structure of 'Three Secret Poems' corresponds to the
4As translated by R.Beaton in 'From Mythos to Logos: the Poetics of George
Seferi s'.
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magic number of the Apocalypse "three poems made up of four
groups of seven sections, and the three poems and the four
groups of seven add up to yet another seven"(145); and, thirdly,
the title of the third poem TM Summer Solstice" which is the day of
St John the Divine in Greece (24th of June), "provides a link
between the Christian Last Judgement and its nearest
Heraclitean equivalent- when (and if) the sun oversteps its
measure"(1 46).
It is very important to keep in mind that both "Heraclitus
and St John the Evangelist had declared the first principle
governing the world to be the Logos" (Beaton,1987:146) and
Seferis himself sets out on a quest to come closer to the Logos
through the 'Three Secret Poems"(147). The 'Three Secret Poems'
become a text in which the transposition of Heraclitean ideas
and the Apocalypse are blended and reoriented, ready for another
intertextual intercourse in 0 rvof3drc. "The secular vision of a
world in dissolution" (Beaton,1987:142), of a world in which
Logos is absent in the 'Three Secret Poems', is amplified in 0
Tirvof3driic and by an inversion of the dramatic situation discussed
earlier, Logos as the New Law is present in all its secular glory.
The 'Three Secret Poems', "Hdvu ac I.LLá XCL WIWLdTLK11 aXTtva",
"Eir	 KTVc", and "eCpLI/o flXLoaTthJL", move, as the titles suggest,
from the winter of the first poem to noon on midsummer's day.
Similarly, in 0 Tof3drir c, the narrative follows the process of
the light from "dark" February to the summer solstice, the day of
fire itself. The summer solstice in 0 Tirvof3dric is not, however,
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on the 24th of June. Karapanou chooses to place it after the
assumption of the Virgin on the 15th of August. This preserves,
poetic licence permitting, the numerical symbolism of the
apocalyptic, since the narrative now spans a period of seven
months, February to August. Futhermore, the events in the
narrative structure, although no obvious arrangement is present,
seem to follow the thematic unfolding of the 'Three Secret
Poems'. In the first seven chapters the characters are all
introduced; up to chapter twenty-one the stage is set and the
action is completed; and then the heat process begins and
continues to the end of the text. The narrative takes place on the
island of Hydra, easily identifiable to the reader by the numerous
references to its places and people, for example, the kaiki of
Aghia Eleni(136), and the house of Tombazis (21).
The island in 0 Tirvof3drrc is a "cosmos" in crisis in the way
the Apocalypse demands; it is the earth itself upon which God
vomits his revenge. It shelters an international community of
artists and rich perverts, quite apart from the locals, and is part
of a "dpi-ri l.Lu*rrlKó, 6rrou 13p(aKot rraL óXa Ta Trou OCWpOIVTaL LUOTLKd,
Ta LpT TIOV K1T.LTrOUV 1' ayylCovraL air Tfl I.Lay€la"(20 ) . At the same
time it is a "XaTpqI'o vllcY([...]4uXaKlj 1Tt/LfltL'11 mSpa aa
XouXo6La"(65), which is "dpovo, aL(&'Lo, l.LOIIa8LK6, avETravdXflTTT0" (72),
an island to which one becomes attached with "iiid tvxn1 airóXirni,
vaç ycui.ioc"(90). It is a place enclosed by the sky that "TJXLyE TO
vrici( aai, LcYT6S apdxvis"(35) this island rises around its
inhabitants "KaL TOUS aYKaXLdCCL, TOU cY4(yyEL, TOUT 1TVLyEL, TOU
TrpoaTaTc1cL, TOU XaTpE1CL aXIi1TT1Ta"(94), "arr 8LaaTpo4nj auTo TO
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via"(141), "jnrop8Xo dvaL auTo TO vra{[...JITi'pyos ris Ba13X"(135),
which is a direct allusion to the Apocalyptic Babylon "f1 cydXi1, i
.L1'Tflp T(M/ iropvw KaI TOil) 38€XUflLáTOiu) rijc yijs"(17: 5) and to Seferis'
"1TOXLTda irou yiv€ iropvdo" (Summer Solstice, Ill).
In this narrative setting of the island as a microcosmic
community, of locals and international artists who form a
closely knit group of people discussing the tedium of their daily
lives, and exchanging views on their failure to satisfy
themselves sexually and artistically, I am going to deal mainly
with three characters: Manolis, the policeman and the godsent,
Mark, the painter and Louka, the writer who both complete their
work after they meet Manolis: the allusions to the evangelists
Mark and Luke are, I believe, strong here.
Manolis had always inhabited the island, but nobody has
noticed him before God vomited on him. Mark is the first to study
his face as he steps into a fight, saying "EEp.aL TO Opyavo ns
TdT1c"(49). Then Mark feels that only now the time has come for
this person to exist. After painting him, he realises that he can
never go beyond it, as finally he has found what he was looking
for "i aUTO TO 1TOTTO t4Gaaa aniv K4 paa1'I ILOU TT11/ airOXirrri, TO
TrOpTpcLITO aou ELI/aL TO alr&yclo TflS 6ouXciá iou, 8EII V1TdXEL triá TL1TOTa
ipa all auTO"(56). The "aITóyELo" connotes the 'out of this world'
quality of the apocalyptic, implying a condition of existence in
contact with the sacred, "TO OE(ol.'", which in this text is as
perverse as Manolis.
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Louka has dreamt three times of a person she feels she
knows, but of whose name she has no idea. In the police station,
he just says 'my name is Manolis' and the fear of a higher love
begins until she realises it herself: "Ep.jiavoui'jX 0€ Xv€"(96). It is
his voice that was calling her in her dreams but she could not
hear him.
Manolis is in love with order. For him disorder is worse than
crime, whereas "TO va cYIcOTc&YCLS 1'lTaY KdTL TO KaOapó, 11 YoaTakya p.1as
TdTs"(85). As soon as all people meet him, they desire him and
the spring comes.
In 0 Tiro/3dri as in "Ei	 ivtjc" the sun is playing games and
in the 'amphitheatre' of Hydra 
"xain'iXctx' TO 4xs' arT	 qvij/óiruc yid
KdTrOLO 1T€PLd)VUILO 4Ot/LKó" (B').
Manolis first victim, Alex, is found near the sea with his
back pierced by a rock, having fallen from considerable height.
The woman who discovers the body says that "auTo irou nç Kave
CYT)T1üX71 1'jTaY T( TO irrthii.a xai.ioy€Ae1x€ KOLT 'iVraS TOY oupavO"(51).
The second victim of Manolis, Alan, who is a writer, talks
about his artistic anxiety(75) in a soliloquy, almost to himself.
Manolis listens, applauds and then says that "it was better than
theatre". Then he kills Alan with a knife while they are having
sex.
The third victim, Mina, a painter, invites Manolis to her
house: "dpic€ va TPVYUP(CEL 0TO Su)j.LdTLO, dXAaCE Om1 Ta tTrLTrXa, Ta
ç3Lr3xLa, aav va €To(iiaC€ KdTIOLO cJKT1VLIcO[...] 01 KL VI10ELS TOU OXo KL 1TLO
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3tai€c, rrLó a lcEPcpqLvEs, aav i.'a IcáXuTrrE Ta aópaTa (xvr .tiás Trpó.iic irou
8v ECxE aKóli.a auVTEXcaTEC"(103). In a sacred rite of human
sacrifice, with a strong undertone of a Holy Communion that the
evangelic "TOITO aTt To aLà .LOU, TO1JTO aTL TO aliiA I J.ou " implies,
it is three in the afternoon as Mina feels that her paints are his
blood and she partakes of it as he smears them on her body. As
the church bell strikes seven, he paints a red cross on her
breasts, using it as a marker to stab her continuously and
repetitively as they are having sex.
All three victims are grateful for their death at the hands of
Manolis, and each of them dies in the daytime, as in "ErrC
icrpiic"(E') "KaTaEa'lj1cpo/ TO cy paLLO TOU I.Laxa1pLo1..." , seeking a form
of violence as a change in their useless, unproductively routine
lives. In 0 Tirodrrç, order is restored through murder and as the
chance for redemption only passes through longing to be the
victim of murder, salvation comes as total destruction.
The wish expressed in "Hái.'w ac liLd XEL I.LWVLdTLKT1 AXTEVa",
4JdXI.'ELc yIWLS ólTou TO Iia1po/ tXEL TPL4)T€E KL 8EV avr xcL/ avaClTds
4nlAa4 llTd Til X6y)(T I TflI/ opi thvq va TpU1T1'CYCi Till) Kap8Ld aoul yia a
TflL) aVO(CL aTO "') is granted by the blade of the redeemer,
saviour, godsent, murderer, Manolis to Alex, Alan and Mina, and
gives them the ultimate pleasure, the light.
No one, however, knows about the murderer, as in "Eir
iaivic"(E') "voxoc 8Ev UITáPXEL, Kalrvóc". No one can recognise him, no
one cares, "Kardpyrciav Ta IthTia TOUç ru4Xo(./ Mdpmpcc 8Ev uTrdpXouv
ia yLa T(TroT€", though Manolis ironically suggests to his
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commander that perhaps it is a "passerby" who is the murderer
(139).
Louka feels that Manolis is the last link in a chain of
secrets(123) that are about to be disclosed as in the revealing
verb "alTo-KaXu'Trm", and he himself feels part of something
'beyond'. In his favourite place, a clearing on the mountain, he
feels that nature recognizes him, dreams of hieratic waves(126)
and experiences a fear of cosmic proportions, as sounds out of
this world come after him. Losing all fear of dying, he realises
that he is going to disappear in a divine vision, becoming part of
a cosmogony: he feels he is the chosen, to be devoured by the
'wave' and thereby saved. He is in love with the Virgin, he makes
love to her picture and commits an act that goes beyond the
ultimate sin: as an Antichrist, he violates the symbol of eternal
purity, whilst committing incest at the same time. In the
clearing, " 4wTo " , where he throws up, the earth devours his
vomit and the rain begins to fall as part of the cosmic cycle that
assigned him his role in the beginning. He hopes to see a vision,
to hear a voice, his agony equals the agony of Jesus on the Mount
of Olives and on the cross, as expressed in "ErrE ^Ici1vTc" (T')"1r6T€
Oa avaIJLXT1cJcLc;". However, he falls asleep realizing he is an
"instrument"(143), knowing that there will be other times, more
violent, more complete "ii aTLYILIi Trou OdpGcL/ 8th a' avTó TO OaTpO
TO 4xç" (Eir	 criv1c, IT').
The heat then starts to torment the island. The place is full
of black rubbish bags which almost feed off the heat and become
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alive. Manolis is determined: "Eyth Oa i-a .iaC4i. E°yu Oa KaOap(aco TO
vr1ct, TOY Kócy io. A &' a IaOap(au) 
€y(& TrOLóc Oa TO thYEL;"(1 53). He
throws the bags into the sea as Mark calmly makes a painting of
them, and declares that Manolis is there to impose order,
whereas he himself, assuming the role of the apostle John, is
there to "register it"(154). In this very same setting, Manolis
talks directly to God for the first time : "i1aC€u	 auTd	 iTov
I.LaC€ovTaL. M1iruc c( I LaL cuxoyiithvoc;[. . .]&v Oo. IcaTaAá.3(A) TOT rqv dTrcLP1l
&acrrpo4n ou. Ot 4xSvoi. icat Tthpa auTo. TLaTI &áXeç qthva[.. .]ryth TtTrOTa
&t/ KaTaXf43atII(i) 6iá.Xcc thTrOLOL' TtOU TOY ETrcpYdL'e lTávTa 01 cJKO1TOL ou,
TTOU TOVç EKT€XE( TU4Xd, Fthcla TflY dyvOLa. IIpTrEL va dual ithpos ns
TrX€KTdY11S aou"(155-156). The way Manolis talks in this excerpt
"TrapaI.LLXO1icyE, tXcyE 4pdaeLs aavu.'dpTTlTcc, acY(w&TES"(l 55) is similar to
the way the prologue of the 'McTaypa4lj' describes a prophet
speaking: "o Xóyoc TOU, aKaTdc,TaToç, araY l Lu)&KOc, awvyl.IaTlKOs...ylaT(
apTráCETal, avayKdETal airO TOY 8th, xptc o (&oç u'a TO OXci" (11). And
Mark kneels and embraces his legs, as John embraces the legs of
the Angel (Apocalypse 18:10). The truth has been revealed to him
and he comes to terms with his 'mission': "ETJL dual TO cmxJTó, Eci
va IL1Y TO	 E1S. AXXá cyth irthç 8cu TO KaTcIXaI3a Ta crqi.th&a frraui EIcd
arrO Tfll.' apx j. Ta oT1I.LdSLa l'jTaY TrdL' aOU. rI' auTó TEXc((xYa KL TO
TropTpalTO aou. Eirpcirc ua &iacd tua irpáowiro a avr6 irov &v tXCL óvojia
"(156, my italics).
On the day of the Dormition of the Virgin, which is one of
the grandest feasts of Christianity, everything seems to melt
under the heat. It is the eve of the longest day in which, as
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Seferis says, a "KaTaKXujóç 111c Cunjc" (Summer Solstice A') will
take place.
The mules bolt and run over the people, whilst the rubbish
becomes red with blood. The mules are transformed into horses
as in Summer Solstice A': "T dXoya...IKaXrniCouv ical. L6p(!)VOUV/1TdVu) UC
cTKópTrLa KOp liLd". The horses tear away pieces of human flesh and
rubbish, human flesh and rubbish become one with every gallop
(164), and from the lack of water the frenzy becomes greater and
greater, resulting in limbs thrown into the air(163) as in
Summer Solstice A': "aro Tp€XX6 aVq.LoaKóp1TLo.La /&Ld Ep4 TráL' KL
KdTu)/cYTp0I3LXIC0VTaL cap(6LL.. . ./XVOUV Ta	 TÜ)V avOpoirwv/ OL
f3iáCouirrai v aTroxpiroiv TO ath.iaJ8ujio1iv KL &v 13p[aKow cpó rrouOcvd".
When night falls in 0 Tlrvof3drJ7c, nothing can be seen, but the
smells begin to become inexorable(164) as in Summer Solstice
E': "...Oa XOPTáAJOUV óaOL ayaTrOA/ Ta 1Up6LKâ".
It is the point where "o Kóai.oç 8ev	 cL TlTrOTa dXXo va Trpo$pcL
rrapci TOTO TO T PlL" (Summer Solstice E'). It is the moment of the
apocalyptic crisis in the biblical sense, and it is written in such
a style: Manolis the murderer-redeemer sees visions of bending
wheat, countless suns in the sky, fish coming out of the sea to
walk on land, the sea ebbing away. Not only are these images
absent from the Biblical Apocalypse, but they serve a different
purpose, reversing the dramatic action. Manolis is angered by
these visions: he breaks up the church and feels for his knife,
ready to murder God if he were there, stealing the icon of the
Virgin before running away. What can be seen here in Manolis'
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rebellion is that the light in the narrative becomes deadly with a
fearful finality, preparing the narrative's own apocalypse.
Just as in Seferis' 'Minp.
	 A'(1974), in the imminence of an
apocalyptic "avdciTaal1"(21) the narrator does not feel like playing
his flute "I(L c7Tp14Ja aTO 1TEp36XL .LOU KL aKa4Ja KL Oa4a TO KcLXáI.LL " , in 0
Tirvof3driic, Louka by now finishes her book and buries it in her
garden on a day when the sun is "acYuiOLaTa 6uVaTóS, TrLó
KoYTLvóc"(l71); this is metaphorically the longest day of the year.
In the last chapter of the book, the heat is unbearable; it is "a
beast"(176) that they try to keep behind closed doors. There are
no smells or colours, the sun appearing to have ironically
purified the surroundings by erasing everything.
However, it seems as if the sun erases itself as well. The
plate of the sun is whitened, as if its blood has been evaporated
by its own heat. The purification that the sun has previously
offered becomes a stability. Nothing changes and the heat grows
stronger, with the sunshine becoming deadly(175) as if
everything "yupcci. ha rrcpcIcci airó TO OdhaTo yia va ' I3PEL im apd"
(Summer Solstice lB') as "TO 4oc th'aL auyi6s/ oXova icai lTLó
apyóc/Oappe(s ircç TIdEL va cyTaiaT1cyEL" (Summer Solstice IB'), "X(yo
aKóILa KL Oa aTal.LaT1'icycL o ijXtoc" (Summer Solstice IF'). Everything is
bleached white, and as the sun sends vibrations of heat
vertically upon the island all the animals leave their natural
habitat in the hope of salvation.
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Finally the sun becomes immobile(179), and the heat rises
beyond the temperature of fire, so that the people feel an
"avacYTácYLp. w&vr" (Summer Solstice Ir').
Placido, who used to make masks that resembled Manolis,
looks directly into the sun and burns his eyes. He feels no pain,
he is relieved, he was never so "yaXljvLoc"(179), so placid, so true
to the connotations of his name.
Mark understands that the cycle is coming to an end. Under
this brightness the world is becoming dark and mysterious again
and he informs the police about Manolis.
Meanwhile everyone is suffering from dehydration (a pun on
the island Hydra). The icon that Manolis had buried in the clearing
has been blinded and deformed by the heat as the solid paint
melts, altering the Virgin's facial features with the speed of a
nightmare, in a desperate attempt to find something humid.
Mark then goes to the edge of a precipice and cries and
drinks his tears, again in an attempt to assuage his thirst,
feeling that the time of Manolis has passed. He feels ready then
for his own "avaTdaLI.Lfl 8Cvii" and he looks right into the sun,
saying "E1rLTtXovs" (185) and feeling relieved in the same way that
Seferis writes "ó,TL ithpaa€ irpacc aaTd" (Summer Solstice Ii').
Louka, throughout the narrative, is engaged in an agonizing
process of writing, but she merely stares at the white paper, a
mirror in which she can only see her own face (14), which is a
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direct allusion to Summer Solstice H': "T darrpo xapT aKXlpóc
KaOp4rr11c/ETrLcyTp4cL .L6vo cic€Ei.'o iTou r'jaoui.'/[.. .]Zun'j aou €(vaL ó,TL
8(ocJEsI TOPTO TO KEY6 ((i/al ó,TL &X7ES/ TO dcirpo XaPT( " . Seferis in the
excerpt, meditates, as Beaton argues, on the poet's task of
attaining the ultimate "word", which will link the basis of poetry
(the linguistic unit) "with human reason and the creation of the
real world"(1987:147). An unattainable goal, because Seferis is
forced to concede that the process of attaining "the word" is
ultimately futile and can never be achieved.
Louka, exposed to Manolis' "light", follows the advice that
Summer Solstice B' gives, " .ii cnraTaXdç nlv rrvoij irou aou dpiae/
TO1TT1 i avdaa", and overcomes the difficulty by writing
frantically until she completes her book: she is thus absent from
the overall narrative action, not wishing to waste a single
portion of the "creative breath" that has been vouchsafed to her.
In her compulsion to rush her writing, to have it completed in
time, she uses the phrases &i.' LYEL lila iroX Kalpóc", or "TrpTr(L va
Kdvu) ypij'yopa"(133); a fact that serves to show once more the




5Although of peripheral importance in discussing the intertextual relation of
0 Tin'o8drqs to the Apocalypse, one should not fail to note the consistent sustaining
of the numerical apocalyptic symbolism throughout the narrative. God's dream lasts
seven days(9); Mark drinks seven glasses of vodka every day(11); Louka is
without electricity for three days(13); Ron plans ahead for three years(16);
Maggie uses three cookery books(16); Anezoula is having massage for three
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2. 4. The revelation of the Précis de Decomposition
Although in the present discussion of 0 YlrPof3dr7)c I have
dealt with the three main characters (Manolis, Louka and Mark), a
brief comment has been made about Placido, whom the text
draws from all the other minor characters of the narrative
through his relationship to Alfredo, and who "gave" himself to
the sun, but in a totally different way from that of Mark.
Placido had been trying to finish a mask for months, but its
faceless countenance was never completed, in contrast to Mark
who completed his painting through Manolis. Even though the
mask's resemblance to Manolis is made obvious to the reader
through the fact that although Placido never sees it as depicting
him, it nevertheless reminds him of someone he knows and thus
he sticks a Camel cigarette in its mouth, of course the only
character in the narrative who smokes 'Camels' is Manolis(135).
Ron, Placido's long-time lover, leaves him and sends him another
man, Alfredo, as a substitute gift. On Placido's terrace, Alfredo
plays a composition on his guitar, which he calls 'The Apocalypse
in D major'(113). Placido feels that this preposterous act turns
months(23); there are seven guests for dinner at Maggie's(17); noon is always
referred to as three o'clock(144); Manolis puts gardenias on the numbers three and
seven of his telephone dial(100); three people are murdered; Mina dies on the
seventh strike of the church bell; the narrative spans seven months; and Alfredo
counts to seven, turning his guitar round seven times(113).
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his favourite book into a grotesque farce, because on the one
hand, Aifredo totally defies the sanctity of the Apocalypse, with
its "too many monsters and trumpets for his taste", and on the
other, he values Cioran's Précis de Decomposition 6, as the
ultimate book, a book which he is constantly reading. Finally
Alfredo succumbs to a mysterious disease which is described as
"TT1V app(t)cYTLa TUII/ OE(V, TflL' aPLOTOKPaTLK1'j KL Tflh) EKXE1TTVcJI.thvll, -nil.,
ca(c,La d'yvwan"(119). He is deported and before he dies in Zurich,
he sends Cioran's book to Placido along with a letter which
partly is a direct quote from the Apocalypse (I' 10):
KL TO Tfl'lpa TO LXLdpLO airó TO XPL TOU ayyXou KL TO
4aya, KL 1'TaY aTO cYTólLa lLOU yXUKÔ aa .éXi.. Orav óp.uc
TO KaTdlTia, Ta cJWOiKd ILOU yicav Tr(Kpa A-yairrT Placido,
óTaI' Xd€ic auTo TO F3iPXLo 0th/aL iiid TrPaWaTLKd (<arrO TO
XPL TOU ayyXou>>, o cIyyeXoc Odp.ai y(). &dl3acth TO. Tthpa
av Ta cJwOLKd OU yqLcJOw Tr(Kpa a.I4L3dXAu), yLaTl vopiCw
/	 cJü)OiKd ia0OXou. Mid KaTdpa XoiirOii airO TO
uTrcpTrpal/, aXXd .LE KaXo1c cYKoTroIc(l2l).
As Aifredo's musical composition is in fact a
'decomposition' of the Apocalypse, his letter offers Placido an
ironic revelation -from a man who is already dead- of the value
and permanence of death. In an inversion of the symbolic status
of the apocalyptic, the 'revelation' made to Placido is that the
important issue is exactly what is discussed in the Précis de
6 Précis de Decomposition was published in Paris by Editions Gallimard
in1949. It is the first book that the Rumanian philosopher E.M.Cioran wrote in
French. It was translated in Greek by Kostis Papagiorgis, and was published in
Athens by Exandas in 1988 under the title EyicóAino AvawcoAorncrj.zo.
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Décom position. Everything must necessarily decompose into
nothing; after nothing, and before nothing, nothing exists.
E.M. Cioran in his Précis De Décomposition(1949), through a
cynical and sarcastic discourse, proclaims the futility of all
action, denounces religion as a terrorist strategy, and argues for
the anihilation of the self through total indifference and
uselessness. He calls for a negation of all the values of Western
civilization, which he calls "les excès suscités par Ia déesse
Raison"(1O), and through which "le monde finit par accepter n'
importe quelle révélation et se résigne a n' importe quel frisson,
pourvu que Ia formule en ait été trouvée"(68). He finally argues
for a state of being in which individuals would stand in the
universe waiting to die, without upholding any convictions
whatsoever, both about themselves in particular and for the
world in general.
Cioran says that only death is important because there are
no metaphysical mysteries, proclaiming that "il n'y a d' initiation
qu' au néant - et au ridicule d' être vivant"(23) for change can
come only through death: "tout ce qui prefigure Ia mort ajoute
une qualité de nouveauté a Ia vie, Ia modifie et I' amplifie"(21).
Alfredo, who was constantly reading Cioran's book, became sick.
Cioran values sickness highly, saying that "Ia maladie est une
activité, Ia plus intense qu' un homme puisse déployer, un
mouvement frénétique et[...] stationnaire, Ia plus riche dépense d'
énergie sans geste, I' attente hostile et passionée d' une
fulguration irréparable"(21) and adding that "les grands
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souffrants ne s' ennuient jamais"(25). It takes Aifredo to appear
as a ghost in front of Placido, for him to realise that "o AX4p8oc
ctc p&L aTO vr$J1 yLâ va lTCOdVCL[...] Kal ya va TOIl K6P€L va KOI.TdE1 TOI/
1XLo"(l79) that burned his eyes "a1TóToa KL aTroT€XccYI1aTLKCI"(178)
and condemned him to total darkness, never having recognized
the mission of the godsent Manolis.
It is in the darkness of Alfredo, as the epitome of the
Cioranic hero, that Placido is able to shed all fears generated by
the metaphysical beliefs, desires and incitements, which had
troubled him since childhood. Alfredo's metaphorical suicide,
therefore, becomes a Cioranian "se supprimer"(39) for Placido.
This self-effacement brings about total nothingness that has a
power greater than all other absolutes, even greater than the
Christian Apocalyptic eternity that denounces suicide as a sin,
because as Cioran argues "si les religions nous ont défendu de
mourir par nous-mêmes, c' est qu' elles y voyaient un exemple d'
insoumission qui humiliait les temples et les dieux"(58). Cioran
does not only argue for the end of the self, but also for the end of
the universe through total inaction. The intertextual link to the
end of the narrative in 0 Tirvol3driis' is extremely close; Cioran's
text negates the Apocalyptic message and subverts the
Heraclitean axiom of regularity in natural change, by wondering
"si les après-midi dominicales étaient prolongées pendant des
mois, oü aboutirait I' humanité, émancipée de Ia sueur, libre du
poids de Ia premiere malédiction?[...] L' univers transformé en
aprés-midi de dimanche..., c' est Ia definition de I' ennui - et Ia
fin do I' univers"(37), that goes against the utopia prophesied by
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the apocalyptic vision "d' un univers natal, oü I' on se repose de
soi-même, un univers, - oreiller cosmique de toutes nos
fatigues"(51).
Even though Manolis is God's instrument for revenge, he
develops a will of his own. He oversteps the New Law which he
was supposed to enforce and allows two exceptions, Louka and
Mark, to have his blessing. They both 'recognise' him, and through
his upsetting secular light of divine origin, they fulfil their
creativity and achieve their purpose in a doomed time, before
however the final end comes to subvert the Logos through the
immobile sun, in which, as Cioran says, "nous rivalisons avec les
dieux, [...] nos fièvres triomphent de nos effrois, [et avant] une
temperature tellement élevée [
... J nous achèverait en quelques
jours"(79).
For Heraclitus, St John, and Seferis, Logos is the underlying
principle of the universe, that which controls and directs the
balance in the process of change. In 0 Tiro13drr,s, however, the
Logos -the New Law- is intertextually 'deformed' or transformed
into something completely different. It is a means of revenge,
distant from the principle of stability and order, and is a
command for disorder, to punish the disobedience which enraged
the text's God.
Yet I strongly believe that the sun's overstepping its
measure in the last chapter of 0 Tirvof3drijc points beyond the
wish of such a petty fictional God. The fixed sun is not put
forward as a substitute for God, but as a negation of His
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position, almost as if defined by Cioran "toute aspiration
arbitraire et fantasque étant préférable aux véritOs
inflexibles"(56). Such a sun is a Non-Logos and Law of the
extreme. It is the ultimate destructive power, it is "Ia dernière
des creatures, Ia vraie mort n' étant pas Ia pourriture, mais le
dégout de toute irradiation"(74), and thus it becomes omnipotent,
desirable and magnetic as people willingly give themselves to it.
The sun's immobility in 0 Trrvof3drr7s, making up the very last
sentence of the book, "KaL aTOv oupa6 Xa.LTrE aKivilToc 0 1jXL0c " , is
the most abnormal and unnatural demonstration of nature, it is
the end of the self, and the end of "cette terre -péché du
Créateur!"(Cioran 1949:86). The immobile sun marks the Cioranic
"géographie du Rien"(86), as well as marking "I' instant sans fin
et sans désir, [...] cette vacance primordiale, insensible aux
pressentiments des chutes et de Ia vie"(86) in which, the
individual can be permanently free and "ayant perdu le respect
religieux que nous portons malgré nous a nos dernières illusions,
il se jouerait de son coeur et du soleil..."(75).
The event most feared by Heraclitus becomes a paradigm for
the most enviable existence. The characters are given a chance
to stand clear of the regularity of the universe and observe its
decaying truth, a chance to be free from any kind of moderating
Logos and Law. This is a chance that not only Mark and Louka
take, but the island itself: "To vaE 8ev 4oI3óTave irid. A4&qKC OTOL'
i'jXio, avo(i-rpce av cnia. Kavc(ç ,na 6ev Oa TO KOipcLCE, 6ev Oa TO
TrXljyu)vc I' TO	 TOU	 Tfl cithlni TOU[...] TO vTlcY( TOT 8Ev 1Tav TóCYO
pa(o"(1 85).
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2. 5. Intertextual Sleepwalking
The striking absence of human life in the last paragraph of 0
Tirvof3drqs (even though the results of human activities are there),
along with the inconclusive temporality, provided by the
imperfect tense of the last sentence 
-Xanre- result in an open-
ended narration. This inherent ambiguity relates very cleverly to
the title of the book, as a sleepwalker is considered to be mobile
whilst asleep, an activity which leads to inexorable frustration
when realized. Manolis gives an explicit account of sleepwalking,
which, in its effect, is very much like the use of the imperfect
tense in contributing to the open ending of the text:
KaI.LLd 4opd[. . .Jaicodvoiiai rwç TO vi( oXóKXflpo elvaL h'a
ÔL'elpo[. . .]1TpOa1TaO0L€ va KaTaXá43ouI.LE TO vóipd TOU aAXá 8ev
.L1TOpOL€, yLaT( e(l.LaaTe .ipoc auTo() TOU ov€(pou, Laus
IJdXLaTa ICW. 01 Trp(OTayW1/LcTrç. Icç aKóI.La, aav UTrL'OIMTES',
va lTcpTraTá4Lc a' va Vflcrf. avfrrrapKTo, va ovcipevóp.acn-e C.LCtS
va VTIaE aYlJTrapKTo, va 3XTrOUILC óXoi TflV (8ia cYTvflil'I TO
£810 ovcipo[. . .JAXXeç 4ops, alciOdvol.IaL ey
	 TO KYTO CY6ç
oii€(pou rou 4X)T(C€1, IcaTcuO1vcL TOY KóaI.LO. ALaOáYO.IaL Tru
TO vi1cC 
€Ciiai auT6 TO óYCLpO, KI
	 0 CKTCXCaT1IS
TOU(l 27).
Returning to the intertextual processes suggested in section
2. 3, one can see that Seferis is very preoccupied with waking up
from a harmful sleep. In MUOLUT6p17/Ia where sleep wraps one like a
tree, the narrator implores "ivae I.1aS, tQ) airó TOY Trvo, Tfl
yaxijvr1 "(lE'), just as in "On a Ray of Winter Sun" (A'), even though
one rests comfortably upon the broad shoulders of sleep, one
must seek the light constantly. Moreover, in "Summer Solstice"
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(F') one's dream becomes a burden in this kind of sleep, so one
must force oneself out of that sleep, however difficult, as the
irony in Seferis' poem suggests through the wish that this sleep
would fall around the ankles like a robe (IT').
The idea of sleep as a negative state of being comes from
Heraclitus, who believed that in sleep we lose every memory,
power and strand of wisdom because we are at a distance from
the Divine Law, whereas, awake, we are cognate beings by
inhaling the Divine Law (Kirk & Raven 1957:207) 7 . The danger of
being caught asleep and the importance of being awake, as
expressed by Luke's words, "blessed are the servants whom the
master finds awake when he comes" (12:36-37), is related to a
parable which states that if the householder had known at what
hour the thief was coming he would have been awake and would
not have allowed his house to be broken into(Lukel2:39); this is
even present in the 'Revelation of John': "lJ.aKdplos' 6
yp iiyopv "( l6:l 5) as proof of faith in the light of God and
readiness to receive it.
7 Kirk and Raven also comment on Heraclitus' idea that 'sleepers are
workers'(1957:208) which C. Kahn quotes in full as delivered by Marcus Aurelius:
"Heraclitus says, I think, that men asleep are laborers and co-workers in what
takes place in the world"(1979:216). Although this fragment suggests that man is
never completely 'out of touch' with reason, even when asleep, Marcus Aurelius'
accuracy is disputed by Kahn, who considers the fragment a free paraphrase of some
statement otherwise lost.
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This thought, when transposed into the text of 0 Trrvof3dr,c
points towards the initial fear of God that he created earth when
asleep, in a dream which came true by accident; an idea that
makes earth an "unwise" product, distant from the principles of
the universal Logos, and makes the subversiveness of the rest of
the narrative possible.
'The sleepwalker' as a title comes into intertextual play
with Arthur Koestler's The Sleepwalkers and Hermann Broch's
trilogy of that name, and through its connection with the
apocalyptic necessity of being awake, renders them intertexts to
Seferis' 'Three Secret Poems', and leads to an infinite expansion
of the intertextual network 8
 into other apocalyptic narratives,
as presented in Frank Kermode's The Sense of an Ending.
Koestler, in The Sleepwalkers (1959), offers a history of
cosmology, that is, of man's changing vision of the universe
which encloses him, discussing several philosophers' efforts to
explain natural phenomena, and especially those that resulted in
inexplicable visions, as for example solar eclipses. He argues
that "the manner in which some of the most important individual
discoveries were arrived at reminds one more of a sleepwalker's
performance than an electronic brain's"(15), because in the face
of events that seemed "like those in a dream, both real and not;
inside his box or womb the dreamer felt fairly safe"(20). He goes
8 
'Intertextuality' is here to be understood in the sense outlined earlier in this
chapter, section 2. 1.
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on to say that the philosophers' "collective obsessions and
controlled schizophrenias"(15) were never free from
metaphysical bias of one kind or another, and that in fact always
resulted in their being attributable to a substance without
definite properties, but surely indestructible and everlasting:
God, as the "Unmoved Mover, who spins the world round from
outside it" (Koestler,1959:59), and who, as Cioran would argue,
is designed by humans to be responsible for the regularity of the
sun's movement, and other repetitious illusions of all "les
vulgarités du renouveau"(225).
As far as Broch's trilogy The Sleepwalkers is concerned,
the inteterxtual promenade is multiply expanded. The overall
subject of the trilogy is the decline and fall of everything that
matters, or better, as the subtitle of the epilogue suggests,the
"Disintegration of values" which, in turn, suggests Alfredo's
favourite book, Cioran's Précis De Decomposition, in Karapanou's
0 Tlrvof3drJ7s'. Moreover, there is another intertextual link to be
made, as the main character of each book in the trilogy is
connected to Manolis in 0 Tirvof3driç in his own right: Pasenow's
attachment to military values and his obsession with order and
his uniform, along with Esch's mania with bookkeeping practices
and Huguenau's deceptive posing as the agent of an imaginary
conglomerate, assume cosmic dimensions in the same way that
9 The titles of the three volumes in Broch's trilogy, which was written
between 1928 andl93l in Vienna, are: '1888: Pasenow the Romantic', '1903: Esch
the Anarchist' and '1918: Huguenau the realist'
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Manolis' preoccupation with his uniform, order, and his role as
policeman did. As these obsessions become roles and part of a
private theology, a sacrifice, a suffering of sorts, is posited for
each of these characters as a fixation of redemption. This
involves violent sexual practices and murders performed as
religious rites (again), as part of a desire to blend with a cosmic
order.
In the trilogy, a sort of covert, almost unconscious,
revolution exerts itself and passes through anarchy to total
freedom with the outbreak of the irrational. Since the rational is
related to the state of being awake, sleepwalking becomes the
locus for the exercising of the irrational, and freedom
represents the domain of the non-rational, where there is a
release from the boundaries and restrictions of the value-
systems state.
The irrational/non-rational impulses in Broch's texts are
the result of an eruption caused by the disintegration of the
social and religious dogmas of a world which is unable to put
forward the omnireference of a central and binding value, that
is, of a world in crisis. These irrational acts and desires are
asserted at all costs, or, better, at no recognisable cost, since
they are independent of social systems. As these value-free
impulses cannot be counter-referred to any central authority,
however, they result in the loneliness of the "I", and become part
of a personal metaphysics which is a makeshift solution to
structure the personal universe in which each act stands by
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itself and relates only to itself and the "I" that initiated it. The
'I' put forth by Broch is in complete opposition to Cioran's 'non-I',
that comes to the individual who "emancipé de ce qu' il a vécu,
incurieux de ce qu' II vivra, il [
... J s' arrache aux repères de tous
les temps [...] heureux de tourner sa dernière haine contre
soi"(92). In contrast, the loneliness of the "I" in the non-
rationality of the non-order is so unbearable for humans,
according to Broch, that one has "the desire that someone should
come to pay the debt of sacrificial death and redeem the world
to a new innocence"(296). This irrational freedom of the "I",
which is due to the world in crisis and the disintegration of
values, will come to an end, Broch says apocalyptically, through
the breath of the Absolute that sweeps across the
world, [...]the oneness of all men[...] beyond all Space
and all Time; the oneness in which all light has its
source and from which spring the healing of all living
things[...] rising in the insurrection of the
irrational.. .]there sounds the voice that binds all that
has been to all that is to come[...]and it is not the
voice of dread and doom; it falters in the silence of
the Logos and yet is borne on by it[.. .]the voice of
comfort and hope and immediate love: "Do thyself no
harm! for we are all here! (1986:648)
Despite the fact that, as Cioran argues, "nulle critique de
nulle raison ne réveillera I' homme de son <<so m me i I
dogmatique>"(89), the apocalyptic prophecy and promise finally
remains true, albeit unattainable at present, for Seferis and
Broch alike, because of their fundamental belief in Logos and the
evershining light which will enable the sleepwalkers to wake up
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and 'inhale the divine law' in the future. As Cioran says in the
Précis, however, the nostalgia for a lost original order "n' est qu'
une théologie sentimentale, oü I' Absolu est construit avec les
éléments du désir, oü Dieu est I' Indéterminé élaboré par Ia
langeur"(51) and therefore, he continues, living in a perpetual
expectancy of a final recovery "vivre dans I' attente, dans ce qui
n' est pas encore, c' est accepter le déséquilibre stimulant que
suppose I' idée d' avenir. [...] Pour échapper a Ia stérilité, il faut
s' épanouir au seuil de Ia raison..."(49): this is the idea that is
carried forth through sleepwalking in Karapanou's novel.
Sleepwalking, in 0 Tirvof3drq, remains the desirable state of
being. As a non-conscious activity, which occurs in a dream-like
state, in which desires and fears are not bound by socially
imposed restrictions, it becomes a venture into the multiple
possibilities of the unknown. The dream-like security of
sleepwalking allows the enactment of desires and fantasies
forbidden by the rational structure of existing value systems. It
is a state of openness in which no inhibition can restrict
actions; it is an unbound value-free anarchic force which, due to
its non rationality, can never become the basis for a new
integration of values.
In much the same way, the non-principles of sleepwalking,
metaphorically transposed into the concept of intertextuality,
turn the transgression of norms that is accomplished in
sleepwalking into a redeeming signifier for an infinite
intertextual promenade, one that does not recognise and indeed
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breaks up the traditional notions of authenticity, originality,
priority, singularity, uniqueness and autonomy, since one cannot
demand of the intertextual sleepwalker what she/he is not
capable of fulfilling: that is, conscious and deliberate efforts to
establish or prove the concepts of unity and continuity, as




0 BIOX TOT JEMAHA EPIK ITAEA : FATHERED BY HISTORY
0 Trrvof3drc subverted the notion of the light of God as the
single origin, as the transcendental archO, the founding principle
that controls, governs and regulates the universe as the source
of truth and absolute purity. When at the end of Karapanou's text
the sun stops, and its light becomes permanent, the ultimate
message of the Apocalypse is subverted; the eternal divine
harmony of the universe, exemplified by the inviolable order of
the cycle in natural change, as expressed by the Heraclitean
axiom -"the sun shall not overstep his measure; otherwise the
Erinyes, hand-maidens of justice, will hunt him down"- is
replaced by an inconclusive state of a disorder so powerful it
can, in its own right, be defined as divine, and therefore as the
new site of absolute truth. Because this site of new intertextual
truth is so disorderly and multiple, it goes against all notions of
originality, purity and authenticity, and subverts the idea of the
Origin and, consequently, the idea of the Fall as well.
This chapter will explore the way in which the novel 0 Bloc
rou IcrjiaiA Pcp(K Tlacid by Rea Galanaki (1989) 1 subverts the
1 Rea Galanaki was born in Herakleion in 1947 and has published three
collections of poems: flAiji' etaptc (1975), Opuicrd (1979) and To K'LK (1980).
Her prose work includes ffot (d o AOKOç (1 982a), O/I6KEVTPa ôtijyi 4uara (1986)
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traditional notions of the individual and its relationship to the
discourse of history through a feminist critique that puts
forward a concept of a gendered subjectivity. This subjectivity
is revealed by the novel, it will be argued, as an effect of
historical discourse, which seeks to annihilate contradictions in
order to feed the uniformity of the 'objective' categories on
which this discourse depends.
0 B1o' roy IoiiarA cpuic ITacjd, as a text about a fallen man's
quest for redemption through acquiring the "cJxarq yvuScni"(197) of
what lies beyond history, expands the intertextual web of 0
Tirziof3dric by subverting the notion of a pure existence, as
suggested by the archetypes that lie at the beginning of the line
of the blood of the father which must coincide with the end of
nostos. Thus, appropriating Heraclitus' axiom for the purpose of
this analysis, one could argue that as far as Galanaki's novel is
concerned, the subversion focuses on the axiom that "the son
shall not overstep the father's measure; otherwise the Erinyes,
hand-maidens of justice, will hunt him down".
Whereas in 0 Tirvof3drrc the apocalyptic message given under
divine direction is that in times of conflict, salvation and a
peaceful future are promised only to those who choose to live by,
and 0 Bloc roy Iapa4A •Ep(K ffacid which is her first novel, already in its 4th
edition. She has written numerous andes in literary magazines and has also
translated The White Hotel by 0. M. Thomas.
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and have faith in the light of God, is subverted through Manolis,
who comes as the instrument of the divine order and in the end
creates an infinite disorder, in 0 BIo rot' Icr/1arA Pcp(K Ilacrd the
disruption is taken a step further by being focused on the
individual and its relation to history: the hero and main
character Ismail, in the end, with his duality and under his
Christian name Emmanuel, becomes the site of disorder and
undermines the purity of the mysticism of the centre that lies at
the heart of nostos.
0 Bto rot' Icjiai.k e,cp(,c lTaad is at first sight a kind of
historical novel, a fictional biography of a historical character,
a blend of historical truth and fiction as suggested by the
' iECa11' that precedes the actual text. This note, written with
the detachment and factuality of perfect historical discourse,
implies a difference between history and fiction, between
reality and imagination, by contrasting the historically available
information concerning "uirapicrd 11p60'WlTa, TrTfl'S, LcrrOp1K1 	 pcvva,
irpo4opii irapd8ocrr" to the personality of Ismail Ferik Pasha, which
falls into what history has not reported. The personality of the
fictionalized, yet historical, Ismail Ferik Pasha must be
considered (4avTaaTLKT) fictive. In consequence, by juxtaposing
Ismail's historical life to his fictive personality, the
juxtaposition carries through to a distinction between the public
and the personal, the historical and the fictional. Thus, as will
be shown later in this chapter, Galanaki's novel is a fictional
life-story which aims not to reconstruct history but to expose
the way in which the public recording of the past attempts to
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annihilate any contradictions that may develop within the
individual by referring them to the unbroken unity and continuity
of the language of "omniscient" historical discourse, such as is
echoed in the 
'11l.LE(uxn1'.
It is precisely the emphasis that Galanaki's novel places on
language which serves to differentiate this narrative from the
generic traditions of the historical novel. The use of language
plays an important dual role in 0 Bloc roy
 IuiaiA cpIK ITacid. First,
the language of the narrative, which can, quite accurately, be
described as poetic, celebrates the fictionality of the text and
further distances it from the omnisciency of historical
discourse.
Secondly, in Galanaki's novel the concept of "language" is
used as an integral part of the process of the individual's
communication with the past, not so much only in terms of
acquiring factual information, but mostly in terms of how the
"language" of the past, which is accessible only through texts,
delineates specific roles that the individual should occupy in
relation to particular historical events. In that sense Galanaki's
novel can be defined as what Linda Hutcheon calls
'historiographic metafiction'(1988), that is, a text that
recognizes the importance of the past, but also acknowledges
that the "reality" of the past is accessible only through its
textualized remains. As a "historiographic metafiction" 0 Bloc
roy
 IcpaiA Pcp(,c Tlacid subverts the primacy and guarantee of the
properties of the past. At the same time, however, by making the
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past part of its fiction, the text opens it up to the present and
prevents it from being conclusive and teleological.
Furthermore, the "historiographic metafiction" of 0 Bloc roy
Iaj.La1A 'Pcpuic Tfacrd may in addition be seen as subverting the
discourse of nationalism for which the historical novel has often
been used as a vehicle. Instead of using history as a text that
conveys the archetypal laws of the genos in order to bring
forward a fiction which portrays the ancestors as an example for
the essence of the nationalist identity of the contemporary
Greek/Cretan individual, Galanaki uses in her fiction the
historical events of 1866 as a pretext to open up to the present
the life story of the historical Ismail Ferik Pasha as a means of
exploring an analogue for a contemporary version of the
individual, not as a monosemantic entity defined by nationalistic
classifications, but as a site of contradiction.
The depiction of the fictive personality of a historical
individual as the site of contradiction, can already be mapped out
by a summary of the basic story: a young boy, probably named
Emmanuel, who, separated from his brother Andonis Kambanis
Papadakis during the Cretan uprising of the 1820s, is captured
by the Egyptian army, changes name and religion, becomes a
general and a minister of war and returns to Crete almost fifty
years later as Ismail Ferik Pasha, to crush the revolution that
his brother is organizing and funding from Athens; he dies on the
island, but his body is buried in Egypt.
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The search for unity is constantly frustrated, both in terms
of the narrative and in terms of the story and its protagonist,
despite the fact that both protagonist and narrative return to
their 'origins', Ismail's place of birth and third person mode of
narration respectively. The narrative is divided into three parts,
each corresponding to a set of contradictions in the development
of the personality of its protagonist. The first part, written in
the third person, is called "XpóvLa n1s ALy1TrTOU. 0 MiOos". The
second, written in the first person, is called "Hi.ipcs N6YTOU KaL
IcrropCac", and the last part, written again in the third person, is
called "ETrLJ.uOLo". The first part, which spans almost fifty years,
deals with the events of the capture and lslamization of Ismail
until just before his return to Crete. The third-person narration
creates an illusion of omniscience with regard to this part of
lsmael's life, even though it is mostly fictional, in the sense
that, as the note made clear, there is not much information in
the historical records available on Ismail Ferik Pasha, except for
the period of the Cretan revolution, 1866 to 1868.
The second part, the days of nostos and history, span a
period of nine months on the island of Crete. The events in these
days of nostos, because Ismail is coming back to his homeland,
and history, because of the Cretan revolution, take on an
eyewitness account, where the individual experience (narrated in
the first person) becomes a source of public history. It is
Ismail's account of what happened, his own fictional narration of
the historical events, a monologue in which the "realistic"
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accounts of battles and negotiations are interspersed with
expressions of his feelings and his point of view, whereas in the
third part 'ET1LLOLO', the third-person narration returns to account
for the different versions of Ismail Ferik Pasha's death and the
events after it.
The shifting point of view of the narrative, which moves
from the limited personal first person to the omniscient third
person, assisted by Rea Galanaki's poetic discourse, results in
the construction of a multiple fictional reality, which, as G.
Thalassis observes, is present even in the title: "llapdXAiXa 0T01/
T(TXO cvvuirdpouii TPCIc TroXLTLcT.LLKc rrCpLO)(c: 0 EXvic.ióc ,caL 1
OpOo8o[a anl Xi1 toc (iTpi3X. B(oc KaL HoXLTda TOU AXii Zopiirá, I3loi
ay(ow), i AvaToXlj aTo óvoia Ici.iaiX 1€p( Hacrd KaL T o1 YTOY
uTóTLTXo Spina nel Cuore. Oi TpC(S auTo X(zPoL uiro6rXc&iouti KL TPES
6LacopcTLKc oTrTLKlc yunilcs, .LE TL avAoy€ç i&oXoyL€s, T0t €Ol/LK1O.Lof.Jç
KL Tic 8LEK8LIc1jYELc."(l99t 100). Although 0 Bloc roy IajiaiA bcplic
[ía ad seems at first to inscribe a clear distinction of differences
between modes of narration, kinds of ideology, gender and
personality traits, in the end it subverts their monosemantic
dominance by recontextualizing them as differences within the
text about Ismail Ferik Pasha's life story, as well as within
lsmail Ferik Pasha's historical but fictionalized personality2.
2As regards the subversion of gender in 0 Bloc mu IojtaiA vkp(ic ffaad, and as
far as the engendering of the subject in women's writing is concerned, Karen Van
Dyck(1990) has mapped out a shift from Galanaki's latest collection of poems, To
KéLK (1980), in terms of the text's undermining of fixed gender roles as well as in
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The result challenges the illusion of unity both of the narrative
and the individual as the origin of truth and purity.
The rest of this chapter will be divided into sections in
terms of the demands which specific events of public history
make upon the private life of the historical yet fictionalized
Ismail. Thus, after setting the historical stage in which Ismail's
duality is established (section 3.1), the analysis will
demonstrate how the main character's future role is born and
delineated by the history of his family and his genos (section
3.2). Then, the relationship between fathers and sons will be
explored (section 3.3), as regards both Ismail and other
characters in Galanaki's text alongside the novel Midnight's
Children by Salman Rushdie (1982). The inescapable burden of the
paternal demand will then be exemplified by a juxtaposition of
lsmail's and Andonis' perceptions of filial duty (section 3.4).
Having established that Ismail's nostos is an inexorable
(paternal) imperative, the analysis will show (section 3.5) how
this concept is connected to specific historical events (as
Ismail's duality is) and in the next section (3.6), the
metaphorical dimension of the demand that made Ismail's life
come full circle will be questioned. The penultimate section
(3.7) will discuss the wider intertextual implications of the
association between a successful nostos and death, whereas the
terms of its questioning the appropriateness of the mimetic model for women's
writing.
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last section will show how the narrative questions the
monosemantic relation of the individual to history through the
subversion of the pair nostos-thanatos.
3. 1. Setting the stage
Communication with one's past, with one's origins, is a way
to put some order into the chaos of living in the contradictions
of the present. The means to achieve that communication are
myths and historical records which, in a sense, both provide one
with some sort of truth. As R. Beaton (1991) has argued, 'myth'
among other things "came to mean a story which is not literally
true but which nonetheless exemplifies a true state of
affairs"(43), providing "a common background of belief shared by
all members of a society, such as Homer's epics used to provide
for the ancient Greeks and the Bible for Christian societies[...]a
common denominator of experience intelligible to all"(44). Based
on the traditional belief of historical enquiry that there are
objects out there in a real and single past, whose truth can be
objectively known in the present, historical events as well as
myths, are, therefore, invoked as an ultimate resource of reality,
a central truth that forms the basis and unifies the
understanding of anything human, creating a historical meaning
that shows the unity of man's being, thus extending his
sovereignty to the reality of his past.
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To show how "allusion to myth may [be used to] give meaning
to the present"(Beaton 1991:44) 3 , it is important to note the
historical circumstances that made the values and the
specificity of being Greek central to Ismail Ferik Pasha's life.
The Greek state which was formed in the years following the
war of independence from Turkish occupation in 1821, as R.
Beaton has argued, also saw the rise of a Romantic interest in
folklore, Romantic historiography and nationalistic poetry
through which the Greeks proclaimed the specificity of their own
identity:
all cultures use their perception of the past to define
and validate themselves in the present by the making
of a tradition. Under the impact of Romanticism and
the consolidation of nation states throughout Europe
in the nineteenth century, perceptions of the past
were more radically revised[...] each nation set about
discovering and asserting the value of the tradition
(or traditions) that in the past had shaped it towards
its present condition and in the present continued to
guarantee its difference from rivals and its potential
for realizing its unique aspirations in the future[...]
The newly defined[ Greek] nation therefore had, as a
matter of urgency to create its own past (1988:99).
It is in the historical context of the adolescence of Greek
nationhood that the fictional account of the life of the historical
3 Although R. M. Beaton's comments refer quite specifically to G. Seferis'
poetry, they are pertinent to this analysis as well, in terms of intertextual
allusions that will be made later in this chapter.
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Ismail Ferik Pasha alludes, to exemplify man's relation to the
past and a specific person's living his present in relation to his
past, where the past stands for what is defined in Galanaki's
novel as an " c xai,i 'mi"(197).
Because of the violation of an original taxis through Ismail's
islamization, taxis can be restored through a return to the
principles of the specific societal group he was originally born
into, namely the Greek and Christian one. The return to the
original status of affairs is followed in terms of the narrative
and in terms of the story. Thus, Ismail's quest, as developed in
the narrative about his life, takes on attributes of the nostoi,
the cyclic epic narratives 4 , as the course of the life of Ismail
Ferik Pasha seems to follow a cycle: from the Lasithi plateau, to
the port of Herakleio, to Egypt, to the port of Herakleio, to the
Lasithi plateau again. Although by definition the nostoi imply a
restoration of the violated taxis, since the ordained physical
passage homeward leads to a recovery of honour and status in
the fatherland, and thus to the restoration of the metaphysical
dominance of the " axan1 yvm1 " , the nostos of Ismail Ferik Pasha
is never completed in its metaphysical dimension, challenging
the reality of allegiance to the principles of a single genos,
oikos, patris that the cyclic nature of the nostos demands.5
See Edith Hall (1989:32, 35).
The terms olkos, genos, patris are derived from Paul Magdalino's discussion
of the notion of Honour among Romaioi(1989), where he extrapolates from modern
Greek society, to argue that the two basic coordinates of a social existence for an
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Ismail Ferik Pasha, stripped in Galanaki's text of the
supernatural strength of epic heroes like Diyenis or Odysseus,
concludes his subversively pedestrian nostos, only to make the
point that allegiance to any kind of orthodoxy such as the genos -
oikos - patris set of values prescribe, is in vain and useless
since there is nothing pure "out there" which would make the
effort achievable. His nostos, through the war that he has to
fight, therefore becomes "T(TroT dXXo arró .tid oirou81 aTrowwcrs"
(138) from the mandates of the past that strive to annihilate
half of his duality.
individual are genos (birth, kin, ancestry) and patris (native land or city).
"Patris, like the ancient Greek polis was a small introverted self-regulating
agricultural community whose members all knew each other well[...] and took pride
in their collective identity. Genos was the group of relatives in which most people
instinctively invested their loyalty and trust defining being well born as being born
free and native." (184) Oikos was the locus where genos and patris converged to
carry on the traditional order/taxis and established procedure which in turn would
guarantee individual and collective honour. As "the icon of the heavenly
court"(187) the olkos forced shame- aavi- as a means to prompt the individual
to do the right thing and adhere to an allegiance to orthodoxy. "Shame besets or
should beset the honourable person when in a conflict of loyalties, he or she yields
to one side and is found out by the other, whose taxis has been violated. Honour is
accordingly satisfied when taxis is restored."(198)
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In order to investigate the way in which Galanaki's novel
subverts the notion of nostos, and in order to draw attention to
the way the narrative connects the course of the personal story
of its protagonist to the public history of his fatherland, I will
discuss 0 B(oç rou IcrjiaiA Pcp(K I1aod along with the equally
subversive novel Midnight's Children (Rushdie 1982). In so doing,
by establishing an analogy between two novels written by
writers of opposite sexes I am using the intertextual connection
to make the more general point about how subversive texts can
undermine the fundamentality of the distinction between male
and female writers. Galanaki's and Rushdie's texts, irrespective
of the sex of each writer, achieve a denial of the existence of a
textual or historical continuity and monosemantic unity, through
gender-conscious narratives that turn personal experience into a
source of subversive public history.
The main character and narrator of Midnight's Children is
Saleem Sinai, who was born on the stroke of midnight on August
15th, 1947, at the precise instant of the achievement of India's
independence; he was taken as a child by his family to Pakistan,
when the Indian nation split, was forced to join the army there,
and later returned to Bombay to narrate his story and the history
of his country as a thirty-two-year-old adult.
Although Saleem is one of the one thousand and one children
born at the same time, his fate, which makes him part of such
multiplicity, is none the less specific to him, in that he finds
himself able to act as transmitter and receiver of thoughts, free
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to enter the minds of the rest of the midnight's children. As he is
the only medium of communication between all these voices,
Saleem becomes responsible both for the narration of their
individual stories and for their collective purpose of children
and a nation born at the same time.
Similarly, the fate set out for Ismail when he was captured
by the Egyptian army was common to other children of his age,
not only in the Lasithi plateau, but in other parts of Greece as
well. The narrative provides two notable examples of similar
fates which however took very different courses; on the one
hand, one finds Ismail's brother Andonis, who escaped his
captivity and managed to remain Greek until the end, and on the
other hand, one finds Omer Pasha who was born Greek under the
name Michael Lattas and later forcibly Islamicized like Ismail,
but willingly accepted his new-found status. Ismail's own fate,
like that of Rushdie's Saleem, retains a unique quality with
respect to the two oppositional courses of life discussed above;
at the moment of his capture, which coincides with the moment
of his symbolic birth, he finds that he is able to communicate
both with the dead and the living. The capacity for extraordinary
communication, which proved dangerous for Saleem proves to be
fatal for Ismail, when he finds himself returning to his homeland
as a general of the Egyptian army to crush the revolution that his
brother was funding, and he is poisoned on the orders of Omer
Pasha as a punishment for his alleged cryptochristianism. In that
sense, Ismail's personal story of a dual identity is linked to the
history of his birthplace, to show that, as Saleem says, "there is
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no magic on earth strong enough to wipe out the legacies of one's
parents"(402).
3. 2. Fathered by History
Saleem' s observation that when "I tumbled forth into the
world[...]l had been mysteriously handcuffed to history, my
destinies indissolubly chained to those of my country"(9), can be
seen as metaphorically relevant to Ismail's case.
At the time of the Ottoman attack on his native village on
the Lasithi plateau, while all the men were fighting the enemy,
and the women, children and invalids had gathered outside the
entrance to the cave as a last resort, Ismail, a young boy then,
driven by the "i6ovi'j rqs ucpLpycLas"(l5), entered the cave and hid
deep in its darkness.
The symbolism of the sheltering cave as a spherical space, a
womb that protects without making any demands, is a central
metaphor in the narrative. The walls of the cave in which Ismail
hid are described as "aTdCouv airó i-nv aywCa TOU TEXE1WIL1.'OU
c7x1 I iaToc yL auTo Xa3a1vouv Oiroia pJ4 Touc airo8oOc("(14) and take
on the attributes of the archetypal and the eternal secret
functions of nature, of the origin of all things which exist in a
free-flowing, fluid state, until the inevitable moment of birth
forces them into the world making them specific and solidly
defined. The symbolism of the cave as womb has been given an
interesting twist in the narrative, though: Immediately before
his fatal exit from the salutary darkness, Ismail found the rusty
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blade of a knife which he took and kept hidden under his Ottoman
pasha's clothes until his death, saying that its definite shape
"ópLcTE 111 coij TOU arrpi TPDXLd TWV I.LaXaLpL( v"( 1 6). Just as Saleem
found that family history "had leaked into me[...] making me
vulnerable to knives"(221), the blade that Ismail finds becomes
an analogue for his own family history, which comes to disturb
the undemanding status of life in the womb. The status of the
blade as a phallic symbol in the narrative about Ismail Ferik
Pasha's life, serves to illustrate J. Lacan's argument that,
symbols in fact envelop the life of man in a network
so total that they join together, before he comes into
the world, those who are going to engender him[...] so
total that they bring to his birth, along with the gifts
of the stars, if not with the gifts of the fairy spirits,
the design of his destiny; so total that they give the
words which will make him faithful or renegade, the
law of the acts which will follow him right to the
very place where he is not yet and beyond his death
itself. (Lacan 1968:42)
The blade comes to signify the omnipotence of the family
Law, whose commands Ismail violated, showing that the fate of
every son born into the symbolic order of the law of the father is
always already predefined and predetermined for him along the
faithful/renegade opposition. It becomes a constant reminder
that the violated taxis had to be restored through his necessary
and redeeming nostos to the fatherland fifty years later, an act
which would balance the archetypal equation, reestablish the
logic of identity where the father coincides with the son, and
close the cycle.
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Ismail was forced out of the cave by the enemy and decided
to consider the moment when he was captured as a first death
and his life as a captive as a second life precisely because of the
law of the father: "Tn Xoyucli TOU JUXAOy1cYl.LO1I TOU EYJXUE TO yq'ovós
lTWç 1TaI/ ayópL, dpa IiLKpóc dllTpac Ka( 1 4fl)aLICl'I TOU OOii 1'Tav YTT1V
TTXaTCkL avdiiccia Ta KOU4XIpLa TWI/ a4awL'wv aiPrp' Kal aKPLI3thc &irXa
TOU irapa Tou"(l7). Thus, the metaphorical birth of Ismail
coinciding with his exit from the cave, marked his symbolic
captivity by the laws of his genos, oikos and patris, while at the
same time it signalled the beginning of a new life of literal
captivity enforced by the historical circumstances at the time.
In that sense Ismail was born handcuffed to the history of his
nation, a notion fortified by his first impression as a
"Ycoyvv11Tos"(l7), namely that in contrast to his brother to whom
he was securely tied, his own position outside the cave/womb
had acquired the double significance of the "6LTrXl TOU av
.LóXLc TrEOaLtvou Kal cav IthXLc yewrjiAi.'ou"(24).
The symbolic rebirth of Ismail into a new life of captivity
was a double violation; on the one hand, it violated the demands
which the cultural Law made on all males faced with the enemy,
while on the other hand, it violated the natural law since, by his
own admission, his new life "c4óov C XE i8n ir€Odvci Ij.La
4opd[...]avTpc1Tc npi Td&"(2l). Just as in the case of Saleem, who
was prophesied to "die...before he is deacf'(88), the memory of the
double insolence of Ismail, as a man just dead and just born,
became the cause of marginalization and isolation in terms of
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both the old as well as the new life which he was forced to
begin. In the specific historical circumstances the duties of
children to history acquired a pressing significance, since all the
children born in these troubled times, Ismail and Andonis among
them, as Saleem Sinai says about the midnight's children "were
only partially the offspring of their parents-[they] were also the
children of the time: fathered, you understand, by history"(118).
It becomes clear that the cause of Ismail's painful nostos is not
to be found in his individual past, but rather in the demands of
his collective future as a renegade Islamicized Greek at a
certain moment of historical emergency.
Both Rushdie's and Galanaki's novels proclaim a belief in
chance as they both explore the way in which the particular
intentions of personal stories can be annihilated by being
randomly connected to the narratives of historical events and
the haphazard conflicts that arise from them. By linking the
personal to the historical, and by presenting individual
conflicting experience as the source of public history, the two
novels subvert the notions of simple causality and undisturbed
unity that can guarantee coherence, either in fictional or
historical narratives.
Ismail began his second life as a captive of his family
history, having been marked by a dual identity which had been
born in the forbidden enclosure of the cave/womb on the Lasithi
plateau. The historical implications of his duality that sprang
forth from his metaphorical birth, make the pregnancy of
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Ismail's second life similar to the pregnancy of Saleem's mother,
whose peculiarity made the narration of its story necessary,
especially with regard to the specific historical circumstances
that surround it.
Both Ismail and Saleem admit that it was chance that
coloured the subsequent courses of their lives. As they were both
born in the midst of extraordinarily significant historical
circumstances, their lives become public property because the
timing of their birth accidentally links them to historical events
whose outcome follows the two men in the disguise of destiny.
Saleem says that his birth "owed a great deal to accident"(79)
and the third-person narrator of the first part of 0 Blog TOU
IojiaiA cp(Ic Ifaud admits that "iaii aTroTXca.La TqS T1JflS 6TL TO
ayópi[Ismail] nTdpapE yia r' ALyU1TTO 1(1 0 a&p4óc TOU yid niv
11dX1"(27). Later, Ismail himself recognises that his life was
"TqpLythv1 O iiia irapóp iiic i X€861' TflS T)(TS"(67), since "lila cisvoLa
lLL a1TocYTpo4nj TI1S TJXT1 &1.'€L Kalild 4Opd TO TCXIKó ii4.oc c€ iia
KaTdaTac7rl"(75).
As both Saleem's and Ismail's 'presents', as presented in the
narratives about their lives, refute the idea that their current
status rests upon some archetypal intention or some fatal
necessity stemming from their 'pasts', the historical dimensions
of those same narratives appear to have no stable or final point
of reference to rest upon, apart from lists of events that, as
Ismail puts it, attempt to categorize complex and polysemous
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occurences through the "avai4ia3frnyro p€aXLcY.ió TÜW OI/0.LdT(w Kal TÜW
Tó1T(W"(l 06).
In 0 BIos roy IcrjiaiA cpI,c lTaoiI, history is not presented as a
stable source of truth and knowledge, but as a series of
conflicting interpretations of events, suggested by the three
versions which concern the fate of Ismail's mother(21,59), as
well as the three versions about his own death. In addition, the
omniscience and objectivity of historical accounts is further
denied in Galanaki's narrative by the fact that even the outcome
of a battle favourable to the Egyptian forces can be interpreted
as defeat if seen from a different perspective "4aCvc1 -al 1T(Oç 1
LcrTopta 
€LXE aAMEL V6jJ.Lc7Ia aTq Aiari KL &I/ LcTpOic7€ if TO 1610 thTpO
TO aTroTXcc7I.La nç idqs"(41) Both Ismail, who sees history not as
an "v1T6OcoT TÜM) OCthII, ia TÜM/ aL'Op(t)TI(OI/ Kal TWI/ aycJCthLi TOuc"(75), and
Saleem, who presents his own "personal version of history"(410),
refute history's claims to truth, and whereas Ismail wonders
"TroLa 4aVTacY1a TT LcJTop(ac"(l48) forcibly categorized his double
identity into a string of oppositional distinctions, Saleem
implores the reader of his story to grieve for him as he has been
deprived of the means to "deflate the great ballooning fantasy of
history and bring it down to a more manageably human
scale"(345).
In the midst of frustrating and conflicting historical
interpretations, both Saleem and Ismail led their lives in exile,
focusing their attention, with equal determination, on
considering the implications of the events concerning their past.
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Ismail says that "yvipia alTo TraXLd irc ii aXtjOcLa (hoc yEyOVOTOc &v
dvat. TroT
	 .i1a, KaC aUTO &l/ l'jTal/ t(7u)5 TO TrIO OT9.LaVTLKO, 6cm va
avaKaX1iTrTw iroa avdylcl] TTaXXE T1V' TaLvOI.L1cn1 (Kth'WV TÜW
aX1OcLSv"(132), while, by the same token, Saleem seems to be
convinced that "reality is a question of perspective"(165).
In Ismail's story, reality aquired another perspective at the
precise moment when he was separated from his brother at the
port of Herakleio, when the different courses that they were
accidentally forced to take signalled, as Ismail says, the
"aXXiXou1a TWV XWPLC7 l L(', TTOU xapaKTllp lCEI Tflh) vapii ns Culis cvOs
aI XIJ.aXuS-rou" (27) . He asked his brother's name in order to "aTcpcüSacL
yla trairra TOIl 1(O TOU a8Ep4IKO	 OvO.IaTOs. Trdtlw ci auTlj TT
OdXacaa"(27), and in this way the name of the first born in his
family 'AvmSvioç Kaiidviiç flaira8diciç TOU cIpaylcLo' also firmly
establishes the name of the father, which along with the knife
from the cave and the family history, told and kept alive by the
cult of the dead -the aTrOvTcs- make up the memory of a genos, an
oikos and a patris that Ismail will always carry with him. The
connection that Ismail made between the brother's name, and the
sea that would enforce their separation, foregrounds the sea
water as symbolic of the memory of continuity, of the necessity
of Ismail's nostos, of his return to the fatherland through the
intervention of the brother. At the same time, however, it
foregrounds the sea water as the threshold of a stream of
opposites stemming from the pair faithful/renegade which would
in the future establish the difference between the two brothers
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and would have to be annihilated in order for the cycle to be
completed properly.
The separation of the two brothers establishes the
fundamental opposition that would separate them until their
deaths, and would always be preserved by memory. Memory also
plays a central role in Saleem's life, since he declares that "I
spend my time at the great work of preserving. Memory[...] is
being saved by the corruption of the clocks"(38), in much the
same way as lsmail armed himself against the uncertain future
when he "&ipuc aurtji -rqv aiTó4ao-q [of memory] cYTOI/ VEOYVV1TO (auTo
TOU lYaI/ KWUTaVTLYdTO, KL KpU4J€ TO 4Xoup am polJxa TOU i.iaC( .L TO
p.axa(pL rrs cYTn1XLd"(26). The memories that Ismail took with him
to the war were the narrations of his dead ancestors, the
"alrc$YTES", in an effort to keep his first life and his original
identity alive, thinking that "i 8vaini rç 4iis Oa nropoiac i'a
aKup(&TEL TO aTap4T-rflIa .LLac Ctnc"(42), in the same way that Saleem's
grandfather thought that he could keep in touch "with an earlier
self[...] the way it was before travel and tussocks and army tanks
messed everything up[. ..]guided by old memories[. ..]the inventions
of ancestors"(11). Ismail's belief that "KavcLç x0p6c 6cv inropoac
i'a .IETaTp&4JCL Tfl 
.Lt411 TOU aLXIthXwTou, au I- .cv Cwvravt ac 1rTa"(26)
created for him a reality of the collective past of his genos
which did not really exist before his capture by the Egyptians.
The sum of the ancestral memories, however, did not provide him
with the means to enjoy unity with his genos, but became the
regulating force behind his inability to let himself belong solely
to either one of his two lives in a concrete way. Thus, Ismail's
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memory of the 'unwritten' narrations of the ancestors, which is
like the family history "once set down in old lost books"(16) that
Saleem now keeps in his mind, caused the distinct split of his
dual identity, sealing his Christian origins into a secret cycle
which would constantly interfere with his becoming, never
allowing him either to connect the two separate lives or to enjoy
living "8v6 4LXó6ocs Cuthc"(43) to the fullest.
Throughout Ismail's Egyptian years, the memories of his old
life, the ancestral myths, never broke out of their mystical cycle
to interfere with the linear realities of his new life, because as
Saleem says "sometimes legends make reality, and become more
useful than the facts"(47). The reality of Ismail's second life,
which marked his rite of passage into manhood, was created by
his acquisition of a new religion, name, language, customs,
rituals, scenery, friends and myths, establishing its difference
from his childhood along the opposition between cycles and lines.
lsmail's second life, which began on the salty sea water and
continued with the same boat's journey into the Nile's fresh
waters, soon made him detect the difference between the
cyclical natural setting of the plateau of his patris and the
endless linearity of the symbolism of the dominant natural
feature of the new country. Thus he felt that his new life
"4awóTav va XVEL TOY KKXO TflS avOpcinrivris CWiS E liLa cvO1-ypap.n
rrop€Ca cXcuw", since in a dream he saw that "TO CuwápL TOU
opoTrc&ou[...] XOTpcE yia i'a cvwOd p.c TO cYKlpTrp.a rç 'ypap4iLK-tJs' KOtTflc
TOU NcRou, 6ITou TO TXoS &v cYUYTL1TTE TOT p.c	 ap1i"(31), and
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where the need for the completion of the cycle would be replaced
by the endless transformations of reincarnation.
Thus Ismail's Egyptian environment treated him as someone
who had lost his memory, teaching him a new language, a new
religion and giving him a new name, through which they
constructed for him links to an acquired past that would come to
reinstate what they conveniently defined as his loss of memory.
Thus lsmail, feeling fortunate enough to have had the life of a
soldier chosen for him, decided to let himself be transformed to
meet the demands of his newfound fate. Similarly, Saleem, whom
events had forced into exile, became a citizen of Pakistan, was
"wormed into the Army [and] emptied of history [...] learned the
arts of submission, and did only what was required of him"(350).
It is fair to argue, therefore, that when the first life ended
and the second began, lsmail became a person who, like Saleem,
describes himself as one who "submits to the life in which he
finds himself, and does his duty; who follows orders; who lives
both in-the-world and not-in-the-world"(356). Ismail lived in
the world of the Egyptian army, but at the same time lived
outside it through his decision "i./ a4oaiwO€( al-ri p.vij.ti[. ..]aToXCCovrac
TO ILTu)Tr6 TOU IJ.E TO aTEcfrivL TOU opouc&ou[...] va &aI1Ca€L ao &Xuicó
u.43oXLal.L6 TOU Id)KXOU ieyáXo ILpOS atró TO atciOria KL TO i.ivaXó. EKEI Oa
EvaTróOcTE KILL TO iraiii(& TOU 1€ TO av1J1TapKTO, am.' dvTpas " (34). The
"av1TrapKTo" refers to the real, though fragmented, memories that
Ismail had of the Greek world and that area of his past that
connected him to it. It was that reality which had had to be
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erased by the continuous efforts of the new languages he was
forced to learn, and which "ó4cLXav V aLrrLIcaTaal-,'jcyouv TOY TraXL6 TOU
KócYLO .L vav IrXIIPii KL 4)aI.rracyTLKó, 1TOU Ga EKT6TrLCE TOY TraXLó, (&flTOu t'a
ytL'EL auTóc ióvo 0 X€LP0rTLarróc K64YLOç TOU di.rrpa"(33).
Ismail's new life is constantly referred to in the narrative
in connection to his manhood, to his status "aav dvTpas". Despite
the fact that the narrative makes clear that Ismail was "av(cYxupos
O l6ioc va OplcTEL TT1 iiotpa i-ou"(33), it is nonetheless equally clear
that he chooses to be passive since, by accepting the new life,
unconditionally and without protest, Ismail repeats the sin of
violating what is proper for a man of his genos, as he had done by
entering the forbidden cave. His passivity, along with his
destructive curiosity, gives Ismail characteristics traditionally
attributed to women. Moreover, since maleness is associated
with the bravery of the father's death during the turmoil that the
Ottoman attack brought about, Ismail's future behaviour in Egypt
can be said to be similar to Saleem's who, after the fights over
Bombay stopped, did not behave as a hero should, but reacted
with a cowardly and effeminate morality, and yielded to
"popularity- the rather more dubious desire to do what is
approved of"(172) instead of doing the right thing. The feminine
status, in which lsmail enters his new life, is consistent with
his fall from the status of maleness as defined by his genos, and
is metaphorically sustained by the narrative's allusion to the
" l.LucYTLIcóc appal3vac"(32) that bound him intimately to the people of
his newfound Egyptian family. lsmail is nevertheless related to
his original oikos, as represented by the paternal house, with the
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same mode of connection, that is, through an engagement: "Xcya
1T() i.iOUY aaii appa Lac7I.LYO5 I.LaC( ,-ou"(l70). In that sense, Ismail
is portrayed like the woman in Midnight's Chidren, who, through
her marriage, became part of a new family, her fate placed in the
hands of the man who "had renamed her and so re-invented her,
thus becoming her father as well as her new husband"(66). Thus,
when Ismail states his devotion to and his dependence upon
Ibrahim, the dominant presence in his Egyptian life, by declaring
that "Tot) d a 8oOE[...]3pLaK6.iouva ai-o	 XEós Tov"(ll9), he
simultaneously reaffirms by this very declaration, his debt to
the father of his first life. Through the enforced duality of
having to pay allegiance to the demands of two families with
oppositional interests, the narrative of 0 Bloc roy IajiarA cpl,c
lTacrd, as G. Thalassis argues,
a11o&8eL aTot' Iep(ic iracd 1Tpo 3X
 aTLc7I.Lo1is cyxpot'i1s
yuvaac. OL yuva(Kec yia rrapd&ia avKouv ae 6io
OLK0yL/€Lcc, T1/ 1TaTpLIC?j Kal TOt) (JvCiyOu, X()Pk orrt,
irpaaTLKó1-qTa va XOUY &IO' TOUS OLKOyvcLa, a4oi i aELpd
TOt) alI.LaToc av1'K€L OTOY dv8pa. KaL 1 ax&ri irou uTrápL
avcii.ieaa UTL 8o OLKOyI/ELES, TOt) irapa KL TOt) cuCfryou,
di.'ai ax oii irpo8oa1a. OTaI/ 1 yuvalKa VKEL aTOY alUyo
irpO&&L TOY TTaTpa, óTaY V1K€L aTOl/ TraTpa, IrpO&&L TOY
cJC1fyO, .LE TO t&o TpólTo hOt) 1 YT11 TOt) 't)EPLK rraaá a
ii(a oiKoyI/Eia-1TaTp(8a-Op1cTlcEta Ga irpó8i& TT/ dXA1.
(1 991 :108)
From this point on, the narrative makes clear that Ismail
"O1JT l iLa 4opd &i.' eErre 6n Ga piTopoci va cv(C)cYcL Tic 6u6 CXuJpLcYTS
Cc"(34) as he had "&aoptaa Ta TrpdLaTa lLaa Tou[. . .]cucXTrLaToac óTL
lIE T	 póvia Ga aTEpEwl/óTav 0 61aXu)pLalióc, thCTTE va lIllY iiiropc( va
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&aTapaXOcC aiió avc& XqfKTa yq'ovóTa"(43). He therefore led his
second real life along with, but separated from, his first and
secret one, being like the son of Saleem "the child of a time
which damaged reality so badly that nobody ever managed to put
it together again"(420). The cyclical symbolism of the Lasithi
plateau, in contrast to the linear symbolism of the Nile, whose
"TXOc 6ci.' cTuIt1T(ITTn 1TOT	 c irp.' apxi j "(62) marks an oppositional
couple, cycle(Lasithi plateau) - line(Nile-Egypt), and suggests a
peaceful coexistence of lsmael's two clearly separated lives.
However, since Ismail was accidentally pushed into a military
life, and since chance ordained that he should fight against his
fatherland, while in command of the Egyptian forces, it was not
long before the clear distinction between lines and cycles,
symbolised in the two sides of his identity, voiced its equally
clear but conflicting demands. The parallel coexistence of two
oppositional cycles was broken through the war between the two
countries claiming his allegiance. As "TO Cuwdpi TOU
oprnr&ou[. . .]XiOrpcc yLa va €i'wOd .L€ TO aldpTlpa Trç ypaqLuas KolTfls TOU
NcCXou"(31), the only constant factor that emerges from the
blurring is the inescapable demands of allegiance to the
prescribed duties of the son to the father, irrespective of new
families, new countries and new languages.
3. 3. Fathers and Sons
The narrative testifies to the above argument through the
story of Ibrahim, the son of the viceroy of Egypt, to whom Ismail
came to be a close friend and companion in arms, as he rose
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through the ranks of the Egyptian army. Ibrahim, despite his
difference of view in matters of war, and despite the deep
depression he was thrown into because of it, never opposed or
disobeyed the commands of "ócia aul L I36XL CE 0 irapac TOU aai' covc7a,
aav LcJTOpCa KL aai' aaOia"(48). When Muhammad Au finally
resigned his throne in favour of Ibrahim, his rightful heir, Ismail
was on the boat that took the future viceroy from Egypt to
Constantinople to be formally crowned by the Turkish sultan.
At this stage, his friend's disappointed obedience does not
seem to touch upon Ismail's own feelings of what was due in
terms of his own father. It is interesting to note that when, by
necessity, the boat passed the coastline of Crete, Ismail went on
deck to look anxiously at the island on which he was born, but he
"a4vLthrrflKc 1TOU 3pl1jKE TOI/ ILUcYTLK6 TOU KJKXO CVTCX(	 KXcIcrró, ciav va
.L11I)	 avTarrOKpLvóTaI/	 1TL	 ac	 KdTL	 UTTapKT6,	 ij	 cc	 KdTL
irOXTLliO[.. .]avapuYnOrKc au ii aváp.vqcrq T11S Trpu'rflw TOU CU)1S €IX€ ylv€L
0X6TEXa aieTd!3arr1. Eovç aK(v8u1.'il"(52). Returning below deck,
however, a strange connection was made in lsmail's mind as he
saw the depressed face of Ibrahim: although Ibrahim would soon
be hailed as the new sultan of Egypt, clothed in "i -a iióva cni13oXa
1TOU crrcOiiiicc aav duii-pac, Xdli1TOYTaS KL LCpóS "(53), the fulfillment of
his desire to become sultan of the Ottoman empire was
frustrated, because his life's ambition had to be abandoned in
order not to disobey his father's command.
When Ibrahim died of the grief of having bound himself to
the wishes of the sultan and his father with the "cK4paaTl T1
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aTro4acYLa.Lirqc lTcLOapxtac TIOU OSTflf€L TO!) aTPaTL(iTTI TOI/ OdvaTo"(53),
Ismail was reminded of the inescapable urgency of his duty as a
son to his own father. As the case of Ibrahim showed, Ismail
should not be afraid to die, but rather should be on guard, lest his
desire be nullified. Having lost the only friend of his new life,
Ismail retained the vision of Ibrahim's disillusion "va 4TEPOUYCCEL
yvpu) TOU, a y ylCoYTac I.LC TO TLO TpU4cpó 4TCpó TO I.LdyouX6 TOU"(53)
thinking that "av i C(O1' TOU dxc KUX1jc7EL TflY TPDXLcI TWY lLaXaLPL(a')Y[...]
dXXa I.LaXa(pLa TrpETrE va 4Po3dTa1. AUTi TrOU aKL COUY IIaXaKd TOY
aUyOuoTLdTUCO apa, aav TIEpLOTpLa irou KaTcI3alvOUvc va TLOVY
Ismail's life, which is a coexistence in a "8aioXa
	 Kep6LcY.ivT
LcopporrCa"(65) of two equally ambitious lives determined by the
trajectory of knives which "wç cvO€kc 8Laypd4OUY TCXLK( K1IKXO,
TpoxLd"(Thalassis 1991:109), becomes doubly threatened both by
linear as well as cyclical symbolism. Even the hitherto soothing
maternal image becomes a call to duties long due to the father.
The delicate touch of a bird's feather as a metaphor for the
disillusionment that signifies the death of the personal desire,
which results from the demands of the Law of the father,
exemplified in the case of Ibrahim, becomes prophetic for
Ismail, who is terrified by the vision of his mother's hand
dropping like a feather to caress his hair as if it held the blade
he had found in the forbidden cave. G. Thalassis argues that since
the knife is the most prevalent symbol in the narrative "o 4cpL
llaaáç 4OI3dTaL TO ILXLPL ( 4xiAXó, yLaTt aKpLf3thç OXEL va aTro4frycL TL
4aAALKS LETa4ops 1TOU Ga KaOoptcYouv TT1Y JIth4nl TOt). EY GXEL SriXa8i'i va
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dvaL EUOIç KaL va 1TpdTTEL TO opOói.', &Y OtXEL Tfl 8uYaTófllTa TflS .LLac
i.ióiio ETrLXOy1c, TOY 4aXXLKó .LOYLc7.tó"(1 991 :105).
Despite reassuring himself by touching his belt which
securely held the blade, Ismail cannot but connect the falling
feather, an analogue of the knife, with the mother's voice which
announced that he would soon have news of his long-lost brother.
This suggests simultaneously that lsmail's life would soon enter
its last stage towards the end of the cycle of his second life and
will coincide with his physical death. The symbol of the knife
reinscribes the inescapable demands that the law of the father
makes of the son, while at the same time, by having Ismail see
his mother holding the knife found in the cave, and announcing
that the prime representative of the bloodline of the father will
soon contact Ismail, the narrative also undermines the
stereotypical association of cycles with the feminine. It
proclaims that, irrespective of linear or cyclical shape, there is
only one course that fundamental filial duty should take.
The accidental force that made lsmail and his brother
Andonis take different routes demonstrates its full effect
through the narration of loannis, who visits Ismail in Egypt and
defines filial duty. loannis, whose face displayed "icdrroia aii,icI8ia
OuyyiicLaç, arró TIlL) I.LEPLd TOU rapa TOU"(55), reveals that Ismail's
mother had died and that the first-born son of Fraggios Kambanis
Papadakis was alive and successful in Athens. This revelation
clearly puts Andonis in a position that rivals Ismail's
compromised life. Andonis is a 'true' son to his father, the son
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that continued living according to the demands of his oikos and
his genos, doing all he could to serve the patris. Similarly,
Saleem, having fought on the wrong side in the war, learns from
his aunt Sonia "the inescapable truth about his mother's death,
and also that his position is weaker than he thought, because in
this part of the family the act of acceptance has not been
made "(392)
The acceptance Saleem refers to reflects his dramatically
changed status as son, when Mary Pereira, the nurse who
assisted in his birth, confessed that she had changed the name
tags of two boys that were born simultaneously to different
mothers. Learning that he is not really the son of his father,
Saleem feels that the rivalry between himself and his alter ego,
Shiva, the 'true' son of Saleem's father, "that began that night
would never be ended, until two knives slashed,
downdowndown"(221). As in Ismail's case, Saleem's future is
determined by the presence of the knife as a symbol
guarranteeing the purity of the blood line of the father, which
would be restored by the death of Saleem, or Ismail for that
matter.
After the revelation, Saleem wonders about the proximity of
the impending restoration of taxis: "if I must go when will the
knives come for me?[...] And through his mind passed images
transformed into a stabbing, red stained blade"(53), just as
loannis's revelation, prophesied by the knife-bearing mother,
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makes Ismail see him not only as a "d8cp4óç TOU aXXcI	 ai
TrpodyyEXos GavdTou"(63).
Ismail's memory, which, like Saleem's, was detached "from
two worlds not one"(413), from being dormant, "aK(v6uv1"(52),
was almost violently activated by the revelations of loannis, the
angel who bears good news in the Christian tradition, as well as
the messenger who bears bad news in the classical one, and who
reminds Ismail of his inescapable duty to his father. As a
representative of the father, loannis becomes lsmael's living
link with the past, his fury, shedding all defences and pretences,
and making the restoration of the original taxis imperative. He
reminds Ismail, as Saleem himself had been reminded, that "sons
can be better than their fathers, as well as worse"(333). loannis
and Mary Pereira serve as the messengers of the truth that can
restore the purity of the paternal line. Their task is to enforce
the anagnorisis that the past both Saleem and Ismail left behind
cannot continue its unified unfolding until the two men accept
responsibility for the injustice they commited and pay their
dues.
The solidity of Andonis' dutiful life, which, in opposition to
Ismail's, "il ,-ai.' i.iCa"(60) -since he was significantly still
"avIrravTpoc[...] aav va tXyc opKlaI.Ltvoc"(60)- changed Ismail's
perception of the duality of his own life, in the same way as the
emergence of Shiva as a constituent part of Saleem's hitherto
singular identity made him think again about his present life. The
differences between lsmail's Greek childhood and his Egyptian
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adulthood showed "TI1TOTa yV1cYLO, aTrO4thJLc7€, aL' KaL Tq yvflcYLóTllTd
Tov"(58), just as Saleem felt that since the appearance of Shiva,
the difference between his Indian childhood and his Pakistani
adolescence had nothing real or certain to show, because "in the
first I was beset by an infinity of alternative realities, while in
the second I was adrift, disorientated, amid an equally infinite
number of falsenesses, unrealities and lies"(326).
As soon as the notion of the purity and innocence of the
unmarried Andonis enters the narrative about the life of Ismail
Ferik Pasha, his desire for nostos begins to materialise in a web
of cyclic metaphors about nature. These seem to dominate
Ismail's thoughts, fortifying loannis' implications that nostos is
for Ismail the natural way to resume and restore purity to its
original status. Whereas previously the plateau had unfolded to
become one with the line of the Nile, now the opposite happens,
since the river's "u6dTLvo KE4dXI ypta va 8aylucicL TTL/ oupcI TOU
KOVXOVPIdCOI/Tac TO cycLa. Ki 0 TroTalióc y1ipLaE vav KlKXO icYa TO
OpO1T6LO K1 TO TrX L IthpLJE [...] TITTOTE &L) t.L1TOpOJc7c 1/' a'ry1CL TO .ivaXó
TOU alTXd [...] 0 KócJlLOS [of the first life] d x€ apx(oci. va
ETrCI.L13a(L/EL TOL) uTraplcTó [of the second life] ouaKthvoL'Taç va ILdTL TO
KXa&, CKd 1TOU Trpv &V uTn'IpxE TI1ToTa. Ày aVvcxlCóTav ii (opEI.Lavcrq, T6TC
O OdvaTós TOU d XE apxtacL va KUO4OpELTaL"(62). The image of the
process of ripening, combined with the image of pregnancy,
leading to birth and the harvest of a mature fruit respectively,
allude to the adjective 'VÔUTLp.Loc', meaning both 'belonging to a
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return' as well as 'flourishing, yielding a return, productive'.6
Metaphorically they stand for the process of the pregnancy of
Ismail's nostos, which would yield its fruit on the day of his
return to his fatherland and "ócya TOI/ KaTKXuCav LE 'm xavri TOV
aOuól-rlTa"(63).
The reminder of a lost innocence came to Ismail through the
Greek language which loannis used to communicate the news of
his brother's present circumstances. It is indeed the Greek
language which delineates the parametres of the pasha's own
future actions, through the semantics of filial duty in which
Andonis individually, and the whole genos collectively, took a
great interest.
Despite his decision to stay silent in the face of loannis'
revelations, Ismail nevertheless realised that "ra evTóc TOU
€XX1vith[. . .]ai.' (pLlIo dvrpa, Oct TOY cwOoicav ae KdTroLcs aYa1T6EuKTcS
aTro4dcycLc"(64). Therefore, language comes to occupy the space of
the symbolic barrier separating the two halves of Ismail's life.
Language is treated by the narrative in a way similar to the
narrative of Saleem's life story, which proclaims that "the
boundaries [between] states were not formed by rivers, or
mountains, or any natural features of the terrain; they were,
instead, walls of words. Language divided us"(189). Language
becomes representative of the essence of Ismail's Greek-
Christian side, alluding once more to the necessary course of his
6 Liddell and Scott's Greek-English Lexicon
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nostos: in order to complete the cycle and achieve its full
semantic potential, the notion of nostos will have to pass
through Ismail's lips as part of the vocabulary of the as yet
unused language of his genos; in so doing, by acknowledging the
continuity of his bloodline, Ismail's nostos will allow him "v
aTro&)cJEL TO ICOLV6 xpoc"(65), to finally show him as 'true' a son of
his father as is Andonis.
3. 4. Filial Duty and the Seeds of Nostos
Andonis' letters have the same effect on Ismail as the the
boatman Tai's had for Saleem's grandfather: They deliver "an
urgent summons [that] is about to set history in motion"(13).
Ismail comes into contact with his past through the Greek
language, which he uses to write to Andonis for the first time
since his capture. His correspondence with Andonis does not
simply reveal the hitherto unknown reality of his brother's life,
however, but represents the 'unwritten' sum of what
"avTLTrpocYciSrrcuE 'iLa ircpIirXoia	 6vo vTroypa4"(66), the signature of the
first-born being the sign of the unbroken line of the father, by
which the ghosts of the cycle of the first life acquired flesh and
bone and marked a distinct course that Ismail's love and loyalty
should take.
The written texts of the correspondence bring the two
brothers together, providing details of each other's life, filling
the gap between the time of their separation and the time of the
narrative present. They also firmly establish for Ismail the
presence of the body of the brother as proof of the continuity of
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"TO i'iia TOU aCl.IaToc"(69), which demands his loyalty and the
pursuit of the quest for his "dypa4i ciXucn1"(133). This is
delineated by the myths narrated by the common ancestors.
In order to reaffirm the blood ties by the use of paternal
language, although the letters are narrated in the third person,
all the addresses that end them are given verbatim and use the
capital letter for the second person singular pronoun: "yiaiC	 TcyL
^' ayarn (70),mSpa	 po 'c XcLS adia Kal .iiropct i'a c ayKaXtdciw
(71), 6.icoç I.LOU j.LL'EL TrdvTa xó1'O ha E aK4TOIJaL (74), e 4,LXu (80),
Ká1TOV UrrdPXELc TO1/ Kpu46 I.LOU pwTa.	 acrrthCopai (81), av 1T1/
6iwaTóY va E art LJ*) 1TpLV rrEodv(A)"(84). These addresses which are
very erotic in a physical, secular sense, take on a sacred quality
by the use of the capital , consistent with the revelation of the
single route to unity with the past and the "aTróvTcç".
Andonis' letters say that the "aTróvTcs " , the dead ancestors,
are actually installed in his house, persistent in loyalty to their
origins and never allowing themselves to use their real names in
a foreign place, for fear of easily sucking their memory into
obscurity. In accordance with the common duty, Andonis himself
uses the symbolic pseudonym 'Petros', which, taken together
with the real name of the messenger loannis, becomes an
allusion to Christ's apostles, and is thus related to the name
Emmanuel with which Ismail was initially baptised; the
connotations of Ismail's Christian name turn him into a symbolic
saviour of his suffering genos, and turns his Egyptian name into
an alias of his 'true' identity. In that sense, the name allocated
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to the son by the father is repeated to Ismail as a reminder and a
warning that family honour will be dependent on his actions.
Andonis' letters reiterate Ismail's fundamental duty to his
origins, just as the telegram delivered to Saleem by the prime
minister had warned him that "we shall be watching your life
with the closest attention; it will be, in a sense, the mirror of
our own"(167).
Thus, when Andonis writes to Ismail that for him "o ópKoc
1Tav pu)Tas, 0 .LóVO5 TOU áX)LX7TE"(8l) and therefore "oTc aw' JKXdI3OL
0' airoocav dXAi1 Lcrropa"(69), he is actually implying that it is in
Ismail's nature, as much as in his own, to be loyal to their
origins that compel them to fight "yLa .LLa L&a 1 yLa va Trd0o, rrou
Oa .JTpE4óTaI/ aKóI.La KL EliaVT(OI/ TWV TVI.L4p6VTWV T0US"(Bl). Ismail,
implicitly accused of living in a compromised duality, writes to
Andonis in order to bring out the difference in their respective
lives and shake the singularity that his brother puts forward.
Through the exposition of the differences, Ismail "TOu TO typa4c
EKd0apa" that it was Andonis who had had the easy way, because
Andonis considered their life as children to be a "auvEXLaTda
n,ijp.i", whereas Ismail considered it an "aTrayopcuvo y€yovOs'".
Furthermore, Ismail, contrary to Andonis, "ai.' & I.LTrOPO1c7E rrLa i'a
OPIC€L TflV KpU41' TOU Cwli, a XLyo &v Ga .LTropoi)cYc va OPICEL OJTE TIl
4avEp1"(82) whereas Andonis could control his existence, because
"Ti LLU1j TOU CAnS llTav r33aia ILUaTL K1'I, TrX1'jL) ójlii)S VóIiLIJ.1 " . In this sense,
therefore, Ismail argues that Andonis "Ga iiiropoa v' atToc7TraaTe
arró Tfl w1 trou icai'€ KaL va aTpa4cl 0 (&oç cvavrlov ,-rç" because he
was not alone, and most important because "iropocre va BLaLUW(CCL
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fli w1j mw tr€Oai.th'uw, 1TpocT4povTdc TOUT Tic a1To4dacLc TflS 8LICIjc
Tou"(82). Finally, despite the fact that Andonis could immerse
himself in visions "€voç uirpoxou OaváTou avcii.icaa cYTOUç cYuYTpó4ouc",
whereas he was constantly tortured by "rpoaLcYG1IaTa 
€vóc ç3aiou
TXouc"(84), Ismail makes clear that "av i'Tav va aVaKvX1'jcYCL rrrl wi'
TOU aLxthAt)Tou Ga ava&á.Xcyc TflI' t&a 81 UKOX11 Cwi, yLaTl tX ILâGEL ma
Tfl xapiciauc 4crq nw 8ucncoXiac, 1TOU rIPLcYKoTaI/ iTpa aiió TO 4XL)S KL TO
aKOTá8L rric"(82).
The dramatic admission that proclaims lsmail's difference
from Andonis, as his duality forces him to occupy a position torn
between being faithful to the ancestral light and being a
renegade doomed to the darkness of a life as an Islamicized
Greek, provokes an allusion to the mythical qualities of the sea
as the element that can annihilate that difference and make
Ismail face up to his filial responsibilities: the sea stands for
the space that separates, but, most importantly, connects Greece
and Crete, as well as Ismail and the dismal 'present'
circumstances of the "aTrdvTEç", who, along with the living
Andonis, were forced into exile, but vowed never to forget where
their real duty lay.
Since real duty is defined by allegiance to the commands of
one's family law, Andonis' house metaphorically stands as an
analogue for the uprooted oikos that claims the allegiance of
Ismail. Andonis describes his house as purposely built in a way
that signifies the constant longing for reunion with both the
fatherland and Ismail himself, since "airó T11 cydXii 3cpth'Ta, irou
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C1TLTT1&c TflI' KaI/c OTT1 1/ôTLa rtXcupd, 3XC1TE Tfl OáMcicia KL cJLLyE ILE TL
T(iW TTaL6LKth1/ TOU XP6I/(*W. Tthpa yt'thpiCc irwc ICL 0 a&p4óc TOU, o
iJ.óvos' C(iwTavóc, I3pLcnthTal/ aK6n1 1TLO vóTLa a-rrv &a KaTcIJGvvcfl"(68).
After that revelation, it is significant that Ismail himself, the
only living member of his oikos apart from Andonis,
appropriately chooses to stay in the rooms that face the sea to
the north when he arrives in Crete, because they would unite him
with the terrace on which his brother could be standing and on
which the dead ancestors might be strolling, their eyes
searching "arTó iroX 4$TIXd, aav 4dpoL aKpwTqp(ou" (96) for the lost
patris, watching closely over Ismail's conduct at the same time.
The symbolism of the sea as the facilitator of nostos in 0
Bloc roy 1o,.tariA flaud, derives its strength from the recurrent
presence of a very subtle oppositional distinction between
"sweet" water meaning fresh water and "bitter" salt-sea water.
This parallels the duality in Ismail's life and follows the other
cyclical elements of the narrative.
When Ismail was captured, in his passage from Crete to
Egypt "To Ta(8L rrlc OdXacxcas UUV X 7T11 KC IJ.E TO Ta18L TOU TroTaI.LoiJ
[and] TO 'YXUK6 L'cpó 4LCXAC va ITCPLcITOLX(Ca OTO C1 Tfl Cwi TOU ayopioi
I.E TPTL6nlTa"(28), since it is shown to have a soothing effect on
Ismail's sorrow by the sound it made in the fountain in the patio
of his Egyptian house. The fresh water however, is also
associated in the narrative with the Nile Delta which combined
"ac a8LdXuTo y64LO TO apl.Lupó KL TO yXvKó i.'cpó " (35) and reaffirmed
the oppositions within Ismail. In yet another opposition to the
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effects that the fresh water had on Ismail, the sea water is
constantly associated with captivity and loss: "i aXlupa TOU
AL13UKO TTOU o,iaiv€ ipoc Y6TOY TflY a1XI1aX()cJa, LCXAE va OT9LdYEL
apyóTcpa TOY OpLYó K{Y8UY0 T(M/ 	 TpaTELuw, op( Covrac yLa irthrra TO
aALiTL n-q Xmi"(28).
R. M Beaton has argued that "the idea of a return, whether
fulfilled or not, is already built into the sea as
metaphor"(1989:255). In the case of Ismail's nostos, however,
the metaphor of the sea becomes what Beaton describes as "an
element that simultaneously destroys and makes possible" where
"creation and destruction [are found] in exactly equal
measure"(1989:59). 7
 In that sense, since lsmael's nostos draws
' Beaton argues that the reappearance of Odysseus in the Modern Greek
metaphor of the sea, unearthed and reactivated by Seferis, is a deliberate strategy
which serves to illustrate, as Seferis' own texts do, "the furthest possibilities that
intertextual allusion can afford the Modern Greek poet in extending the metaphor of
the sea" (268). Thus, the sea as metaphor becomes "the locus for the meeting of
opposing worlds[...]the element that both connects the modern world with the
ancient and establishes the distance between them" (261), leaving open "the
possibility of nostos for modern man exiled from his ancient roots
(Seferis/Cavafy)" (261); It can also stand as the opening of a "voyage into the
individual and collective unconscious (Embirikos/Elytisy' (262), or even "as the
space in which inner imaginative experience can be freely realized (Fakinou)"
(264). The metaphor, Beaton continues, "increases in complexity because the
number of available texts[...] has multiplied, thus expanding the range of potential
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on strong intertextual parallels with the Homeric quest, either
as a futile voyage to Kythera or as fruitful as the way to Ithaca,
instead of examining the intertextual play of Galanaki's text
with the themes of Odysseus and nostos in general, so as to
argue about the specific strategy involved, it is more helpful to
examine the intertextual relation of 0 Bloc TOU IcrjiaiA 'Ep(K Tfacrd
and in particular Andonis' last letter, to Seferis' "Thrush,"
letting the poem bear the rest of the endless possible
intertextual allusions.
Andonis, as the narrator in his letters, has a similar role to
the narrator in "Thrush"(1974) whom Seferis has described as
"vaç ,cdlToLoc O8uaaas" (1984:31), speaking in both cases from a
house near the sea. Andonis' voice, like the voice of the narrator
of Seferis' poem, represents the collective despair of all those
who have lost their homes and have been forced into exile
because of war. As Andonis described the family members
stubbornly refusing to lead a new life away from the fatherland,
the narrator in "Thrush" speaks for those who "TpEXaCvouin-aL Ta
KaTa4yLa"(A';6). If, in Seferis' poem, the house by the sea is an
analogue for a way of life, the analogy can be seen in Galanaki's
novel as representing the close relation between oikos and genos.
The "alTóvTEc " who live in Andonis' sea-view house in Athens are
representatives of Ismail's uprooted oikos who, like the houses
reference that can be actualized by the later writer through intertextual allusion to
the work of his predecessors"(265).
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in "Thrush", "ouv 
-ru 4wX11 Touc"(A';ll) and they "Tr€1(JF.LaTiSL'ouv
€IKoXa, aav Ta yuwtrneLs"(A';40). What Andonis writes in his letters
to Ismail situates him along with all the people who live in exile
"(YE Ka.Idps yu Iw c IL' va KPEI3I3cITL cY18Ep1'LO X(1)p(S TETTOTE SLK6
.iou"(A';25-6), as well as with the narrator in "Thrush", whose
collective grief becomes one " EKE(I.'Ous trou 4,uyav/if dXXovç rrou
Ga 'yup(Cav€ at.' piTopo1iaav/1j irou xd&lKav"(A';l 7-20).
Andonis, the narrator in exile, through his letters, reminded
Ismail of his inexorable connection to the history of his genos,
activating the memories of an inescapable fundamental duty that
will be fulfilled through a sea voyage, just as the visitor who
had "TO 4 pc7L I.LO TOU EXrrYjvopa"(B';4), the unburied shipmate of
Odysseus, did for the narrator of "Thrush".
Andonis' last letter to Ismail is symbolically the text that
finally makes Ismail's nostos an unconditional imperative for his
reacceptance by his oikos and his genos. Ismail's decision to lead
two different lives without ever separating them but without
ever letting them blend either, does not find any justification
with his older brother. In the last letter, the only one presented
verbatim in its entirety, Andonis returns to identifying Ismail
with their father, because "Toy tJ.oLaCe l L LKpóc " , and therefore
before severing their correspondence, bids him farewell "oTro(os
iciout.'a ITaL8C" (85) through the metaphors of a very telling dream
that reiterates and reinscribes the primacy of loyal filial duty to
one's heritage.
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The dream Andonis saw in the sacred time of the first
prayers of the Christian's day "Spa ópOpou"(85) involves the two
brothers as boys "cTaL' t'a IcaTcLXalLE TraL8Ld I.LLKP1'j Kac7Xa .LC ITaXL6
caup6, KcLL awi va iaç TTY Tfl'jp ,cdiroioc KL TTp/ tKpUJ€" (85). The
trunk, which Andonis found and opened, contained the archetypal
texts of Graeco-Christianity both in terms of language, and in
terms of religion "-ra rraXLd 3iI3XLa, Tpu6La, M1p.'LaLa, llapaKX11TLK1j" and
"XPUad 4 L KaOapó" under the books. There is a telling reference to
the trunk in an earlier part of the narrative when, according to
one of the versions accounting for the fate of Ismail's mother,
she defied the enemy, continuing her life dressed in "ra KaXd
T1S " (2l )[ ... ] iETaEwTd 4opLaTa"(22)" worn at weddings as well as at
funerals, until they were gradually reduced to shreds by constant
use. Unable to replace them, Ismail's mother clothed herself in
some of her husband's clothes, which she found "a-roy TTcITO T11S
KaaXac"(24), where she hid the key to the paternal house, "aiiv
axE6óIi a&iavli KacthXa XyovTac iiwç &v )(JcLaóTav ma va KXELSthYEL"(23).
The importance of the treasures hidden in the old trunk serve to
remind Ismail that his duty lies where his first scattered
memories come from, in a very similar way to "Thrush": "Oirwç
óTavI yvptCcLc air' Ta &va KL T()X€L 1/' aL'otELc/ TraALd KaaXa KXCL&)pALI1
arró KaLpó/KaL 3p€Lc KoupXLa atró Ta poa trou 4 opolJacc/aE ó.top4cs
upc"(B'4O-44).
At this point, there is an ironic intertextual link to be made
to Midnight's Children, in terms of the valuable contents of a
family trunk. The child, Saleem, was looking for a costume for
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his part as a ghost in the New Year's play and opened a trunk
belonging to his grandfather, where he found a perforated sheet,
"the answer to his prayers"(31). Saleem's unfortunate choice
turned out to be a treasured family token and provoked his
grandfather's wrath; he strode up onto the stage and
"unghosted"(31) him immediately. When at a later time, however,
the adult Saleem comments on this story, he says that the trunk
helped him to account for the important implication of events
that are indispensable to the development of himself and his
narration, but which had taken place in his absence, that is
before he was born. He reveals that, "I seem to have found from
somewhere the trick of filling the gaps in my knowledge[. ..]down
to the last detail[.. .]the clues one stumbles across, for instance
by opening an old tin trunk"(19). What the episode of the opening
of the trunk taught was that "most of what matters in our lives
takes place in our absence"(19), just as in Seferis' poem, even
after the time of celebration has ended "TO dpia T1
airovcCac"(B';46-47), what has passed, remains definitely present,
referring back to the omnipresence of the "a11óPT€c" in Galanakis'
novel. This allusion becomes particularly powerful since Saleem
had dressed up in the cloth that had celebrated the meeting of
his grandparents, at the founding moment of the whole family
tree, just as the clothes that the narrator in "Thrush" finds in
the trunk had been worn during "oiiopcpcc up€c, O LOpTS )LC
4uSTa/1roXixpw.La"(B';43-45), a reference back to the clothes of
celebration. Those relate to the archetypal texts of Christianity
which lay hidden in the old trunk that Andonis opened, reminding
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the reader of Ismail's friend, Ibrahim, "liE T	 XL4.LTrpd l.iCTa()Td irou
tTdl/Ta C PX6TaVE L/TUli1/Oc yLd va I1OU OUl.LEcJCL Tic EXXTpI1Kc iou
yLopTc"(159), prophetically foregrounding the father who will
soon greet Ismail at the end of his nostos "vrupAi'oc p xpuaoKtvrlTa
dIi4 La Kal 4JXVoI/Tac"(1 73).
The sacred clothes of the Christian celebrations that come
out from a trunk serve to show, through Andonis' words in the
dream, and quasi-Elpenor's words in the poem, that although the
two interlocutors took separate roads, to the north and the south
respectively, as Ismail and Andonis did, the real destruction
does not lie in the separation, but is rather to be found within
themselves, as in "Thrush" the persona of the quasi-Elpenor says
"AXI1OELa,	 Ta	 aU/TpCl.t.LLa/6€L' ((i/aL 	 Kc(L/a	 E(J1.'i	 'oat.	 TO
p ith& [...]auinp1iiLa,/€LIaciT q.idc"(B ';47-8 ,54-6).
In the dream, Ismail wisely suggested that they scatter the
gold in order to avoid fighting over its distribution, and he
proposed to share what was really worth sharing, the Christian
books "Trou Kpu4JaI/ TOl.' rrpotTaTopucó Oiiaaupó", the archetypal texts
that defined the identity of the whole genos, of which one should
be put upon the chest of the dead father "avr( yi.a ELKóvLo.ia".
Suddenly, Andonis realised that, although it was the father that
had really died, Ismail had turned "8id4avoc arró TO OdvaTo TOV
rraTpa " , crying and holding his share of the books close to his own
heart. Since it fell to Andonis' duty, as the older brother, to
protect his child brother who suggested that "aç lTcpTrarI'jaoulLE iiaCL
óXo TOI/ 6póp.o rrlc aixi taXtixi(ac"(85), he looked at Ismail ready to
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proceed united by the common misfortune. However, Andonis did
not see in his brother the face of a child but that of a grown man,
which was presented in a different shade of gold. This shade was
neither similar to the gold of the ancestral treasure, nor similar
to the gold that 'naturally' matures the crops and, as Andonis had
made clear, signifies brotherly love: "TO acpdKL 1TapYcL TrpdcLYa Ta
aTdxua KL Ta YUPC€L oXóXpuca, &s, TYL a ayaiith"(85). The shade of
gold that Andonis saw was that of a bronze statue "IIdXL ac
KolTaCa. To Trpócm)lTó UOU BoUXciLvO aTOl/ XaXKó KOYTCI Kap.1r1Xa y'La,
ircXcicithva CUYWI.LaTIKd KL Ta ayoupd I.LaAALâ aou a' va caL"(85).
Just as the quasi-Elpenor argued that the statues in the
museum come of of their enforced rigidity and "ac KUV11YO1Y, Truc
TO 3XT1€Lc;[.. .]ic TTW aXXOTLV) LOp41 TOUS 1TOU &Y yvthpLa€c/KL óp.w
TTIY UpcLc"(B';27-30), Andonis metaphorically urges lsmail to shed
the rigidity of his image as an Egyptian minister of war, and
recognise the primacy of the image of his boyhood, which like all
archetypes, one can never lose. Within the metamorphosed
statues of "Thrush", a flame still burns and makes them "Xuy(Covv
y(vovTaL axa4pid Fi' tva aL'OpTrLvo I3dpos"(B';24); this flame is the
archetypal light "1 4Xóya rrou ca1ci. TOl/ dvOpurno" (B';16), no matter
what changes the historical circumstances force upon one.
Ismail, Andonis suggests, should look for the light that burns
inside him, underneath his appearance in Andonis' dream as a
bronze statue that showed the face not of Emmanuel Kambanis
Papadakis, but of lsmail Ferik Pasha's bust in the Military
Museum of Cairo, which is depicted in the photograph on the
cover of Galanaki's novel.
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Since the essence of Graeco-Christianity can never be
reduced to shreds, Ismail recognizes that it is left up to him to
pick up the pieces of his double life and reconstruct it to the
former glory of his original status. Aware of his pressing duty,
Ismail proclaims that both as an Islamicized Greek and as an
Egyptian minister of war "o xpovoc ir(ECE[...]rpETrE t'a LacJT(*')"(l 70),
as in "Thrush" the minister on the radio announces "&v I.L11€L irXov
KaLP6S[...]ulTcpTcpc( 7VVTpL1TTLKc. 0 nóXqioc"(B';88, 91-2). Through this
war, the nostos of Ismail goes on its way to the end of his life,
coinciding too, with his origins. The nostos ends in the ruin of
his paternal house, where he hurries to meet the souls of his
dead ancestors, much in the same way as the narrator in "Thrush"
does, gazing at the sunken wreck of the KIhIe. Ismail preforms
the Homeric ritual 8
 he knew as if it was a common practice,
with much the same ease as the quite different 'vEIcpó8€Ltrvo' is
performed in To Ef38oio PoOXo. Of the souls that come to drink
blood, a dominant place is occupied by Ferik's father who repeats
8 With regard to Odysseus' visit to the underworld (Odyssey Xl), the
intertextual connection between 0 BIo rot' IozwA •'p1K ITaod and "K(Xii" can be
expanded through Seferis' "MuOLaTóp1,a" K. As D. Ricks (1989) has argued,
"Seferis makes the episode of the Nekyia in the Odyssey the centre of his whole
poetic relationship with Homer"(83) and, unlike Sikelianos, considers it to be
"something of enduring meaning and value"(144). Ricks goes on to say that what
Seferis is proposing, by the revival of the Nekyia episode, is "an antidote to anger
and suffering: to let the blood flow so that it may attract the dead, who may have the
power to teach future generations a better way"(138).
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that "va	 p€LS irwç avd Oa TrPOTLI.IOlIcJa TT1 a4 ayi'I air' 1,Y aT1.LwcTfl"
(173) in much the same way as the old man (Socrates) tells the
narrator of "Thrush" "wo va inyyaLvw/ yupCovTas ac
	 vouc TóT1OUS,
va crrpoyyuXó Xt.Gdpil To Oál.'aTo TOI/ 1TpoTLIJA)"(F';2l -3).
In "Thrush", the light of ancestral wisdom is put forward as
the central unifying truth which is hidden behind the darkness of
the horrific historical circumstances that made the narrator
realise that "KaOths rr€pvo(w Ta XpóYLa[. . .]XTrcLc TO!) 1XLo IL' cIXXa
lthTLa[.. .]To iTapaIJiXTIlta TIlç cthpKac, 0 óiop4oc xOp6 ITOU TEXE1U)YCL cnm
yivia"(F';27,3O,32-3). Just as in Seferis' poem, despite the fact
that the light has become both "ayyEXLK6 KL iapo"(F';56), the
children still dive towards the white urns of the wreck, Ismail
is set on his quest to complete his nostos as a "cTrov8i1
airoy ii vwaic"( 138), striving to dive deep to find the archetypes of
his genos, which like the urns of 'K(Xii', never lose their shape:
"aI/áI LEaa U' 6ca TOY KaTKXUcJaY .LE 11 xa i thifi TOUS a&xS-rq-ra. Ecim Ia. av
UTO LCTa	 (xavc óXa I.LcTaK1VflOE KaL 4a(YOVTaY aXALuSTLKa cYTOY
avaXXolu)To ijXio"(63).
In the last sentence of the last letter, which forms the last
sentence of the first part of the text, subtitled 'XpóI.'La	 T
ALyi,TTOU, 0 MOoç', Ismail turns to Andonis with the face of a
grown man "Xuiriiivoc dI/Tpac" and talks to him with the only voice
he could accept "p.s TraL8LKlj 4wvlj " , saying, "6cv 4TaLEL 0 IT6Xq.Loc
4Ta(YE Ta óirXa"(85). In the context of the narrative, the weapons
become a metaphor for the ancestral memories that enforce,
through the construction of myths, a strict categorisation of
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individuals according to their specific oikos, genos, patris, or
religion, and consequently demand what is due to them, defining
their status and at the same time defending it in the battle
against other, different, oppositionally situated families,
countries, or religions.
The first part of the text ends by setting the frame in which
Ismail's 'Egypt years', having been touched by the 'Myth' of nostos
that derives from his original Greek heritage. Through the
narrative of the letters, written in paternal language by the
first-born son of Ismail's family, the necessary conditions are
set for the future of Ismail's life, as the narrative about it
moves on to the next stage, 'The days of Nostos and History'. This
section will complete the narrative and reveal the historical
continuity of the demands of his genos. Ismail's life, after his
correspondence in the Greek language with Andonis, is driven by
the necessity of the historically impending sea voyage which
will connect him to the archetypal myths of his genos. In fact,
from that point on, Ismail, in his official capacity of minister of
war for Egypt, decides to speak in Greek to the ambassador from
Athens, as during those conversations it was clear that "aç
1TEpL13aAAc o uiraiwyi.ióc rr1s OdXac,ac"(l 03).
3. 5. History-Bound Nostos
Ismail entered his Egyptian life as just dead and just born, a
fact that produced a coexistence of a string of oppositional pairs
symbolically making up his identity and which never blended, but
were never fully isolated, either. In the same way, almost every
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page of the narrative's discourse is woven with the terms of
Ismail's symbiotic duality through a complex web of antithetical
pairs whose first term corresponds to his Christian side and the
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Ismail's duality therefore, functioning in that binary way,
suggests that he has to pay duty and pledge allegiance to the
demands of both his lives. He was forced into a war of loyalty
between the two folds of his identity, first in terms of his Greek
side, through the correspondence in the paternal language, with
his brother Andonis, and second, in terms of his Egyptian side,
through being the general assigned to stop the revolution in
Crete. Although the reality of the war that facilitated Ismail's
nostos belonged "cYTflv oG(iaI/LK1j TOU uTróclTacnl", against which the
few letters of Andonis had turned, unable to show "Till.' airo8oi'
TOU 8La4OpETLKO"(lOO), it was the same war that, as Ismail
admits, "64ELXE tia liTl.' 6La4J€1cTCL Tip) payiaTLKóTrTa lJ.Lac vocp1c Cunc".
Just as Saleem declares that in the aftermath of a war "my old
life was waiting to reclaim me. I should have known: no escape
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from past acquaintance. What you were is forever who you
are"(368), it becomes clear that lsmail, who occupied "I.LI.a
aui43oXiic1 aXESóv Ooii"(92) in the literal war against his fatherland,
will find in that war the means to come to terms with his first
life, or as he puts it, "va T€KI.L11PLScYW TOIl CV)'XLKO áPTpa - 8La4OpETLKd
TL I/ÔT1Iia Ga ((XE 0 lIUO'TLKóc TOKET6S TWI/ t&wv ircivra avawtcwv"(93).
His doubly symbolic position in that war obliged Ismail to
face the fact that the fate and the outcome of the war between
two nations, the original Greek and the adopted Egyptian, would
be mirrored in his person; but in what sense? The way in which
this mirroring is manifested can possibly be found in what
Saleem discovered when he became puzzled about his own
position in the midst of conflicting historical demands:
How, in what terms, may the career of a single
individual be said to impinge on the fate of a nation?
I must answer in adverbs and hyphens: I was linked to
history both literally and metaphorically, both
actively and passively, in what our (admirably
modern) scientists might term 'modes of connection'
composed of dualistically-combined configurations
of the two pairs of opposed adverbs given above. This
is why hyphens are necessary: actively-literally,
passively-metaphorically, actively-metaphorically
and passively-literally, I was inextricably entwined
with my world.(238)
As the nostos of Ismail is bound to history, the days of
nostos and history narrated by Ismail himself in the first person
are actually an account of oppositional modes of connection
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separated by hyphens in the manner Saleem described. They are a
confession of how Ismail tried to be true to his Christian self
and his imagination by completing the nostos to his fatherland,
and how, at the same time, he tried to be true to his historical
self and the present reality by fighting a successful war against
the Cretan revolution.
Saleem says that "there is nothing like war for the
reinvention of lives"(407), and it is in the face of the war
against Crete that Ismail discovers that his Ottoman side had a
firm grip on him, having created powerful memories and,
thereby, having acquired a past of its own. On the way to Crete,
he cannot help but long for his "oOiaviia'j oiicoytvcia"(90), "cJTU) Tflh/
KdTru)s' cYu lJ. I3aTLK1j" (94), in the same way that on his way to Egypt as
a child his last thoughts were devoted to the people that made up
his Christian family. Soon, though, he reluctantly rejected the
thought of yet another loss of family, visualising the separation
in the following way: one by one the members of his Ottoman
family "c7TOLxCoYTaL TO va TIIRO alTo TO aXAo 1C TTI 8LcYTaKTLKOTT1Ta
f3CVTctXLaç irou KXcvcL apyd"(94). However, the literal shape of the
closed fan "TauT1rn1Kc l.LE TO TrEp(ypaLia TOU i axaipio 1TOU €txa TT&TOTC
iaC( i.iou"(94), its memory acquiring a metaphorical significance
which could provide "a4opp.1 yia piLa KaLvoipyLa aLxpLaXL)cY1a"(9l).
In keeping with the circularity of the narrative, just as he
did when he left Greece, so when Ismail left Egypt he left behind
not only those members of his family who were alive, but also
the more numerous and much more powerful cult of the dead
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Egyptian "a6vrcs", among whom Ibrahim occupied the most
prominent place. Thus, lbrahim, being a loved and missed friend,
becomes a dominant "absent" of the second life, one whose
presence denotes a new, firm captivity within the adopted
memories of Ismail.
Whereas in the wars Ismail had fought for Egypt on Ibrahim's
side, his duality had been kept alive by the image of the mother,
in this war, which should have been fought on the Greek side,
Ismail's duality needs a new reference point to help him "va ii1v
aO arflv EuKoXLa TOU Evós Spóp.ou"(95). Therefore, Ibrahim, whom
lsmail invites back from the world of the Egyptian dead, becomes
"11 .LTTpa rc 8€iT€p1s Ci"(159), always reminding him of the
primacy of his second life "a&a4opu'wTas ya i-qv irpu'ini " ( 16O ) . The
importance that Ismail attached to keeping his duality alive
culminates in the fact that when Ismail was about to die, he
called out the names of the two mothers of his two lives loudly.
He did so, however, in the two respectively appropriate
languages "o EToqJ.oOdvaToc $vac CAX1YLKd i-ri p.á.va TOU Kat apaI3LKd TOY
1TLY alTo SEKacr(as 11EOaILl.'ov Inipa1ji." (187), final proof that his two
lives had never blended but were never separate either and
proving Ismail's reluctance to be absorbed by the demands of
only one way of life.
Determined to make clear that "at' iTav va Tr€OdYW a 4cuya
cYwcJTc5c"(l35) true to the demands of both his military rank as
well as his own personal ethics, Ismail would fight the war as
an Ottoman, "Oa iroXqiocia IC 11Y TIXEUpd 1TOU TdXTI1Ka Ka( Oa TO KaYa
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liE óXovc Touc TlTrouc"(1O4), as the example of Ibrahim had taught
him, while at the same time he would seek the completion of his
nostos for his Christian origins as the example of his brother's
life had suggested, without letting his Egyptian life interfere in
the process.
Ismail realised that this strategic arrangement, even
through death, would not annihilate the metaphysical demands of
either of his two sides, because &v	
.]ni avvcL8rii rrç p.Las
Kat IióVflc lTaTpt6ac irou Ga 81CK&KO&YE n1 Guota iou, 8LKSLKTIOT1 irou 13XETra
1" V1KEL a€ lI0L'OSLdcTTaTCc ax€6óii CIJL'OLCS, 6X1 ae TTOL€S aI.L41ppoTr€s
KaTaaTdcJcLc"(136). Although he could foresee that he would
succeed, both in terms of his military duties, since the
revolution of the Greeks was doomed to failure, and in his duty
to his origins, since in death he would be reunited with his
genos, he nonetheless sensed that a new loss would be inflicted
upon him through the memory of his Egyptian family:
irptv aKól.La 4,TáAJW TO GdVaTo, I.LCTPOkTE 11 Cw1. H aLYU1TTLaKI1
lOU Cwlj IIETP0(iaC (JTh) Kat I.LóVo (YI/ &âplcELa, OTü) Kat aav
áXA1 .Ivl'fl.L1l .iETpocJc -ETravaAdl43ava-Trdpa iroX.[...] I.J.€Td Till'
1'ITTa auTljc €8th ElTavdcJTacTllc, Ga Trperrc va KaTa4fryu
oTo aOTp.'aLKó air(n rou Avrthvii[ ... ] KL Ga KaGóliow[...] Ko1.'Td
ai-o irapáoupo, ical Ga UuXX0YLC6ILouva rrv A(yuirro. OXL, 6EY
iiropoiaa IRa CYTflh/ flXLlcta IIOU 1/' aXXdüi Ta ir&a T11s
.iv1in. H L8&a icat. ióvo nlc ALyI.J1TTOU aav xalLl'ou TóTrou
11€ d4,viaC€ iroXii. LEV ljTav 8vvaTóv. Kai otyoupa Ga
TpcXaLvóI.Louv, a clxa Buo Xalthvous TóTrouç al/TI yia vav
crrqv UIrÔADL1T11 Ca11'l how 0 &frrEpoc IthALaTa va aTrX(&'ETaL a'
óXa Ta XPóVL TflS wpLióTqTdc iou. &L' Ga capyup(wóTav
TL 0 KEP6IaIthl/Oc OdvaToc.(1 36-137)
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The certainty that union with his oikos would only be cause
for yet another debt, which could only be paid back through yet
another new nostos to Egypt, made Ismail realize that the
balance he had achieved in his duality should not be disturbed. At
this point, as even the sea lost all its metaphorical connotations
for Ismail "Ko1Taa Tfl OciXacicia a4 aLpcI'wTac rllc KdGc iXr1", the reality
showed itself plain and bare "6ci, uinlpxc Kavvaç 8p61.oc irpoc TOl/
AVTuiV1"(137). The only things to whose reality lsmail could
attest were the imminent war and his own image as the boy who
had defiantly hidden in the cave: "xpóvLa pa yipcva V avaKaX1Jm)
va rraO€pó oTflLclo avaAAotwTo aTró Tic aXAayc[. .]To i.ióvo Trou c1x I.Le(el
avaXXo1rro 1TI) TO TrpóJ()Tro TOU ayopio irou uin'jpa[. . .]yia TOIl arrXó
Xóyo 6TL LOV avKc"(138). Ismail's quest becomes one of uniting
with "the boy of the plateau", after shedding all the demands
made of him as an adult, and using the war as "T(ITo1c áXXo airó lila
a1Tou61j n1c airo 'iwwo c"( 1 38).
The prophetic announcement that Ismail makes at the
beginning of the second part of the narrative 
"I.LcTd arró EVh/a
aKplf3thc lnjvcc Oa €i.'wOth liE 111 yfl '-nc EvSox(t)pac"(89) is marked by the
apparition of his self as a child, and clearly signifies Ismail's
reverse process of becoming: "Tpa13oiaa TOV al/TEOCT0 SpóiLo air' TO
tif3puo ical lJiKpawa aI/T( va j.icyaXüiiw" (133), just as Saleem admits
that "my irrational notion was born, to grow illogically
backwards in time, and arrive fully mature at this earlier -and
yes, almost certainly innocent- adventure"(89).
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Ismail's vision of himself as the boy of the plateau also
signifies the only state in which he could be re-recognized by
Andonis and his father, who both demand a belated redemption of
the sin of passivity commited by him as a child in the cave and
as an adult in Egypt. Therefore, the cycle of war in which he was
first a captive would be completed by the war in which he has
become a general, and the image of Ismail as the boy on the
plateau with which he would unite in the springtime in nine
months, unavoidably invokes the reverse pregnancy of the adult
man Ismail and his deliverance as the young Emmanuel, just as
the paternal bloodline and filial duty demand.
The relief Ismail expects from his child-self, the only part
of his identity that he feels belongs to him unequivocally, will
be attained only through the archetypal myths and rituals of his
genos, as the text connotes by associating the reversed
pregnancy (adult to child) to the "vEKpLKc yiopTç rrç ávoLTc " in
the "Hdca T(W EXXivwv"(146) 9 . Ismail's desire to unite with the
9This is an allusion to Sikelianos' "JIdcra TWY EXAivwv" which as the poet has
commented "EvaL i irpiórr auOópiiiin
	 ou alrórr€Lpa [...] LLas OULUOTLK1 	 Lou
€ua4nc .L€ TO 1.LEydXO U1TOUUV€(6TTO epTaKeuTLKo K(frIXULO TOU OTIWcT&I'jIIOTE UTIiPX€L,
gal' aXdTL aLwvLóTqTac', thaa aa ciOT1 OrrOLaa61'jTrOT	 T1O)(1c. [...] 0 YVT'(YLOS	 Ooc
TOU XpLc7TLavwto, thOOS nov oi.	 TOU UOECOVTaL cYTflL' LcYTop(a OXóKX1PTS nlc
Ai'OpwrórrTac [...] EyKXEEL ajcóita yia T011 cIi'Opoiro ia aLu')l.'La oi.taciEa [...] órrou o
c1VOp1TOc 1iropc( VU OXOKX1P(&Y€L KL TO vóiiiia TOU MOou KUL TO vóiiiia TflS 1&aç TOU
uTróaTaaTlc KUC Cwi"(1965:35-36).
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boy on the plateau has to pass through his history-bound nostos,
whose completion is facilitated by the historical circumstances
of the war against the fatherland. As Ismail's quest is bound to
nostos which, in turn, is bound to history, the parameters set by
the demands of the cyclical Greco-Christian continuity of his
genos seem inescapable. At the end of his quest, Ismail will not
simply become the child he had been, but in so doing, through his
death as Ottoman and rebirth as Christian, he will be forced to
resume the name Emmanuel, the name allocated to him by the
father. The process of Ismail's achievement of the deliverance
offered by the boy on the plateau, is suggestive of a Golgotha,
bound to the archetypal laws that the genos has set down for the
redemption of sin. The reverse pregnancy, ending in the spring,
will simultaneously be a very difficult and painful death into
experience and rebirth into innocence, like Jesus' or Zeus', as
suggested by the fact that Ismail's adventures began in a cave on
the Lasithi Plateau, an allusion to the Dictaeaon Antron where,
as the myth has it, Rhea gave birth to Zeus.1°
10 The allusion, in the narrative, to the myth concerning the goddess Rhea's
giving birth to Zeus in the Dictaeaon Antron becomes metafictionally suggestive in
its subversive connotations with regard to the status of myths, as the text about
Ismail's adventures that were 'born' in the cave of the Lasithi plateau, was created
by a woman of the same name, Rea Galanaki.
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3. 6. Stripping Nostos to the Bone
In accordance with the circularity that nostos demands, the
narrative's own circularity is manifested by the fact that
Ismail's capture and his return to the fatherland go through the
same motions, in the same scenery and are expressed in two very
similar paragraphs:
What Ismail saw as a child was:
TO iraXió XllidYL ljTaY Ti TCXCUTaCa ELK6Va TTiS
TraTp(Sas[. . .]rX.c rnl lioi n1c OdXaacas ie n apIthplvTi
anILaa TOV XOYTOç TOU Ayou MdpKov a1TXtLVq cJTOUs
aithvcç Kal Tfl .LcTauYr1 Tqc T4J11X1A S ffiXii va KVI.LaTICCL
c-rov dvq.io i- iipac[.. .]Eiriaoc TO XPL TOU a&p4)oi) KaOd)c
aKouIiTroluc a lila xaii.iX1 ypawth'ia KoXóva, yLvfl (JTO
XLO&JTpWTO yia Ya &YOUL' Ta iTXOta[.. .]Pthiipe TOL/ a&p4)ó 1T(J
oI.'oIiaóTav KL avTós' alTávTrlcJE(27).
The port Ismail returned to as an adult fifty years later, had
a new name which, however, as he says,
8cv KYC TO X14thY1[...]&a4opcTlKó[...]H lLapjthplvrl a-qLaa TOU
XtOYTOS TOU Aytou MdpKou c7UY)(lCE 1/' aTrXuSL.'ETal cYTOUS.
aL(vcc,
	
airó TO TrpacYlIa TOU xpóvou KL
aXE66L' ayL'(pla,-T1, CYui fi LETaT1 TflS T4Ju1Xi c IIXTS va
Ia4iaT(CEL TOl/ áv€iio TTi liithpas[.. .]EK€( c xa ayycL
TEXCUTa(a 4Opd TO XPL TOU, Trdv(o ci€ j.Lla aIT6 KEIYCç Tic
KOX6YEc. llpo)(upiWa TPtILOI/Tac KaL lilY áyyia[. . .J6€v
arTdvTflcYc óTav lLETd airó póvia TOY aL/aptrr-qaa aTO (6LO
cTrfl.L€(O T1(	 OYO I.LdC€TaL , C11TLaYEiOYTac TO	 4uwic
TOU. EY IJ(X11aE(l49-50).
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The fact that Ismail considers the first motion of his nostos
a turning upside down of the same scenery, "1rav airXthc Kai ióvo
p.t.a irapaAAayi'j TflS avax pii cnic"(156-7) as he in a strange way came
back "ci ycI.'TcLpa p.0 iLal/ CTraL'aAl4fll, 1€ TO aVaTro6oypLa.La jthAXOY TOU
(8LOu c7KTlvLKoi"(93), implies both an artificiality as well as a
theatrical quality which is reinforced by the description of the
citadel as the adult Ismail saw it.
When the impression he had as a child of the citadel as an
enormous everlasting monument is exposed as illusory and
small-scale, "To	 Xivo 4poipio, 1TOU TO d XaVE t/TJ(YCL p.0 13ap.p.va
XapTóvla (X7TC va 4alvCTaL XTLcJI.LtvO p.c OyKóXLOouc appTq.thPous air' Tfl
OdXaaaa"(149) the solidity of its symbolism is also subverted by
its comparison to stage scenery. Since the citadel, which at the
beginning of the narrative "opLoOcTo1iac ti/a ciiiioXo avTLOmw,
apx( CovTas aiTó TO uypó i cJTcpc6 Ka TCXCU&'OvTaç aTo cXciiOepo i
TrEp1OpLcY I.LvO "(27) is only a "6iOcv" barrier made of cardboard, it
follows that all the oppositions that were symbolically based on
this masquerade to split Ismail into two antithetical selves are
equally artificial and illusory.
Similarly, the metaphor used in Midnight's Children to
describe the effects of returning to the place of his birth is a
cinematic one. Saleem says that,
the further you get from the past, the more concrete
and plausible it seems -but as you approach the
present, it inevitably seems more and more
incredible. Suppose yourself in a large cinema sitting
at first in the back row, and gradually moving up, row
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by row, until your nose is almost pressed against the
screen. Gradually the stars' faces dissolve into
dancing grain; tiny details assume grotesque
proportions; the illusion dissolves -or rather, it
becomes clear that the illusion itself is
reality.(1 66).
It is in the above sense that Galanaki's narrative openly
espouses theatrical terms to continue with the conclusion of
Ismail's nostos which is referred to as "1 TCXCuTa(a npdi1 -nic Cic
[Toy ]". The acting out of a script refutes the metaphysical
connotations of the difference between Andonis and Ismail as it
"IJ.CTTpc4JE a4WLKá TO irap€XOóv KL TO lTapóv O 6LcLKOcJj.ITLKá tITOLXEIa
cv6s (1TEIAJ0&ou"(148). Furthermore, it becomes clear that since in
the theatrical circumstances of Ismail's return "11 cvTTr J1 TOU
qJciTLKOu 1TaL' TócYO a4o8pi", the reality of the initial separation
from his brother becomes questionable as well, 
"aK4rn1Ka i.i'jrruc TO
18ii Travyt.Lvo circicró&o 8ev uTn'1pe rrOT aav Cun'. Ti crtiiaive dpaye vas
a&p46c
	
voç 1(1 avr(iraXos; KL (LXJT6UO C XE iraLci TO póXo TOU dpiclTa,
av va ErrpóKeLTo yia yvc7Lo a8ep46"(149). However, even in the
midst of all this doubt, Andonis' role-playing automatically
designates an inescapable role for Ismail since they are both
acting out the same archetypal 'unwritten' script. His nostos is
marked by a very delicate balance between the oppositions that
have just been exposed as artificial: namely " i-i v evoxil" of not
wanting to embark on this nostos in the first place, and "TTV
aOudTrlTa" (152) that he might regain by doing so. So, forced by
history, he literally walks again on the same road of his literal
and metaphorical captivity towards the final confrontation,
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going through exactly the same motions preserved in his memory,
as if observing a scripted ritual of symbolic repentance. In this
he is just like Saleem, who, having "overstepped the boundaries
of what [he] was permitted to do or know or be", discovers that
"history had decided to put [him] firmly in [his] place [as] in the
Theatre of War, the cable was to plunge [him] secretly but surely
towards the crisis which would end with [his] final eviction
from [his] own inner world"(295).
By this point, the initial farewell and the subsequent return
get inseparably confused in lsmail's mind as parts of the same
episode. He realises, therefore, that his real captivity lies with
the preservation of the memories with which the script of his
nostos was composed and was activated to restrain his freedom
of choice. Ismail fears "nirus TcyL 8EV Ga yXiITuwa TIOT& aro Ta 8aith
Tfls' a ixiiaXatac" and questions the usefulness of his return "T(
yip€ua i'a cLarpiu; E(rra irws (awç up.' eXcvGcp(a Evóç OaI.'áTou. Mliirwc
6pL)c KL T6TC &i, 
€t>a TrCOdVCL cT14LPDXLth; Hths Ga i.iiropo(xa va ca$a.iaw
T1Ü)5 0 6diTcpóc .LOU OdVaTo Ga i' eXEuOpwvE"(157), in much the same
way as Saleem, feeling that he is threatened by an unfuilfilling
mortal danger, wishes "how peaceful not to never to return! -to
float in this cloudy nowhere, wafting further further
further"(381).
As Ismail's nostos is bound to the memory of his childhood,
he becomes determined that he will use this war to escape from
the grip of that memory: "aTpd4irKa &I4I/LKc1 iC IL(cYOc lTpOs 0,TL81'TrOT€
IITropoiac va mll.Lah'CL 1 TraL8LK .iou TIXLIda [ . . . ]Av cccYTpdTcua cI.'avToL'
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KáTrOLOu, auTóc 1Tay T irperii i.LOU C1j[. . .]Ba T4li*)pO1aa TTW OLKOyCI1CLaId
lLou Lcrropta. Xdpipca Trou, cyü o (&oc, Oa itropoca va cJKOTthcTu) TO TraL&
TTOU .iC 13a0cIl/LC( aav dirrpa"(157). In so doing, Ismail's actions
become similar to Saleem's, who, forced to "espouse[...] a
prophesied historical role"(382) that made his acceptance by his
family or his further exile conditional upon his present attitude,
proclaims that
the object of my wrath was, in fact, everything
which I had, until then, blindly accepted: my parents'
desire that I should repay their investment in me by
becoming great[...] the modes of connection
themselves inspired in me a blind, lunging fury. Why
me? Why, owing to accidents of birth prophecy
etcetera, must I be responsible for[...]revolutions and
bombs which annihilated my family? Why should l[...1
accept the blame[...] Why, alone [
...J should I have to
bear the burden of history?(382).
lsmail, who, as an Egyptian minister of war is charged by
history to head the campaign against Crete, is also burdened by a
family history that demands the annihilation of his present
official status and the restoration of his genos' honour through
his acting out his original role as a Greek and a Christian. He
turns against the sinful implications of the accidental event of
hiding in the cave as a child instead of dying at his father's side,
for whose redemption his life split in half and forced on him
such an "avóaio I'óoTo"(l68), not in order to deny that it happened,
but in order to refute the connotations that this act had: "oxi 	 av
yyovóc" but "aw.'	 róXLaca i-rç 4iuxi'js"(157). What the adult Ismail
has discovered, is the relentless way in which children are
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subjected to the demands of adults, or better, as Saleem puts it,
that this is what lies "at the bottom of it all; because children
are the vessels into which adults pour their poison"(256).
Ismail, officially defined by the 
"xavr1 yXuSaaa"(161) of his
genos and his origins as "o ALy11TTLOc apxyóc TOU 1TOXLOU, Kpljc rrli/
rraTpL6a, TOUPKLcJOCk KaTci TflI/ TraL8LKL' TOU I1XLKIaY KL a&X46s,
XyOVcYLv,	 TOU	 EI/ AOYaLS	 HarraSdKll,	 ócJTLc
	
XaXcC	 TTI)
aTrXOcXX11YLIc1Y"(1O4), is ready to resume the enforced connection
with the demands of the line of the father. Having decided that
TOY YoiaCE tra TL Oa ylI/óTat/"(185), Ismail allows himself to
explore the final stage of his nostos, motivated by an "iaxupi
flEpLtpycLa, .ILa 8aqiovuci ixcSóv TrEpltpyELa"(1 57) of the kind "Trou
OTXpeL Touc irio TrapdToXjlouc Ov11Tot'is va eTrLaKe4To)V TO ivavó I3aYLXELO
TOU A8"(159), similar to the very same, selfish "ii8ovif TTW
1TEpLpyLac"(15) which compelled him as a child to go into the
cave.
Before Ismail Ferik Pasha dies, he completes his nostos by
visiting the house where he was born and at the same time
metaphorically visiting the kingdom of his genos' dead. The
actual building that Ismail visits is the locus where the nostos
will end, both in terms of his personal quest to return and be
safe in the womb and in terms of the archetypal quest to repay
the duty claimed by his genos. 11 In order to achieve the "4iXi6oini
11 In keeping with the narrative's position about the chance occurrence of
historical events, the fact that Ismail's house was not destroyed is presented as an
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KdOapcJll"(170) that the house promises, Ismail has to "regress" in
two stages. Firstly, he has to regress from an adult to a
childhood phase so as to be recognised by his father and thus
undo the "sin" he committed by hiding in the cave, and secondly,
he has to regress from childhood to a foetal stage, in order to
return to the security of the mother's womb.
When he went to his house, he found the key waiting where
his family used to hide it, "Kdm arró rrlv 1Tpa TOU TO KpJPa.Lc"(1 70)
metaphorically confirming that he was on the right track to
restore the violated taxis. The verb "Kp1513a1i€ " suggests the
inclusion of Ismail in the Christian genos for the first time,
whereas the "auTóI.iaToc TrXlOuvTucós"(170) is an indication that he
has returned to his 'rightful' place of belonging. Key in hand,
Ismail wanders "KaTd rióciov 0 11T1O5 1ETaXXLK6c 4Oóyyos TOU KXCL8LO)
Ga nTopO1cYe rTia va Op( CCL iq Cui av aAXiXou1a"(l70), referring back
to the certainty of the first sentence of the text when "TO ayópL
cJK4T11KE 1TWS TO KXEI8( Ga LTropo1
	 tia avayup(crcL aTyw KXciSapid,
opLCoi.rrac f tvav irLo I.IETaXXLK6 406yyo i-re ui aav aXXriXoua"(1 3),
and reaffirming the cyclical nature of the narrative.
Ismail, the adult, enters the paternal house with his eyes
closed: "-ru4Xoc, dpxiaa va I3uCalvw TOY 1&ov apa. llpaa€ apKeTi' dpa
thcnTOu 1/ avotu) Ta IJ.áTLa Ka( va Trii) 6TL dxa XOPTdcYEL TO ydXa"(1 70).
effect of chance: "6EI' KciT1K uxyTócro, yLaT( p.t.a p.ayLCiTLK1 p.irópa (YTáOflKE T6(TO €uiioiicj
I.tcC p.ou, (tcYTc 'a cYTap.aTTjcJEL TL 4X6y(c aa 8itiXavd crTrtTLa'(l 68).
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The house becomes like the mother, who, in a reverse repetition
of the beginning of the narrative, "SLd	 idc	 avacyuI.'tXa13E, icicyc,
KaL avOp€4i€ TOI/ &lT€pó ic yio"(17). Fed by the air of his
oikos, lsmail manages to achieve the necessary regression, to
the effect that when he opens his eyes he finds that "da I.LLKpvcL
aav irai&"(171). Having resumed the status necessary for the final
recognition by his oikos, that is having regressed back to the age
in which he had committed the original sin, he begins the process
of restoring taxis by putting both Andonis' last letter and the
blade he had stolen from the cave in a secret hiding place in the
wall "cTrLaTp4ovTdc Ta órrou aviaV(1 71).
At this point, it is interesting to note that although lsmail
says that "i avdw'qa-q n1c aTnlXLdc &v l.LTrópecY€, yia va awpó Xóyouc, va
TVTLJTC I.LE TflII aI/dI.LVflcYIl TOU c7TrLTLOJ"(l69), these two places seem
to be identical in terms of the narrative. In that sense, the
identification of the cave/womb with the paternal house
reaffirms the assertion made earlier in this analysis, namely
that the symbols of family law are inextricably bound to one's
fate, certainly before one is born and even after one dies. By
returning the blade to its rightful place in the paternal order,
Ismail is totally prepared to balance the archetypal equation,
reestablish the logic of identity where the father coincides with
the son, and close the cycle.
As proof that the archetypal equation is finally balanced,
the narrative offers the image of Ismail in the middle of the
room, who, as if reenacting Odysseus' motions in the 'NKuLa',
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invited the dead through the ancient ritual "XyovTac Ta
XcyLa"(1 72)12. The fact that Ismail has no difficulty in
remembering and uttering the right words, generates another
intertextual reference to 'Thrush' in terms of the poem's
assertion that the fundamental essense of belonging to a
specific genos, oikos, patris, can never be lost. More
specifically, the narrative's metaphor for Ismail's decision to
remember is that of a coin which stands as a token of the
ancestral teachings of his genos; since Ismail's communication
with his dead ancestors is achieved through the child-Ismail's
pronouncement of those ancient 'unwritten' words, the
connection to the children of 'Thrush' who dive near the wreck,
holding a coin between their teeth, becomes unavoidable; even
more so, since "in modern Greek superstition just as in ancient
Greek religion, a coin in the mouth can only mean one thing: it is
the fee for entrance to the underworld"(Beaton 1991:116).
As the script of the ritual demands, it is only after Ismail
sheds (his own) blood into the small hole, that the house comes
alive again, as the souls of the dead did for Odysseus in "NKuLa".
The shape of the house comes out of its long inactivity "01
O P L C 6I/TLE S,	 01	 KdOETES	 KL	 i	 Ka lllnXl 	 dp X Laav	 va
12 With regard to the mystical words of the ritual, as related to what Ismail
has called his "xap.frq yX&wa"(161) by which he was defined, it is interesting to
note that Seferis in "lld
	 a' évai.' éi.'o crT(xo has the narrator spoken to by the
figure of Odysseus "4 LOUP E COVTac avcIt€aa OT' aarrpLcYpLéL'a/ TOU 'yL'La, XóyLa rT1c
y>.i&iciac I.Iac, órrwc TT ILLXO(IcJav/ TrpLL' TEL XLXUi&c póvia".
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Tpt1ouv[...1CwvTavnovTac"(172) and all the images that had frozen in
the first chilhood, and in the first page of the narrative, "TO XPL
aT' PXTL apYLóTav va crptci Ta 6d)(TUXa, TO XPL OTO Xc1ALL'áPL apl.'tóTatJ
va Xuy(cYcL TOY Kaprró"(13), became active again and picked up
motion where they had left off: "e18a TO XPL i-r ç, rrou dx aTaLanc7cL
a-ro a8PdXTL, a aTPt lkL €TrLTXOUç Ta SáxTuxa, KL TO XPL TOU TraTpa, irou
d xE Ta.Lart1cJcL OTO XaALYâPL, va XUYICCL C1T1TXOUS TOY Kaprró"(l 72).13
Whereas the mother briefly appears to announce an imminent
and enjoyable reunion, Ismail's father comes dressed in
"XpuaOKvT11Ta dii4ia icaL qJXVOVTac" the psalms that celebrate
Christ's birth "ylal( Ou IlóTav 1rcIvTa irwç	 c c(xE 13a4T(cJcL
E.i iiavour1 X " ( 173 ), ironically celebrating Ismail's rebirth through
regression into a childhood self which would mark the way to his
physical death. Ismail's father immediately makes it clear that
it is only because of their blood relationship that he decided to
13 This image generates yet another intertextual allusion of a reactivation of a
dead world, as expressed through Seteris' poem "EyKwL11"(1 974), where against the
background of the seemingly motionless activity of images like "yvvaic yvtOai'E, T
a8pdXTLa & yup(Cav"(34) an Ascension takes place and "o KóaILos/ aL'ayLvóTcwE
6rrwc 1rav, o 8LK6S iiacl ILE TOV KaLp6 ica ILE TO xthiia"(45-47). Moreover, since
Seferis' poem draws on Sikelianos' "lldaa TOW EXXvow", the revival of the dead
world in the midst of historical hardship can be seen as significant of what
Sikelianos describes as the "avdyicr va civXXdw i ... ] KEIITOLO cnvthia LKaV6 va
€papa€ EKeLYa Ta ciXXa KIlL VIl TIl TTpOdXEL aiitiiwc T1€LTIl arró TOTO, wç iLa
I&éa KaOOXLKd cYwO€TLK1ç airoaroXl,cI...]wc irpoc i-ri aOTcp KIlL UTrcJOUvT aw€611cYT
rrç 6Xiic yta TOL' Av9ponro Icrrop(ac"(1 965:38).
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meet him: ".icpiid rrpdyl.iaTa 6ev aXAáCouv
 [...] oiTE TO 3aciRcio mM)
lJKLüM/ [...] IcaL 'yla TOITO O &Xop.aL "( l73) . However, by repeating that
"i'a	 pei 1mc avá Oa TrpoT4.Lo1cYa Tfl c4a'yij air' rpi aTl).th)aTl"(l 73), he
launches an attack on Ismail, which, through the word 'aTCJiwaq'
renews the implications of Ismail's cowardly and feminine
status. He goes on to accuse Ismail of having lost his "true" self:
"xiOii'ces arró Tr cYuI)XcLcI ou. MaCE ou Kal .thva"(l 74), but in
the end gives him some hope for a conditional redemption saying
"^E aiS CEL 6TL 1TOT	 6EII OtXIiCY€S ij 6EV KaTcI4cpcs va lias
&aypdqieic[. ..]avayvup1 C lila iiponrdOcia ELXuxYqc. ea irapakaX&cYu) yia
ava"(174). Although the father's precondition to reaccept Ismail
is that he be defined as a child, "ircp(icve i'a ava-y(vu rral&, va
avap.irth a-ro l6io OTTITL, yia va lIE aKe4Tc1 cav dTOliO"(l 75), the fact is
that the father demands that Ismail be true to the connotations
of his Christian name Emmanuel, just as the father in Midnight's
Children had instructed his son "to earn his name"(364) in order
to resume his place in the family structure, or as Ismail puts it,
in order to "va .ic 6CXTeI"(l74).
Although the father had finally consented to accepting
Ismail back into the genos, it is Ismail himself who now takes up
the issue of his father's attitude with feelings he describes as
"avTEOeTa. 
€8óv airrEiraXa". He gradually begins to wonder if the
rapprochement he had longed for throughout his life was
impossible: "Xc'ya óin	 irwç EuTi)cya ILLav óqJLL i'rpocthy'yicrq-8cv
ToXLoIaa V' arro4acJEm) irws' liTrOpeE va 1jTav IthTaLfl"(l75). The futility
of the belated and unsuccessful reunion with the father subverts
the connotation that had made Ismail's nostos necessary, since
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the word 'óiir' means 'late of fullfilment, late in the season, 1 4
and suggests a process of ripening that, in turn, alludes to the
adjective 'vócYTLlLoc ' , meaning both 'belonging to a return', as well
as 'flourishing and productive' and which by the end of the
reverse pregnancy that coincides with the end of Ismail's nostos,
should have yielded the 'YóaTLIia' fruits, which all these years "TOY
KaTKXUCaI/ I- "1 xa l thL'n TOtS a&)6T11Ta"(63).
What Ismail could not dare believe becomes an undeniable
and final realization that through his nostos "TCTroi-E &Ii CC(a
KaTaKT1jaEL" (178). Despite the father's admission that "Eyu, irou
yviSpicia T ayKdOla TOt) CY65 6póp.ov, avayvwplCco TT1 8VcYKOX(a Tü)V
8póiuw"(l74), acceptance into the paternal oikos, genos and patris
necessarily means that Ismail's duality would have to be
cancelled in favour of one, the purer, Greek side, of his identity
through another, physical death this time. The father
prophetically prepares Ismail, imploring him to assume at last
the brave attitude that characterises other members of his
family : "ox" 8ev	 pw ic iroiov Tpórro Oa ireOdveic, ou Xw i6vo 'c
eliia, ypa4Tó va y(VEL &iclKoXa. Ecn'i, va cJTaOcls' ycvvaloc Ka( va liii
4of3rOeCc"(174). These last instructions from father to son set the
course for reunion in an honourable death, which as the final test
of acceptance will have to prove Ismail's bravery, at the same
time annihilating the current 'effeminate' status which
obstructs the cycle's closure.
14 iJddeI Scott Greek-English Lexicon.
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3. 7. Nostos-Thanatos
D.Maronitis, discussing the notions of nostos and death in
Seferis' 'K(XXl' and '0 FupLaL6c TOU	 CYLTCILYOU', argues that the
world of the dead, with which Ismail in the Homeric tradition
communicates, "aioi-Xc( TOY KPIOL IJ.O X)PO all ' 6iiou aVTXE( EKaYds] óxl
TO YócJTO TOV aXAcI icai up' d)p1J.1 yvdxni"(62). The coinciding
biological and historical end of lsmail's life, through the
completion of his nostos, is according to Maronitis' argument the
analogue for a dialogue "Toy aL'Op(iSlTOU I.LC TOl/ CaUTóTOU, yLaTl 61Tu)S
etrrc 0 1KEXLavóc aTOV Y,ivo roy McydAov Nóorou:
TO	 1110 aOid KL air' TO Tfl1XTÔ1/ a(YTpó4x)c,
KPULVOS jav aT6c,
E iTcpl4thV€L, EKE[ 1TOU iria 0 Octo aPXLCCL Cô4oc,
0 rrp()TOc 1101) cauTós...(Maronitis,1984 :16)
According to Maronitis the cycle of life, death and man's
relation to the past passes through nostos, or better through the
harmony of the "ap1-uiro .LoTç3o"(43) nostos-thanatos as shown in
the Odyssey or in folk poetry; therefore, the house, "i iraxid car(a
TOU VóJTOU " , becomes the locus of the completion of nostos and
the physical death, a "Odvaro óILu)S 1101) L1TE1EL TO V6cJTO"(25) and
brings about a peaceful and everlasting existence in the world of
the dead. The recognition, "avayVpwLc " , is however, a prerequisite
for a successful nostos because, as, Maronitis argues, "8(xuc ui
13c13aLwon TOU aVayvu)pia l LO& Ti clTLcTTpO4)1'j 8EV KUpwETa1. Móvo tic rn
otirT(*)oTi 1/6UTOU icai ava yt/u)pLcYI.Lo wpL 1.thCEL T TCXUcfj aVaKOJ4LcTq"(34).
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The Seferic '0 yupia6c TOU cvvrqthvou', the folk song of the
same title, and 'To Tpayo6L TOU N€Kpo A6cp4o' evolve along the
same lines, because their nostos revolves around the idea of
recognition. When the anagnorisis and the nostos coincide, as in
the folk song '0 yupLcflL6S TOU cvLTqLtvou', a happy end ensues. The
same is true of 'To Tpayo8L TOU NcKpoii A&p4o', where, despite the
fact that the result is death, the completion of nostos comes
about through the anagnorisis of the mother and the daughter. In
Seferis' poem, however, the process of the folk songs is
disturbed, because "o avayvwpwióc 6ev eTrLKup(ivcL TO l/6YTO, aXX1
EXYXCL TL arrOKpOUc yTLIcS TOV cYvvO1Kcc"(Maronitis 1984:37), as
nostos drowns in death again. Maronitis suggests that the xenos
in Seferis' poem refuses the nostos proposed by the friend,
because the historical moment dominated by the coming of the
second world war has turned the "vóaTii.L1 TraTp6a" into a horrible,
unrecognizable place: "H Athjva, Xoiiróv, TOU 1938 KaL o EvayóS TOU
Tupioi KPJ13OUI) Tflh) Lc7TOpLK1 4p(icrj: 1iiXoh' VTrOKpLTLKd rqv rrapa8oc7Lwct
yX&wa, €I/( 
€(vai VO)(OL TIW TraTKócJl.LLac Kal VT6ITlas' LcTTOp1K1jS
aK11voOcciac, 1 oiroLa KaOLcrrd TO 1/óOTO dKUpO " (43). In this sense,
nostos requires a double purity, both of the individual and of the
place of return, which is the untainted patris; any deviation,
change or impurity is ground enough to hinder the completion of a
successful nostos.
0 BIos' roy IajiaiA EpIK Tfacrd inscribes nostos along the
traditional lines (as discussed above in relation to Maronitis'
reading of Seferis' poems), only to undermine it by the end of the
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narrative, as Ismail, having passed through all the necessary
stages of purification, completes his nostos only to find out that
there can never be a return to the original or the archetypal,
because there is no such thing as purity of any notion. The
ambiguity, as far as the possessive pronoun is concerned, in
Ismail's assertion that the father " rr€p(.Lcvc va avay(I' 	 rraL&, va
al1aIL1Tth aTO t&O aIrtTL, ya iia ILE avac7Kc4Tc( cav dTOIIO, cym) Ka( am'
6LT0I.Lo 1TOU aTthTux€ va 1TpOCKTE(VEL TL &KS TOU ErrLXoyts"(1 75), can be
interpreted as referring to the choices which the father demands
of the son.
Appropriating Juliet Mitchell's argument to the necessary
circularity of nostos as defined by the blood line of the father,
one could argue that what Maronitis calls the archetypal motif of
nostos-thanatos is a manifestation of reciprocal and circular
relationships, as expressed through "the various desires that the
person has to return to things past, to restore the status
quo"(Mitchell,1974:389). Also, since the belief in the
immortality of the soul is the societal construct that generates
the urge to restore the organism to the purity of its condition
prior to animacy, one could also argue that Ismail's nostos shows
how the boy, whose subjecthood is the concern of patriarchal
culture, will acquire the patriarchal social order through the
acquisition of the cultural past.
The only tenable position the boy Ismail can occupy, is
through taking up his future role in the name of the father. In so
doing he will be considered an "dTop.o"(175) by symbolically
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avenging his father, for whose death the boy has to repay a debt,
whilst at the same time redeeming his own humiliating conduct,
called "aT(Iiu)cn1" in the narrative. The symbolic duty becomes that
of the law of the male blood line, which is communicated and
confounded with the language codes of "TTp) rraXid
TcXToupy(a"(196), whose words Ismail used to contact the dead,
and by whose codes he was symbolically baptized Emmanuel.
Having been thus named, Ismail, even as a foetus, was assigned a
specific place in the father's order, as a son bound for life by
debt to the connotations of his name. It is the inescapability
from the captivity of the paternal law, even before birth and
even after death, that makes Ismail realise that he could not
conquer anything outside the father's Law. The final story put
forward by the narrative, is the one the dead Ismail would repeat
for eternity in the image of an "aiuSv" boy, : there is no single,
central, pure state of being for one to strive to return to, and be
free in.
The end of all nostoi can be allegorically interpreted as
referring to the purity of the soul and the importance it is given
in the covert promises of a glorious afterlife. As the narrative of
o B1o' roy IcaiA Pepl,c ilaud states, the redemption of the original
sin, which caused the boy Ismail's fall, depends on his nostos to
remove the stain of his passive acceptance of Islamization, in
order for his soul to resume his uniform place among the cult of
the dead ancestors. Although Ismail completed his nostos,
however, he chose to reassert his duality by calling out, before
he died, both his mother's and Ibrahim's name. The effects of the
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monosemantic demands of acceptance or rejection are thereby
destroyed by not allowing the future of his soul to belong to any
one paradise or any one hell.
3. 8. Postscript to the fictional life of a historical figure
In the last part of the text, the 'ETr15OLo', the third-person,
omniscient narration is resumed to further strengthen the
subversion of the notion of nostos, disguising it under the
presentation of the multiple versions of Ismail's physical death,
which disrupt the monosemantic relation of the terms of the pair
nostos-thanatos, as defined by the Homeric intertexts.
Although in the end, the narrative's historical truth about
Ismail's death is that "YjTav aXYlOELa irws 6oXo4ovI&Tpc"(l84), because
of his crypto-Christianity, a fact that gives Ferik's soul back to
his Greek origins through a death similar to his father's, it is
also the narrative's historical truth that his body was buried in
Egypt, where he was mourned by the Egyptian Regent "aa
aUyycvLKó rTpócflUlTo" (189), that is, as a relation by blood.
In the coffin, Ismail's face was covered by the traditional
Ottoman fez, which "uaprrqirrc[...] TO a( i.ia"( 183), an allusion to
both the war and to the paternal blood line to which his soul had
a duty to return. The account of the circumstances surrounding
the truth about Ismail's death comes from Ibrahim, who as the
shadow of an already "aimiv", as another dead blood-relation, was
able to be present during the last hours of Ismail's life. However,
when lbrahim saw Ismail reveal his original identity by showing
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the birth-mark on his neck to an old village woman, who
immediately recognized him as the long lost second-born son of
Fraggios Kampanis Papadakis, he realized that Ismail was guilty
of treason, both as a citizen of Egypt and as one of his closest
friends. Although the "airtSi.'" Ibrahim could not understand the
Greek language in which his friend spoke to the woman "yiar( TOV
8LK6 TOU irapcl8eiao 8€i' cYUVaVToIKJE EXXvs"(1 92), he was nevertheless
able to understand that "€KT6c alto TTII/ lTpo8Oa(a, o 41Xos ou .teLve
VOS T6oa xpóLa" (193) in a way that brings to mind the narrator
of C. P. Cavafy's Mpiic AXáv8pcLa TOU 340 M.X.'.
K at4vqc .IE Kuptcuae iLa aAAóicoi-q
el.'Tfr!TuxyLc. Aópiara, au.aOá.voi.iow
av vá4€uycv airó IcovTd iou o Mprc
aLcYOdvoI.Louv 1TOU evthOii, XPLaTLaV6S,
liE TOUT 81KOç TOU, Kai trou
I La aji4oXta va I.LE cYLlióvcL: .L1'rni)ç K' da 'y€XaciO€t
arró TO TIdOOç lLOU, KL It a V T a TOU l9.LOUV	 v0ç.
(Cavafyl 963 :76)
Thus, as Ismail ".L€LVE TTáVTOTC	 voç 
.LE 81K1'j TOU irpóOeaii"(193)
in his relationship to Ibrahim, the narrative provides its own
truth about Ismail's death, while at the same time also providing
the truth about the way in which, for political reasons, the
poisoning of Ismail had to be kept secret. The dominant version
concerning his death comes from the deliberate, below-deck
conversations of naval officers, spoken "Tócro 8UYaTá, Irou va lnTop1
va TOU aKO1cyEL TO 1TX1jp(ia"(l90), and saying that he had died of
wounds received in the stomach during the last battle on the
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Lasithi plateau. They add that all rumours about the poisoning
were an exaggeration, because he was suffering from an ulcer.
As Saleem puts it, "Nobody, no country, has a monopoly of
untruth"(326), and this rumour was spread both to Egypt and to
mainland Greece by the crews of ships travelling to and from
Crete; it satisfied both peoples' superstitious fatalism, because,
as the crews said, "eva iióiio 1'jTaI, f313aLo, óXa Ta 1TXthJIiaTa KdI/oW TOI/
Id:iK) T0V UTfl yfl KaL I.LETd avouv KaL TTO) JTOV KKXO LLa KK1 apxT'
4pI'cL TL ff16 TTOXAtS 4opç KaK6 TXDc"(l9l).
Since Ismail had definitely made a bad start in life, it is
understandable that the uniformity of the metaphysical laws
universally accepted will not officially grant him peace, but will
continue to claim his allegiance even in death. Although Ismail's
soul stayed in Crete, his body, despite being buried in Egypt,
continued to generate claims of propriety by the opposing camps
and the " 41Lepo &KaLo TÜW 3acnXov"(193), exemplified in the
narrative by the information that the Turks of Crete built a
cenotaph 15 in Ismail's honour. The cenotaph was built in the yard
of their main mosque, on the spot chosen as a burial ground by
the Byzantines and the Venetians, and where in previous
l5 is interesting to note that in terms of the cyclic nature of the narrative
which runs parallel to the cyclic nature of all nostoi, Ismail's cenotaph was situated
right next to the grave of Hassan, who was the Pasha responsible for Ismail's
capture. At the time of his capture, Ismail, as a child, had had a vision of the Pasha
falling to his death from his horse, and of himself rushing to see his face: "KL apAawc
TOV TréTaE€ iiépa +OPLcYFLt1/0 TO TTpótTh)T1O TOU KaTUKTflTI'j tLOLa	 YTO 8LK6 TOU"(l 9)
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centuries "crrEKóTav vaós opOó800c i KaOoXLKós, KaTd TO 6Oa TOU
iyqióva OTT vjao"(195). Later, however, when the laws of the
island were bound to a "&a4opcTLKó Kpdi-oc, ae 6La4opETLIdj Opi1wcda icat.
cJE &a4OpETLKdS avdyIcEc"(196), the cemetery was demolished and a
school was built in its place. It was then that Ismail's soul came
back from the cult of the dead "aircitrr€ç", and, dressed in the
image of a boy, repeatedly narrated the end of the story of his
subversive nostos to the schoolchildren, offering it as a
subversively eternal, 'unwritten', but fundamental knowledge,
which will survive as the stories of his ancestors did "a a
TraL XVL6La T(*W tiai&thii"(79).
He spoke of his burning desire to be reunited with his
father's genos, because "1G€X€ v alToTuiTwGc( aL(vLos'[
.
 .] v' ay'y(cL nlv
axarn yvthai1. Xpóvia m')pa UIthOETC oTt. €ic€( Ga aUVaVTO1JcYE Tn xalth'n
athzdi-iyra"(197); of how he could not reach that purity "at.' Scv
CO I.LOLwvóTav "( 197) and of how he regressed from being an adult to
being a child in order to achieve the "aGc)6TrlTa [rrou] xaiioycXoac aav
O avcvpLaKOI.LEI.'oc 4XaKac dyy€Xos rrg .u4"(1 97). He always ended
this by adding that
TO i.j.uaXO TOU Xa.L4JC a4M1Lth KL KaTaI/&qcJ€ OTL &L UTIâPXCL,
o&TE ical uii-t1pe, thTt TOaO a&o tha-rE ia XaOct. Apa, Tru)c 6€v
U1TcIPXEL, OT€ KaL 1TOT UTflpE, E1rLaTpO1. 11Ku)&flKE.
HXiia(aac TflI/ TrapaaTLd KL Tpd1E Till.' TrTpa alTO Til
apaith8a. 1(XTjaC TO ypdl4ia TOU AvmSv, X(')Pk va TO
ava61a13da€L, KL TO	 K1YE KOILILaTdKLa. II1jpE I.LETá TO iraXt.6
.iaxatpt. KL TO L1TT)E ui-n Kap&d TOU(l 97).
Ismail, as a subversive "arruSv", narrates a story that strips
nostos of all its metaphorical connotations of a great quest for
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purity. The "axaT11 yvc7i1 " the boy's narration offers is that "OL
L/EKpOt KaO11XUYOuY TOY XP6I/0 a' va OTlI.L€tO, KL auTo ctvai q illo olTou6aLa
TOU	 L3WTq aTO TarrcLYó pcia I.LLa S Cw"(197), and the past,
defined by the myths related to the simple event of death, does
not finally "a1T0TEXC( TOY KPIYL ILO X')P° au' OTrou aVTXCI FKaYdç] Oxi. .iOvo
TO Y6cJTO TOU aXXd Kal TTI/ (JSPLILT1 yvuScii" as Maronitis
argues(1 984:62).
Both in 'K(Xii' and in '0 FupLcTI.L6s TOU	 €vLTq.LYOu', nostos is
invalidated because of the returning man's inability to find the
fatherland in a state of purity. The failure of the cycle of nostos,
as both Beaton and Maronitis have argued in their respective
discussions of 'K(XXi' and '0 FupLal.Lóc TOU ZEYLTCptvou', does not
represent a loss of the purity of the original trancendental
arché, in whose light "all opposites are reconciled"(Beaton
1991:117), but rather a barring of the vision of that light by the
evils of war that tormented Greece at the time of the poems'
composition. As Beaton argues, as far as the inconclusive state
of the ending of 'Thrush' is concerned, "The poem could have
ended [...] with the modern Odysseus reaching his goal of the
'light' which reconciles opposites[...] but it does not. Seferis has
too firm a grasp on the realities of human nature and of his time
to end the poem on such a note of hope"(1991:117), because to
put it in Maronitis' words, in the midst of such "LaTopiio'j 4p'ri", the
fatherland "&v nTOpc( va E(I'aL ICaL 6EV fEVaL YóaTI4LT1 TraTp8a 01
TrOXLTLKc CKTPOT1S KL Ot 1TOXE4LLKc capTikYcLc tXOVY TrapaI.Lop4t&JEL TflL)
rrapa6oaiauci yrl. OL uTpoa4)opc K1 01 TrpoaKX1cTELc T11S dt'ai 1TpOucXflcn (JE
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avvcvoxij [
... 1 rrou IcaOLcTTd TO YócYTO 3 i3iiXo CYKX(4LaTLcrI.Ló KL TOY
avaKou4LaTLKó GdvaTo apiráyq aU)XOyLKOJ cJóvou"(1 976 :24).
In the face of the historical demands for uniformity as a
precondition for a collectively recognized nostos, Ismail as a
boy, and therefore as Emmanuel (the name given to him by his
original genos), suggests that the idea of nostos is invalid, since
there is no return because there is no loss either. In that sense,
lsmail\Emmanuel's historical nostos becomes yet another story,
a fictional narration that subverts and breaks down the logic of
identity and non-contradiction that permeates the collective
memory of the historical past, one on which the traditional
myths of nostos depend. Furthermore, since the traditional
notion of nostos carries with it the notion of a definite and
knowable past, the subversive nostos proposed by the
protagonist in Galanaki's text inevitably touches upon the
traditional notion of history as the objective record of the
unbroken continuity of the historical narrative as well.
0 Bloc roy IapaiA Pcpuic Tlaad can be said to be a sort of
historical novel, whose fictional discourse grants the
historically "ex-centric" Ismail Ferik Pasha what the uniformity
of historical discourse has denied him. As Umberto Eco has
argued in the Postscript to The Name of the Rose, historical
novels "not only identify in the past the causes of what came
later, but also trace the process through which those causes
began slowly to produce their effects"(1983:76). It is in the
'ETrLu'OLo' of 0 Bloc ro y Icyjia4A PEpIIC lTacrd, which alludes
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intertextually to Eco's text, that Galanakis' text suggests that
the past cannot be unproblematically returned to because as
there is more than one version about Ismail's death, there are
only truths in the plural, which, combined with the intertextual
network of the novel, openly mocks any notions of simple
causality or single origin.
Furthermore, in the postscript to the 'historiographic
metafiction' (Hutcheon 1988:105-123) of 0 Bloc roy Iojia4A PCpIK
lTaod, memory of the past, that is, historical memory, which is
supposed to protect human beings from chaos, does not lead to
the purity of the miracle of the fundamental truth of an
objective historical knowledge, but to the image of a diabolic
angel. Similarly, in Midnight's Children, Saleem sees "a
mythological apparition approaching, the Black Angel"(463),
whose black eyes still speak the lies that have tortured his life,
whereas in Galanaki's novel Ismail sees the vision of an angel,
sustained throughout the narrative as the guardian of memory,
with ".LaJpa 4L8La 1TOU TUXCyO1/TcW TOUS 4WTELVO1
	 f3OcJTpJXOUS"(l 97).
Ismail, starting like J.L. Borges' protagonist in the 'Theme of the
Traitor and the Hero', who tries to resolve the causality of an
enigma "of a cyclic nature"(104) "in an oppressed and tenacious
country [...] or Balkan state"(103), ends up like Saleem, who, in
the oppressing circumstances of the divided India sees "the
greatest lie of all, cracking now". Both Ismail and Saleem,
therefore, finally learn, like Nick in The Magus, that it is neither
fate nor an archetypal arché that determines the historical
space, but chance and random events: individuals come upon
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causes hazardously, they are not assigned to them in "a world
where nothing is certain", as John Fowles writes(1977:339). It is
in that world that Nick, very much like Ismail and Saleem, being
a player in Conchis' constructions of reality for him, attempts to
learn to perceive the fictional basis of everything and to
distinguish between different orders of fiction which appear as
stable structures that have always existed.
The question remains open as to where, if anywhere, one can
find a meaning for one's reason for existence. The narrator of
Midnight's Children says that
unless, of course, there's no such thing as chance[...]
we should either-optimistically- get up and cheer,
because if everything is planned in advance, then we
all have a meaning, and are spared the terror of
knowing ourselves to be random, without a why; or
else, of course, we might -as pessimists- give up
here and now, understanding the futility of thought
decision action, since nothing we think makes any
difference anyway; things will be as they will.(79)
Similarly, in 0 B(o' Tm' IajiaA p(K Hacid, the subsequent fate
of Ismail clearly responds to the haphazard connections of the
circumstances of his capture. The narrator of Galanaki's novel
admits that lsmail would not be forced into taking the course of
his duality if chance had not provided the opportunity in the first
place:
av To1pKoL icai ALy1JTTTLOL 6CII	 aiyaii TO XPLó. Av TO
L1TTrIKÔ TOU IIaCEUÔTaI/ all ÔXC) TO OpOTr81O KL 4)CUy€ airó TO
8LO irpaa i.ia [ . . . ]Av o XpLaTóc 6ev XoTdplaCe Ta a4avporra
i.iaCl ije Ta 4)avepu)li va KplI.iaTa[. . . ]Av, TXOc, 8alp.ovc ca
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VCpáL&S TW1/ cYTnlXa(wv €8ovTaY iiaC( lIE TOUS aytous T(*W
EKKXTIcTL(SL'[. . .]ro KXCL6E Oa 	 opoic va avayupkTEL ariv
KXEL6aPLd, opoVTac f vaii 11TLO IIETaAALK6 Qóyyo ni Cn
aav aXXiiXou(a(l 3).
Both Saleem's and the fictionalized yet historical Ismail's
lives, derive their meaning by being forced into courses of action
that have to correspond metaphysically to the reality of the
historical circumstances of their birth. Although Ismail's birth
generated his duality, and although Saleem's birth made him part
of the diverse group of the midnight's children, the notion of
where their single duty lies does not derive from the specific
historical events, but from the mythology that surrounded them
with an inescapable superstition: it is precisely the narratives
of that mythology that set out to attribute a chance occurrence
to a singular code of cause and effect, so as to annihilate the
difference and multiplicity the event generated in favour of a
uniform discourse based only on "cK8oxs KL cKTLlu'ocLs"(l32).
In the midst of the inexorable historical demands for
uniformity, while Saleem devoted his efforts in trying to find
why his existence was defined in the way it was, Ismail devoted
his quest to discovering whose "voIioTXELa[. . .]€ vSvi rflv apEn' IcaL
TrIP KaKta (or any other oppositional pair) a	 ióvo 6póiio, a	 va iióvo
upóaro"(l53). The answer to both men's quests is to be found in
the myths their ancestors constructed, and which presented, as
Saleem says, a monosemantic reality, barricaded behind "truths
which had become more important because they had been
sanctified by time"(325). A similar view is put forth in 0 BIos
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rou IcjiaiA Pcpu, [laud, in Ismail's realisation of "iróao lJ.dTaia
O)(x*xJc ii 4OT TO 1TaTTflthvO aWTXaLO KL ITócro cio4xi OL TTaXLo( .LC Tic
4aLrraa(Ec Touc"(l8). This observation shows how the memory of
what is true is constructed by and defined in myths, which are
not literally true but are used nevertheless to exemplify
something that must appear as fundamentally true in order to
sanctify the strictness of behavioural codes. Saleem says:
"morality, judgement, character...it all starts with
memory"(211). lsmail's memory of filial duty was activated by
the power of the ancestral myth of nostos in just the same way.
If memory of the past is seen to provide the text for moral
judgement, then in consequence, the dead on which it depends for
definition, become "Trp&YwlTa I.IOL'dXa TrOU -rouc XELTrEL 11 KV11OT1 Kai
L€TaTpTrOl/TaL € aLvWaTa"(l56). The indefinability of the enigmas
of the dead and their past is annihilated when they enter
decipherable texts like Borges' riddles of a cyclic nature, or
texts in which "o ypauóc Xóyoc nlc icrropEac"(l96) categorizes into
uniform groups and destroys their individual multiple character.
In relation to the purity and the wisdom of the past, the
message of Ismail's story is close to Saleem's assertion that no
metaphysical truth can be derived from any end, of individuals as
well as of stories, because by making individual lives part of the
collective narratives of myths and histories, human beings, like
nations and fictional characters, are reduced to "specks of
voiceless dust"(463).
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Ismail is able to trace the way back to his past only through
the tales that Andonis' letters and loannis' stories provide him
with, just as Saleem depends on the clues from stories of the
past for his narration. Both men create and narrate their own
subversive myth, as protagonists and as narrators of their own
stories, the specificity of which was forced into the uniformity
of the collective future demanded of children fathered by the
historical circumstances of emergency in their native country.
As History, in both narratives, is no longer presented as "a
movement along the files of time [but rather as] a set of myths
inhabiting the present"(Carr 1 989:11), Ismail's final function in
the narrative is that of someone who, having achieved the
unthinkable as a child who will never age or die, will eternally
narrate the myth of his subversive nostos to schoolchildren.
Similarly, Saleem, who wrote his tale so that his son will read
it, in the exhaustion of his "drained return"(446), finds that his
role is "as peripheral a role as that of any redundant oldster: the
traditional function, perhaps, of reminiscer, of teller-of-
tales"(448).
As both men's tales are accounts of how their personal
experience was inextricably connected to history, and as they
both refute the metaphysical reality that necessarily returns
events and individuals to the name of the purity of a
trancendental arché, forcing individuals to mould their present
story to the memory-demands of the collective historical past,
knowledge of the past is proclaimed as primarily textual and
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personal. The position of both Rushdie's and Galanaki's novels is
that one can only "know" the past through its textualised
remains, since access to the objects, that is the events that
have taken place in the past, is achieved only through their
traces in texts. Saleem's son will relate to the 'unwritten' parts
of his family history through his father's tales, just as the
children of a Cretan school will relate to the "dypa4i" history of
their genos through the tales of the child, Ismail.
Nevertheless, these are the same tales that the reader of 0
Bloc roy IcrjiarA Pcpu,c ffacrd and of Midnight's Children has been
reading and has been relating to a larger intertextual framework.
Since the narrative accounts of Ismail's and Saleem's stories are
intertextually connected both to the historical discourse of
those texts that provided the information about dates, places and
names, and to the discourses of the fictional intertexts of all
nostoi, they define the relation between history and fiction, or
between living the present in relation to one's past, as a
multiple and an intertextual one, and therefore as a relation
constituted in language. It is linguistic codification, therefore,
that both privileges and curses Ismail to depiction in fiction as
both a contemporary and a historical creature, as both a master
and a victim of his times, unable to live or die in peace, and
refusing, as Saleem puts it, "to forsake privacy and be sucked
into the annihilating whirlpool of the multitudes"(463).
In this respect, the story of Ismail's life, which was
fathered by history, becomes part of a fictional narrative about a
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subversive nostos, one that will be passed on to children as a
refutation of the tendency of history to create connections and
causal relationships, and to subjugate events to uniform
patterns. To appropriate Hutcheon's comment about Salman
Rushdie's Midnight's Children, and in so doing to reaffirm an
intertextual relation with 0 Bloc roy 1crj.zaiA 'PEPIK Ilacid, I believe
it is fair to say that Galanaki's novel "investigates how the
subject of history is the subject in history, subject to history
and to his story"(1988:177).
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CHAPTER 4
AAMA : AN ADVENTURE IN LANGUAGE
0 Bloc roy
 IcrjiaiA 'Pcplic Ilacyd questioned the reality of a
return to the purity of the mysticism of the centre, to an
originating archO, that lies at the heart of nostos and
guarrantees a stable identity. Since the only way to know the
past and its 'supreme wisdom' is through traces in texts,
Galanaki's novel showed how individuals become characters,
expected to occupy 'roles' rather than have 'selves', acting them
out, no longer in a world of eternal truths, but in a series of
constructions, artifices and provisional structures. By exploring
how knowledge of the historical world outside the fiction,
mediated through language, is inexorably tied to the world of the
fiction, the novel exposed how the apparent impersonality of
history, which relies upon notions of identity and eternal order,
is in fact a very personal utterance about the gendered individual
as the site of contradiction.
Moving on from the historical lshmael Ferik Pasha, who
became a character in Galanaki's fiction about his life, we come
to the life of the 'historical' word 'sap', which comes out of a
dictionary to personify the main character in Iro Stavraki's novel
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AAjia: rç caLataS irópviis' çbuAAdSa (1989). 1
 This chapter will focus
on the way the novel, read alongside feminist theories about the
indeterminacy of language, exposes the "maleness" of linguistic
structures. It will be argued that through its metafictional
strategy, the novel subverts the patriarchal hierarchical closure
of meaning through a celebration of fictionality produced by the
endless relating of words to other words.
The best way to introduce the novel is through the short
text, written by the author herself, that can be found on the back
of the book:
AAjia €tvai	 4avTacrrLIct' Lcrropla liLaS Xi1c apa1as (óap).
i4xwa 1€ Ta X€LKd, fl I.L€ydX XcIiJ4i1i, Ta vLáTa r11s,
13p10KOVTaL TOV KaLpó TOU OIi1PLKO tirovc. EKC( q.L4aV10ETaL
va Spa (oaptC) ipoc
	 tXta ica pc)Ta.
krró TÔTE 11 Xfl X€L TrcYCL cie aXpTlcrrta.
^T0 3i3X(o LcYTOpdTaL fl Tr€plOSOç TOU )9'paToc Kal Tfl
TrapaKI.L1s TT$, (i)S' TO O6PcLTÔ Tflc KdTIOU OTfi &Kaeria TOV 80.
The text, as the blurb implies, is a fiction about the decline
and disappearance of the "real" word '5ap' that was alive two
1 Iro Stavraki is a nom de plume of Sotiria Stavrakopoulou, who was born in
Volos in 1957 and is a lecturer in the philological department of the University of
Thessaloniki. She has also published three other novels under her real name,
Zojiuepa(1980), H XopSoçdcra at o K&Aoc(1982)and H Aa1raporoMz (1983).
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thousand years ago in the Iliad, passed her old age as an entry in
the dictionaries and dies in the novel AAjia2.
4. 1. The Metafictional Setup
The history therefore of the world, of a word which is no
longer in use, and which can only be found in an ancient text
(Iliad) or in the "Paper graves"(195) of the dictionaries, is
recounted through the stories in AAj.ta in a new "reality" of this
fiction, which in turn becomes another "paper grave" for it.
Since no story can exist without a teller, and since AAta is
the story of a word, the word becomes the narrator of its own
story, stepping out of the world in the fiction to establish her
reality in the world of the fiction that is language itself.
The characters in the narrative are the words themselves,
through whose stories of associations a fiction about their
creating a fiction is told. As long as the reading process lasts,
this fictional world is as real as any, both through the words on
2 The word 'äap' appears at Iliad I 327 : "dv6pciaL p.apvdpcvoc ódpwi.' vcica
a4i-pdwv", and means 'wife' (Liddell and Scott), or "11 yuv?j (05 cn'Tp$oc,
ah'uvoç" (Dimitrakos). It is important to note that the noun that derives from the
word 'ôap' is '1 6apurr(c' which means "familiar converse, fond discourse" (Liddell
and Scott); in its more colloquial form 'ro 6dpLcY1a' it means '4LXLK1j CILTILcYTCUTLK1'i
auvavacTTpo4, +LXLK1I auvoI LLXCa	 8Cwç iirai au((rywv KcLL
(Dimitrakos). The implications of the word '6api.ai-c' are discussed at greater
length on page 213.
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the page (which are materially real) and as worlds created in
consciousness through these words.
Through the deployment of narrative reality as a fictional
strategy, which separates the text from the conventions of
narrative realism rather then from the real world, AApa sets
itself up as a metafictional narrative, It is a fiction about the
making of fiction, in which the narrator's story is caught in a
network of words, not of her own making but that of the novelist.
The characters also construct through words their own stories
and realities, but are themselves verbal constructs, that is
words not beings, caught with the reader in the web of language.
In that sense narrator, novelist, characters and finally
reader, are the inventors of the text rather than the recorders of
the events that happened, and in this self-referential process
the reader becomes a fully active participant in this word-game
where the players become the roles being played, to explore how
language constructs reality, instead of merely reflecting it.
The narrative consists of fifty-two chapters, of which fifty
are devoted to the narrator's story until her death. These are
presented in first-person past or imperfect tense narration. The
penultimate chapter consists of a letter to the publisher,
ostensibly from the writer and the last is a list of proper names.
This list of names is like an index of character/names with no
page references. Since the main story of the narrative is that of
the word Oar, the names provided in the index are characters in
the narrative as well, but are actually words, with which the
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narrating word had associated; the result of these associations
is the fictional text of the life story of a word that is AAjia.
As Maria Kakavoulia has argued in her discussion of Melpo
Axioti's Would you like to dance, Maria?, "a proper name is
supposed to introduce the theme of identity and difference by
representing a unique character, but analysis [of Axioti's novella]
reveals at most the fragility of the act of naming: a proper name
is never properly named"(1985:124). A similar effect is achieved
in AAjia but through different means. The proper names of all the
characters with whom Oar associates herself are listed in an
index of names, where they are each given a signified; thus,
names are presented in the index as linguistic signs, as
signifiers with corresponding signifieds. Although the signified
of each name-signifier is fixed in the index, characters can
endlessly change names in the narrative and the notion of a
stable identity is subverted as each name can no longer be
perceived as more than a fleeting trace.
Since proper names have no meaning, many theorists have
basically tried to define the properties of the proper name as the
referent of a real subject. 3 According to psychoanalytic theory,
in parent-child relationships, the naming process forces the
For a discussion of theories concerning the function of proper names and the
act of naming, from a psychoanalytic point of view, see Kristeva's 'The true Real'
(1986) and 'Place Names' (1980). For alternative theories of naming see Gardiner
(1954) and Kripke (1980), among many others.
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child to take a place in the father's order and thus enter
socialization for past, present and future. As Réne Major has
argued, although we all have a proper name,
this proper name rarely belongs to only one person. We do
not choose our own name (at least the name which is on
our birth certificate) and yet it identifies us and
distinguishes us from everyone else, to the extent that
we identify ourselves by our own name. In so far as a
proper name may designate several people (even people
who do not know each other), it is quite 'improper to
single out one person. Insofar as it refers to a real
subject, the proper name is a mark related both to a
sound (you respond to the sound of your name) and to the
letter (you recognise your written name). [...] However,
the proper names distinguish one person from another.
The proper name is thus a mark without meaning (an un-
meaning mark), insignificant and yet remarkable, in both
senses of the word. (1985:60)
Naming involves a subject-object relationship, in which the
named is the object controlled by the naming subject as only a
referent, as a demonstrative of infinite signification through the
lack of precision as to the notion of identity. Since the names in
the index of AAjia are given a signified, and since the characters
constantly take on new names, each signified becomes a new
signifier and thus a fiction about them arises from their very
existence, serving to separate them from other "real" names,
that is names that have a historical truth but no signifiance,
exposing the fragility of fixing a signified identity, rendering
the truth of the name as referent only, a fictional imaginary
word construct.
In AAjia the names become the bodies of the characters
which change into other names with new life significations. They
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take on, or wish for, names of real people like movie stars, or
famous literary personalities, religious personae, characters
from fictions, fairy tales and popular magazine stories, or even
from fellow characters in the same text. Thus, they multiply
their identities and their signifieds, writing and shifting their
meaning through all the possible definitions that the
circumstances of the strategy of the discourse of the text and
the reader's participation can give them. Names in AAjia
therefore, are word constructs applied to linguistic spaces,
roles in the linguistic structure of the fiction which, activated
by the reader's reference to the index, indicate how the limits of
meaning can be revived, transformed, modified, extended,
challenged, displaced, not by other spaces, but by a different way
of using the process of enunciation of meaning.
In that sense, although the index of names is supposed to
offer the reader a stable reference context, it in fact forbids one
to stabilize the shifts of context. The reader of AAjia comes to
realize that the index as an 'inventory' of characters, as a list of
names that fixes the reality of the novel, is also an 'invention', a
place where fictions are produced, a set of lies; 5and indeed, as it
4 1n that respect, the fact that Sotiria Stavrakopoulou chose to publish AAjia
under a nom de plume becomes a metafictionally significant strategy that further
blurs the limits of the signifiance of proper names, as her name has mutated in the
same way that the names/characters in her novel do.
5 The notion of the inventory as invention comes from Patricia Waugh
Meta fiction: The Theory and Practice of Self-Conscious fiction, (1984:142-146).
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turns out, there is not a perfect fit between the names in the
text and those listed in the Index.
Fictionalizing the apparent stability of proper names
disturbs the entry and socialization into the father's order, and
subverts its rules and limits of signification in the jouissance
of a text about the history of a grammatically feminine word
written by a female writer.
The relationship between Oar and the other characters in
Altjia is presented as one of extreme intimacy and familiarity.
Since the word '6ap' in the dictionary means "i	 wç avTpo4oc"
and in the text means
	 'wa(Ka TrdI.'() aTov pwTa"(195), the stories
of her love affairs with other words make the narrative an
"EpwToXoy(a: ir€p( pwoc 1' TrEpE Ep(iSTUW .LCXT11, rrpaWaTcla"6. The word
'6ap', however, is not a proper name, but a socially constructed
function applicable only to women; thus the fiction about such a
word sets itself up as an "cpwroXoyCa" of a feminine dimension.
Moreover, as the word '6ap' derives from the verb 'dp' meaning
'to attach', in the way wives acquire that function by being
attached to husbands, the metafictional setup of AAjia becomes
clearer from the derivative noun '6apLaric' meaning 'familiar
converse' and 'fond discourse'. The discourse of the wife takes on
another connotation, consistent with the wife as a function,
since it can also mean 'intercourse'.
6AII the definitions of words that follow are taken from Liddell and Scott
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The 'feminized' erotic element is given a further two-fold
dimension through the subtitle of AAJ1a "1-Tc eaLaas rrópvi
4uXXd8a". The word '4uXXd8a' which, according to the Dimitrakos
dictionary, means "oXvyocXi8ov pLç3X(ov XaiKo
	 ij I.LaO1TLKO1I
TrCPLEXOI.thlPou, ELpWI/LKÔV aX0XLK6Y LXtO1/, 13113XLov avdiov X&you, c4nhILcpls
avulTóXTprToc, 4cv6oXóyoc" combined with the word 'irópii', conveys
the impression that AAia is defined by the following
characteristics: a short text written by or about a prostitute,
who by profession knows that time means money; a text that is
user-friendly in so far as it popularises its didactic content
about the necessary relationships between words as experienced
by a word that behaves like a prostitute; a text that is aware of
and celebrates its own textuality; and finally a text that knows
its place, and acknowledges its dependent function, like a
prostitute or like a wife.
Thus, in keeping with the idea that the word 'óap' appears in
the narrative in its years of decline and death, the narrator is
portayed as an old woman who in her youth has been a prostitute
herself but who now is ready to pay vast amounts of money and
give generous gifts so as to lure and enjoy the company of
twelve-year-old girls and boys. AAjia, therefore, as a fictional
account of a word-prostitute's own existence in fiction, becomes
a metafictional exposal of fiction-making in general, and it is up
to the reader to realize his or her place in that process since as
the character Lykiskos says in the novel to his sister "Trou &cYTaC€
va CI.L1TOPEJ€TaL TOY pu)Ta[..] TO qLlrópcup.a 8ev XCL 1]OLKS LSL6TflTCc va
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wpa(o in'iXo 8E nropc( va e(vaL KaX6 1' KaIcó KaXóc 1 KaKóc cit/aL o
ayOpaai-tc Irnu Oa TO 4xkL"(93).
The erotic relationship of words -and texts- and their users
dominates the style of the narrative throughout, with a
scandalous lexical as well as sexual exhibitionism. This erotic
relationship has been widely used as a metafictional strategy, as
can be seen in the following examples: the New Testament
commands that to love God is to love His Word made flesh
through Jesus; the card found in chewing-gum wrappings which
advertises a 1960 film summarises the plot as follows: "cvac
vcapóc 6iiciiy6po 1TOU lJ.cTaxcLp(CcTai Tic ywaiKEc aav va f3iI3XLo TIOU TO
8LaI3cICELc KL IlETd TO Tr€TcIc..."7; and finally, in AAjia Oar's lover
Keraso says "€y CI4LaL TO 3iXEo"(27). As Linda Hutcheon argues,
through "the erotic or sexual metaphor, as a structure actualized
in narcissistic texts[...] reading becomes, like the fiction making
that is the author's, an act of possession, of control"(1984:85).
The erotic, which forms the metafictional underpinning of AApa,
is what guides the reader through an extremely difficult, almost
plotless text. Futhermore, as Oar, in order to exist, has to attach
herself to other words/characters, in order for her discourse to
be produced through intercourse, the reader, in order to go
through the maze of the text, that is in order to be able to
function, has to become attached to the text in a way similar to
the persistence needed to satisfy an erotic obsession. In that
respect, AAjia seemingly demands to function erotically. It is one
7 'Oi. aap Tr$ Tar(Xxac'(1991).
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of those novels that seeks to lure, tantalize, seduce the reader
into a world other than his own. It can only bring itself to life
through a variation of the way that Oar manages to stay alive: by
forcing the act of reading to become one of imaginative
possession, analogous in degree of involvement and active
participation to the sexual act. This is the point, Hutcheon
argues, "that metafiction of this mode brings to the reader's
attention[...]presenting the story of its own coming to life, its
own creative processes[...]making the act of reading into one of
active 'production', of imagining, interpreting, decoding,
ordering, in short of constructing the literary universe through
the fictive referents of the words. Reader and writer both share
the process of fiction making in Ianguage"(Hutcheon 1984:86).
The narrative of AXiia consists of the story of Oar which she
narrates through the stories of the relationships she had with
different characters. These stories are made to correspond,
through her own conceptualizations, with the apparent structure
of her life and therefore the characters she associates with in
her life story are part of the narrator's plot. However, these
characters tell their own stories and through their narrations
they construct their own plots as well. This process culminates
in the final metafictional strategy of the text, when the last
character with which Oar associated before her death, takes
over the narration and offers her own story towards the end of
AAiia, rrc caLcrIas iropvii' uAAdSa. making, therefore, the narrations
of Oar and all the other characters become only part of the
narrated text.
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Oar as a word, in fact as all words, needs to attach itself to
other words in order to define its identity by asserting her
difference. Appropriately, Oar as a character is presented in the
narrative as a hedonistic old woman, whose lustful hunting of
children is as relentless as the word-hunt (XcLOflpCa) and the
word-lust (XcLXayvE(a) of the text she is part of.
Meeting with another, is the only way for Oar to avoid death,
and as such, it forms the backgrounded structure of the erotic
relationships between her and the objects of her desire, as
narrated in the fiction about her life story. The meeting of two
people in AApa has no value and no meaning if not witnessed or
observed by others:"Aii Trs rroWç 4ops' rr Xi1 "CcuydpL" CEuYdPL,
CEUYáPL, Cuydpi, CEUYdPI, cuydpi, CCUydPL, CcuydpL, (YOU 4)CL(VCTaL TEXLKá
aKaTav&flrIl Kt aSLKaL0X&yrp-q[...J yL auTó[...] Xâw-ra cTrL&thIcaI.Lc va IthvouI.IE
OL 8u6 ILac KaL avvatrrLóIiaaTc lLcYa cJ€ KócYIIO, 0 pwac ywóTaI/ .LLa
EU Xd P ICYT11 KL 1TE P(TE XI/11 KOcYl.ILK6TT1TaM(53). Thus the participation of
the reader in fiction-making becomes indispensable, since "1rp1rI.
L'a uirdp<ci tthvra Kd,TOloc IthpTupac ac óXa, KIlL aToI.' pwTa, yLaTt iiovda
ToTE dVW. QA11OLvOS, aAAtthç aav Ov€Lpo a4avECETaLTM(79).
Gatherings or meetings of more than two persons are the
ideal loci for creating new or showing old relationships as there
are always others there, to bear witness. Oar provides the
narrative with a sermon to that effect which she had delivered
in the past when she had the name Emmanuella. The definition of
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that name 8 is given as TMO11XuK6 TOU Epiavoui'jX, r XpLaTóc T1W
ol.Lop4Ldc" alluding both to Christ and the heroine of the erotic film
"Emmanuelle", in praise of association in social gatherings just
as the faithful gather in church in celebration of the name of
God: "lJ.OU ápe(YE €KEt 1TaALÔTCpa va Kav(o 801(4.111 TT yO1T€'Lac LOU KCti p.€ 1T1
Xái4ni iOU i'a c7ayflL'Eu Ta TrX11Oi wç XpLaTóc T1 XtP11S KaL 6XL ,,W
Opicnctac...yt' auró Oa Xo Trál.rra: cT1w PXeaOE KL KKXT1c7L6C€c7OE, auXMy€ci&
KIlL aWO I.LLXEETC , auliTrOcTLdCcaOc,	 ZuvaoiiXa KL uiethv,	 upay KL
lldvo,	 ^XXa Kai Kupiaiclj, yiaT( aAAtths &v uTrápXcTe. AVT6 ELI/al TO
idlpuyi.ia rç Ep.iavouXac"(52). Consistent with the message of the
film 'Emmanuelle', which proclaimed that eroticism begins when
a third person is present, the religious-style rhetoric of Oar's
sermon, which concludes that 'if you do not associate with
others you do not exist', is both a praise and a threat, as well as
an invocation, which becomes a metafictional comment on the
signification of the proper names in it: uaoiiXa: aurt'j irou	 E
17€ cyuvá.eic, ul.La)v: auTóç ITOU TTOT 6EV €(vai ILóVOc TOV, upayd: auTi
trou ETIL6LthKEL €KpTKTLKS auvairn'cyac, Hdvoc: 1TOU ayairci Tic 1TaV1iyJpELc,
TXXac: auTóc rrou ilpoKaX€( XciCKc awaOpoLaac and Kupiaidj: aurlj rrou
ayarrd TL KUPLaKc KIlL TL yiopc. As Sundays in church should be
devoted to the recognition and the praise of the name of the Lord
by groups of faithful people, texts are gatherings for words to
interact, and thus signify, with the reader's participation,
otherwise they cannot exist, just as uvaoiXa,	 up.cv,	 upayS,
8 All definitions of proper names are provided by the last chapter of the book
'fl(va,caç OvoILdTwY' (201-204).
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fldvoç, XXaç, and Kupiwcij would at best be empty referentless
signifiers, if it was not for the inference of signification,
offered to them as part of the group of words that form this
paragraph in the narrative of AAia.
The plurality that is put forth in this text as a vital
precondition for the creation of meaning points to the fact that
no text can exist independently of other texts, just as no word
can exist independently of other words.
This condition is fully met in AAj.za as the narrative is a
blend of vast and varied intertextual 9
 and 'intervisual' allusions
that span a scale of centuries from ancient Greek texts, personae
and mythology to twentieth century fictions, poems, games,
magazines and films interspersed with a variety of
typographical modes, lists, charts, sketches and illustrations of
engravings. 10
 Such a visual and textual variety presents the text
9 Part of the canonical intertextual frame of the text is given in the narrative
in what Oap and Ncó4wToc call "lLayLicoc Oraaupoç: TOUç M1Oouç TOU ALrniTrOU, nv
Ars Amatoria TOV OC&ou, TO ol'(LpoKpLTLKó TOU AXI LéT , Touc .LEUaLWYLKOç
LIOpTOXdI.'OUç, TO UI.LTróaLO TOU llXcITwva, TOUç .CL1TYOJO4LaTc TOU AO1vaLou, TL
p1'IcT(Lc TOU HPcIKXELTOV, Ta XcILKd I'LaTpO64La, TL X(XL€S KL 1tid	 XTcc, uaXttc
LV8LcIVLIC€ç LcYTOPkS, Tfl XPovoyP$ta TOU wp6&ou, Ta pya TOU Tolstoi, TOY Pwiai'6
TOY 4Ia41Li)66, apxaLcc lrapoLILkc, TOV ecoKpLTo"(7o).
1 0 All the illustrations in AAjza are portraits of children and are
appropriately chosen from Children, a pictorial archive from nineteenth-century
sources, (Belanger 1978). The illustrations, which are of a style similar to the
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as a meeting place of innumerable elements that constantly
defer meaning in the exposition of the realities of fiction-
making that AAua has undertaken.
The self-confessed plurality of this text implicitly and
completely denies the notion of originality, since everything
depends on being different from everything else for definition,
just as man depends on woman as his Other and just as literature
written by women is the Other of literature written by men. I do
not propose that AAza is an example of a feminine text as
opposed to non-feminine ones, but I would like to argue that its
polysemy can stand as a different way of contextualization
which challenges and subverts the didacticism, the truthfulness
and the closure of meaning that texts are traditionally supposed
to offer, and constructs this way another discourse which
illustrations that appear in Embirikos' Apyth i flAoç Acpocrrdrou, serve further to
destabilise the meaning-making process. Both texts establish a deferral of meaning
by making use of intervisual allusions. By interspersing the written text with
images of scenes or characters, which can be read as visual texts, the texts expand
their signification infinitely, through triggering off visions that mock the stability
of those images of the text developed in consciousness through the reading process.
By presenting images in the text which come from other texts to materialize in
ways other than the reader's own perceptions of the text being read, both AAua and
Apyth visually set themselves up as part of an ever-expanding intertextual network
that resists the closure of meaning that a reader may desire to impose.
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proclaims its fictionality as its most important asset and
invites everyone to witness and be part of it.
4. 2. Moira and Kore
Fathers are absent from all the stories of love-making in
the narrative except in a story narrated by Oar about her own
father, whose advances she escaped, but whose lustful ghost is
still haunting her: "NoCu ixpi ha Tr€OdY€L, Ga C1Td TOY pWTd .LOU,
TTap6TL Y(L€ iioXXs )'uVa(KCc, voii.1C & Ga T1€Oá.L/€L TrpW KdYCL pwa
lraC p.ou. H LjJUXlj TOU 8L€yCp.LY	 KL	 apLavacTavovTac Ga i
aKoXouOc("(11). Despite the fact that Oar is herself an old woman
persistently going after the love of twelve-year-old girls and
boys, to whom she is always 'the mother', her feminine love-
making offers do not involve force or violence as in the case of
the possessive father, but only free and willing participation in
an association and union in love. The mother-child union centres
around the Demeter and Persephone myth which implies a
constant longing for meeting and reunion as well as the
knowledge of eventual parting. In so far as the implications of
the myth's narrative spell out a specific fate for the two women,
the Demeter and Persephone couple can be seen to function in
AAjia through another name, namely as Moira and Kore 11 . Demeter,
11 The heading 'Moira and Kore' that is used in this analysis is a variation of
the Demeter and Persephone myth, as reported by Polites(1871) under the
heading 'Demeter and Kore'. This version of the myth has been selected because it
shows the incorporation of the ancient myth in the Christian tradition.
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as Moira, demands her Kore back from the world of the dead, and
upon the satisfaction of that demand rests the fertility of the
earth, defining, at the same time, the fate of the daughter as the
object of exchange. In the same way, Oar -the old word-
metafictionally needs to capture the imagination of the young in
exchange for staying alive. Her fate, and the fruition of the text,
depends on that attachment, on that union. In that sense, the
union of Oar with her child-lovers connotes a time of ongoing
creativity, mutual exchange and growth, as suggested by the
myth.
The names of Oar's main lovers testify to the importance of
the Moira-Kore myth, as they all have names that signify
flowers, crops or plants: Keraso: KOptTaL TIOU XCL Tic apcc T(iW
K€pa€YL(11P KOTL TIOU )l(VETaL &L)8€Ka XPOL)(/ Tflh/ CTTO)(1' TWI) Kcpac7L(v,
Neofytos: o .óXi.c 
€ii4aviciO€k UTOI/ K6aIJ.O TOU pWTa, Lykiskos: TrOU TO
a(p.a TOU dvai alTó IiTrl'Ipa, Dalia: aa XouXoi8i L&óTpolro. In addition,
throughout the text there are allusions to feasts and mystical
processions of twelve-year-old youths, as if for a birthday
festival which marks the end of childhood, the beginning of
adolescence and "rri.' c(ao6o aTOL' XapLVOO TOU pWTa"(79). The entry
into this "uTrpTan1 TrcpL1rTcLa"(1 6), marks "Ta cicó&a TWV TraLSL(&' aTr
CW1 Trc H8ovr'jc"(12) through a ritual of initiation as an allusionary
blend of the Annunciation "LOpTI' TWV yvEOXLWv ,cai rrlc áiIOLTc, rrls'
251ic MapT(ou"(12) and the Eleusinian mysteries whose magnificent
details are unknown just as the text ironically informs us about
its own birthday procession: "' avT6v TOI/ €LcYayuYyLKó rr€p(TIaTO
y(votrraL Kal XtyoLrrai OauIthaLa TrpdyIJ.aTa trou óaoi Ta 8oKll.LacYav Ta
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pouv, yLaTE 4xToypa4(es' &v uithpouV(1 6). As far as the narrative
is concerned, and so that all the allusions to the myth are put in
a metafictional perspective, one should not disregard Hecate
(the last companion of Oar whom she feared and refused to call
aloud), who was the one who witnessed Oar's death and became
the sole inheritor of her things and the sole narrator of her
story. Appropriately in mythology Hecate was associated with
the ghost world; she was an attendant upon Persephone and so in
some sense a ruler of the souls of the dead. Her paronym, both in
the myth and in the narrative, is "H Tp(i.iop4ni" for in statues she
was often represented in three forms. In the epilogue of AA.za,
being in charge of the dead Oar's story, Hecate appears in her
own narration with three names: LXLTaa, EpTLot.', and ^uypa4as.
The myth of Demeter and Persephone forms the basis for a
celebration of the union in femininity as a means of creativity
and multiple meaning-production that celebrates being together,
being part of a group, and being interdependent. This proposition
is not presented in opposition to, or as the other of, masculinity,
self-sufficiency, and uniqueness; but it is simply put forward as
a different way of being. The feminine position, as constructed
by the narrative of the novel AAjia, is an acknowledgement and a
celebration of difference in association and as such, in the
birthday feasts, it becomes the wish and the anticipation for
both girls and boys "Trou Ga rrpoó&uav € &qXuKóTflTa"(1 3).
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4. 3. Films
The cinema, or better the moving picture, plays a crucial
role in the narrative as a plane constantly interposed between
the level of verbal representation and the level of the "real". The
movies present a world within the world of the narrative, not in
competition with it, but rather as a variation of it. As
",cLv11j1aToypd4oc" means that which inscribes motion "ypa4 ns
K( vTlcnlc " , it is the supreme medium for creating powerful illusions
of reality through moving pictures. However, in movies the
reality of the story told depends on a careful coordination of
several elements: script, lighting, costumes, scenery, actors and
directors, which themselves depend on each other for the
production of an as-real-as-possible illusion of reality. The
characters of the movies are played by the actors, who are real
people that pretend to be what in reality they are not. Actors
therefore, are the only "real" constant in movies, and as such, if
successful, they become 'stars', their fame expanding over all
the roles they have played. Thus, in AAj.za the names of Clark
Gable, Vivien Leigh, Charlie Chaplin, Laurence Olivier, Grace
Kelly and so on (9), are signified as "ovól.IaTa LUT0pLKd", that is as
names which will be famous for ever since they made history for
their names through their endless role-playing. The characters in
AAj.za are not fixed or static. They change names, as if changing
roles in the stories narrated, just as real actors in the world of
the movies. Their stories are 'directed' by the writer but they
finally depend on the reader, whose role is to activate them. In
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that sense the characters in AAjia -the words- inscribe, and are
inscribed, as if in a movie. By becoming "ELK6VES KL ovóI.LaTa TWI.'
TOIXuW, XLXLOEL&4IL'a La Kaivoipyia lTáAiTa I.L€ Ta IJ.dTLa thO€ awoipyou
1TapTEvap"(9) they define movies as a metaphor for moving texts,
which combined with the effect of the illustrations discussed
before, forever defer the making of meaning.
The motto put forth by Keraso "Eiç oiuwóç dpLaToc, aI.uvEcJOaL
TOU	 KLVTfl.LaTOypd4OU" 12
 proclaims the movie theatres in the
narrative as the places where people meet and witness the
representation of fictional stories depicted on celluloid and
projected on large flat screens but which seem as three-
dimensional and as real as any. The magnetism of those places
which the text describes as "vaó XaTpcas TOU KLvTliaToypd4ou IcaL
áAJUXO 13ió TWI/ aLaLv1jcYazw, T(iW aykxi, TWI.' V€Kp' KaL TOU IcaOopLcYI.thvou
lLXXoI.'Toc"(23) is attested to by an allusion to the Biblical myth
of Lot's wife: "criml, to6o rr1c aOouciaç cyTcKóTaL/ r LapI.LdpLvr -y'uva(ica
TOU AT wç ci
-iXii dXaToc ILC TO Ke4áXI. va KOITdC€L Tr1cm. irpoc n'.'
oOóv"(23).
The final narrator of AAJAa in the epilogue(199) wishes that
her Xoyoypci4oc will some day become KLVTfl.taTOypd4oc and to that
end she gives directions about casting, leaving the dramatic
action of the pictures that will take over "cml OCYT1 TWV Xt€uw" to
the director. As the writer, she keeps the role of Los Angeles for
12This motto is a paraphrase of the Homeric tag "Etc o(wvôc dpLoToc,
&LL'CUOaL w€pt TrdTpTlc".
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herself, which on a cinematic level alludes to Hollywood and its
movie empire. The text of AAa, therefore, comes over as a movie
script, in which the words are both the actors and the roles
being played, their stories directed by the writer and produced
by the editor in book form to be seen by the readers whose eyes,
like the eyes of Oar and Lykiskos, "aav Ká.LEpeS[...] OTrEuav n cLKóva
Trw l.LeTa I3aAXól.LEvn KL poucia"(1 12). The text as film connotes acting
out, role playing and endless signification in the mind of the
reader-viewer of stories of the characters despite their having a
"KaOopLivo tXXov" as fixed in the text-script. Words in fiction,
like actors, can play infinite numbers and varieties of roles as
Oar and Neofytos do, striving to be outside their house and with
other people as much as possible. As the reality of a conjugal
life in the home makes role-playing and variation impossible,
words not participating in the fiction-making process become
"aav KOTcnXEç 1TOU I3óaKOlW aiwa a va I(OTTcYL"(53) That is the
reason Oar and Neofytos use their house as "To d8uTo liac
iirouvrovdp yid va vTuv6LaaTc Kal va cvTuvó I IacrT€ Touc póXouc irou Ga
ira(ape	 w wç flOorroLoC away(iwLaTs'"(53), ready to become part of
the dramatic action of the endless role playing possibilities;
their love affair comes to life as a scene in a play watched by
others since as Oar says "ai.' iicLç rr Xt OaTpo XRLES 4opc, [as




Games are activities that demand a degree of role playing
since in their rules both the writing and directing of actions is
involved as if they were short scripts. In AAza the games alluded
to or invented are never solitary. They always involve two or
more people and are part of the festival of birthdays or the
symposia rituals adding to the spirit of being together in
"4iXocvks, K1iKXOL, auv, oI.Ló , paVTEI3o I , YUVTpO41c, €v, auL4wvtEc"(9 1)
which the text proclaims as a vital condition for meaning
production in fiction making.
Games are constantly being played in AAj.za between Oar and
her lovers, between the lovers themselves, between the
narrators and the stories, and between the text and its readers.
In fact the title of the text AA1ua alludes to 'the jump', part of the
Olympic games and other athletic contests, as well as to an
ancient board game played with nineteen pawns on two hundred
and fifty six squares. Also interestingly enough, translating
Ovid's Ars Amatoria, Peter Green equates the game 'ludus
latrunculorum' with Halma for which Ovid's advice to women is
that "The contest of halma should find her cunning rather than
reckless". 13 In the narrative, the ALMA game, as Oar says, is "TO
iraivt8i T(iW TaLpIaaTthv OVOlLdT(iW 1TOU aTró 6th&Ka xpovw KaOópLCc ii
.totpa $LOU TTOL' pWTa. HP6KELTaL
	 Ta ypáiaTa A.A.M.A. TIDU dL'aL Ta
aPXLKcI TWV Xcwv Ayairth, AaTp€w, Miath, A&a4opü. H X1 AAMA acfoli
13Ars Amatoria , Book 3:357-360.
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1TEPL XEL .LLa aaIK1 KXtLaKa E()TLK(W auVaLa&TIthT(W alToTEXE( TO I.LtTPO
o&yKpLcyflc
 
ai.'dp.caa a Suo OV6LaTa. Ta KOtVd ypdLaTa crra ovólIaTa TÜW
&io cpacYTthI' &)(OW L&alTEpl oTI.Laata yLa TOI/ p(UTa TOUS, TrapólLOLa liE TO
iici8ia i-c I.Lapyap(Tas 1TOU €Eiiai ó I.LWS TraLXV(61 aTrXO1icJTEpo KL
XELPWI.'aKTLK6"(9-10).The game of ALMA, therefore, determines the
future existence of the relationship of two lovers in this fiction,
through its only rule which depends on the amount of
phonetically common letters in their proper names.
Oar plays the ALMA game with three of her four main lovers
and tries to predict the outcome or the course of their
relationship. Keraso, Neofytos and Dalia accept, but Lykiskos
refuses because "&v 1'OEXE i'a 4avpthcin Ta aw&1jJ.aTá Tou"(98). With
Keraso the prediction is dire:."avip.cca aro Sucó iiou 6oij.a [Oar
says] icaL (ITO óVolLa Kcpaa uTrápXOVl/ pa KOLVd ypdp4iaTa KepaauS.
AA)4iovo. Ta Tp(a K0LI.'d cWTLcJToLXO1iI/ (ITO ypái.ii.ia M rrs X&i AAMA,
6iXa8i (ITO Muyth . Auri ii O1LT1ThXYfl 8EV TrpOOL(n.'LCE ThTOTa icaXó yid -im
ax aii p.as'"(lO). With Neofytos the future seems perfect "tev
arTo4)frya.Le va thVOVIIE KaL TO TTaLXV(8L AAMA. Air' óITov 3yi'jicc oTt. TO
Ovoiia NE$UTOc XEL va icotvO ypdI4ia 1€ TO 8LKO LOU iroii aVrLcYTOLXE(
(ITO A(yair) rc Xi AAMA. ETch alTO TO aplLoVLKO liac Ceuydpi
vvlOriKE i Oaup.acrrt axoii u lL iT a L y L' t a Co vaç iralCEL p.a1 tc
TOt) dXXot' I.LLci oXOKXiipii Ci)"(46) as it is with Dalia "a oVOliaTd ILac
a1TO8EEXTTPCE T1()ç ayaTrLOL'TaV"(175). Even Lykiskos, who refused to
play ALMA with Oar, finally believed in its magic power and to
her surprise played it with OILç "TO aTrOTXEalIa liOU TO 8ELE
OpLap43EuTucd, AUKLc7ICOc
-
I.ILS-AAMA(AaTPEJW) "(101). The magic power
of the game, to determine or predict the future of an association,
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is subverted, however, in the narrative since all the lovers
finally leave Oar and pursue other lives and love affairs and she
is forced to die alone precisely from the lack of opportunities
for association.
The ALMA game is a construct of the text and, as such, part
of its fiction, with rules as arbitrary as those of any 'real' game.
The possibility of its determining or fixing the meaning of word
associations is refuted in this metafictional narrative, and it
renders A)qia a linguistic game between the reader and the text,
another adventure in the infinite possibilities of signification in
language.
4. 5. Oar's Life in Five Acts
In a form of autobiographical fiction, when she is already of
an advanced age, Oar tells her own life story which starts in
medias res, as the first chapter "llç i Kcpacm 8La8XT-qKC n1 P€yylva
YTO KpE3dTL TOU p(irra" suggests. Her story, which basically unfolds
along the same pattern, that of a love affair, circulates among
characters and attaches itself to one or more of them at a time.
The four main periods of the latter part of her life, namely her
association with four twelve-year-old characters [in order of
appearance, Keraso, Neofytos, Lykiskos and Dalia], interspersed
with numerous flashback narrations as well as stories narrated
by other secondary characters, are telescoped into the part of
the text that Oar recounts. However, her life story has not been
told in its entirety until after her death, when another narrator,
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Hecate, takes over, making the narrating position unreliable,
though one cannot be sure in what way or to what degree.
The style throughout the narrative is consistently
exhibitionistic, both in terms of the 'scandalous' sexual content
of the stories told, and on the lexical level that these stories
maintain through a complex web of illusrations, puns, lexical
rarities, onomatopoeic word games, typographical variations and
constant, and often ironic, intertextual or interlexical allusions.
For the economy of the present discussion, the metafictional
account of the life of the word Oar will be discussed as if it
were a play in five acts, each pointing to an affair with a
character: the era of Keraso (pp.9-40), the era of Neofytos
(pp.41-90), the era of Lykiskos (pp.91-128), the era of Dalia
(pp.140-175) and the era of Hecate (pp.176-197). Although this
structural division entails a sequential reading of the text from
beginning to end, it does not mean to imply any narrative
development as such, nor to signify important changes or
developments in Oar's character, since each era is scripted along
the same love found and love lost pattern. The era of Hecate,
which comes immediately before and continues after Oar's death,
does not involve any kind of love affair, but is the part of the
text which testifies to Oar's death, completing her life story and
bringing forth all the metafictional threads of the erotic woven
into the narrative.
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ACT I: The Era of Keraso
Oar, an old woman at the time the narrative begins, is privy
to the secrets of the mystical birthday feast rituals to which
she was initiated by her mother, she in the role of Persephone
and her mother in the role of Demeter. In an account of memories
from her enfance, Oar tells of the day of her own birthday feast
"r.Ipa aYTd.Io)aT1c Kal x p ia iio "( 18) when her mother exercised her
magic regal arts, mixing the ingredients in a large pot, standing
next to it "aav T11 auyypa4a &irXa aTo ypaITT6 Trlc"(20) and singing
the cryptic ode. This ode could only be passed from woman to
woman "-q 4av€pvouv 6vo TrEOah'oI,Taç OL yuvalKEs aTLs ayaTrqli&Es
Touc"(20). In order to 'write' the magic of the ritual, a love affair
is essential, and therefore when Oar and her mother part 
"ri ,j.dva
Iou €yKaTaAd4rrflK€ OTL a)apv1cJas TflS aa E4LTITPa TOU .LOou irou iroOd.
TflI.' IIEPcTC4XSVT1 Kópll TflS KL avaC11ToYE aTLS owo8o VW TT1Y CLK6Va .Lou
yia auyyEv Kat. aiCvyo"(2O). As this story is very close to Oar's
own story and very conveniently based on the myth, it can leave
the reader reassured of having made contact with the symbolism
involved, but as it is part of Oar's narration this reassurance is
denied by her own admission that "AUT6 aa cEvaL pa 4aVTacYTLK1I
LcYTopL'a"(2O) and its idealistic symbolism is subverted by the
'true' version: "i aki'jOaa €IL'aL irç 11 p.thia p.ou[...] LE VTUOE KL j.LE
13aLPc aw' Kvp(a TOU 1T€C08p01Ltou KL TYL aTOXLcYILvT1 iC 4)TOypá41cTC. H
4xoToypa4ta 6.LoaLth1-rpcE E iroXA ncpLo&Kd KL 'tlTav T ap1 yLa lila KaXl'I
KapLpa.	 avT1'1, Ta Xpu)aTdu) oXa"(20). Oar owes her prostitution to
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her mother as she, the writer of her own fiction, truthfully
testifies.
Oar is the writer of the text about her life and to this task
she has devoted all her energy. That is why she was upset by the
unwillingness of Keraso to become part of the noble art of
fiction writing, when Mavr( va L)(yoypa4cE llaC( .iOU KaL va TIXdO€1
XELç " using "T11 yAiiiaaa TWV XETITdW avOpu'nruw"(25) she went dressed
in very bad taste to meet salesgiris and factory workers at bus
stops humming coarse rock tunes. The fear of losing Keraso to
someone else made Oar consider living constantly in the style of
Nabokov's Lolita: "cyu)c 1TaI/ 1TPOTLILthTCPO va TaL8cOuIJ.c i.iaC( auxcLa
81X TXOc óirwç o XourpToc KL fi A0XLTa"(26). As Humbert Humbert
found out, there is no way to keep someone who wants to go
except by briefly controlling them as characters in the story you
are writing. Thus Keraso who, urged by Oar to read some books,
defiantly claims "€$ eiai TO 3LI3XI0"(27) becomes a part of Oar's
narration, her photographs, as memories of her, left to the
vengeful mania of Oar who calmed down only by "31dCoI'Tds TES lIE
Ta .LdTLa 1 IIE TO 1TO TOU CiXó4Oovou c7TvXotI" until, fictionalizing
their relationship, she was able to see that "llpdWaTL iTav va
L 13XtO 1TOU UOU urroclXóTav Ta irâvi-a"(27).
The initiation of the word-lovers of Oar into a life of
endless pleasure in AAjia marks their entrance into a fiction-in-
the-making which contains them and is made of them as all texts
are made up of words. It is in texts that words will exist
interdependently as a "aXOLVOaVVTPOILd "(22) their erotic
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relationships forever unbroken, always to be read in texts as
those "lTav(clxupous' EP(i)TLKO1S 8cai.ioi c ¶apauOLw 0 FLdvvTs KL 1
AvSpaI3(8a, H llolIXLa KU. 0 Auycpwóc, FLavvciKT$ KCLL MapyLó, HXLoS KL
iy8aMvioc, i Xpuaa4vta KaL r AoipvU.a..."(22) or as the "cyuLTrXcKTLKcj
Ccuyapthva Trp&7()Tra T11S apxalóTnTas" PóOioc KUL TXaiiic, Xaipas KL
Nau3dig, flavóTrq KL EuO3oXos, FaXdTELa Icai Mvav8poc"(22).
The younger girls who are called by the pagan name 'ipaicoiXa'
which means, according to the text, "TO a3thrTLaTo Kop(TaL" or "Ti I1
l iET xoucTa TOV 1TOXLTLcJL6 T11 I/óILLL11 KOLVUWLK11j Cun", are given to
fortunate old women in the birthday feasts, and are thus
socialised, entering civilization under a name that has a
Christian dimension, namely as 'AvTLSuSpa'. This name, which in the
novel means "TO KOPTL TIOU &VETaL tüç aVTl&OpO ac Kd1TOLa 1TLOT TflS
O i.iop4idc", derives from the verb 'aIrrI.&polLaL' meaning 'to present
in return', and connotes the Christian "avTCSwpo", the piece of
bread given to the faithful after communion. During the
celebrations, some old women, assuming the roles of mature and
respected poets such as Sappho and Alkaios, choose their new
word-brides, "irpSTo uXLK6 Tfl rroCriaiic Touc"(l6), to have as
players, partners, and students. The allusion to the canonical
value of the two ancient poets is soon subverted through the
gifts that the writers and the directors of the birthday feast
offered to the most promising couple, ".io(pas -Kóp11s". The winners
were given ornaments "KaXXUVTLKa KOcY.L1flLaTa, l.IayL& 4opd.LaTa,
au I.L I36XaLa ya ETrL&(cLc KL &a4Tl.LcYCLc, TaL8dKLa irpoc rxxa" as a
first step towards a promising career, as well as "rrEpLoSLKd TTi
yuvalKelac ith6ac, i-ti Fuva(Ka, Cosmopolitan, ,-r Elle, Tr Vogue, Marie Claire
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caL Seventeen"(17) which although offered by the poets, surely do
not use the language of 'the delicate people'.
The references to popular fashion and pornographic
magazines and to comic books, given side by side with allusions
to contemporary and ancient literary texts and writers, refutes
the idea of the existence of a "rXikiaa TWL' XE1TT(SY avOpuTuw" and
annuls the distinction between serious and popular fiction or
good and bad literature. Since all narratives, irrespective of
genre, are made up of words and words belong to language,
classifications such as "1 yXiScxia TOU Ocoi, TOU 8LaóXoU, T(*W
avOpirwii, TOU 1T600U, TWV irai6ithv, mw &a41pLcrrthI/ KaL T(iW avOpthlTwv rrç
iió8ac"(30) are exposed in AAjia as constructions and means to
specify meaning and unfold the metaphorical function of words
which is as arbitrary as "TO v?jiia T(iW ovc(pw 1TOU cJT1.LavcL 6póI.Lo
i4uwa L€ TOU XaCKOiç OYCLpOKp(Tc"(3O). The context in which
words exist controls their signification, and since there are
infinite contexts there can be endless signification, as the
narrative exposes through the names of precious stones and
jewels. Jewels can be very expensive, but they can also be fake,
equally "rraL/top4a ac	 L4dVLcJT1 KL o	 (iuxi"(3O ) . The names of
jewels and precious stones like "pounth'L, Ca4*Epi, 4XoupI, .IEl/TayL6v,
&aIthl/TL" which belong "cml yXdxaa TÜW aL'Op(i)Tr(w", are in themselves
empty signifiers. However, when they are found in context they
acquire several signifieds: "ani yXciaa TOU rróOou" they signify
strongly wished-for ornaments "ucpi8paio airó 6iaiithrria Bipav(ac";
"cyT yX(cJcTa TWI) irai8uSv" they signify character attributes:
"althOvaToc c7TLa(VCL cLXLKpt'aa, &al.LáLrrL EUSaLl.LOL'la, cY.iapd.y6L cvcarl,
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Ca4dpL ao4La"; and in the language of advertising or fashion the
same word-jewels seem to have special properties that signify
an appropriate way of use: "TO liapyapLTdpL 4opLTa1 Til TO
POU IJ.TI(VL rrv Tp(ni" and so on.
In the same way that the significance of apparitions in
dreams is constructed depending on the surrounding context,
people, in AAjia, are compared to animals not because of specific
bodily features, but according to their function in the narrative:
Keraso is like a hare and Neofytos is like a bird and therefore,
both because of that context, and through it, Oar's ideas of
conquest towards those children earn her the assimilation with
"ttia LEydXo ypo ydTO" and the name "I.Iap.d-Ka(t) (31). However, the
significance of that name of Oar is by no means final or fixed,
because the kinds of love affairs that the character and the word
Oar can have with others, even if they are solely described by
animal similes, open up fresh narrative possibilities "6rrus aa
KóI.LLKS KL oTa 1311/TCO Kai aa 1TEPLO8LKd" with "Ca TraXaLoXLOLKd i tha
irou Oa 4avoiv YTO tXXoV(31).
In this context of endless signification and indeterminancy
of meaning, the intertextual allusions interspersed with the
lingustic blend of canonical and popular discourses, are always
used as part of the linguistic game in a playful and ironic way in
AAia. For instance, Oar ironically alludes to Plato's Republic,
talking about those girls, the "yu4Toi1oXcc[...] TrpOTrcTdc, aX LI'ES KaL
a.AAov I3pthI.LLKCc oYcLpq.iv€c", who "ea c(xav rrp.' irpthni Ooii uc p.iá 8i,a
lxou HoXvrc(a"(12); or even better, Oar, trying to ease the
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impatience of an unwelcome male lover while he waits in the
sitting room of a young woman, reads him "6u6 Trapaypd4ouc arró TO
pyo TOU AiroXwalp 1TOU aL'acpovTav 0€ ayópia 1€ cioTrpOuc TL0W0 (JOW
TO i.idpii.apo", 14 to which he replies with riddles like 
"XCXL0L IUiPLOL
KaAcrypoL a€ h'a pdcio ypkvoi. rrOU rqia(va TO óvoiia TOU pÔL8OU KL 6XL
TITrOTa cIXAO 1TOU i'a X€L cyx oii .€ TOY Eco", the intentional confusion
of the words 'pdt.8o' and 'p68° ' referring of course to semiotic
mystery structure of The Name of the Rose. Similarly, the
riddle/question "ylai-( KaY€lç 1TOT 8v Oa avaya1ncJ€L; yLaT( aydirqci€
yLa óXouc o Wim Wenders aTa '4Tcpd TOU p(J)Ta " alludes to the film
'Wings of Desire'.
The possibility for the reader to infer allusions to real and
stable intertextual references is further subverted by the
undoing of the mystery in riddles as in "y1a1 01 xwpO4XaKcs
4opoii€ TravT€XóvLa liE TLpdvrES; TrpO4aYLt)S yLa va lillY TOUc 1T4TOVY".
This is presented side by side with the 'real' fairytale story of
Yiannis, "1TOU OK6Tu)0€ 11€ lLL €4Tá ifrycs, Iia OL dXAOL vóIILCaV Truç l'TaY
01 €4Td 8pdKOL K1 TOY KdYaY dPXOYTa"(l5), so as to point out that
distinctions between reality and fiction are always elusive, and
to show how the signifieds of the words in the texts can
endlessly shift, depending on the context of the word play. Thus,
the novel sets itself up as primarily a world of words, self-
consciously a replacement rather than an appurtenance of the
'real' world.
14 The allusion is to Apollinaire's scandalous novel Les Onze Mi//es Verges
(1907).
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Oar as a woman, feels that the image of her experiences has
been constructed by men, defined and described in their fictions,
leaving to her only their margins on which to inscribe her own
account. Thus Oar's past life, described as a "1rpociTrLK1
xpovoypa4 La", can be found "ioLpa thvr1 ara Xcvth TÜM/ Tr€pL08LKUSv, I.LC
ypdpaTa i/a	 aa X€EXii T(ifl a€X(&w"(32). Magazine
narratives have mirrored models for women urging them to be
like "Ta acJTpIKd 4al/TcicJlJ.aTa TÜW 131Tp11/(i'M/", endlessly providing names
of fashion accessories and their appropriate uses, making them
anxious to see their body inscribed in ways as similar as
possible to the images provided in those narratives. For these
girls, or rather these images of women, a poet 'of the lustful
life' wrote a poem "L Ta KOpiTaLa aa XpUq.LaTIaT6 yuaAL Tral/.tOp4a, yLa
Ta TroXIrrporra aa Cá.pia TraLXvL6L(L', Ta ElYycvLth am.' KX1poi/oL1l.L&vT1 airo
TOIl &KaTOL/ aL(wa rnJvTayI yLa pia Ol.iOp4Ldc"(33) which reminds one
of the woman-as-object career that Oar's mother -as Moira-
made her pursue through fashion modelling, that is through a kind
of visual prostitution of her image to the eyes of hungry,
anonymous beholders.
However, Oar is eager to meet other women whose beauty
has yet to be defined in a narrative and thus when "o iicyciXoc
KaOp4TTc Icol.ITrLoTcp rç M4wrc (aui,' rrou uiri'pxc icaL Oa urrdpXEL),
qL4xivLac	 am.' &ypa4o 4flJAAD AEUICf aTLS ii€Gópicc TrCPLOXic KaAXOVthL', n
A€u,ci'i (1  ITapOtva)" she set out on a long voyage to find her and
TOY KóTrO Ti auvdvniaii"(32) as that story became part of the
fiction that she now narrates in her own way. Oar believes that
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words cannot offer a realistic representation of the everyday
world, and so she writes her life story in a deliberately non-
realistic way.
In a very strongly ironic tone, the allegedly realistic mode
of writing is always related in AAiia to men's writing. The
stories of the love affairs that Oar had are always narrated
through shifting metaphorical signifiers, but when these stories
involve her lovers leaving her for a man, detailed realism
ironically takes over the narration. For example, when Keraso
leaves Oar for a fisherman and goes with him to America asking
for Oar's forgiveness because she is at last able to satisfy a long
standing wish, "tiOcXa iráirra i'a 13p cd1TOLO1/ irOt va KaTOupácL ópGlOc.KaL
va TO1) 13X1Tu) va KaTOupdcL Tfl yi' TT$ Aicpucis"(34), 15 Oar starts
narrating a similar experience of her own, on which she
embarked "a-rrpi apxi arr6 irpipy€La, 1c7T€pa yLa avToTLI.LwpLa(36),
calling on the spirit of an actress to protect her through it: "Al
M1TEaTpIc NTdX óco LLX(...vcicJaL KOI/Tci .LOU va OpKLCCic TO KaK6"(36).16
This story is given in two versions, the poetic one in Oar's style,
and the realistic one in the style demanded by her old male lover.
15America as the land of opportunity is always referred to in the narrative as
the place where socially-constructed dreams come true, and where career
achievements matter the most, especially in relation to Hollywood's film-making
empire, which thrives on stereotypical representations of women and femininity.
1 6 Beatrice Dalle is in fact the heroine of Jean Jacques Beineix's film "Betty
Blue" in which she plays the role of the girlfriend of a writer who finds success
through her help and encouragement.
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Their difference of style is summarized in a dialogue they had
about the nature of love, in which the man said that "o purras
dvaL fl TpL1'j Siio €iri6cp(8wv" and she replied in poetic words that
dvaL 0 acy1TaL6 T(aM/ ay/XJ.L'	 Ta dcrrpa". In acting out what he
called love-making Oar pretended to enjoy it and in between
falling asleep and waking he told her that "1TpTrCL KdTroTc va
lTEpLypd4J(o pEaXLcYTLth auTd irou y(vovTav avdii€cid p.as"(36), meaning to
describe the ritualistic sexual act accurately and in full detail.
Oar admits that she could never do it while he was alive, but
now that he is dead she decides to go ahead; she narrates by
putting in parentheses the whole loathsome realistic description
of the love making, which seemed as if it was taking place in a
"TropvoTaLvLa, 81)(u)c ala&qiia KaOOX0u KL LE LLa (I4Taoi al6lac KL
Tisovijs137), knowing "Tn 6X1 auT1 i Trcp1ypa4n' Oa elvaL av
rroTalrOTrlTas TO yáXa TflS XEUK1ç 1' YT p6C 6LfryTcn'jc ou"(36). This
kind of pornographic narration, Oar explains, can be used to
arouse and titillate and she often used it thus, but realism is not
her style and although that man had an insignificant name
beginning with K, the importance of the story lies in that "arrO n
cYX&fl TOU iiaC( .LoU a1T6KTI1YC tiia OL'ol.Ia allI.LaVTLICO". In fact she gave
him the rather ridiculous name HaTdTrLos, which appropriately
signifies in the narrative a "iropiióy€poc, xu8a(oc ypoc".
One should not forget that the love stories which make up
the narrative about Oar's life are not there to give a realistic
insight into private acts. Their objective is to explore the
mechanisms of fiction writing, in the way a woman chooses to
write about the life of a dead word and its relationships of
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"thiCcuii, 4LXEa, pu)Ta" with other words. This 'feminine' way is not,
however, reserved for women only, for as in the narrative of the
famous myth, although the roles of the initiators -Demeter and
Persephone- were of a mother and daughter, the mysteries and
their secret rituals where open to absolutely everyone who spoke
Greek and was not guilty of murder.
ACT II: The Era of Neofytos
The era of Keraso establishes the fact that for Oar there can
be no life outside a relationship; life without love is an
inexorable state of captivity where loneliness destroys
everything beautiful. Thus, when Keraso leaves, Oar feels that
"TO oia LOU IaTdXE va XP0 cTKOTELY6 ITOU CKT6TrLCC avaa TOi/
Spo"(4l). For the story to go on, Oar needs to stop being alone
"yla va cXcuO€pwOth Oct irpcirc a aLX1aXL)TwTu') alTo awopyio TrpOcJwlTo,
va a4ciw iia 1€ UTR'(OT(JCL va dXXo vrroiccli.tcvo airO rr1v ap"(41). In
order to find the characters through whom she will be able to
continue her life story, she looks randomly at films and at the
glossy photographs of magazines: "lTpoTLpS va 4idxvo at Tall/ftc
liop4c taT(o LaKLyLapLa.LL'Ec KL xa l.thl/€c .thaa at rrrrXa"; although as
she later ironically discloses, ?xw KctL Ta 13113X(a T11S LYTOct irnu
ad., Ta 4Jdxvu) TroX OlTwc 0 ITOLTfl	 KaI3d4ic OTav 13P1Kd EKE TOl/
KaLaapCwa"(183). Neofytos becomes Oar's next partner, or as she
calls him the next player, through a game "aav CLKOL/a TrcpLO8lKoll rrou
ua(Coi.rrac aXflI LdTLaa, ILaUp(COl/Tac ILE TO I.LOXl3L .LOU TCTpayuWdKLa id
TEX(TOEc"(4l). The shape of this new person, and his relationship
to Oar, based on similes earlier inscribed by Keraso, comes alive
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as a cartoon character, in the same way as Caesarion, a
historical figure, had done for Cavafy: "TO ayfjiia rou jiOU yjic.c KL
TrOU p.Ey€OvOTKc a4th'TacTra LTrpoaTd crra IJ4TLa LOU l'jTav o FovTv
Foutrrithccp aa v1ix1a ILLas y?rrac"(41).
Neofytos (o I.LóXL e4L4aVLaGC(c TOl/ KóaIiO TOU pwTa) is a son of
Oar. The parameters of their love affair are set through the
metaphor of a story narrated by Oar to 4XAiç (lTou cYKLpTdEL cray
4XXo crc KdOE Epu)TLK6 dKoucYI.La). This story, entitled 'the fairytale of
loneliness', indirectly alludes to the Demeter-Kore myth: Oar is
used and abused by men as she travels through villages and dark
forests, while time stands still; it is not until she finds a baby
lost in the woods, takes it with her, and names it ZYj KL PEaX(TcYa
(11 Trpay.LaTLK1'j) that time starts to move forward again.
Oar resorts to poetry to lure Neofytos,"KaT4uya crTTp/
aX€1TTOV1I cJKlà TTlç TrotllaTls lIa óxi Tfl KawopyLac, aAX6. rrç apxatac, rrs
at4 ( i3oXic KL 81crKOX11S yla TOU iroXAoiiç" by giving him Sappho's
poem as a present, to decipher and interpret. Dialogue only
begins "cray ios KL avT11Tq " when he replies with another
Sappho poem and thus enters her life story through the "xapoLcYo
K&J.LO T(W 1xuw"(44).
Neofytos' image is appropriate to the status of the metaphor
of the cartoon character associated with him. His virginity,
caricatured though the elaborate ornamentation of his
"1aXcrappAvq oiiop4id"(44), makes him look like "p.t.a cip.cvi tTapOva
TTou T11 1'TJ1/OUI/ Yi4T 1 cray dvOoç q.tiroplou 1TEPLTUXLYI.thVO p.c 4cvdioy
CcXo4dv"(43), his body at the mercy of the word-game "crup.Travyva"
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which Oar initiates. Furthermore, as a cartoon character,
Neofytos adds to the ironic treatment of intertextual references
in AAa, since in the narrative he is obsessed with both the
'great' secular and patristic canonical texts. Even in his
seductive talk to Melina [Oar's rival, the granddaughter of the
oldest woman, the other woman in every love story], Neofytos
uses Homeric-sounding epithets: "ap.tap64€y'yi	 lIou, 8adXa
OpSaKouia, LOITX6KaI.L1 KL ayi a(xopi"(47) .Thus , the relationship of
A)tjia with ancient texts as 'sources' becomes clearly ironic, as is
implied earlier in the narrative by a description of a symposium
"€ir acnX€(aç Kcpac", the details of which allude to Athenaeus'
Deipnosophists; the text states: "y1c1 -rTOLEc TravSaLa(€ç KL
XO'yó&LllVOUc KL E1TLKXE1ç KaAALTEXVIEc 3pt0K0U1.LE ci€ apa1a KctI.LEva xupts
clTlKaLpóTflTa"(24).
In contrast to Neofytos' choice of allusive language codes,
Oar and Melina create their own private signification through a
different use of culturally constructed codes and images in
cipher, and thus subvert the notion of decipherability of meaning
through references or allusions to a given source. For example,
when the two women want to communicate their meeting place
they say "rav KL OXLI3CP oiii.iaLiia Oa awavrqGo1ie aov KLv1aToypd4o.
lloioç dvai 0 KaXTcpoc 4tXOc TOU 3acYLXLd yfllLalI.'CL Ga awavn1Go1iE cyE
ccrrLaTópLo.PoI3Lvcythv
 Kpoxioc aTflLa(v€L Ga auvav-niGoic ac 'a rrdpKo"(49).
The encoding of each cryptic phrase with a particular
signification is arbitrarily assigned by a whimsical momentary
choice, which masks its arbitrariness through a supposedly and
obviously significant reasoning:"Mc tva KaToaTáplKo Ga KaOapLaw
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óTrOLOv TTCEç aTlIiatL'EL Ga auvavTflGoIE UTO aTaOI.Ló yLaT( Kâ1TOLOç XET1XáTflS
rrou apaCe €KC( I.LaS TO Xcyc lTdIrra óTaI/ I.Lac
	
3Xcti€, cYU)f)(póVc
Kpa8atvovTac TOY	 o edCcL-Ka( -TrolJ -ae-Trovc( aOuyLd TOy " or "Paco
Rabanne mpatva Ga uuvavimOo1e ac ci.'o6oxc(o airó I.LLd SLa4)1'I.LLOT TT1S
TAe6paoiic (thiTOws 3ptcYKCTaL IL&'0S J€ CVO6OX€to KL YOcYTaky€L TO ápà
TOU"(49).
Love affairs provide Oar with an intense, life-saving
pleasure, as the nightingale did for the emperor, as Oar suggests
in her allusion to the famous fairytale. In keeping with the
rituals of the Moira-Kore myth, love-making is a quasi-religious
experience delineated by the sermon of Emmanuella(52). It
involves role-playing witnessed by the public, scripted along the
lines of the Christians' love of God as depicted in church. It is
the way in which on a metafictional level the "u1p -TrpáWaTa T1
I ayLK1 c Ci'jc[...] Ta TaXu6aKTuXoupylKd, TO t'a Tptf3elc TL Suo TaXàILS yia
CaTTi, va XTUTS lTaXap.áKLa, a KdYcLç TO 7TaUpó OU, va KdY€LS thira p.c
Ta pa 8dXTVXa, va ypd4ELs, va xai8ccis"(54) exist in texts through
words. The intertextual allusions in AAj.za, and especially those
brought about by Oar's narrations, become part of her prayers in
her anxiety to stay alive to write her life story. Eroticizing the
purity of the Christian love of God, and determined to use
everything available to her, "&ii Ga TrOaLva TrpLY va o8u KaL TflV
TcXcUTata 1TpOcTcV)(1 .LOU óiruç vas TrOL n'c &K6c p.ac Trou CT1cYe óao yia
va O8JCL rpi TCXCuTaIa TOU &Kdpa airó TflI.' TraTpLK1' KXpovOp.Lá"(57),
Oar prays to the Father, asserting her faith in him like a school-
girl to the schoolmaster, until the three-named and three-faced
angel of the Christian motto "ITCrrii, Aydir, EXirC6a"(58) comes
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upon her ironically not for copulation, but for masturbation:
" epL.thvovTaS óTav Oa dlIaL a1TÔXUTa XciA1P1i KL OXolióYaXTl, dyX(XTcTfl KL
a8pavi, aólLI.Larq KL aóparq, a3uaaXa EP(i)TEU.LtYT1, iia ¶XTpuSc7fl TO
KEV6"(59).
The invocation of the Father's spirit to come and fill the
void with its language in Oar's text, which she as "language-less"
cannot provide for, involves the two most important declarations
of faith of the Christian religion, "The Creed" and "The Lord's
Prayer", in the form of prayer-wishes, to whose lines Oar adds
her own endings, thus subverting their metaphysical power:
flLa-rdxo €Lç &a Othi.', irapa lTaL'roKp&ropa, TroLl-div oupavoi
KL yc, OpaTW TE TIá.YTWL/ Ka aOpdThw, TOP &CVOUiPfll TOy
UX0A(loU.
KaL as va pLov, Iciov XpLaT6Y, TOY ULÔY TOt) 6eo, TOY
LOvOyEV1, TOY €K TOU TraTp6S y€WT1OI/Ta trpo 1TdYT(a)Y T(W
Top
 SdoicaAo.
Pwç dc 4xoTóc, &óv aXlOuióv cic Ocoi aX11OLvo, ycvvrIOvTa
ou 1Tou1OvTa, OlIOO)cTLOY Th) ,TaTp( 8L OU Ta TráYTa EyY(TO,
TOP ójiopçto 7Ló TOY &fcTKaAov.
Toy
 &' 1111as TOtE ai.'Opthrrouc IcaL &á TrY TidTpaY ciurniptav,
KaT€XO6YTa dc Th)Y oupavv IcaL aapKcoOYTa (IC TrYdLTOS
a)4ou KaL Map1as -rrç rrapOvou KL cvaYOpuTrllcYaYTa, roi'
&2apXo.
Taup()O&Ta Td U1Td lILthY ciTE IIOYTIOU HLXáTOU KL traOóvra
KaL Ta4vTa, Top lTartpa.
KaE avairthn-a TflY TPETflY Tflthpa IcaTd TaS ypa4xic UTOU
(çZSLdATCS iac KL aYcXOóvTa cLç TOU5 oupavoiç KL
KaOcCóLu'ov (K &ithv TOt) lTaTpóc.
KaE Trá.ALY CPXÔI.ta'OY lLETcI 8óTS KpEYaL CU)Vrac KL
OU Tfl I3JlcRXEtac OUK YTL TAOS, TOY aoTw4lou.
Ka( Es TO tweia TO áyLOv, TO KIpLoY, TO CWOTrcXóY, TO (K
TOt) lTaTp6c	 KTrOpEU6I.LYOv, TO (Jul.' TraTp( Ka( uiuS
ffU.iTrpOaKWO1L(YOY KaL ciuY6oaói.tcvoY, TO XaXi'ca 6id Th)V
TrpodnlTthv, TO yAz.có icat f3áaavo xpiliia.
KaL Lç i.iEav, aylav KaOOXLK11jL' KL aTrO(JTOXLK1'jY EKKXfla(aY,
oiioXo$ (V I3d1TTLcTI.ia (LS d4cciiv alIapTLCL', TrpOa8oa
avdaTacYw Y(Kp(W Kal C(OljY TOt) LtX)DYTOS aLthYOç, r,v ayIa
AoyoTEXvta.
- HdTcp 1I.LthY o v TOI.ç oupavots, ayLacYOljTw TO 6voth aou,
XOT 11 acTLXcEa (Jot), Y(YVT1O1T(O TO OXiiia YOU wç cv
oupavu IcaL ETTL Tfl )'iç, ci 1TpOawyE.
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Toy
 dpTOL' 11ILthY TOY CTrLOJI.OY 665 hILLY 1L(OY KaL d4€ç
1L(Y Ta o4ELMjjLaTa 11I.Lu'W (O KaL 11I.LE(c a4Cqiev TO(S
*LXTaLS Tl uw, ircAár, iropvocóirc.
KaL LT1 cLaEYyKOS ipdc CLç lTcLpacJI.L6v aAXá p1'cYaL i11ths aiTó
TOU TrOVflpO11, KOptTc7L &c)&KdXpOJ/O.
- BaaiXd, oupth'L, rrapdKXl]T( TO Twciia T11s aXOdaç, ui
pwra, th irdvayvo qWpr 0 trairraxo lTapthI.' KL Ta trchrra
irXipn', 0 1TavToILvIL(L)v YO CXO KL JK)L'(*)UOY (V TI.LLY,
1x)TLd AUTpuTLKT. (58, my italics)
These prayers, treated by Oar merely as texts made up of
words, coexist in erotic association with Oar's own words and
are invoked to assist her in the writing process by interacting
with her body. This introduces the notion of the body as yet
another text.
As St. John proclaims in the Gospel, "in the beginning was
the Word[...] and the Word was God[...] and the Word was made
flesh and dwelt among usE...] full of grace and truth". In AAj.za, the
notion of body as text is constantly suggested through numerous
metaphors, referring to Oar herself, as well as to other
characters: Lefki (i rTapOtva), was like an "dypa4o 4XXo Xcu"(32).
Keraso wrote texts similar to her body ".iiicpd KL cJTpOyyUXd
ypdIJ4LaTa, ói.ioia TO cia 11 1TOU 1TI/ KL auTo .LLKpoKap.Wi&O KaL
u1ILp.ETpo"(35); when Ismini (Ovoiia irou ac Kth'CL i'a irovds), and Oar
meet in a hotel, their love-making consists of writing on each
other's bodies: "Tiw ypa4ia UTO1/ (iLO IIXLO I(L 4EyydpL, ai3oXa TOU
pavTcI3oiJ liac. Aurt ILE Ta &1TEUTLKd X€PdKLL T1$ LOU 3a4J( TO irpOawiiO
.tOU dciirpo aY XaPTL KL lIE YTOI/O lLa1po TO .thpoc )f (A) aiiO TO crrOiia
8IK8IKuSYTaç TO arrOXuTa	 TO aTUXO TTlc " ( 54); Angheliki (rrou
aujOávaaL TTV TrapouclLa aXAd &v ,m 13XrrcLc, aav dyy€Xoc) was
"aILLXhrfl KL aTcX1jc aa auXAa"(1O2); Lykiskos saw Oar's body as a
crossword puzzle and on it "xuVE TflI.' irva TOu[.. 
.larrOXuTa ILUTIILYO
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ui-ri y)iaca TOU pwTa, KaOérws ayáirq, rróOoç, (.LEpoc, 4wTLd[...] KL
opL(0PT(wc 
€L8XXLO, Ka1Lóc, Trapa4opd, p.cpdci, 4XEpT, odpiciia"(1 03);
Azaria (11 TuXO8LSKTLcYaa) after numerous adventures finally
"&aKopefrrrpc€ alTo C4fl'fl.LEpOUc TrLpdvXac aYayvthc7Tfc"(127); Dalia allowed
Oar "va auTocTXE61dC() .IE TO aia TTIS KL ua XEUKI'j cJEX8a va
ypdn"(158); Eleni (y'Lrnj.ta rrs• acxt1jviis) who had a body in
constant fluctuation, found that it spread itself like a long
word"avo1ELu8utaXflpflyvuTe&aa1KaTaxwoKoErapaXpLa&arrEpythj/-7-ac"
(176).
Moreover, as suggested in Oar's prayers, money, 'the spirit
that the prophets spoke through', is the power that makes all
things go round in literature as well as in matters of love, as
loanna, "a true literary writer", wrote in the poem To xp'ii.ta:
To xp1wa (ti/aL TO 1TLO O$LOp4O
TrOU x0UI' Ot ILL KpOaaTOt
pyo TVflS
[...] (107)
Not surprisingly, therefore, when Neofytos refused to let
Oar see the poem he has just written, she offered to buy it, the
price being the same as if he sold his body for a night.
The blank writing paper is associated with the patriarchal
notion of feminine virginal passivity, as something that incites
desire and has to be conquered, something that is waiting to be
filled and fulfilled, like the female body in love making. Neofytos
thus wrote his poem "auOOpIulTa aiiO T011 Tr600 TOU KaLVOIpyLOU XaPTLO"
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and he made it into a wish for femininity. In an ironic inversion
of the woman being the other half of man, he now wishes to
become the half of the skin, the fear, the desire of women.(61)
Continuing with the metaphorical prostitution of texts as
bodies, the stationer's shop that sells blank writing paper, the
XapToTru)X€Co, is "4cWTacTLayOpLK6 1TOXUTCXS nopvcCo"(6O),
proudly displaying its long-standing tradition in the trade in its
logo "O(Koç LSpUO€lc TO 18...". There, one can find as many varieties
of paper in size, colour and quality, bound in pads or single
sheets, as there are girls in a brothel; and many different
writing instruments, "oX3ia, cyTUXO, I.LapKa6ópOL "
 which despite
their diversity, not unlike the customers of a brothel, all retain
the phallic symbolism of being "óXoL ai i iipo1 Iia KL TTpOaWpLVO( xdpr
aTLç .LEc7Tpcs yO.LOXdcJTLX€c " . These customers, "auTo( rrou ypd4ouv
IcaL aL('wLa X()P( S' va 4pvouv IcapITó, ypacLd6CS, XOYLcYTS,
avTLypa4 €tç KL ypaLaTdc & COUL' X(1)Ptc va ET1LKTTOVTL TOUAáXIcJTO Suó
4opc TflI/ E 138o 1 Ld6a aUTcI Ta XapTOTrWXE(a", whose smell is so strong
"Trou 01. xaPToTthXEc 4pOvTaL ciav LEOU(JthL'OL, KL airó Till) KaO1pEpLV'j TOU
auavacrrpo4 1€ Ta XaPTLd xouv a1TOKTIjaEL KãTrOLEc airó TL 18Lón1Tc
TOuc, KVp((oc iLa OT1XuTrpETr1 VWXEXLK6TI1Ta aL'ETr(TpcTrTll a€ qLITópouc".
Neofytos calls Oar a "p.ca(1-pa YOILOXdcYTLXa" and a "XapToiuSXYa
ayopL(SL' KL K0pLTaLuSV(60), because of her control over the young
people she associates with, and her power to indulge them in
constantly new adventures not unlike some ancient writers, who,
she recalls, "auó iróOo ica XXEL4J11 xapTLo ypa4av KL c7 13TIvav KaL irdAt.
ypa4al) KL c 13i1vav (*XY6TOU TO XapTt E4JLALcJTC( T€XCt(t)c KL cncicrrct"(6O).
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The prostitutional element in both the erotic and the
religious is carried forth as the word play of the House of God,
as opposed to a house of ill-repute, and points to the notion of a
"kept" (a Lmpv11) woman, a mistress living in a house provided
and paid for by the rich lover who has total control and exclusive
right of entry both into her and into the fiction about her. The
erotic and the religious blend further in the story of Foivos (voc
4IT€LV6c aav Ocóc). Just as God did for Adam, Chrysohoos built for
his lover Foivos such an exquisite house that "KaOvaç TrOU TO
13Xc1Te 1OcX€ iia TO ol/o F.iciacL " ( 62) . Foivos lived with his sister
Pamfili (Kop(TcYL irou irpocipei. ,-q 4i>Ja T) UE óXou), who, as Oar
says, wanted not only to become a prostitute, but to know all the
men in the world. At thirty, when she had already met every man
on earth and her wish had been fulfilled, she had to settle down
and choose a place of rest. She chose a gold-framed religious
icon as her house and there she lived ever after as a "Hav-4LX1 I
ILcw-ayia KXatoucra":
KdOE IJ.pa TflI/ clTLcYthrToI.rraL rroXXol KL TflL' WJTráCOVTaL KaL
a€ thOc 4LXL a4vci va 6dKPU-VáCL i.'a KvX1cJcL cuxapLcrrrcnic
ii8ovi'j s . FLd KdOE 4LX( TIaCpYEL acYTfl.LvLO vólLLcTlI,a,
XouXo&a, KEVTtflLaTa, KocJn'xaTa KL 6TL dXXO I.LTrOPC(TE va
aK€4TcETc yLaTE KL 1 CIC KX1a(a irnu Tfl 4iXo€vc( c(vai
TrOXUTEX1ç KL o dvOpwrroc iiou TqV TrpOaTaT(lL KaL T11
6La4n iitCa C(VaL LYXUP6S KL Tfl 8OUXELd TOU, EVth Trpw
TCXCt()ç 1161/11 4)P6L'TLCE iia I3PLaKCL TOUS TrEXdTCS (64).
The church, as the place to celebrate God on Sundays, is
paraphrased by the transformation of a town to a "Tóiroc copmSii".
In this town of celebrations, where all the people openly play
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linguistic games of endless signification, Oar choses to tell the
story of her adventures with Christoforos (dvOpnroc 8Lxc alr(TL
cav TO XPLaT6 TT$ EXLv(Taac). The story is of Oar's persecution by
the fascists in the small town of Selinitsa during the civil war;
she tells of how she managed to escape them, helped by
Christoforos who, in revenge for their killing a dog, a friend of
his, staged a "c'yaXóirp€rrq ic&La TOU wciXou KL cyd) lOOlTOLthvTac 
.nw
arrapTflfópTlTll xfipa TOU Cthou IJ.E TpóTrOuc Ku 1.Lu&ac KL vicp3oXijg, iiirpocrrá
Ta p.dTLa TOU &axLcYa óXo TO IL1jKOc TOU xcopio"(66). Then she
travelled from town to town in the Peloponnese, under the code-
name Penelope, knitting during the day and undoing the work
during the night. In those grim times, even the names had become
ugly, which is why Oar says "a€ Trc(cYI.La lTalpvap.E ovól.LaTa 1TavLop4a,
aUI43OXLKd , 1€ KdITOLO i'óiiiia icpu4ó KL KdTrwc 8LacTICC8dCaIJ.0
ovo l.LaToOET&'Tas " (66) . Through these coded names, whose "i.'óiii.a lJ.ac
8LdX€E yLci ITdI.'Ta", their lives became constantly mobile. They
became "rrXavóLoL"(69), hoping that none would be forgotten. As
this is a story of the past, its codes are subject to change. The
old codes of these words and their old signification can be found
"aTOl/ X1PTL1'O I/CKpóToTrO" of the 'paradise of names'(68), where the
past lies in peace. Change has taken over, transforming and
creating new codes, but only temporarily, as the adventures of
the name for the town of Selinitsa shows "TO xwpLó XyETaL i-uSpa
Ayioc NlKóXaoç KL v!TdPXEL allW H€Xoiróvvricro. AXAd I(L TO óvolia
'llEXolTówllaoc' th'ai ciyv(x7To yia lToXAoliç avOprnouc nls yric"(69).
The endless possibility for signification of words in their
associations with other words, in other contexts written by
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other writers and read by other readers, is a pervasive current
throughout AAj.ia. It undermines oppositional distinctions between
old and new, good and bad texts through the ironic use of
canonical intertextual references. This is done in pursuit of an
always different way of telling tales, and through the
association of the status of educational institutions and
teachers with the deeply erotic elements of textuality.
This profoundly subversive position is exemplified by the
story of Kalliope (Trou X€L upa(a 4x.iv1' icai wpala oqn1) a teacher and,
by definition, holder of the powerful position of transmitting the
splendour of canonical knowledge. It is she who in the mornings
"Kave aTpLrr -Tq 	 acw oni aiciivii 'mc axoXuci Ic 8pac" whereas at
night "crrpllr-'mC TOU cJuiaT6c 'mc a'm aIcv1 mw night clubs", observing
to the letter Aristotle's definition of the highest of literary
forms while imitating what is described in the novel as the
highest of the sexual acts: "yLa va Las' 8LacJKC&icYEL CK1rX1'p()c7E lie
a[c7&qlia Kal L€ ptiGlLó 'my ri8ovij crro 1thco KJKXOU OEaTuL). M1 I.L1'I &IlKC liLa
irpd, orrou8ala KL TcXcta ac thycOoc KL xpóo, ic X&yo ii8ucii thvo xwplc
EICáAYTOU TCOV ci8thii El) TOLs' iiop(ois', KWOUlthVll Kal 8p(1it/Tas' SLapKthç, liE
crracri KL ptyoç ircpali'ovras' 'm KâOaperfl auTthv TUfl' TraOTllLâT(iW"(l 01).
In a similar instance, a schoolgirl, Lambrini (ri Xap.rrpi),
showed off her knowledge by enumerating the various kinds of
love-making as well as various literary terms. Later in Oar's
house the two women played another word game during which, as
Oar describes, "lie cnvOccni ,ca( cuvouciLa KL tYUt/aLc7OTcJ(a AEKTLKIj Ka
cm)liaTLIdi[ ... ] auliTrXlpwvóTav aT(XOç Trpocu)8LaK6c Kal arncr1O-tKalic
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q8ovoxoyta CeuyapdwovTas TOY Xóyo Kal TflY TxVI1[...] uc e& : ii api.ioi.4a
TWY	 TOU .itrdp KL auT(&' TOU cJXOXc1OU oio4uXO4LXta - auva[pcofl/
- OWtCT1OT1 [...] I .'eKpo+LXLa - LoTopta I 6a4.LOL'OXaTpta - trotrloTl [...]
o4OaAp.ollopYeta - avd'yvxrq [...] iropi'e(a - cievapioypa4ta (125).
Since the past exists only in its textual remains, its truths
and treasures sought after by the "vocrraXyois KCLlicYoXáTpeS"(62) or
the "airocpaau.ivouc 3L13XLo81Tc"(7O) can only be found in the word
cemeteries of libraries - "crrov XdpTLYO velcpóTolro óirou eLprvLKd
ava1TaleTaL"(68). Even Neofytos' adoration of the past for the past's
sake is eroticized when he and Oar, as if in a sexual act, dive
into the library of a literary school which "tioLaCe liE KapdI3L
YaUayLaLYO, KYTTO '/La TTdvTa, 1TOU YTTY KOLXId TOU KOLLOYTL
t.LUaTTIPLth8rl TrpdWaTa, aL'EepdiVflTa, cJü)S cJKOUPLacYI.LtYa, (JWS La'yLKo1
OoaupoC"(7O) to find the magic treasures of ancient texts.
Magnetized by their illusory display of stable grand values,
Neofytos gives himself up totally to these texts "Le TTY
eu8aa&ro TOU yXdpou 1TOU lTcpI.'d yLa c7Tcpdj KT1 TflY rpoeoxi
13uOui.thvou Kapar3LO, ayKdXLaae o N€64UTOS TO 4X1YTWJ.La TOU 1TOL1ifl KL
aOópuI3a, ELPT1L)LKá TOU &X7E va 4LXL EV(*)TLK6 KL OpLaTLK6". Oar on the
other hand, knowing that no meaning can be fixed, follows the
female students in their ongoing flexible wandering through
texts, urging them to teach her their way of approaching texts,
their own language codes. From then on, Oar continues going on
her "inferential walks" and writing her life story, whereas
Neofytos continues on his pedantically philological quest
"e actxzvtCóTav TT1I/	 KTLK1 lLCXITfl KL &600ii apXa( ( W K€LIthYWY" until he
is able to reach "TO TXOc IcdTroLac K8Oa11c TraXLo1i KELIIYOU, 1 KcirrOLOu
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aXOXLaalIOl, 1' LLa avathAu4ii, óTav X.X.TcthTLaE va Tro(TflIa TOU 2. ai'a
irou rrapa8óOTlKE av14Lo, 1 Kthrota 6L6POuXTT1 TraXLâç K800r)c irou p.iropd va
C)(E aTrocJxoXljacL óxL ae 'a aXXci ae Tr€pLccTóTpa &aaT1ijLaTa
WYICflTclac"(75).
AApa, the story of the life of an ancient Greek word, can thus
be seen as the textual result of an attempt to approach the
'great' texts of the past in a fresh way, making them share the
same intertextual space with the 'lesser' contemporary
cinematic or advertising linguistic contexts, so as to produce a
text which subverts the evaluative distinctions between old and
new language, or high and low kinds of literature. In that sense,
Neofytos' adoration of the past and his quest for the absolute and
perfect literary text is further undermined by Oar's suggestions
concerning his wish to write the quintessential romantic novel.
According to his plans, the story will begin when the two
protagonists fall in love and will end when their love dies; it
will be written in such a way that "To IuOLaT6pp.a Ga ljTav I.LoI/a8LK6
KL Ga aapyoa€ ó,TL TTOT EEXC ypa4TCt L' auTo TO Gia. OL 6uo TOUS
Ga tjTav 01 TCXEUTa(OL irou aya1TiWrKav lTpayI.LaTLKd KL 01 1TPthTOL irou
KaTypa4JaY apLcYToupyTIaTLKd Ta aLa&I'j.LaTd Touc"(78). Oar argues that
there are no objective or absolute values, but only subjective and
biased opinions. Therefore, the plans for Neofytos' eternal
masterpiece are impossible because there is no such thing as
perfect lovers or a perfect love story, since every couple see its
own affair as unique. Instead she suggests that he writes a
short, user-friendly narrative, whose main aim will be to devote
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most of its space to active reader participation. In that text, the
only pages that will be featured in every issue are the first one,
the table of contents that promise interesting and wonderful
things, and the last one, the weekly horoscope. The rest of the
pages will be devoted to issues presented in such a way that
their outcome will always depend on and be specific to the
couple that reads them; a text therefore that will appear as a
"liuOLcTTópThJ.a - TrEpLo6LKó[...] 6rrou crnjiaa(a Ga	 ii TXVT1 TOU Xóyou, ii
TrOL,a.Xta T(iM/ OCIIáT(W pcai. crKOTIóS Ga 1Tav 1 EuXaplcrrqcTq, rrou Ga j.Tropouc
a TO C4UXALa€L[...] 6irws va rrcplo&Kó"(78).
Neofytos of course laughs at these suggestions and believes
that his new love affair with Evgena (Kop(TaL alTo KaX1'j oLKoyéYcLa),
will assist his creativity. However, as the celebration of
Evgena's entry into the world of love implies, her reputation is
of a coarse and common character, a character very different
from the ideal that Neofytos expects of someone with that name.
The songs of the celebration, full of sexual innuendo, are sung by
a foreigner named Julio (an allusion to Julio Iglesias), and the
three faces of the spirit that stands by Evgena allude to three
sex symbols -wpaa EXvr1, p.av-rdi. OTEpO (this can be seen as a
variation of the name of Madame Hortense in Kazantzakis'
Zorbas) and Brigitte Bardot.
Both Neofytos and Evgena have a "rrOGo yla TO dircipo" as she
wants to master all the languages of the world "Kw. iia IILXdEL
auL/xfla TOL 1TOU TO crrOlJ.a Tç va TTX1I4LUPtcJ(L alTO XCLS KL va TrYLy€t
alTO aKaTdaXET1 XE(ppoLa" and he wants, through her, to write
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millions of poems and die at the moment when "aurd auyxpóIn)c Oa
cic 13dXXow KL Oci KUpL(JCJOU1/ r ivi'jn1 Tm)" in a personal instant past
of his own creation. Their desires are not satisfied, since
although she acquires a new name of supreme value, Evrikleia (ii
4n1lLLa IIv1), she can only retain it in social gatherings and not in
the seclusion necessary for the kind of writing Neofytos has in
mind. Eventually, Evrikleia's insolence is punished at the end of
the celebrations when she dies having been given the disgraceful
name NLdap. That name refers to the sound made by cats, which in
turn points at symbols of female sexuality as expressed in
phrases like "sex kitten", which bring one back to the faces of
the three sex goddesses present at the beginning of the
celebrations in honour of Evgena. Through her last name, she will
remain for ever unattainable for Neofytos and he finds that the
only way he can refer to her in his autobiography is "j 	 4os
cpacrn' aTrapliyópTITou fLci TO aith rrç rrXkov irothyn'ic"(84).
In contrast to Neofytos' despair at not being able to possess
her, Oar marvelled at that woman's refusal to commit herself.
As the most famous woman, Evrikleia had the attention of
everyone, constantly playing games and asking for rare things as
presents, stalling the decision to choose any one of her admirers,
living her life according to her name. Oar s a w
Euyva/EupKXcLa/NLdap's ability to avoid submission to any single
relationship as cause for celebration, because, although for
Neofytos it means an end to inspiration, for Oar it signals the
beginning of endless signification. As she puts it, "at.' yLa KdTrOlO
aoupcaXLaTTj TO 1TLO I.LLKp6 PLXLo ch'ai 11 avppa4n ypaqiaToriüw arró
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(P()T1KS E1TLaTOXc, yia itia TO 1TMO1, troXuaXi6o 13L13X10 Oa 8LvE 1
KaTaypacfri' TW1) ETrLOuI.ILthI/ nov Oa 
€f4>paCc aE .LLá c7TLylL1 LLa KaXXOvtj
TrOXuTEX1S IcaL &)pOTpócoc"(83).
It should be made clear that it was because of her names
that Euyva/EuplKXELa/NLdap was able to become unattainable.
Names in AAta are presented as having a magic power over lives,
and name calling, or name acquiring, can have grave
consequences in power stuggles. One of the strongest examples
of the power of names comes in the story of loustini who was a
name thief, a kleptomaniac " nov KX13€L va óiioiia yLa O1'JYTO, TO
KpaTd yia XEyo KL ()cJTEpa TO a41I/CL"(84). She preferred stealing the
names of dead people or literary characters and in fact her
present name came from Durrell's heroine in the Alexandria
Quartet. Through that name she was able to lure the unattainable
Evrikleia "Trpos Ti 4cwTaaTLK1hi WI CVóS airó Ta C€uydpLa TOU
KOVapTTOU" in the manner of Durrell's text: "6cm TO .tayqLI.'O KOpLTTL
ciXAaC€ poxa yia TO Ta16L, 11 ALYInITLa aa CCaTIj GaXacJcYLvT' apa TT1S
4JLOipLCc crro auTl yia TO 4XL)TCL1/ó aUXáKL 1TOU a4fl'I/EL lTtcTCO TO Kapáf3L an
VUXT€PLV1 lTOp€Ea TOU Trpóc AXdv8pELa"(84).
On the other hand, one can attack or demean someone one
does not like by calling them hard names, or names that sound
bad, or even names that have unpleasant meanings. Oar found out,
to her horror, that when Neofytos started calling her 'his doll'
"ETT€8IWKE LE Tfl iayiicti €Tr(KX1Oq va .LE ILLKP IVEL &YO KL iia KOIcXa óLoLa
apic p. i.thva[...] cic ap.(Kpuvo,, KaV0YLKÔ ITaL)y8L, dOupia lTaL&thv. KaL
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4ai.rraóp.ouv TO &'op.a iTou Oa .iou 6w MIVL. MTrpoaTd a TTOLO dOXLo
thXXcn' Trdy(ixYa"(86).
However Neofytos, who could not look to the future because
"1TaY cYT ' aXIjO€La i.iia flavaya mw ava.wiiciw"(9O), soon left Oar to
find his friend Ambrosios -a notorious fetishist- and together
they strove to find elements of the past to explore and return to
constantly. Typically unable to deal with women whose future
was elusive, the two friends concentrated on the clothes of a
rich woman who had recently died, spending hours "ai-o thao T(i)I/
cv8u.LdTw, ayyovrac icai I.LU P I COVTac, xaE6dovTas icai voaTaXydwTaS,
cY1u1Tu).'Tas
 
KL EKcYTacYLaCóp.cvoL, Tr€pL8LaáCot/Tag Kal vEKpó4LXoL,
avayLv(&TKovTas KcZL 4fllXa$LrraS' KL epp.Tp/covTas jrq4[a IcaL lxv'i nis
icai.thvnc"(BB).
ACT Ill: The Era of Lykiskos
The era of Neofytos establishes the power that the function
of proper names has in the narrative. At the same time Neofytos'
adoration of the past and the primacy of its texts, which is
subverted through Oar's undermining of the distinction between
high and popular kinds of literature, paves the way for Oar's next
lover who adored comics and popular romances. Lykiskos (irnu TO
aLa TOU (VL alTo iiiripa), was the son of Maria (ii TrPaWaTLK1'i
yuva(Ka) who believed that her future lay within the family circle,
although she lived an independent life writing women's
literature, being a "irpayILarIlc1 au'y'ypa4ac TrXaaTuv LaTOpLciv"(9l).
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tn contrast to Neofytos' love for ancient texts, Lykiskos has
a passion for comics and especially boys' adventure comics:
"XLXLo8La13acLva al/TpLKd TrEpLoSLKd"(92). His idol is Marion Brando
fighting the forces of evil and deception in order to create a
clean, honourable, and brave society.
He likes to visit bars, clubs and brothels that celebrate
events like the fiftieth anniversary of the invention of nylon
stockings. There, his life is marked by the 'temporary' kind of
words, "auTuw TIOU TrXdYTT1KaL/ auOópI.ilTa alTo a EpwTOOuLa CCVydpLa, irou
CT1cJav yia XLyo a YXuK0ILLX1'fl.IaTa"(128); he hails the language of the
notorious woman Azaria as an TM historic language" because she
captures him by promising to provide access to the traces of
history on her body and her bedsheets. Claiming that, although he
had studied philology, he soon realised that "8€v i4jiiovv ycwithL'oc
yLa iia lTcpdaw Ti Cu)1j iOU avdiLccTa ac TraTnpous Ka	 rraXid
xeLpdypa4a"(126) he goes on to invent and tell shocking stories
similar to those found in cheap pornographic magazines, or
stories in which he appears as the brave protagonist of
adventures in exotic places "ciaii ilpwac p€ra4pdcicuw Xauo
1TEpLO6LKO1J"(l 10).
In that sense, Lykiskos' narratives are similar to the ones
that Oar herself admired. These narratives point, in a twofold
way, towards the word "4uXXd8a" in the subtitle of AAjia. On the
one hand, he alludes to them to explain his adoration for "ra
6Liyy't.IaTa TÜW XaIK(Sl/ 4vXXd&w"(117); on the other hand, the
heroines of the fictional creations he whispers to Oar in bars,
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amongst the heavily made-up women with the exposed flesh that
seemed to him "KapLKaTo1pES KólLLKc"(lll), come close to the
suggestions Oar had made to Lykiskos about writing a popular
novel/magazine, whose ephemerality in inducing pleasure would
resemble the sexual act in prostitution, both literally and
metaphorically:
Ta TpaTrCdIcLa 1TOJ 1Tav aKOpTrLc7.Lh'a E8th KL €KEI, Trd1.'() 7TO
oXIpuqio TrXaKócJTp(UTO TOU .LTrdp, 4LXoEYoJaY rrXa8apc
-yvva(Kcc aKaOóplcrrrc TlXLIdac Kal EOYLK6rrlTac. ruvalKec TIOU
c(xav F.LaCEuTC( alTó óXa Ta crqiE(a TT1s' v6poyc(ou KaL
auv6&ovTav .LCTa 1 TOUS IkE &a IIUOTI1PIth&c 1TapEXO&' KL
&yVüXYTO .tAXov. [iJp(i) c€ KdOE lila aTT6 auTs awwoTlCovrav
Trh'TE ti cIYSp€c. O)LWS 0 TrCP(4T1I.LOS 	 XAT1YaS KVY1yy6S
AUKIYKOç, TIOU -Trolóc
	
CL 1T(S E(XC €TrcJcL UC auTo TO
IJ.lTdp, KL KpU13C TrOXAci I.LuaTLKcI IcaL .iid f3apLd aydini,
)LyO$LLX11TOc Kat cYKUOpwTróc, 6cv KaTa&XTrpcc va pLcL ofrr€ liLa
IiaTLd Trth'w aE orra Ta eypaI4L&a Tr)áajiaTa, f OXo TIOV Ta
3XiliaTa Tfl ithpa TOI/ KaTdTpYyaY arrO lmv ap trou
I.L1r1IKc TO liayaCL € 8o TrpdyIaTa dxe aTpa i i/T1
 'w
rpocoi TOU avTOS a€ va cKdKL I.LLYLaToJpa, &irXa aTo
1TOTIIpL TOU avarruwvo KaL JE TIEpLOSIKO .LC K6.LLKc irou am'
1TOpl/T irXdyiaCc crra yOvaTd TOU, TrCpI4thYOvrac Tra&I1TLKCI TOY
avayY&YT-q Tc. 0 KaTrvóç Kal Ti TpO1TLK1' CcTTa	 ava Till)
aTl.L6'$alpa avurrO4op(ll 7).
The simile of the text as a prostitute passively waiting for
her reader has a double bearing for the narrative in AAjia. Firstly,
it sustains the main metaphor of the endless possibilities of
prostitution of words in texts, to the multiple desires of the
readers, and secondly, it brings into focus the way images of
women are created and presented by the narratives of popular
culture, be they films, objects, advertisements, trash novels,
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weekly fashion and beauty magazines or pornographic
publications.
Lists of names of drive-in cinemas and magazines that all
make a sexual promise "i€ rq 8LK1 TOUç TrOvflpij TrpOKX11TLK1i opoXoyla -
Eqiai.'ouXa, A4po&rri, Virgo, HapLCLdva [ ... ] 4avTdCLo, NT6Ij.u'O, MXi1a I.Lc,
TO	 4EpdKL, TpdaT, KaCavói3ac, iid13aa lIE"(l 18) are used by the
narrative in A)qia to subvert that promise by exposing them for
what they are, merely words. Thus, just as the boy Timos (o
TLp.ovLp1c), roamed the streets writing down the names of the
makes of cars "yia. óTav i€yaXucm, )nropon.' iia &Xacrrov óXa auTá Ta
ovólJ.aTa...Kat &v Ga TrpOXáF3Ao va Ta O&1yYu ic rr yxca p.ou"(118), Oar
enters the narrative of the American light romance series
'Harlequin' in her dreams, and interacts with it for her own
pleasure, despite being constituted by the narrative connotations
as a character like a puppet on a string: "1jioui.' ri avGid KOTrXXa TOU
ApXCKLI.' icaL auToayam&qKa"(1 18).
ACT IV: The Era of Dalia
The assimilation of the text to a prostitute that comes out
of Lykiskos' scripts sustains the idea that men are by definition
the creators of civilization and culture, whereas women can only
follow the stereotypes that man-made culture defines for them,
since they can never fully overcome their uncontrollable nature;
and this idea is subverted through Oar's relationship with the
last of her lovers, Dalia (aa XouXol6L LSL6Tp0rro). She was a gypsy,
and due to her humble background, her behaviour was independent
and anarchic. Their relationship called "i 11aG11Tca i-rs' NTdXIaS"
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consisted of Oar's teaching her to tame her nature so as to be
allowed entry into the dominant man-made culture: 
"ic iaOa Truc
TrpTrcL va XCL TUTFLK6 xapaKipa au.iircpi4opds KL qL44YLO11S all OXEL va
TrCT()XCL KdTL cmi n' -ns. Eá.v avoLTrdpcL TflY KotYtAwEa KL aplldTaL TOU
Tpólrouc Trw, auTl'j Oa -nil.' airo3dXAci[...] va &XthYEL KdlTOLEc KaKc
va ch'ai 1TpoaeKTLK1[...] va duaL TpU4)Cpl KL óxi ciypia aav
KaTcYLKL[...] va TaL&JJCL ac óXoii TOY K&T.LO, aTrv ap 133aLa akoXou6thvraç
ai6Xoyouc th'Spcc"(l 40-1).
In order to achieve successful socialization, Oar invited
Ariston (o dpLaToS dv6pas) to Dalia's birthday celebration. She
considered him to be the most important man in the world,
because he was a master of the cultural art of savoir vivre. In
fact it was he who had taught Oar "TOY pi-a TflS TXvnc[...] 1rus ó,TL
KdY(i) TrpTIEL va TO KdYU) IC XCTrT6TflTa ucai TXVT1 aIT6 TO 1TXcJL.LO TWY
TrLáTtA)v .LXPL iLa a1JvOcT11 cwLcrrlI.LOvLuclI cpyaaa " , whereas her mother
had only given her lessons in natural behaviour "-roy purra T11S
aY6pLK1c IcaL yuvaiKdac 4aqs"(l41). As they exchange stories from
the past, it emerges form the stories of Ariston, which recount
anthropological expeditions to unknown tribes, that because he
was male he immediately felt part of their diverse cultural
practices as "ia rrdvTa a' aUTo()ç .LOU 4X1(YOYTaY cTUyyEV1j KL apliOaTá
anl 4aii iiou"(l42). Dalia, on the other hand, had to rise up to a
higher cultural level than that delineated by her origins. Oar
considers this task to be a difficult one, because the girl's
development, "óxL KaOapóc Kaprróc 6i,aç
	
cuirat6cuoiic", had already
been tainted (by exposure to the romantic stories of popular
magazines, films, advertising and television). Ironically, she
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teaches her to become consistent with that very man-made
image of women presented by the popular narrative media,
seeking immortality and fame by becoming "aOdvaTll cLKOva
cw4XXtaw, iió6as, crwqJ.d KL &a4npa€(2w"(143), and thus describing
the only way that women can exist in culture.
Oar makes her up, dresses her elaborately, tells her how to
pose, and lights the surroundings in expert ways so as to
photograph her as if in movie scenes or in a variety of
stereotypical roles for women, such as the mistress of a French
king, the Venus de Milo, a femme fatale, the innocent little girl
that sells matches, Cinderella, Marilyn Monroe, Lulu, Alice and so
on, thus creating and saving up for her "eva KaX6 irap€XOóv, dLo va
TO Ou I idTaL" ( 145) in the future.
Throughout these happenings Oar feels a kind of threat
looming over them -"óXa dvaL I.LlrXó4a, iia 6€v	 TI KL E1/avTloI/
T(voc"(l46) but goes on just the same because she is part of it
and spends her days "aiml.' TrapaT1p1aTl TOU XOUTpO1I, TOU .LaKLyLdC, rrls
cv6uj.taaCac, fli 	 avd'ocnis, TOU KaOpt4rq, TOU TraLXvL8Lo	 nç
NTdXLac"(152). Acknowledging the artificiality of those
activities, in these six stages, through Oar's descriptions, one
can observe at close range the fiction-making process, as Oar
prepares Dalia to enter the world of words.
The bathroom becomes "vaóç riç TXELac KaOapo(wc" where
the "iTdvayvrl Xcu,a i.TraYLpa"(153) evokes the picture of woman in
an aromatic bubble bath as a ritual of "ayLoTro(flalc[...] aa .iupo rou
f3ya(l/cL aiTó rrv KoXuI43ljOpa"(l54), preparing the purified subject for
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the arms of the lover or the writer: 
"1 A0XCTa aT1l/ ayKaXLd T1
L1TavL pac-NatLTróIco4,	 AXticr a-rou ALOLç KápoX,	 K)'Ttv a-rTlc KOXT, 1
NTá.Xta a-nl 8LKj iiou"(153).
At the make-up stage, as Oar teaches the girl to create
illusions that make her nose thinner, her cheeks healthy-looking,
her gaze deeper. Dalia revolts and secretly sends a letter to a
woman's magazine signing it "ALXI.LdXuT1 ZaCC" and asking advice
for an alternative making-up practice, scorning Oar's methods
and materials and changing their proper names out of spite: "Xc-yc
TflI/ 1To1J8pa cYKóvrl CplfliOU, TO KpayLóv ii.dyo TaXU8aKTUXOU PY6, TO I.LOXIf31
1T€LVaM0 Cwypdcto, TO I3EpI.4K1 VUXL(&' KaXfrypLa tiC K6KKIVO at.ia"(1 56). Oar
however, ignores her protests and wishing "Tiroi-c dXXo irapd va
nv a4avLau tu.a yia lTávTa Kal 'a Till.' iiXáa airó Till.' apxli cray Ocós
t.LaKLyLp ", transforms her through different colours from a
mysterious princess of the East, to a fragile romantic aristocrat
of the nineteenth century, then to a vamp and so on. She thinks
that through the exotic names of the make-up material she would
feel "aa a-rap a-rouç 6p6tiouc TOU Los Angeles icaGths &acn1I.iiCcL 11 Revlon. Kai
Ga otLOLdCCL a-roy MdIKX TCdKaOV, a-re Mairróva Kai aoi' llpii's 1TOU
cvciapwovv TflI/ i&a T11S ETTLTu)((ac KL TOU ac"(l 56).
The making up of Dalia by Oar becomes an analogue of the
making up of characters in film or fictional narratives by a
writer. Thus Dalia as part of Oar's narration takes on the role of
a fictional creation under the control of Oar who wishes to
create further narrative promises through the repeated naming
process: "	 crir,'ypacftac a 
-nw ovocIaw NTáXI.a yLa va 4pu cuu&a a'
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&Youç aKov auTo TO óvoij.a. Kai va yvu)plJo Ovoiia KL aia aTOI' K6cYio
( 8LK1' ILOU TX1/11. rLaTt TO KOpCTOL Ga 1'jTaLP aa (rrOlLa XouXo&[...] rrou Ga
irpOdepc cuXdplcYTa Ta ovOp.aTa[...] yia Xáitti EUTU)thV oI.'oI.IaToOcTthv"(l 56).
The dressing stage takes place in Dalia's bedroom, where she
spends hours making sketches of boys' figures "4m.ayi.Lva I3LaaTLKd
KUI. àTcXva KL avafyrrll.thva TO zaO&a O1TOU Tuc, vTulthva 1 yuwà, lTp&Jwrra
oX6cja, aL4ds, rrpo4lX, 8Lxç 4Xo 11 ic 4Xo aa pkn HLVOKLOU",
wandering "av Ta ayOpLa l LaKLyLdpovTal (Triolic, TL 4opdve w caipovxa",
writing letters or poems, recording her voice on tapes addressed
to boys, and adoring "TTw KOKXa TC w TCun'	 a I.IayLKó
u!ToIcaTcicy TaTo"(157). Although the spying Oar turns these
conspiratorial activities into a fetish, she is threatened by
them, especially by "TO aqn4io TOU a(LaT6s TT lc P C 4)LYO1pCS av6pLKc
Trou OVOI.LdCCL <vaapIcc cLKóvcc"(l5B), for that kind of dressing up
threatens her control over the girl.
Trying to undermine Dalia's obsession with masculine
symbols, Oar resorts to clothes. She tries dressing the girl with
the costume worn on the first night by a famous actress, or the
outfit worn in a photographic session by a famous model, or even
clothes worn by a whore while making love with a novelist, but
to no avail. Dalia throws these clothes away, asking instead for
the clothes of famous male writers "TOU Tolstoi, TOU EXrni Ka( TOU
MrrOpxcc, 1TOI1T(ISL' 1TOU 6EV TOU XEL 6€L ia nOV auvoucJLdCcTaL p.aCl
Touc,[...] i' vaL' TpórrO trou ayaTrd EXu)PLcYTá XELXELXLa"(l 58). Oar's last
resort is playing games with her so that, if Dalia loses, she
allows Oar "va auTocrXe6Lácm) liE TO cithia TflS Kai aa Xcu acXt6a va ni
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ypdqlu), cy voL'Tac Kal (4Cup(cTKoVTac, EUc71L'01TT0 .La TXEL0 KaXoXoyLKó
&fryta. NT,votrras XOLIr6I) 11 VLK1thVfl i0U KOUKXITcJa, €KLV( alTo TT1V
apxlj KaL errivou"(158). Thus, dressing up Dalia, in words or in
clothes that connote specific roles, provides for the endless
imagistic possibilities that Oar strives for.
To that effect, she narrates the story of a girl who,
preparing for a date with her lover, spent several days in her
room preferring the variety of trying on different combinations
of dresses and accessories in front of the mirror, instead of the
singularity of actually going on a date: "oi dlr€LpcS 61a4OPCTLKS
q14av(cYELc &VOUY TflL) EVT1JTIu)011 iiwc	 LVE TO pavTc301, ,caOcSc dTrELPES
4 ops €tx€ 4aLrracrrc( T1s avrL8pdcl€1s TOU ayamthvou irpociuirou aTr'avrL
ac thOE va nlc ixop4"( l34) . The importance of controlling the
dressing up of the object of one's desire is strongly stressed by
Oar who reminds the reader that as the fairytales show, "eva
CcuydpL yOlks .LcTaI i6p4)c1)cyc 111 TaXTOI.LTrOTa (YE Kvpla, va KOX1 alTO
1apyapLTdpLa iii Tvapoi ac 3aciiXoiroXa"(158), and Dalia could easily
be transformed into a girl-wife by a man's cheap coat, as indeed
happened later.
During the reading stage, Dalia either tore up and threw
away any piece of paper on which Oar had written the names of
other people, because she wanted to be the only name in the
house and in Oar's memory, or she locked herself in her room,
putting together what she considered to be the basic erotic
words of a dictionary. She tried in this way to compose a long
autobiographical poem that would reveal her captivity to the
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world and save her from the grasp of the evil stepmother. The
main activity of the reading stage was playing word games,
however, and using them to divine the future. In this game, Dalia
interprets figures of speech:"EY &d 8uoti'" signifies a future
pleasure coming from the two activities of reading and
dreaming; ".iApoc ain( TOU óXou" signifies that she will meet her
lover; "EKGXL4JT" means that Oar will disappear like the last letter
of a word in front of the first vowel of the next lover. In
addition, she constructs the way her surname will be formulated
in the future, as an acrostich of the names of all the men she

















Oar tries to alleviate the girl's insistent dependency on men
by subtly exposing what her future will be like, if she continues
defining herself this way. Dalia's fate is therefore delineated
through a variation of the riddle presented by the poem "Ten
little niggers":
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HTai.'c	 L jLLKP	 Trópvcc KL L€L1'aY TthVT€.
11vrc LLIcp&c irópvcc TrouXLovTav aTrlI/ ayopà.
1 liLa W€ K6KKWO IL1'1A0 PCI. LCWCW TJ(J€pcLc.
Tcicicpcic lLLKpc Trópl'cs ,TouXLoin'TaL' oro
	 rap.
fl I1	 yLY€ 8UVaTó OU(cJKU ICL L€LYaY TPELS.
Tpcic LLKPS irópvcc 1ToUXL0IJYTaY OTO T1W6P1.
fl ILL	 LYE l.LTrXOU TC1I/ PCI. LEwav 8u6.
u6 I.LLKpc iróp€c TrouXLovTav T0 XpllI.LaTLcrn1lpLo.
1 IiL'L yI.Yc Xá.pTWO vówip.a PCI. 1EW€ ILLá..
MLd .iucptj lTópvTl TrouXLo(wTav arT' cKKX1aLa.
auTfl ywc YOLPCOKUpd KL &Y LELY€ Ka).LLá(1 63).
Dalia remains uninterested in Oar's oracle, and even though
the old woman offers herself as the good fairy of complex texts
"TpcLc 4opc va L€ KaXAcYCL KaLyoirras iLa Tplxa T(iW .LaAALthY I.LOU KdGE
4opd TOU SLaI3dCEL KE(j.LEI/O 8UOV61TO KL Oa	 p0 cpwcuT", Dalia
goes on drawing their faces as two large zeros side by side,
adding the eyes and the mouths with smaller zeros. As Oar
observes, Dalia's method is always the same: "cIcwdcL airó TO IL118'
KL TO aTOX[CEL kYTEpa liE ó,TL auliTrX1p(4ia XPELdCETaL yia va Tflç YEL TO
trpáy.ia trou XEL TO YOU Tfls...aIcóI.La Kal Tfl Xi1 LaTopla, 11 avl8cl,
EKLYdEL arró TO K€YTpLKÔ 
.L1&1 KL ic7TEpa ypd4EL Ta apicrrcpâ KL Ta
ETaL 11 NTdXLa TTOU PCdYEL auTd Ta TraLXv(&a KL cyth l IaC( n s irou
KOLTth, I3pLOKóliaOTE OTO Ic&rpO Tqç XT)S LOTOpta"(1 64)17.
17 ln fact, the letter 0 of the word LaTOp(a is presented in the text with three
smaller circles inside it (called "Zeros" by Oar), drawn by hand in the position of
eyes and mouth so that it can be seen as a childish drawing of a face. The text uses
non-alphabetic visual material in many instances, as a mechanism of maintaining
the reader's attention focused on intertextual or visual allusions which are an
integral part of the kind of linguistic games played in the narrative. For an example
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Because Oar is mirrored in Dalia's games of signification,
she feels that she has become dependent on her, as well as being
unable to control that dependency. The mirror and Dalia are an
inseparable couple. She looks in her mirror and the message that
her image sends back is so self-sufficient that Oar feels unable
to interfere. As she goes through an encyclopedia she becomes
another entry in it, while Oar can only voyeuristically observe
the state of the girl, "aK(vrlTo aa XT (YTil ypalilLaTLK1". Dalia
commands the mirror and through it her own image and thus, as
much as Oar wishes "i'a rr1v airaAAáü arró i-nlv Kolvó,-rlTa TOU X1q1aToc
KL va TI L/ ILETaiop4)thau) (YE TrOXlJT1p.1 Kupa, vTvOvTdc i-flY LE lJ.ETa)Tó
KO.LTrwaLCóv, TEEL(O.thVTI (YE 8aI/TXa 4TLayIthVfl óXi1 ILE TO XP1 , XETrT1S Kat
crrrdvias cpyaa(a", she refuses,, "K!. cXOpLK .Lou cYTXvc1 piaa (YTOY
KaOpcfrrfl 4o3cpi clKóva T1l OXiiaij TflS aa XTaTr6& va 1TV'yEL TO
8LEcYTa>4tht'O KE4dXL TOU rróOou i.iou"(1 65). AS Dalia refuses to become
the object of Oar's fiction, Oar is unable to continue with her
writing and at this stage asks someone younger, Niovi, to
observe and describe objectively what really happened between
them in order to detect the reasons behind the girl's resistance.
Niovi, who calls Oar "q al/TV, briefly narrates how Dalia was
looking through the pictures of old romantic stories, making
sarcastic comments about the magazines that belonged to Oar,
while the old woman, urged on by a desire to touch and enjoy
see the woman's face made up of words which is discussed in section 4. 6 of this
chapter.
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bodies and texts, made a move towards the girl who violently
repelled her. In the end, Niovi admits that she cannot tell what
really happened, but can only provide a fiction about it: "auTo €vai.
O,TL )) va TrW, KCL iidXXoii TO tKava aTrO EUyt/ELa yLaT( at' KL
avy-ypacjac KaTOpGwcYa I/a aTraXAay( airO TO áyxoc rrs ypa4ljs"(l 66).
However, it is Oar who is tortured by the anxiety of writing
because of Dalia, and thus she intervenes to provide her own
version of the event in question. She writes it in parentheses, as
a "iccCi.tcvo F3puKóXaKac" of the continuation of her interrupted
narration, to show once more that any attempt to separate Dalia
and her mirror is futile because the mirror will always show
what Dalia commands.
In the game stage, Dalia has escaped the status of all other
Lolitas who in the image of Nabokov's Lolita exist passively "i'
aUTO IdVI1TO
 TrEpL 4)cpóI Lcv [ccl aTLc avthvucç TrOXELS xot'ras ITapa l.LC(T1'XLKa
1T POaTdT1, [...] irou ).LTrpOcYTd aT1L' T11X€Opaclfl aTaGI.L(w	 €vo8o€Cuw
pOKat/CC[OuI/] Totlrc"(l67). She is Oar's variation on the 'Lolita
theme' and as such, she has become an active creator of stories.
She plays story games all day in which she does the naming and
the planning, her protagonists being famous singers and movie
stars like Nastassia Kinski, Madonna or Richard Gere. Oar
marvels at her achievement in having created a creative voice in
itself and, although giving up the narrative voice has hurt her,
she wants to continue listening endlessly to Dalia's "Ian gue
fatale"(1 72).
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At this point in the narrative, Oar has become disgustingly
old and Dalia has left her, abandoning the role of being Eve in
Oar's garden, to become Yiovi (To OT1XUK6 TOU Ifl3), prophetically
anticipating, with this name-change, the hardships that she will
endure in following a man named Vassilis. The account of her life
with that man is narrated by Dalia herself, when she meets Oar
two years after their separation, and it is largely reminiscent of
the meeting of Humbert and Lolita under similar circumstances
in Nabokov's novel. In her years with Vassilis, Dalia learnt for
the first time to do all the household chores and for that she
came to call herself Noikoula (i p1LKp1 voLKo)cvpd). The reason for
the dramatic change (which Oar had predicted through her
variation on the theme of 'Ten Little Niggers') that has
transformed the girl from a lady of leisure into a boring
housewife, as Dalia ironically says, constructing another story
game, was Vassilis, who "TEXLKd 1TaI/ i KaX1 Iou io1pa nov €(xai.'
va KaXtaow aa a4T(cJLa .LOU, TYL Kt aUTI' I.LC KaTapdaTqKE va
ytvtz) Tq.LTrXa (X7ôTOU vas VOS i'a LE a'yaUlpCL Kat va LE p.cTaLop4t&JcL ac
afryxpovn 8pacrnpia ywalKa M (l 75).
Finally, at this memorable Saturday meeting of revelations,
the two women acted out all their habitual activities from the
past, talking about it, rewriting it, then erasing it, and playing
word games. In fact they gave that indifferent day two new
names "XoiTnepT" and "ii icupCa lIC TO aKUXáKL", so it can be both
masculine and feminine simultaneously. As a final gesture, and
before the women parted for ever, they decided to play the game
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ALMA, which proved that their names loved each other, but since
everything between them was permanently over, Dalia was quick
to point out that the game's prophecies were useless because, as
she had discovered to her horror, "dXXo i
	
w1j Kal dXXo TO
TraLXv(61"(l 75).
ACT V: The Era of Hecate
The narration of Dalia's era is an analogue for Oar's
attempts to disrupt the man-made "feminine" fate and reinscribe
it in a different way through newly constucted linguistic games.
Oar, however, throughout her narrative life, has been part of the
word and body games which she used to inscribe and by which
she was inscribed in stories whose decoding is constantly
shifting. Striving even in her old age for new associations in new
stories "yLcL va IT I.L€CI.'€L TT1OT	 K€Vó aTO TrvKvoypa.Lvo ciuia
ou"(182), and so that her name which "xEL n€Odvci rrplv Suo XIXLd&S
XpóvLa ir€ptirou", she will continue existing through the deferral of
closure offered by the teachings of a school she dreams about.
This school, based on Athenaeus' Deipnosophists would provide
the " C'YELS 01 1T10 18OYLKS TOU KócJI.Lou"(l79), but the pleasure
would come not so much from talking and learning about them as
from being part of the process of creating and interacting with
them. At this stage, Oar's narrative shifts to the present tense
to account for her last days. She admits that "ravraç	 LovaLds
lLLXáu) yLa TOY EauTó IOU, TrPdYILa TOU 6EV TO icai'a 1TOT oni un
iiou"(185) going through the fetishes left over from long-lost
relationships of the past, as in this undesirable state of being
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"U1TdPX€L i.ió iio TO trapcXOói'"(176). The last text she writes is a
letter to a schoolgirl offering herself, her wisdom and all her
possessions, in return for one of her notebooks, or just ".LLa
XceoXa aou xwpc crrrou8alo vóTflLa, .ILa avLEX1 koXa ou" which
would be enough for Oar to create and be part of a future text:
"€yuS Ga XTLCa Xaf3uph'Gouc ep()TLKcll' O11IIaaLthI/ aTo ap-yócoXo p.uaXó
iou"(1 90).
Since Oar, in her old age, has lost her ability to directly go
after other words, she gives the letter to her caretaker Hecate
to deliver. However, since Hecate strives to make Oar "TXELa,
XWP I S Si1X. cTrLKOIvwvEa J.0 TOI/ KócYIiO, ,CXCLcYTI1 aa G€o"(l80), that is, as
isolated and as permanently defined as an entry in a dictionary
of the ancient Greek language, and since Oar has refused her any
kind of voice in her narrative she can never be sure, unlike the
reader, that the letter reached its destination.
Very soon, external time, that is, the future, freezes for Oar
and she has no option other than inviting Hecate to play word
games with her. In the midst of the games however, the local
policeman appears and demands that Oar follow him into an
imprisonment as final as death. Oar panics at first, and in the
ironic intertextual manner prevalent throughout AApa,
desperately seeks to escape like Papadiamandis' heroine: "11 rrprr1
KIVflcTT 1TaI/ va avacT11Ic()8th XLy6KL yii iia TW ü arró Tip' 1TÔXT, rra
OUi.'d T(M/ I.LaYLKthI/ I3OTdl/WI/ Kal i'a lTEGdI/w aaii rq 46viaa, irii6thvrag anó
apd6pa o xapd8pa, óxl yLa TOY 4xSvo ILa yLa Tril/ aydirq KOpLTcJLUW".
However, realizing that she is not a character from an
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ethographic narrative, but from a rather noble ancient Greek
text, she changes her mind, saying that "wç ipqii acrn TOJ Cfrrqaa
I.LLa pa XPó ° va TEXELthcJ() TO 1TaIXI.48L I.Lac, CLIth auTóc 13111LdTLCE aTO
Tr Co8póILLo a6TlIOI/th1/TaS"(1 94).
The last game that Oar plays is yet another word game, but a
suicidal one this time. She prepares her suicide though the game
of "aX4aI311TLK1I icpq.uIXa" on which she first tried out the names of
various writers "Nanróicw4, outcT, FK6I.LTrPOI3LTc, AVTqXYCV, Tv€acu
Ou(XXLaxc, MPÔCCK, M1TOPÔI3TKLK, a1.rr, Pqiirth, Zcpdp trrc BLXXt"; then, as
the last name, she tried her own, made of letters of names of yet
more writers, "irou TrEpLXal43dI/EL TO 0 TOU POE, TO A TOU MAN Ka( TO P
TOU Ptvou"(194). At that final stage, the name of Oar, that is her
body, is completed in the word game, completing her life as well:
'MOALc yLLcJc TO óvolth lLou OAF o14ITrXpthOrpcE KL 11 wi pou(1 94).
As the woman and the word Oar die, and as "TO cria nç
YVL'aKaS KdTaL E1TLTXOUc TO XapTL"(l95), someone else, or rather
some other linguistic space called "i auyypa4as", takes over the
narrative process, filling the gap in the shift of narration as the
economy of the text requires: "METd nov mOavE i Oar, avayKdC€TaL i
uy-ypa4ac iia TIdpEL TO Xóyo ya va (TnI1TXL&YCL TO K€I.'ó"(l 94). Through
the obligatory intervention of another fictional device, namely
"the writer", the last female companion of the narrator is
forcibly introduced, because Oar, in the narration of her own life
up to this point, had always insisted on keeping "TOY Xóyo ILaKpLd
all' aUT1'jI/"(l92) and thus the narrative continues: "ETaL auTo TO
axavo ITXdcTlia ic Tfl pouaa cthpKa LEwE i i.ióvri KX1povOoc irç Oap,
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nov Ga "i Gu I.LdTaL KL Ga	 &UI.LIC€L (ITO ILXAoV, KL 11 IL6Vfl Kup(a TOU
crrLXóyOu. To óvoith i-rç irou 6€v i'jGcX KaOóXou va 1TpO4pCL i Oap, ch'ai
Aos AYTCEXES. H Aoc AvTCE? a4fly€tTaL KL Td)pa KL yLa iroXii 1.LETa TO
2000"(195). The shift in narrative direction is accomplished by the
appearance of this new character, or rather this new lingistic
space, which had earlier been presented as Hekate (11 Tp(4iop411) and
had been refused a speaking role by Oar in her narration. She is
now given speech by the "writer" because she has a body that is
still 'fluid' in contrast to Oar's own, which has become fixed in
the suicidal word game. She, therefore, takes over the whole
fiction, testifying that although Oar's life is over and "XeLc óiruc
Oap=tpwrag i yuval,ca irdv arov pwra, Ga avarra1ovraL ci.' clpllvTl Ijic,a
ca p.cydXa XcLKd rrs apxaLocXXvLK1s yxc&ciac"(1 95), narratives
about them can continue being written.
The final narrator is named Los Angeles, which rather
prophetically means 'i yuvaa TOU I.LtXAOVTOc' and expresses the
wish for publication of her writings in the last chapter of the
book, which is titled "Letter to the publisher". From then on, the
narrative angle of the text becomes even more confused since
the letter to the publisher is introduced as "TO ypaTTT6 liLac
&USEKd xpoviic "(1 98), a twelve-year-old prostitute named Filitsa
(nov &VCL KL lTatpvcL 4iXid), who, after giving an hour of love-
making to an unknown person, is named by him "EpthTLov": "Kt ai-Epa
KdTrOLOç L€ KOtTac KLL J.OU &XYC TOV cJ(XYTó T(TXO. KL €)'() TOU XáPLUa
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LLac cpas	 yia &pO. AuTóc .L€ ((XE OI/OIlácY(L <<EpiTLov"(198)18.
However, Oar also used to be called EpTLOV when she was
young, as the same character testifies: "aav T TEX€uTata p.thvri
ITOU T1ç 1jIOUV, KX1POI/OII(iS ILEPLKd TrpOm)Tr1Kd Trpdyp.aTa rric Oap, TO
JaXL6dKL, aT0X(6La TOU 1TaVTflfUpLO, TrpOaKX1jcrcLS ya OaTpo KL
KLvrlLaTOypd4o, ITOXMS 4WTOypa4((c TTS cYE rropvolrcpLo&th, ToTE 1TOU frraii
KaL Kd1TOLES cTUVEVTE(JELç TflS. OXEc T1dV() KáT(i) XEyav Ta (1ç: Ovoita:
Ep(STLov[...]"(195). So the writer of the penultimate chapter not
only shares the same name with Oar, a name that signifies a
prostitute who lived with male philosophers, but does so in a
way that reaffirms the narrative's connection between writing
and prostitution. This character, therefore, cannot wait to
become just like Oar: "avuffoILov	 a y€pdm yia va avaKaX1iTrm.)
au'cxthc Y6a-rLlLa KopiTcJLa aav KL	 va. KaL ya iia aIToKTticYu) SvrrXO Ovop.a
Oap-Tpaqiai,j (rrou ayalTdcL Ta ypdL.LaTa, T avyypa4ac)"(198). She
therefore proceeds to sign the letter to the editor as "i
auyypa4ac KL XpovodTLcYcYa ct,LX(Taa", quite sure that her text will
be published.
In the postscript to the letter, 'the mistress of the epilogue'
gives directions for the rather ambitious future of her text,
which she calls "Xoyoypd4oc"19:
18 1n the MeydAi7 EAAJVLKJf EyKUKA0UaI&ta the entry for EpuSTL0L' reads as
follows: ETa(pa Caa I.LcTd riç Map.tap(ou, H&Cac ucaL NLICL6COU Trapd TOL
4*Xoaó4oic M1TPO&SPW KaI. E1TLKOpW.
1 9 "Xoyoypd4oc' means 'o ypduw ircCth' Xóyov, ir€oypd4oc, o ypd4nin',
awTdcrcYwL' X&youc 1TL yuzat' and 'Xoyoypi4ia' means 'Xoyoivqpa'.
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€at' TIOTE 'ywóTav KwrnLaToypá4 0c auTóc 0 Xoyo'ypd4oc, i
8pdcn nou Ga TrpócYOETC 0	 flY0OTfl KL cucóvEs' crni OoT1
T(1W Atcwv, Ga 'iO€Xa 01 póXot TWY av8pth ia iTatColrrai airó
va, O	 cK8óTfl, o póXoc nlc Oap, airó cva, trpthiii
Trapa&(aia iiópvq iai 1TaYáGXLa OiICócJLTll A6Xa, Ta
Trpóawtra TUW L')L' ayopith aTFO TOIl .LCXXaXpLY6 4(Xo iou
Xcwth', Ta Trp&Jwrra TÜW KOPLTcTLthV airó EcRIc iraviop4c ou
Pa Kal I Xcth'a T1O) rnc 3XTru) KL6Xac aai/ uypó 8thpo yLa
pAva nv ypiá 6pdicawa. To TrOXVTOI/uc6 a1Jcrrq.La ypa4)1s' if
aVTLc7TOLXOcJC cYf acYTrpóIJ.aupTl ELK6Ya. Eyth 1 avyypa4as' Ga
Etxa TOY póXo rnc Aoc AvrC€Xcc.(1 99)
The allusions to prostitution are constant in this concluding
passage, first through the adjective "X povodTLcYaa"2 ° as well as
through the name of the narrator/prostitute "EpUSTLoV", which
points to the subtitle of the novel, "TTS caicy(aç ir6pvrc 4uXAd6a". In
addition, the narrator refers to herself as "cva n ypLcI SpdKawa".
This brings to mind the name 'LpaKoXa' assigned to young girls
who had not yet entered culture and had not yet been socialized.
Dragon women, therefore, become the images of women
remaining outside the social order permanently. The connotations
of that name can become clearer if one refers to an earlier
narrative point which described "vuXToKórr€c 'yuvaLK€c arró Ta
KalLTrap KL Tic Ta13pvec. . . VuXTOI3dTicYcYEc ...cJuyyevetc TÜW l.La'yLcYcYthv air' TOl/
Mcaawva. ..KL TO I/T0I.'O paqiiio cYTO TrpócJwTro OILCE I3dKXcc rrou
20 In the narrative, all the words that are combinations of the prefix xpovo-
always connote prostitution, since, particularly in that line of work, time means
money; see 'xpoiioicóiroc, xpo/opoLxóc, xpovo&ms', poorrdaia, xP0v04iXta' and so on.
(110).
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PXOI.'TaL airó	 yLOpT1j. FLd TO 46f3o irou TrpoKaXO(JcTaI.' auTS OL
TrEpiGwpialthc, ovoraCoLrrav SpáKaivcS"(l 11).
Since women outside the social order, women who write, are
related to prostitutes, by implication the whole of the writing
process becomes an analogue for prostitution. Furthermore, as
"Xoyoypd4riiia" implies a fee will be paid for a text, in that sense,
the word "€KSóTlc" is implicated in a monetary exchange in return
for publication, referring back to the verb "cK&6oaL" which means
'to prostitute oneself for money'. Therefore, as AAjia makes clear,
women that stand for the linguistic spaces of proper names
become a metaphor for the way words are prostituted by
writers, publishers and readers in the life of fictions: "0 L
ciuyypa4cic X0U11 wpa(Ec yUVa(KES aXAd Tic cKTrOpI.'ElIOVI/ &X	 VTpOTr1,
cnouç avayvc&rrcc. MEpLKOL air' auToc &vouv iroXXd xpiaa yia va TL
aTroIcn'aow"(97).
The personification of words in this text, or rather the
impersonation of characters by the words in this text, gives
them flesh and blood in a way that shocks the reader in view of
the scandalous sexual content of the narrative. However, the
metafictional propensity of the narrative constantly manifests
itself, reminding one that words can only be metaphorical and
that final meaning is forever unattainable: reading, which
necessarily involves going through words, is not a simple matter
because every word is presented in the narrative as a prostitute,
who can be used by all but whom nobody can claim as their own.
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4. 6. The Feminine Body/Text and Man-Made Language
The androcentric naming games that have defined woman in
terms of man, rest upon the assumption that words, the building
blocks of language, are static forms assigned to objects
providing them with a meaning that is real and reflects the
reality of the world. Following that assertion, woman, as the
other of man, does not have a language of her own to speak
through, but can only use the man-made one that expresses the
man-made reality that has defined her in terms of the metaphor
mentioned above.21
In a double bind, and since on the one hand, writing in
relation to the blank paper's feminine status can only be a
masculine activity, while on the other hand, the stereotypical
image of woman is the one exposed by the comment of Errikos
(ithoc polLaVTLK6S') who said that "OL yuvaKcc Eli/al JK1S 1 TTCpLypdIJ4IaTa
TTOU LóVo ai.' yc l.LIaELc I.LE TO	 aou Tic ayairác"(73), and since
21 DaIe Spender(1980) has made an extensive study of the subtle ways in
which man-made linguistic codes assert the masculine as the norm, thereby
structuring the continued subordination of women. She argues that by exposing the
falseness of existing male meanings, it is possible for women to create their own
codes in order to achieve self-determination. However, although her definition of
language as man-made is relevant to this analysis, the use of that language in terms
of the feminine position delineated by the narrative of the novel AApa is closer to
Irigaray's arguments(1985) for using language parodically in order to work out
gender-conscious texts.
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Twatica etiiai. auTo TrOU 4o3dTaL 8LTrX& Oirwc Oa XcyE vas i.iavtth6iis mw
opLc7.L(SY"(l54), the fate of a woman, whose compulsion to write is
an imperative for survival, is doubly fearful.
The story of Bibi (icop(TaL dvapopo), testifies to this, for she
died abused by masculine language because,
atró KdTTOta XXELLfrfl &Y T1KTflYE 1TOT X&yo yuYaLKElo[...] ot.
th'Tpc TIOU irIj'yau/aY iiaC( T1)c TflY pOTL.LOJaY alTO tç
dXXEc 4XEs T1) irou Ti) CilXcuav CCXC TOuç
TreppLaOTepouc cpacYTs. KdlTola dopd yvuSpLaE ti.'av
1TpaWaTLKOI/ dirrpa 1TOU TOY a,'dirqce TOcYO thcJTE TOY
aii IIEXcLYLd 1TâVU) UTO Koplit TY)S. 0cm TOY ayaiioa TO KOpilt
Tfl Y LL CE 11€ I.LEXaYLS óTru)c )(OUY OL )'poL T1aYToi KL TOL
trOavc. OL lIcXavLc auç 1TaY Ta YCKpá XóyLa, aa I.'€KpcI
KiJTTapa cK811XLthYa crro aia. HEGaIthvl 8€v IJ.lTOPO)cJC Va
.tLX1'jcJeL[...]EdY tlTOOJE va IILXIjcYEL (cuc 6EV TrOaLI.'E
a.iciwc[. . . ] yt.crr1 Ta XOyia Oa tlTE4TaY alTO Trth'u) ric aav
áxpiicna KirrTapa, aav rrouKd lJ.LcYO 4M8LOJ (73).
In addition, the narrative offers the story of Maria (ii
rrpaWaTLKl yuVaCKa) who wrote women's literature to suggest that
such a commitment can be torturous, and to expose the man-
made naming process. In fact, Maria returns to the narrative as a
man, having taken on a new name diametrically opposite to the
one she used to have, Androula (i aY8polTpcTnc), and tells Oar of her
adventures in name-changing: "llpoalTdOTlca troX. TOTE lIE EEXE
KOUp67EL a4ávTacrra Ti VTOL/ op.op4*â Kat &T1XUKOTI1Td ou. Mc 1TLacYE ii.avta
auToKaTwrrpo4s. HGcXa Va actlaYtcyw O,ii. ctxa Kal 6ev c(Xa, u &rXuict liou
KL TO O iioiia" ( l09 ) . First she tried to commit suicide and
acquired the name Thanoula (lTou eTrLOuIIEC TOY OdvaTo); then she
travelled and became Xeni (aui-i' 'iou aLaOdYcTaL Uvri tipoc • 1 Ci).
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However, "Oi dvTpcc (aXJT600 liE KUVTYO1(TY 11th/Ta yLaT( irapóXec Tic
TaAaLITwpkc, 6Lcrnipoliaa aK6I.La Kdrroia yXUKfrrqTa" and thus she started
avoiding all men and was consequently named by them Alexia (nov
ILdXETaL TOuç dvTpEc). She cut her hair, wore trousers and became
Agore, Agoritsa (To ayopoKópLTc7o). Engaging successfully in fist-
fights and other power contests with men, she was then named
Alkimi (rrou I.L1TOP€l va vlTcpaoTILcTE( TOY cauTó i -rc). Soon, though, she
stopped fighting men, "&v ToUç 11OXEl.LO1aa tria aXXd OITC TOUs 3Xc1Ta
p.c 11600" and thus she was named Menandra (irou p.iropc( i'a 13XTrCL
Touç thnpcc &xc rró0o). Later she became Androniki (irou X€L
YLKIYCL TOY nóOo mM' avTpthv), and having become a quasi-man
herself, she lived among bachelors under the name Arsenia (q
ywa[Ica ITOU yLYc dirrpac). As she had managed to change her gender
completely, she even found a girl to live with, and referred to
herself using the grammatical masculine gender "E(Xa y(Y€L vaç
cm)cyTóc thrrpac, T(p.LOc, aioTrpErnc ICaL o0up.oc". All was well until in
a bar, a woman taxi driver told everyone that Arsenia was really
a woman. It was only after she beat up the loud woman in the
most masculine way "i - c icava ra p.o(rrpa 1-nc aav cpac" that she
finally was given the honourable name that she had dreamed of:
Androula (11 avspoirpnrrlc). However, having satisfied her initial
desire to stop being a woman, Maria told Oar that "auTó TO irXov
aYTpiK6 TEUL' ovop.dmw p.c yp.wE p.c TTOL 6i)Yap. KaL appEY1TóTI1Ta TIOU
p.c aii&dCci. APXLaU TrciXt. va Tpiyupvdw cSth ici	 aa p.c0up.v",
imploring the old woman to rid her of it: "c 11apaKaXL airdXXa	 p.c
arró TO óvojth p.ou".(109)
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Having been unable to shed her feminine gender in all her
name changes, Maria rejects her adopted masculine image and
longs to escape all classifications through a new, indifferent
name, like Mora or Vava, that will signify imminent death. Oar,
who cannot offer her a name with no future, names her Virna
Lisi, as a compromise. Through her new name, Maria/Virna Lisi
will still be a woman yet immortal, famous yet immune to
torture, like all images of stars and cover-girls which appear in
the narratives of photographs, advertisements and films, forever
in their prime, as parts of a man-made fiction about feminine
images that is offered "Irpoc irSXiioii a dyvioJTouc KL avdwupous
XaPTOXdTPES KaE r3acJKavous irópouc TUJl/ I.LaTL(()v"(1 16). In that sense,
Oar's renaming of Maria in this way, reaffirms the impossibility
of escaping already existing language codes, while at the same
time it exposes the falseness of those codes by attributing their
function to the only character that has been described in the
narrative as a "TrpawaTuaj auypa4as". In so doing, the narrative
designates the function of the 'real' writer as one who can only
produce "irXacrr[c] LaTOpt [cc]" (91).
Oar's offer to the 'real woman', who devoted her life to
writing 'women's fiction' comes not so much from the wisdom of
her advanced age, as from her position as a woman with no name
but with an eternal function. Oar is the epitome of woman as the
metaphor of man because her name, meaning wife, signifies only
in marriage to the male. However, in the self-referential context
of AAjia, the life story of the word Oar is not only narrated by
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herself, but it is also written in relation to, through and by the
narrations of the numerous characters she associates with. The
signification of her function as the wife of man is subverted,
since in the narrative of AApa, she takes on a linguistic
multiplicity through various name-changes and relationships
with both male and female partners/words in the manner
described by her feminine discourse, her 'oapl.alio'.
Although Oar dies at the end because she is unable to fulfil
the demands of the man-made signifier assigned to her, the text
about her life goes on through the intervention of another female
writer. It is in this context that this character can go on
existing in interdependence with other words, in a way totally
different from the loneliness assigned to her as a dead word in a
dictionary. Her life story is her love affairs, therefore Oar's
message lies in the way she conducted them as non-posessive,
free-flowing and provisional. Attention is brought to fictional
textuality, not as a means to determine and fix meaning, but as a
necessary condition for the process of creating and being created
through liaising with others.
Oar knows that her text, the text of the woman's eternal
position and function as wife, can only exist in the margins of
the existing culture as is most of the literature written by
women, and she comments about that fact quite clearly. Her
fiction is, she says, necessarily "I.oLpaaIiv11 aUra X€UKd T(j)I/
1rcpLO8LKW, 11€ 'fpdLLaTa va aKpo3aToV aTa xdkn T(iW cY€Xt&iW"(32) or
even "ypathvii UE á.AXES eTrL4dL/CL(S XCUKS TTOU TU)C 'ja XLyo va 3pcOth
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IL1TP0cTd TOUç, OTOV TOLXO órrou aKO14LTIdEL TO KE4aALIpL TOU KpE13PaTLO, aro
1TEPLOthpLO 3Lf3X(()V, cJE ELLa yw1a TT1S ITaXdILTc 1' UTO yóvaTo ETT6J/u), aTO
thia I.LLac Ko(,KXac ólTou d xa ypd4JcL 0X6KXT1p0 Tll.LcpoX&yLo"(5l).
In AAjia, therefore, Oar becomes a textual function. As such,
she does not claim to have overcome the man-made language
limitations in her fiction writing, but she surely claims to have
used them in her own way in her attempt to inscribe the
feminine body in a different kind of discourse. With the
knowledge that women can only be defined ".i€ KPLT1IPLa
aYTpLKd"(148), she used every kind of available narrative material
to select and recreate characters in the collage of her biography.
Of course, in this process she assumed the role and the name of
"ouXTdYa", alias 'i yuaa irou Ku13€pvá ' (121), since, as if in a
quest to create the definitive image of the feminine, she cut
photographs of women from magazines, named them, and
provided suitable biographies for them, thereby seemingly
imprisoning them in her "XcLKó 13(uw"(121). As shown through her
erotic associations, however, her love affairs were never final,
as her text will not be fixed either. For, despite preparing her
lovers (like Dalia) -bathing them, making them up, dressing
them, reading them, mirroring herself in them, playing with them
and thus putting them into her fiction- she always let them go,
fully aware of the infinite possibilities of always forming new
relationships, creating and becoming part of other stories, other
contexts, other names and other meanings. In fact she allows her
story to become part of the narration of Hecate, and by giving a
voice to her worst enemy she relinquishes all claims to her own
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narrative voice as the only one appropriate to deliver her life
story 'truthfully'.
Finally, having established the différance of her kind of
discourse, in the manner of the woman who "ovóp.aCc Ta rrth/Ta
dl.'TPES, tTpócYwTra Ka( aVTLK€1I.I€Va KL TOI/ CavTó TI1S LLa4opd"(68), she
can be sure that although the word Oar is dead, the method of
writing the wife's story will be carried on by Los Angeles, the
future woman who will reinscribe the feminine with the existing
words, although through a different process, until its hidden
image magically appears in the manner of the picture of "AM
which, although made of "Xcic-wiiX6"(135), that is man-made
words, emerged as the most beautiful woman in the world, with
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The woman "A131i", however, is the only one that does not have
a signified in the 'Index of Names'; in fact she does not need to,
because her proper name is finally improperly named: it is made
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up of letters of the alphabet randomly put together, in a way that
negates the theme of identity and difference put forth by the
function of all proper names to represent a unique character. The
elusive concept of the proper name "Aii" becomes an analogue for
the subversive women's fictions discussed in this thesis,
fictions that do not attempt to define an isolated, reversed
version of the paradigm for the universal individual, but to
explore a concept of gendered subjectivity that foregrounds the
construction of identity in language and in relationship.
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CHAPTER 5
W XPQMA TOT MEAAOIJTOX: DEATH BY WRITING
As argued in the previous chapter, AAj.La is a fiction about the
making of fiction. Its main character, the word Oar, is
personified in the narrative to assert her textuality and to
present a concept of subjectivity and identity as constructed in
language. When, at the end of the narrative, Oar, the character,
becomes metafictionally de-personified, resuming its original
status as le mot-récit, it exposes the characters she associated
with in the narrative as verbal constructions, that is words not
beings, caught with the reader in the web of language. In that
sense, the future signification of the word Oar, which
acknowledges the dependent nature of its identity, refutes the
existence of an individuality uniquely attributable to a reality or
a history independent of language.
By exposing her status as word, the character Oar forges an
unbreakable link between subjectivity and textuality and
becomes a story-person, joining the ranks of fictional
characters of similar status, whom T. Todorov has called les
hommes-récits (1971:78). The choice of the noun 'homme' in the
original French implies the male as a paradigm for the general
and universal and serves as yet another clue of the gendered
translation of subjectivity into language.
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In discussing Todorov's hommes-récits, and arguing that
these story-persons are one of the oldest topoi of death and
fiction, Brian Mc Hale gives the example of Scheherazade,
whose existence, inside as well as outside the
fictional world, depends upon [her] continuing to tell
stories. As long as she produces narrative discourse,
Scheherazade lives; at the moment her discourse
falters or stops she will die. Here quite graphically,
life has been equated with discourse, death with the
end of discourse and silence(1987:228).
Since silence signifies non-existence, Mc Hale continues,
the disembodied discourses of those misleadingly called
'narrators' or 'speakers', are "painfully self-conscious about
their own status as discourse, know that, try as they might, they
cannot utter their own annihilation, for as long as they utter
anything they continue to exist. The only death for them is
silence, a blank page"(1987:228).
Silence, the form of death that Oar tried to escape in AAia,
becomes the only means of escape for the character Aris in Neni
Efthymiadi's novel To Xpijia roy MéAAovros (1988) 1 . The future of
his free self begins as soon as his torments of uncertainty in the
past end, and the silence outside the fiction of his selfhood
1 Neni Efthymiadi was born in Athens in 1946. Apart from To xpthILa roy zéAAovroç
(1988) she has written four other novels: En Kt cyth poLd(oupE AtydKL (1973), 0
iairoç jze r' aydA,iara (1975), H viro19oA18a (1978) and AOópv&c p.ép (1983).
She has also translated extensively from English, French and German. For a close
reading of the novel AOópu&ç MépEc see G. Thalassis 1992: 35-59.
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gives, in terms of the title, colour to the future. This chapter
will explore the way the novel subverts the traditional notion of
the subject as a bounded agent in the world, as the centre of all
things and as coinciding neatly with itself. The discussion will
also employ psychoanalytic theories of the discursive formation
of the subject to argue that subjectivity is explicitly portrayed
in this novel as an effect of language. The development of the
argument that the subject is subjected to language is underlined
by the feminist critique of patriarchal definitions of the
universal 'humanist' subject.
Death for a story-person may mean living in a specific
discourse and dying outside that discourse. In To Xpthjia rrni
M!AAovros the strategy of the protagonist and narrator, Aris, is
to hurry and fill up pages with discourse in order to reach the
desired end of his writing. This will coincide with the end of his
story and his passing into silence, having achieved death through
the death of his discourse.
Writing then becomes a process of annihilation of the
subject, and writing about one's life in the past figures both as a
repetition of life as well as the sign of death. Aris, narrating his
past life, foregrounds his desire for a death into silence, making
the unthinkable death available to the imagination in a displaced
way. 0. R. Hofstadter has argued, however, that apart from such a
displacement as the one offered by fiction,
personal non-existence makes no sense at all. All
that we know is embedded inside our minds, and for
all that to be absent from the universe is not
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comprehensible.[...] When you try to imagine your own
non-existence, you have to try to jump outside
yourself, by mapping yourself onto something else.
You fool yourself into believing that you can import
an outsider's view of yourself into you[...] though you
may imagine that you have jumped out of yourself,
you can never actually do so"(1980:698).
To XpoJ.ta roy MéAAovroç is a novel that explores the
relationship between subjectivity and textuality. By focusing on
the relation of the subject to the text, and by questioning the
existence of a fixed knowable personal history, it subverts the
notion of the individual subject and the individual text as free,
unified, coherent and consistent.
In order to achieve his death by writing, Aris embarks on a
journey from Athens to Geneva, during which he begins writing
his thoughts about his surroundings and wonders about the rest
of his itinerary. The bulk of the text, however, consists of Aris'
writing about diverse episodes and people that have played a
central role in his past life, registering the stories about them
as irregularly as they spring up from memory. Finally, the story
concludes when the journey ends in a bar in Geneva. There Aris
finishes his "notes" and the narrative necessarily reaches its
own conclusion.
Aris' first-person narration can be divided roughly into
three temporal levels: 1) the level of the journey, when he
narrates events and thoughts concerning both the present time
and his past. This in turn can be subdivided into two other levels:
2) the recent past, specifically the period from May (when he
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returns from his first trip to Geneva) to September (when he
embarks on the second journey to Geneva), which is taken up by
the narration of events before and during the excursion to Pavlos'
country house; and 3) the narration of events of the distant past,
that is the sum of the time prior to that excursion. The narrative
is divided into chapters according to the itinerary of the journey,
with most chapter headings designating a destination or a
temporary stop: on a train to Belgrade, then to Nish, then to
Belgrade airport, then to a bar in Geneva. Each chapter starts
with a section in the present tense, referring to the actual time
of the journey and the writing process, and then continues into a
journey into events in the simple past or imperfect tense.
Aris' narrative, irrespective of temporal level, has a strong
autobiographical flavour which is amplified by the fact that he
produces a text about himself while taking a journey alone. The
journey, be it motif, theme or literary strategy, has often stood
as a metaphorical discourse which enables a critical perspective
to be shed on the past, the present and sometimes into an
emerging future. No matter how perilous to the self, the journey
has provided literary texts with a means of defining the self. It
does not simply provide a text with a structuring device on
which to arrange the incidents of a plot, but more crucially, it
expands the notion of travelling through real or imaginary space
and time, whilst marking the development of an individual's
consciousness. This can be done either through unfolding the
history of a retrieved past backwards, or through unfolding
forward the process of coming to know who and how one is. To
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Xpw'j.za rou MAAovro, governed by Aris' autobiographical desire to
synthesize a self from fragmented memories of past
experiences, gradually takes on the attributes of a confession
which, as Francis Hart writes, is "personal history that seeks to
communicate or express the essential nature, the truth, of the
self"(1970:491) from the standpoint of the writing present.
The notion of the 'colour of the future' enters the narrative
in terms of the contradiction between the open and unknown
possibilities that characterize Aris' journey into an emerging
future, and the completion of a "notes" that is strictly delineated
by revisiting the past. As his subjectivity is part of a past
reality, the future of that subjectivity depends upon managing to
understand what has already happened. Since Aris' discourse
produces a fragmented recollection of past experience, however, ]
his subjectivity is as incoherent and confused as his memory.
The only consolation and recourse that the narrative offers is
that of death, which escapes classifications of past, present and
any knowable future, both in terms of physical presence, which
desires the stability of a concrete subject position, and in terms
of the text, which strives for fixed and coherent meaning.
In To Xpiliza roy MAAovroç, it is only through the represented
consciousness of Aris that the represented world is presented to
the reader, whether immediately present in the manuscript that
he writes while on a long journey, or recollected in the memory-
journeys back into his past life, or anticipated in the
signification of the title about 'the colour of the future'. There is
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no stable point of reference or other world behind Aris'
consciousness, but only a flux of discourse in which fragments
of different incompatible realities flicker into existence and out
of existence again. Thus, death, being outside language (outside
Logos), silence, is the boundary to which this text or every text
can venture. Annihilation comes when Aris' discourse is silenced,
if only to be resurrected every time a reader opens up Neni
Efthymiadi's novel.
Aris is at once the narrating self and the narrated self. His
subjectivity is dispersed in the roles of narrator and character.
He tries to reassemble himself and assert his unitary identity
against the disintegrating effect of the text. However, which
role is finally responsible for the text remains unclear, since
Aris the narrator is a tool for the exploration of the subjectivity
of Aris the character. As the search for the authentic self
oscillates between the writing self and the written self, it
depends on the two positions for its existence. It can fall into
the desired death-silence-nonexistence only outside both
positions, outside discourse. Aris, as the 'I' of the
author/narrator is both the vehicle for autobiographical fact
within the projected fictional world and the maker of that world.
As the 'I' of the character, he proclaims his having been
constructed, his artificiality and dependence on all levels,
cancelling the authority of the narrating 'I' into a determined and
regulated existence.
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The autobiographical element in To Xpw'ia rou MéAAovroç
functions as a realistic dimension in juxtaposition to the
fictional world, so as to foreground death, the end of both. Aris
is not a real 'I', but a paper author in a Barthesian sense, a
function in a novel which serves, as Foucault would argue, not to
"re-establish the theme of an originating subject, but to grasp
the subject's points of insertion, modes of functioning, and
systems of dependencies[...] it is a matter of depriving the
subject (or its substitute) of its role as originator, and of
analysing the subject as a variable and complex function of
discourse"(1 979:1 58).
In this respect, the first-person narrative of To Xpijia roy
M?AAovro can be said to be distinct from other first-person
narratives in so far as it is explicitly conscious of modern
psychoanalytic theories of subject formation, especially with
regard to the Lacanian notion of desire as a product of language
and death (the ultimate non-signifier) as the only escape from
Logocentrism. 2
 Furthermore, with regard to the fact that the
narrative blurs the distinction between the narrated self and the
narrating self, Efthymiadi's novel illustrates the subject as
constituted by the pre-existing signifying chain (patriarchal
culture) while stating the impossibilty of "being" in ways other
than at the mercy of language; in this sense, To Xpoijia roy
2See Footnote 10 in this chapter and Lacan 1977:292-325, Gallop 1982a,
and Mitchell 1974.
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M?AAovroç lends itself to feminist critical theory which focuses
on the discursive construction of subjectivity as an analogue for
the construction of the "feminine". In so far as the engendering
of the creative subject discussed in the Introduction is
concerned, To Xpoij.ia rou MéAAovroç, by acknowledging the
autonomous "self" of the writer as a fabrication of the linguistic
processes it seeks to escape, is by implication a gender-
conscious text which subverts the distinction of writers on the
basis of sexual difference; in so doing the text helps to
illustrate the general claim of this thesis that male or female
"selves", put forward as being unaffected by ideology and
culture, are part of the same patriarchal system that defines and
constructs them as masculine and feminine ones.
As the writer does not originate his own discourse but
mixes already existing discourses, the subject is also an effect
and a function of a mixture of already existing discourses;
communication between characters in the narrative as well
between the reader and the text of To Xpw'jia roy
 MAAovrog can be
seen to be allegorically focusing on the relationship of the
subject to the text.
In the narrative, the exploration of the relation of the
subject to the text is dealt with in terms of separation and
death, physically or metaphorically. Aris embarks on his last
journey, and his text, so as to separate himself from his past. In
so doing he returns to his past through the same text. Before
separation and death happens, the narrative is already permeated
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by the notion of return, which is facilitated on the level of the
story by the journey motif.
Starting from the immediate narrative present and going
into the deep past, the reader finds Aris returning to Geneva; the
idea for this second trip was triggered in Aris' mind when he
was returning from his first trip to Geneva and materialised
after the return to Pavios' house for an excursion. All the return
journeys are marked by death: the first Geneva trip by the bomb
that (possibly) caused the death of many people, the excursion to
Pavios' house by Boris' (possible) death, and the second trip to
Geneva, which was financed by an inheritance that came to Aris
through Eva's death, is also marked by the lethal attempt against
Aris' own past. Since there is no authority in the narrative,
outside the first person account of Aris' manuscript, which
guarantees the reality of those deaths, they all remain uncertain,
almost hypothetical. The contradictions in their circumstances
are never resolved. As all deaths discussed in Aris' narrative
simply become part of the fiction, the only materially "real"
death is the metafictional one of Aris, the narrator cum-
notewriter cum-main character, which necessarily comes with
the last sentence of the fictional discourse of To Xpth,za roy
MAAovroç.
The narrative directs the reader's attention away from its
metafictional dimension and towards a realistic one, as one
strives, along with Aris, to stabilize the polysemous
possibilities, and reconstruct the past which is fictionalized in
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Aris' narrative account. Because the reader can have access to
Aris' past only through his memories of it, memory, the only
means to reconstruct the reality of the past, also becomes the
narrative power to unscramble the confusions of a past as it was
being lived and is still confused whilst being written about or
read. Both Aris and the reader, through the totalizing power of
writing and reading about what has already happened, try to
manage to construct order and meaning through memory. The
synthetic activity that defines and gives meaning to the
subjectivity of both reader and writer is thereby underlined.
Subjectivity and textuality become interconnected, since Aris
and the reader have the power to create and control the text's
possible meanings of reality and subjectivity. However, whose
reality is being represented remains unclear, since the
conventional reader's expectations, which are analogous to Aris'
own expectations for a final synthesis and an answer to what the
colour of the future might be, are constantly and persistently
manipulated by the text.
Aris' text about himself exposes the fictional status of a
coherent subject position and a coherent and meaningful text,
through the representation of reality as a human construct. In
the narrative the definition of the 'I' depends on a text which
comprises memories of what the 'eye' sees, and since what the
'eye' has really seen can never be definitely resolved, the reality
of both the 'I' and the 'eye' is never concrete or self-sufficient
but rather as interdependent and polysemous as any text.
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Aris tries to synthesize his past and inscribe his
subjectivity, his 'I', as it was and is constructed by him and by
others. He produces a first-person narrative, a narrative taken
from the point of view of the look of his 'eye'. Since the point of
view has been regarded as the guarantee of subjectivity in a
narrative, Aris' narrating 'I', the specific point of view that
produces a fiction about the self, in the discourse of To Xpiijia roy
MéAAovroç, dissolves the self into fiction and subverts the status
of the novel as a motivated and coherent inscription of a stable
subjectivity.
Subjectivity is not destroyed, though, in To Xpa$jia rou
MéAAovroç; it is 'situated' in a Derridean sense in the midst of a
series of competing discourses and competing versions of reality
that continuously forge its identity. The exposition of the
discourses that formulated Aris' subjectivity is presented
through the narration of past events of Aris' life, delivered from
the viewpoint of the particular time at which they happened in
the past. As layers of memory unfold, introducing characters into
the narrative in a fragmented way, Aris' life and the events of
his story will be discussed in this chapter in terms of each
character, and in terms of particularly important situations,
thus situating Aris' subjectivity and its textuality in the context
of reading a synthesis of, as well as a distinction between, the
discourses on which it depends for definition.
As discussed above, the communication between characters
in the narrative can stand as an analogue for the relationship of
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the subject to the text. All the main characters of the narrative
appear to be related with or producing some kind of 'artistic
discourse' and are, in turn, interrelated in terms of that artistic
production, either literally or metaphorically. On a literal level,
Christina is a sculptor and Mario is her model; Elsa is an actress;
Pavlos writes literature and Boris is his mentor; the journalist
writes articles; Philippos is a literary editor; Martin takes
photographs. On a metaphorical level, Aris' mother, Eva, has
'created' him and Aris has in a sense 'created' Jill. All
communication between creators and creations is described in
Aris' account as exclusive and unique to the particular pair
involved. The narrative is thus driven by a metaphorical
propensity that underlies the notion of 'creation' as a discursive
textual analogue in which, and through which, the creator's
individual subjectivity is asserted and at the same time
subverted.
As the process of the emergence of the individual
subjectivity of each character is inscribed in Aris' narrative, it
shows itself in the process of always being created in textual
form, producing and at the same time being produced, as Aris'
narration progresses. Since every chapter begins with Aris'
pondering upon the status of his "notes" or the state of his
situation at the present time, each short present-tense narration
triggers Aris' memory and moves the story to past events which
presented contradictions, problems and ambiguities similar to
the ones he is experiencing while on this journey. Through this
triggering of memory, the discourses of the main people in his
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life are presented and register themselves as the force that
drives Aris' writing, even at the time of the journey which he
undertook in reaction against them. The discourses of the people
in his life, as well as the events relating to them or to Aris, are
always presented in the first person, always as Aris perceives
them, and become speculations on a reality he does not know or
control.
The text is based on the unresolved contradictions that make
up the past life of Aris, and since his self is also subject to
these unresolved contradictions, his narrative fails in its
attempt to see beyond what he has already observed. This
subjects the reader to the same unresolved contradictions as
well. One is unable to fix a closure of meaning either on Aris'
subjectivity, or on what really happened to him, or even on what
really happens in this novel. Because only the limited 'I' of Aris
provides the largely inadequate information through its 'eye',
both Aris' text and Aris' subject position are presented in the
process of being created as sites of contradictions that are at
once inscribed, affirmed and reinforced through the relationship
of the one to the other.
Therefore, since the strategy followed in this novel
presents Aris as restricted by his own, as well as others'
interpretations and inscriptions of his subjectivity, in the same
way that the others' discursive and subjective positions are
subject to Aris' narrative discourse, the search for unity and
reality in the discourse of To Xpijia roy MéAAovroç is frustrated
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by the general, polysemous interdependence between textuality
and subjectivity.
5. 1. The Beginning of a Journey and a Text
Aris' desire to know reality, to answer the question 'What
[really] happened?', and consequently to come to know who his
real self is, manifests itself as soon as he embarks on a journey
while also embarking on writing a text. He puts the past history
of his 'I' on paper, as he gazes upon its fragments from the point
of view of the 'eye' of his present. He is more or less in control
of his actions both on the level of the journey and on the level of
the text, whose narrative voice, however ends up repeating the
question instead of answering it.
The narrative begins with Aris determined to safeguard the
centrality of his 'I' and his 'eye' from external intevention, in the
same way as he appears to safeguard his note-taking. He starts
jotting down his thoughts on paper long after his journey has
started, proclaiming that "aro Ta(& auró Ta EuTEpLKd EpEOLcYILaTa 8v
pc ayy(ouvc KaO6XOu. Kthroioc lITralI.'EL Ka( I37aLPCL air' TO 13ay61/L..41a Eyth
&i' Ev&acMpol.LaL irapd yia Tic AEUKç cy€XL&c .LOU, 1TOU ap'yd KL cYTaOcpd
y c'Couv"(22). This first registered act of his (writing) is
presented as a compromise, and as an effect of the inability to
resolve the contradictions and the ambiguity between binary
oppositions such as literature and life, movement and
immobility, certainty and fantasy, to name but a few that will
torment both Aris and the narrative until the end of the text.
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Aris begins his narration acknowledging the limitations of
the writing process by contrasting the static environment of the
text to the everchanging character of life. He delivers this rather
trite view in the form of a gnomic statement3
 that makes up the
first paragraph of the narrative: "KdOc ic€C1icvo TrdaXcL airó ua
aKLvrcYta a4uucr. H Cwi' TPXCL KL dllrrcXY)(E&dcL EU4Xil.'TacTTll, €Vth TO XP1,
a4 cX s, a)(rftLaT(cL aTo XapTI X€LS aTaTucS' 1€ VTIOXP€u)TLKá yo1IiaTa,
Ku8LKcS auiievv6ioiis irou 4aXo800v TO €XdXLcJTO"(7). He calls his
decision to write a compromise, because the closed and
restricted nature of his "notes" is in direct contrast to his
resolution to keep the itinerary and the possibilities of his
journey open. His journey will be temporarily made specific only
through sudden impulses and urges, and therefore it will remain
untainted by the constricting operations of rational thought: "E(Xa
a41acL cAciiGcp€ç TL Tr1Oavó1-rTcg"(8).
Aris seems to be unable to be unaffected by external
stimuli, however, and he presents his decision to write as
another excuse for his having grown tired of the train journey, of
Gnomic statements that are supposed to offer the distilled and concentrated
wisdom of what is traditionally acceptable or true are a favourite narrative
technique of Neni Efthymiadi, who uses them to present the various competing or
conflicting discursive or subjective positions in her novels. In To Xpthjia rou
MéAAovro, gnomic statements appear repeatedly to cancel out each other's
assertions, since when one position is inscribed through such a statement it is
erased by the equally forceful assertion of its opposite.
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the constant change of landscape and people, which made him
suffocate as his body was constrained by the train-seat. Having
concluded that "i auv€x1c cvaxxay?i cKOXa ylv€TaL IiOVóTOVfl"(7), he
wonders about the sense of freedom that keeping his journey
open offers, and rationally deduces that decision-making and a
slight restriction of that freedom is unavoidable: "Cyoupa	 (Xa
a4,1cJcL CXdiO€PES TLS 1TLOa1/ÔT11TES, ha ii €X€uO€pla tcuç .L€ Ko1paCC thlTOLa
aTLylilj, Ga cn'iiai' a8LciKO1TES ar1o4thJcLc KL cdOc airó4am c(vai
rTcpLopLcJl.Lóc, hL áBoi1 TrapatT'fla -q airó TO cITTcLpo TT1S SuvaT6Tr1Tas yia TOUS
4payo(c nls 1TpdT$19).
Conscious decision-making, however, becomes for Aris an
inescapable imperative. As he considers the alternative outcome
of his life -if for instance he sticks to following his urges and
lets coincidence decide the outcome of his journey and his life-
he excuses his decision to make decisions by saying that after
all even the decision not to decide is still a decision, and thus "i
aUTOeyKaTdXELqsr E(IiaL fl 1raGT1TLK1' aTró4aoTl EKdVOU TIOU CV€pflTLKci rrt'
apvE(TaL"(9).
Aris, a master of the operations of logic, buys paper and pen
and starts writing his "notes": "ApXwa TrdXI. va ypd4w, óp.wc Xu)p(S T11
13c13aLóTTTa TrjS, auv)(ELas, yLaTt 11 aiciva1a TOU ypaTTTOI EVOXXE( rrdvra,
ctvaL 1 TITthOT1 OTO aUVKEKPLhVO arró TO aópLcrro, La KL r irapatniaii arró
Tip) TaXI)TflTa, a4o1i aKOXOuOdç Va XPL &KYKah1TTO va XaPáCEL TO dcirpo
KL TrcplI.LtvELc CK€tVEç TLS crTVYhS órrou Ta 4XTUXa Ga TTOV&UOUV KaL T6TE
aTal.LaTdc, yLa va cYwEL8flTO1TOL1c7cLc iuç i TrpoarrdOcLa (EL/aL KUpEWS
(YÜ)hTLK1 KL fl C7K4Tfl 0 aTióc TrOU xá.'cTaL OTfi CJXCTLK6TflTa"(9). Although
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this compromise is a conscious decision, resulting from rational
consideration of the alternatives, it does not provide him with
any kind of reassurance or certainty: it is still a drifting
between the binary oppositions of action and immobility,
specificity and vagueness, life and textuality, body and spirit
that produce the uncertainty which these "notes" will strive to
stabilize, and from which Aris will try to escape through this
journey.
He is fully aware of the conventionality and limited scope of
the established codes of communication, the necessary but
inadequate meanings of words, and the simplistic structure of
the binary oppositions, when he starts writing his "notes".
Nevertheless, as no other medium of registering his thoughts is
available to him, he embarks on this task, despite his strong
doubts about its usefulness, and despite his uncertainty about
having made the right decision:
L&EI/ XUJ 4TácYCL JTO OTILC(O va IIETaY0L(C)cJu), va Trapa8Em
iruc TO ypaTrTó 1 TO Ta(8L 
.LOU EYaI va XáOOç, dXA(aXrrE TL
dvai XdOoç, TI cy()c7T6, aTTX0IKd cyX1liaTa TIOU KaTcuO)vouv
aKOTrI.L6T11TCS. Qrróao, 6UJ1TIOTh'. av TOY 8poj.ia irou
TflY €KIdI.mcrfl y(1/CTaI a4WLKá	 KL aI/apWTITaL
ITOL6 duaL TO 64cXoc arr TOY aythva, La iC TOY rupooXtaix6
LCTa[1Op$vETaL KL P(XY€TaL acJvyKpdTToc ce ai(43oXcs
v(icec(9).
Having thus established the inescapability of decision-
making for the future of his journey, and having accepted the
relatively uncertain status of his "notes", which, in the end, he
calls "ra x€Lpópa4a mw avalró4CuKTuw airocdci€uw"(222), Aris returns
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to the past to tell the story of this uncertainty and his disbelief
in his sensory perception. In recounting his being unable to make
the appropriate decision or to distinguish between reality and
illusion, and in exposing his lack of knowledge of who he really
is, Aris' narration shows the way in which both his 'I' and his
'eye' were constructed by the discourses of the main people in
his life, people who are also the main characters of this
narrative.
The following sections will summarize and analyse Aris'
relationship with the following characters: Eva, Christina, Mario,
Jill, Pavlos, Boris, Philippos, Martin, and the journalist. In so
doing, and while in the previous chapters I provided a sequential
reading of the text (discours), in this chapter I will be
reconstructing the "histoire" of To Xpoijia -mu MAAOPTOç.
5. 2. All About Eva
Aris describes his relation to his mother, Eva, as the most
undemanding and free he has ever experienced: "HTaV, óliu5 &i.
ci Law iroXXd. TOUXdXLYTOII T(1TOTa arró 6a ETrLI3dXXeL i .iuOoXoy1a ic
Xdc"(4O). Despite the biological bond, and despite the
connotations of her name, Eva's being his mother never becomes
a determining factor in the way they regard each other; Eva
remains throughout his life a strange woman who always keeps a
distance from him, and whom he meets sporadically.
When Eva becomes pregnant, she bars Aris' father, the
"aUvL'O)(OS epacrn1s " (49), from visiting, and disappears on travels
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for months, finally coming back to announce that the child, a boy,
was born dead.
Aris rather bitterly remarks that "a(youpa 6EY ycvv1jOKa
veKp6c", and despite the fact that his life starts with a lie about
its very existence, he remains with Eva for a few months, until
she gives him as a present to her friend Christina, the sculptor.
Because Christina refuses to take any overt payment for his
upbringing, Eva takes on the role of the mediator who will make
sure that her sculptures are sold, becoming "o	 caoXaps, 0
Elry€YLcYpAvOc ILcTaTrpdTTlc irou Oa IC&I)CL TT11/ TXI/T1 qL1Tópcu.J.a " (49). This
allowes the arrangement to continue as smoothly as possible.
Aris rarely sees Eva until well after adolescence. Then, one day,
after not having seen her for three whole years, and weeks after
he has moved out of Christina's house and into his own flat, Eva
reappears, inviting him to meet her in a bar.
At the bar, Aris, having been reassured that Eva will not
start to apologize and to analyse the reasons for her past
actions, Aris begins to feel comfortable in her presence and
admires her exceptionally rare sense of self-balance and
individual brilliance "a cu4/Ca cXOcpi1, irpóOuj.ti va aUT0KaTaP7T1OE(
KL va P1XTE a€ i'rpociwpivd iraOi1"(64). Relieved to realize that the
'bonds' between them will only come from what he calls the
temporary effects of chance, "OL aópaTcc aLTks IcaL JUYKUPkS irou
ovo lid CovTaL i-ixi"(67), Aris rejoices in the sense of freedom that
Eva's attitude offers, a sense that becomes the underlying
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element of their relationship, giving it a considerable degree of
permanence until Eva's death fifteen years later.
The relationship between Aris and Eva is free flowing, on
the literal level as well as on the metaphorical one where Aris,
the literal creation of Eva, stands as an analogue of her artistic
creation. Constant to their discursive premise, the meetings
between the creating subject (the 'unmythological' mother) and
the subject being created (the 'unmythological' son), never
become antagonistic, but remain conspiratorially interdependent.
As their meetings are never controlled, never agreed, and "1TOT
8ev irpoxwpoiaav ac eIqwarpcccic 1 avaXiicieLç Trni <<	 >' "(67), they
never enter into the process of defining each other's role, but
they rest rather on general and obscure matters. Such a
relationship never provokes a rupture, and neither does it
achieve a rapprochment. Although their thoughts move safely
along similar paths, making them spectators of each other's
unspecified logical process, "nov 4JdXVEL KculTOIO ciijia, ij KaTapyel Ta
cyxl'IjLaTa 1 auToaI4LaTcCTaL"(68), Aris cannot but embrace Eva's
logic, especially the way in which she effaces all traditional
demands upon their biological relationship as she "airXdc
I.tvOo1ToLoac I(L aTro1uOoTnoLo1icyc TócYO ypljyopa, KpLVC thaa alTo TOcYa
TrpaI.LaTa, (&JT€ TO Oia xave KdOe i.'óriiia KL	 L€VE l yollTe(a IJ.las'
8La&KaT(aç aTtOacTflc TTOU apvclTaL ap) KL TXoc"(68).
It is only logical, therefore, that in the self-effacing and
totally uncompromised relationship that Eva and Aris enjoy, they
can both be individual subjects, free to pursue their personal
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desires. Eva's presence, or absence, never acquires the
attributes of a menacing a(ciOiiciii, as in the case of Christina, who
even in absence becomes "ud atciO-qrq 1TOU TpuTrdcl TOCXOVS Kal
1raTthj.LaTa Ka TXEL aE &a8p4io"(69).
The absence of interference, even when Eva is present,
inscribes her relationship to Aris as a game in which the rules
and the roles of the players constantly shift. Her desire never
becomes a command for Aris, since even when she gives him a
cheque for a significant amount of money she leaves it undated,
offering him not so much a specific means through which her
desire will become an "clTLTaylj", but more the means to enter an
open-ended scenario, saying "cou xap(Cw va rraLXv(8L"(7O).
Eva's uncommanding desire is subverted in the narrative,
which exposes Aris, the analogue of Eva's creation, as being
subjected to her wishes. In the same way, her subjectivity is
dependent on him in order to assert its peculiar character. Thus,
some years later, Aris forcibly enters Eva's mythological games
and discovers that he has never been really free of her
commanding desires, which have ruled his life in ways he has
been unable to detect. He finds himself in the position of having
no choice, and conciously accepts the rules of Eva's game, when
he discovers that she has left him an inheritance, which he
liquidates in order to realize his last desire to take the long
journey into the unknown, during which this story is written. The
mythology surrounding Eva's character is in fact Aris' own
creation, based on the perception he has of the most enviable
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way she lived, free and only following her urges, travelling
around the world without plans and without having specific
reasons behind her decisions. Eva's spiritual legacy to Aris, the
love of the spontaneous and the unknown, becomes the discursive
position that Aris metaphorically takes up himself, when he
embarks on his journey to Geneva, a journey literally financed by
Eva's material legacy.
It all starts when, after Eva's death, a lawyer gives Aris a
sealed letter and a key. He never opens the envelope despite its
obvious temptation, because Eva's death "Sci.' 1TKTT1JE T1OT TT)I/
opLoTLKóTrTa TrOU TrcpqthYEL Kav€lç airó &a Góvai-o"(39).
The mythology about Eva lives on because of the non-finality
of her death, and although the strange and slightly rusty key
represents for Aris the inviting possibility of unlocking old and
paradoxical mysteries of the unknown, the sealed envelope
becomes repellent, because Aris interprets it as containing
instructions for the use of the key, thus being "To dvTpo TOU
au7ICEKp4.LL'ou, TOU pEaXLaTLKoJ, Trou, T1pocT&op(OVTac, Ga ir€piópic, Ga
aouGoTroLoaE"(39). The fear of demythologizing is based on the
belief that the envelope and the key will lead Aris to a place
where reminders of Eva's past are gathered. The decision not to
open the envelope is based, therefore, on Aris' firm belief that he
has already known the realities of Eva's life in his own past and
is not in any need of reminiscing about bygone eras.
Aris' self-assurance is destroyed by the very operations of
chance, which he himself has proclaimed as the underlying
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element of his relationship to Eva, and has radically changed the
way he perceives his own past
On the 28th of May, Aris has just returned from his (first)
trip to Geneva feeling "avaaTaTwpVoc, XP€LaCó.LOuY lila &a4uyi[. .
XPELaC6liouv iióvo i'a €xdrn, va tarni"(4O). As the same date marks
the fourth anniversary of Eva's death, Pavlos pays Aris the
customary commemorative visit.4
Pavlos accidentally sees the forgotten key and offers to
accompany Aris on a visit to the warehouse. In his usual
speculative argumentation, Aris is sure that he stands to gain a
lot from this venture, since the same occasion, the opening of
Eva's legacy, will be a pivot for Pavlos' reminiscences, because
he will delve nostalgically into Eva's memorabilia. For Aris, who
desperately needs to forget what has happened in Switzerland, it
will be the key to forgetting.
At first, Aris thinks that the effect of the visit to Eva's
warehouse can only be as temporary as everything else that she
ever did or participated in, because of her nomadic lifestyle.
However, as soon as that view is formulated, he detects some
danger in the effects of temporariness, since "aKpLf3uSc yl' auTó OL
KtV6UVOI. 8L6.pKCLac 1'1TaV aUTflthVoL. ^T0 TrpO(Ju)pWó 0 dVOpWTrOc 8Ev aILYCTaL,
8Ev I3PIOKCL Afryo va TO KdVEL, TO &XETa cwá.Xa4pa, IJ.ETâ cXvLhaL..."(4l).
Immediately after, and still appealing to what he has named
This episode comes a week before Aris talks to Pavlos about his plans to go
away again in a few months.
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Eva's 'nomadic disposition', Aris changes his interpretation of
the effects of Eva's action, and, contradicting his previous
assertion, he reassures himself that her nomadic logic is still
alive, and cannot produce any permanent results, as the nomad
"xovTac IJhGEL va lTpcxYapl.L&craL cYE Ô1TOtES auiiOipccc awavrl)acL, evà 1Tü)
Ga I1TOpO 'XTE i.'a ETrL€L cJE auTç, va Tic &aI.10p4X&YEL"(42).
All interpretations aside, it has taken Aris many years, up
to the point when he visits the warehouse, to understand that the
real reason behind Eva's conduct is a kind of "aupiraGiyrti	 &aaTpo4nj,
W/, 4wcYLKá1 GCWPTIG€1 &acTrpo Ti aL4*aF31Tfl(Tfl Tqc 1Tapa&YJLaK1c aL(7&qT1c
Kal 1TpaIcrLK1s"(42).
The shocking revelation comes as the key unlocks the door to
a huge warehouse, showing Aris that Eva had stored all
Christina's sculptures that he had observed being created and
leaving the studio.
Having had his belief in the full knowledge of his past
annihilated by the dimensions of a reality that he has not even
calculated, he becomes scared at his inability to perceive any
kind of reality, even the simple fate of the creations which "yLcL
xpóvLa CoKJa TO apyó TOUT 1rXTcJtac71a cJTflI.' opLcrrlKóTflTa thlTotac .iop4nc,
yLci xp6La Ta airoxaipoi aa va - va 6Tav lJ.ETa4povTaL' arró TO
Epyac7T1p10 Kat ITãvroTE Ta 4xzvTaCóp.ow a óXa Ta cTql.Lcta TOV optCovra, va
ETr1&LKviovraL p rrapa11. H Trapor irOavc XoL1T6V cmli.' arrothcri;"(43).
The fact that Christina's sculptures died as soon as Eva put
them in the silence and darkness of the warehouse, instead of
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allowing them to be publicly appreciated by potential buyers,
becomes significant for Aris' status in the narrative, both on a
literal as well as on a metaphorical level. It points towards the
dependability of the creator as well as the creation on other
people's interaction, not only for the continuation, but also for
the definition of their existence. Eva, who 'killed' Christina's
creations, had done so because she despised the mythological
status of the creation which demands almost sacred protection,
and thus establishes unbreakable ties between itself and its
creator. It is precisely because of that attitude that Aris has
been able to enjoy such a free and unrestrictive relationship
with her, since Eva never interfered in his life in her attempt not
to bind him to her.
The metaphorical death of the sculptures in the warehouse,
where they lay sheltered and hidden from the appreciation of an
external gaze, is literally used by Eva as a means to protect Aris'
life, her own creation, as he continues his comfortable existence
under the gaze of Christina. Thus Eva, by condemning Christina's
works of art to death through life imprisonment, manages to
shelter her own creation, but also imprisons it/him in her desire
-turned command.
Under these narrative circumstances, Aris' status in the
narrative becomes equated to that of all created objects, as
works of art, be they sculptures or texts. Through the shocking
revelation about the real fate of Christina's sculptures, which
reveal their inexorable dependency, he implicitly discovers that
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the only way to escape a reality which he cannot control, but of
which he is necessarily a part, comes through falling silent,
from voluntarily committing textual suicide.
Thus, when Aris leaves the warehouse, still shocked, he
gradually starts considering the accuracy of Pavlos' definition of
Eva's relationship to him as ",-rv aL(iVLa TIpóKXl1011, TO VYTLKTO rrou
Aoo6p61ii1cic, T11 4YOOfl TTOU cYK6T(xyE TOUT (&ouç TflS TOUT KavóvEc"(43). He
thinks that he can use this deviation from the norm, and the
material independence that Eva has provided, as a means to
realize the idea of a journey he devised on the plane returning
from Switzerland that very morning, and this, in turn, will be a
means of distancing himself from the unpleasantness of further
revelations by throwing the reality of his self into permanent
silence, out of the darkness of other people's manipulations.
Aris decides that the inheritance that passed to him in such
a conventional way (from mother to son) has only to be used as
unconventionally as it was amassed in the first place, so that
the final exit can become real. Eva's devastating control of Aris'
life triggers off the formulation of his own desire for a
permanent exit from other peoples' narratives: "To OPLaTLK6, TO
l.LcyciXo Taet& ILOU airó Kalpó 1'jTaY I.LLa L&a aóptcmi rrou apyâ, iia aTaOEpá,
raipv a1iiia[...] i aóptcrrri L6a &w ciriGuiiia. E1rLTWCTLICtI[...] Ani aTrpv
lTapd va TrOVXIjcYu) auTd ITOU 1 Eia Tr€pL4póvqac icai va KaTaaTpu')cm) i'a
cJX8LO oploTLICÔ" (44).
While Aris has settled the arguments concerning the
ideological aspect of selling Christina's sculptures, whose
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potential Eva had scorned, he nevertheless finds that in the
process of selling them he is forced to assume the unpleasant
role of the vendor of Christina's sculptures, something that Eva
herself had refused to do. Still bound to the left-overs of Eva's
legacy, he is once again humiliated by being forced to equate
himself openly with art objects as merchandise:
E1Tp€Trc va TaUrlCOI.LaL .LE TO qrnópeu.a, a)Aui &v Ga iraGa,
Kal KcIOE Tócrn va I.LETal.Iop$voILaL ac lTpoKXflTLKó trop.iró Trou,
aLc)1TTjXd iia €yXta)TTa, IrapaKaXci yia &KTT1. Eirpcirc tia
a rrx 8oK1.Laa1cc TaTrcwwTucc. Eyth va ETrL&LKI/1OLaL Kat 01
dXXOi. va I.LE €Xyouv, tia 
.LC lrEplEpydCOvTaL, va .ic
airopplirrouv av athii.a 'o, áXpicrro, 1 i.'a iou xaplCovv 1IId
Tr1Kpi avaKo1)4,Lofl ILC TflV aTro80)( TOUc.(35)
His decision to sell does not appear to guarantee a revival or
a continuing existence for the sculptures of Christina. As, at this
point, these works of art are assimilated to Aris' metaphorical
status in the narrative, their adventures just serve Aris'
enforced realization of the limits and helplessness of an object's
dependent position, as opposed to the independence of the buyer,
which he desperately envies, especially in terms of "nc
8uvaT6T11Tc TOU yia dpl/TIcYT), KaTd4ao,1, ciriXoy"(35). Although the
position that Aris desires to occupy lies on the periphery of the
creating process, it is nonetheless a crucial and integral part of
it. By indirectly becoming part of the continuing creative
process, the buyer, as the gazing appreciator of objects of art, or
as the reader of texts, is the one who verifies their existence
and consequently also their creator's existence. Without that
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intervention the creative process remains undefined and devoid
of any signification.
Although Aris' desire to escape through a long journey will
be satisfied, it is clear that it is only made possible by the
unexpected intervention of past, elusive forces, especially the
intervention of Eva, the person he has considered as the most
uninterfering presence in his life. It could also be argued that
Eva's desire/command for Aris to become the sole heir to her
material legacy is the command/desire of the creator to the
creation, to live on in a future that will reassert the individual
subjective position from whose point of view that creation was
delivered in the first place. Aris' desire to embark on a journey
without prearranged plans is a continuation of the way Eva had
lived her life, and Aris' desire to escape all ties with the past
and its demanding relationships is the continuation of Eva's
conviction to defy the monism of ordinary logic, through thinking
about the "yoiyrda p.Las 8La&Kacrlaç aTWacJc TIOU apv€ITaL apxi ical
TtXoc"(68). Thus, Eva's and Aris' undemanding relationship on the
level of the story, as well as their metaphorical one on the level
of the narrative, as the interaction between the creating subject
and the text depends for its continued existence on the
commands of the kind of freedom that Eva wanted to achieve. She
created Aris to mirror her own subjective position and Aris has
to realize his part of that interaction, to uphold and repeat the
commands that define his position as much as hers, in order not
to endanger the existence of both.
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In this second journey to Geneva, which is devoted to total
freedom, Aris finds that the past realities which depend on
memory to prompt them, bring them out and then put an end to
them, put limits to the subjects' freedom to inscribe its
subjectivity in writing. They constantly remind Aris that the
notion of being able to know the full reality of what has
happened is at the very least a self-mocking utopia. Aris
therefore, writes on the way from Belgrade to Nish that the
journey away from the past and towards the freedom of the self
has concrete limitations since it " l iETaTpTrcTaL aTrpoa6óKlTa
4uXaia'i, O14L6JJaL TL &1y1'cY€Lc YLa TOUS KOT1O Kat Ta TLI.L1I.LaTâ TO 	 KaL
aIcóLT1 liLd 4opd, auvEL6lTolroLE(c -riv ouTolTEa TOU c7Ko1To, a4oii i
1TpaWaTIK6TflTa 8Laypd4ETaL Ithija arró TrW ac4uLa TOU TIL1II.LaTOc Kal
i.6vo"(45). The principle of freedom that Aris has to observe in
order to assert his subjectivity by reaffirming the discursive
position of Eva, his creator, will be compromised if confined in
his "notes"and the textual limits that they impose. The only real
way out is through an exit from the text, which will mark the
death of the textual existence of the subject position, and entry
into silence which will mark the beginning of the only possible
free and unending existence.
5. 3. Signs of Christina
When Eva returns from her self-imposed exile, her
declaration that the boy was born dead signifies a denial of his
status as her son. On the literal, as well as on the metaphorical
level in which Aris stands for Eva's creation, Aris is very much
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alive. In that respect, Eva's choice to offer him to Christina as a
present, as the object of exchange in art creation, cleverly
perpetuates his central role, for according to Aris "ii. 1iouv	 'a 8upo
dTUTro XOLTr6Y KL Lá)Lc7Ta ic iiapaA1TrT11 c1)cTToxa 8LaXE)qJAl/O. H XPLYTII/a
liE &xrq c ic xapci, .Lc rrv (&a apd rrou i Ea lic d4nac"(5O). Eva's
choice enables her creation to continue to exist outside her own
life but very much at the centre of Christina's life, who, as a
sculptor, depends upon observing animate objects in order to
create her art. Furthermore, Eva's timing is excellent, since at
the time the only human body available to Christina's observation
was that of her old father who was decaying into death. Because
of Eva's offer, Christina would now have the chance to observe
the growth that Aris as a child could offer, because "EKE( r 4Oopd
Oa ns	 rrv ata&qcrq n1c dvOrjaiç ai rqs a'd ruiis "(50). Aris, as a
living being, serves to trigger Christina's inanimate creations
and feed her illusions of continuing growth which spring from
his status as an observable entity, created by someone else and
developing independently without her intervenention. In that
sense, and if on a metafictional level, Aris stands for the text
that Eva had created and then released, Christina stands for the
(first) reader of Aris as text, and as such becomes the only
facilitator of the continuation of his existence.
For as long as Aris is the observed, he describes his
relationship with Christina as full of innocent confrontations
that never last long: "óXa yXLUTpOJaV E lLL avu)8uvfl E1TL4XII/cLa"(24),
explaining thus the reason why "ra 1TaL6IKd iOU póVLa K1JXTJav TócYO
ai.'áXa4pa"(24).
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Christina's method of sculpting is "avdXa4p", despite
working with hard materials. Her attitude is also "avdxa4,pii",
because, as Aris interprets it, she never focuses on a specific
and fixed point for more than is necessary for her to get a
fleeting impression of change and growth. Her discourse, (at the
beginning) as Aris remembers it, moves along the same painless
lines as well:
MiXoIxc Kal Ta X&yLa Trç &v 1xoxsav aav auaTrlpd lTpdLóI.rra
c7thsfls, aA)4 aai' Lacrruc1'1 lTapópl110q, llpoopL thvr a c7I31kYEL
IxaXaKd. Ka(, i(youpa, 8ev cTUV,OLCE I/a (YICT1TCTL -01
TrepLocyóTEpoL dI/OpwTrOL i.e aLaOavTLKólmTa 3XtTr0UL'E iióvo
4p&y.LaTa OTfl Xoyi 
€tXC 6itüc VTOt/T TrapaTflpl]TLK61-flTa[...]
HTaV I.LLd TrapaTflpflTLKóTqTa aidv8ui1, utripx€ yla va UTrá..PXCL,
ÔXL yLa va KXELcYTC( ae crulI1T€pdcllLaTa, yL' auTo flip &XOI.Low
aTdpaXa, aKOlfll KL &rav 0 crrOxos rn 1p.ouv ey(24).
The words concerning Christina that Aris uses, "aOuSo, ai.'th6uvo,
avdxa4pii, XaL&cL, óxi auaTrp1, aKtv8uvfl, aTdpaXa, avopO68o, v()XXcLa,
aOópvl3i", change when the adult Aris becomes the observer rather
than the observed, and sees that her painless tactics have
changed. The change for both of them comes about when Christina
decides to use another animate presence as a model for her
sculpting and stops processing her material through her
fantasies. As her observational skills focus on a model Aris, has
his status undermined by another presence, and observes that her
criticisms focus on him. Christina's tactic, in terms of Aris,
from "av 8u vii " becomes aTru O1TLKY ", when his perception of the
reality of their relationship, and the distinction between who
was the observer and who was the observed becomes blurred.
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He starts questioning the merits of a life devoted to
reproductions since "na Cun óirou T1 IT0LKLX(a eaa4cL>JC€TaL 1€
irapaAXayc Tqç t&aç aixoALac &v elvai. aci4uirnicij;"(51). Moreover, even
though he understands that the relationship of her subject
position to her art is an interdependent one, since through the
metamorphoses of the sculpting material she is watching and
moulding her own development, he questions the possibility for
personal growth through a single mode of expression: "cvaL óI.Lu)s
EXL11 11 TrpocYKóXAlcnl cYE &aV TpóTrO K4 pacY1W, fi auToeyKaTáXEL4JT) aiç
TPDX1 S .LLaç KaL .LOVa&ICTS yXt&icias;"(52).
Aris' impression that Christina's decision to lead a life
devoted to the production of inanimate objects "8ev 1iav KdTrOLa
iiopli'j 4avaTLc7ILo, aXAci 0 cicYTOXOc TpóTrOc TT1S va uTrdpXeL"(53), (as
strong as his belief in Eva's "Euarox(a" in choosing Christina as his
guardian) is fortified by the comments about her work made by
the rare visitors to her studio, who use praise to disguise what
Aris considers the deficiencies in her work: "YLaT( lITaI/, 4aLVeTaL,
va pyo VTOVO, aXXá 4Th)X6, KXELcJIthVO aTLS EJ4LOVS TOU TO TTpOKá)EcXW
icai. KaTa&Kac7i&vo V a&a4opct yta .LLa awOeT11 aLrrtkq4rq TOU
Christina's obsessive immersion in sculpting, as a futile
way to assert herself, makes Aris enjoy his independence, free
from demanding influences in the midst of the silence generated
by the absence of Christina's attentions. This assertion
immediately puts him in the position of someone who, like Eva,
has a complex view of the world as opposed to the simplistic
mode of existence that Christina presents. Through the role-
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reversal that comes about from Aris' own self-proclaimed
synthetical and analytical abilities, Christina's subject position
becomes dependent on his interpretations: "TO TrpóTulró '-'wE
... ] tievc
acYTdOl.L11T0, liE aTroTXEaIia i'a capTcITaL alToKXcLcrruccI airó Tic cplL11I.'etEc
I Lou. KL 61T()ç Ta IIdTia LOU dAXaCat' au1.'€c, dAXaCc iiaCt TOU ical i
i iop4 ij TT1
	
Xpurr(vac"(53). Under these circumstances, as the
subject of the observation/receiver constantly exchanges
position with the observing subject/transmitter, their
relationship gradually becomes so interdependent that Aris feels
that the only way to know who the real Christina is, can come by
moving away from her.
The narrative does not allow Aris, the character, to escape
lightly, and therefore, Aris, the narrator, is forced to reassert
his uncertainty as a created object, by telling the story of how
he turned to the fictional reality of books, because of his
inability to read the reality behind Christina's enigma. At the
time, the only communication between Aris and Christina passes
through the silent observations of each other, and because of his
metaphorical and literal dependent status, Aris feels a painful
need to engage in a real dialogue. He turns to books to satisfy his
desire, only to find that,
EKEI 8€!) Ppicnca TO!) opOó800 8LdXoyo, óTrou iroinróc KL
&KTqc aUyKXLVOW. uvaoaa i.iid XELTOUpY(a cIi.'icni. Eyi'i
&)(ó.LoUV €lri6pdcYELc, iia TO 13i3XLO TI1TOTa 6cv aipv€ arró
qthva, I€V€ 1TaOT1TLKÔ, a1Xlth)L)TO Tr$ Tó?9flW 1TOU KthrOTc TO
4TLa€[...] XpELaCóTav iia ip i1m yLa va rrapa&XTth Truç 1
rraG11TLKóTrTa 1Tav XLIOOS 
€KT(.LTcYfl, 1TW OL cYUyK€KpL.LVCc
OL ircpacijthv€c aa XapTLá, &v Kaerr9Jwav 1TOT Tic
vvOL€ç, TL ci4,Tl/aI/ 8id4avcç, pcucYTc, va ir€pi4thvouv TO
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rrou Ga TOUS &&YEL cTx La. XpcLaóTaI/ va TICpá.CTEL thpa
iroXXi yia va KaTaXd) 1TWS ITOI.L1T6S 1'fl.LOW OucYLacYTLKd E$
KL TO 131XLO 0 viwwthvoc &KTIW ffOU 1TáYTa 0VflPCETL Tfl
&ypcT11. (54)
Aris, as the text that Eva had intended him to be, emerges
from the illusion of being the active reader of Christina's life
text, and with his status as object restored, is once again
reminded that in fact he is not only being constantly read by
Christina, but is indeed dependent solely upon her reading of him
to emerge from a state of inactivity and nonexistence.
Gradually finding that Christina's penetrative effect on him
becomes unbearable, Aris starts to leave Christina every summer
during his school years, his worries about her state of mind in
his absence pacified by her reassurance that "KdGc arroua(a th'au
EuxcipLcrnl, óTaI.' c(vaL irpoawpivtj[...]"(57) and by the fact that when he
returns to their home he finds that during his three-month
absence she has produced as many sculptures as she normally
would for the rest of the year.
When he announces his decision to leave permanently, a
devastated Christina tries to tempt him to stay by promising
that she will confine herself to the studio, that she will become
a 'silent shadow'. At this point, the discussion of presence-
absence becomes, really, a discussion about the state of Aris'
existence. What Aris objects to, is the idea of Christina as an
"a(iOioi" that will permanently reaffirm his status as object, as
a dependent, helpless entity, constantly violated by the power of
an invisible presence which "Ga iicpvoicic TOUT TOEXOUc, Ga ¶cpTraTo1saE
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aa TraTcLaTa, Ga tTPEXE aToUc 8ia6póiiouc icaL, lTthrra aGtarq, Ga
rrapaicoXouOokic TL aci'jjiavr€c KLV1EL, Tic aSLópaTEc LT1TT1JCL
iou"(58). Thus, Aris decides that the only way to escape the
violation which transforms him either into the inexorably hunted
game, or the textual construction constantly read by another,
will be to deny Christina the opportunity to go after him by
depriving her life of his presence as a "Oipaa"(58).
Christina manifests her adaptation to Aris' refusal to be
subjected to her desires in a powerful way. She denies Aris the
opportunity to make a heroic exit from being the centre of her
attentions by reversing the wording of her previous gnomic
statement (57), saying that it is time he went because "KdGE
rrapoucT(a ch'ai. Suadpcnm, óTav cCvai poiupw"(59), and immediately
returning to her sculpting, treating the still present Aris as
already absent.
Since Christina produces her art irrespective of Aris'
temporary absence, the idea that his animate presence has been
essential and central to her artistic endeavours becomes invalid.
It also suggests that Christina's choice to assert her existence
through her obsessive devotion to the production of inanimate
sculptures, which Aris considers pointless, is in fact an
independent activity, successful and well aimed to the
satisfaction of her individual needs. Even in the case of his
relationship to Christina, Aris' subjectivity cannot escape
relegation to a status similar to that of an artistic creation, its
dependence exposed both in terms of existence and of definition.
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5. 4. Mario's Modelling
Aris recognizes Mario, the Greek-Italian model who
temporarily absorbed Christina's creative attentions, as a major
formative thrust in his adolescence. Mario travelled around the
world using his body "aaL' CUYCVLK6 q.LTrópEu.La 1' óTrWS 0 (8L0S Xy€
ELp(M/LKcI, aai/ ILLKP1'l irpo4opci TO 3W.Ló Tfl IL€YcIXTlc TXvrlS"(25). Posing
nude for a sculpture, he depends upon Christina's directions and
desires in order to assume a position over which he has no
control, waiting patiently until the artist makes a decision. The
pose, "cYTdcnl", that Mario is forced to take, although impeccable,
always seems 'unnatural' to the observing Aris, because "icpa
TT(i)5 &1/ ljTav 8LICIj TOU, Kat T1u)S, KaTd I3dOOc, TOI/ Talrdlnjw€"(25).
Aris interprets Mario's self-humiliation and willingness to
submit to Christina's commands and demands as a bravely
subversive rebellion against her authoritarian attitude. At the
time, Aris is trying to find a way to escape his own
objectification by Christina, and it is only through drawing
courage from Mario's presence, as well as from Mario's
ideological stance against adaptability, that he is finally able to
leave her.
The argument that arms Aris with the final certainty in his
conviction to become independent, is voiced in the narrative by
Mario, who, during a modelling session, comes out of his
unnatural posture, and in Aris' eyes, becomes himself, to present
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his views against the virtues of adaptability put forth by
Christina:
4avTaCóTav avGpthrrou xaI.LaLXovrc va XPLaT(COI1TaL airó
Ta pc1.LaTa TWI/ KaLpdw, I.L(Td va XcII/O1/TaL d6oa, cJE dI.'oclTa
irXij&ri. llpoTLLoac TOUS 4UXaKLc7FLVOUc aa T€( X1 lLLdS
TIpOcTW1TLK61-flTac 81cYKaI1TTTTS, auTóvoIITIs, TrpOOpL th'Tlç t'a
alm)OE(, i'a KaTaTp4EL (26).
It is interesting that the metaphor employed to belittle
Christina's position by linking individuals to chameleons, comes
from a man who has made adaptability to the demands of the
environment a profession. Mario's pointing at the ability of
certain animals to change colour to fit the surrounding
environment, uses the allusion to the natural to inscribe
resistance to a social imperative voiced by Christina. In so
doing, the narrative also links his comment to the title of the
novel, whose implications in Aris' mind formulate the possible
colour of his future.
Thus, Mario's anti-chameleonic position dominates Aris'
thoughts, when he gradually takes on the role of teacher for Aris,
visiting the studio repeatedly, even after Christina has stopped
experimenting with the human figure and Mario's modelling has
become obsolete for her.
In the studio where Christina moulds the vague shapes of
hard materials into definite forms of art, Mario's speeches are
moulding Aris' love for the unconventional by disclosing to him
attractive, unknown possibilities: "ic' iiXota€ Tóao óio ic
8[8acYKc[...] uTr&yELa jiou XdPLCE ICdTL 1TOX,TL.LO. Mou th'Ovyc TOU 8póp.ouc
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aTO avTLauI43aTLKó, OTO ()TlOLKó"(27). As a preview of the analogy
between death and texts that will become more apparent later,
the end of the relationship of Aris and Mario is contained in the
narrative in terms of a death reported by a text.
Years after Mario has left for Finland, news of his death
comes to Aris through a registered letter, sent by an anonymous
correspondent. The man writes that Mario had mysteriously set
fire to himself on the roof of an apartment building in Argentina
and that Aris' address was the only real reference found among
the personal belongings of the deceased. Giving few other details
about the speculation concerning the reason for Mario's action,
the unknown writer of the letter also informs Aris that the
painter for whom Mario worked at the time, despite the fact that
his studio was six kilometres away from the locus of Mario's
suicide, has given the police a detailed explanation of Mario's
last moments, testifying that for the past two days "o auTóxELpac
clxE UOLOTE1 dc .L1d yaX1via (JL()Tfl'j, (7€ KthrOLa CU€PCTLK1 aváTacnl. Kat
6TaL' IpO€ 
€KCLVI1 Ti aTLw1', Tfl crrrdyi.as	 apdJT,S, OXi1ac i'a Tip' T1apaTdL/€L
aivia. ToTE dXei4c TO Koplit TOU c	 i'C(vi.[...] 0 dvOpwrroc auTOs
ETrLOVLOJd7€ .Lia EKflKTLK1' ivwa
	 TO cY(4LTTcLV KaTaAaI3atv€T€;"(28).
The Argentinian painter's assured account of a reality he had
not witnessed, as reported and thereby interpreted by the
mysterious writer of the letter, is based on the conviction that
one does not need to see to know, because "i Opacrq TrdvTa
rrapalTXalnh, 11 €ii6Oiu,ii Tic TOW1OT TTOT Oiiwc"(28). Aris embraces that
conviction because on the one hand it is connected, though
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indirectly, to Mario's teachings, and on the other hand it allows
him to set his own "€y8óux 1TciroCO1m1", what his own 'I' tells him,
as the stable measure of reality, over and above the limits of
visual impression of the 'eye' which provides one with only a
fraction of the total reality of the "al3taarq yXtaca T(W lTpaWdmw"
(33) in a world that is constantly changing around him.
As Mario's strange death becomes a theme which enters
texts and generates interpretations, just as his body had done
when alive, his subjectivity resists the advent of a final closure
of meaning. Thus Aris, following his newly found inner
conviction, decides that in the future the only way he will
associate himself with his environment is through what Mario
has taught him by his death: his 'I' protected from all alienating
emotional and practical demands made by other people. Having
adopted Mario's discursive position as a firm ideological stand,
we find him narrating how years later, while in the process of
selling Eva's inheritance to finance his second journey to Geneva,
he has, because of what Mario had taught him, been able to avoid
and resist Elsa's invasive and stategically chameleonic advances.
Elsa, who lives next door to Aris' flat, is an actress.
Although her professional role-playing is similar to Mario's, it is
also marked by a fundamental difference. Whereas Mario never
assumed his prescribed poses as natural, Elsa, in Aris' eyes, is
completely the opposite: "r TiGoirolta rv dx€ liáOEL va CXt)fXEL rTv
TflI) KIVflJT1, Tfl cYT&fl, T&JO €iri&La, (YTE TO CTKTflTO ywóTaI/
4a"(36). Whereas Mario's voluntary flexibility was never the
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cause of deception or oppression, Elsa's transformational
abilities are used repeatedly to disguise her persistence in
approaching Aris and invading his space.
Aris thinks that the driving force behind Elsa's coming to his
flat at nights is a blind submission to a primordial sexual
instinct, to which he himself readily succumbs but with all his
perceptive powers fully alert. Thus, when one night Elsa touches
his hand for what he considers to be a more prolonged amount of
time than usual, he sees in her action the first signs of a
conquest: "ri apxlj '-c apiayljs, Tc KaTdKTrlcyllc. To Tpd13Ta aTróTOI.La,
cTriKthOrIIca ópOLoc. Tiç iiXiia 1ixpatiia. E1rra irwç 43Xcrra rr1 aTpaTlyyLIcl'j
TT1c, .IaXaKd rrpocnraOocE va 11€ O8fly1ja€L UTLç aTroXpuSJ€LS rT1s
€cipT11o11c"(37).
When Elsa claims that through their love-making a part of
him has already been tied to her, he argues against dependence to
any one relationship that requires conformity, and explains that
he will keep clearly away from chameleonic adaptations, his
individuality securely guarded, "8 Kalnrnl, auTóvoIil"(26), as Mario
had taught him.
As soon as he finishes the argument in defence of his
independence, his inner thoughts are thrown into confusion. He
remembers that he cannot rationally account for the fact that,
although confident in his pursuit of an independent subject
position, he had a few years ago gladly surrendered the freedom
of his 'I' by entering a relationship with a woman who had
become his sole focus: "ÂÀÀá TÔTC, Xiya p6v.a irp(v, Trthc inrópcaa; Hç
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XaerrlKa, irthç L€wa aKLVflTOS..iTthS LTr6pccYa ToTE, ryth lii.iouv, iiOi.'o eyth, 8ci'
Xü) a LI30XLES" (37).
This total surrender refers to Aris' love affair with Jill, in
whose turquoise eyes he had lost himself for two years,
inexplicably unable to uphold Mario's teachings that he now
proposes to Elsa as the inviolable premise of his inner
convictions. Aris has already modelled himself on Mario, and in
so doing, he readily plays the role that Mario has written for
him, in order to avoid becoming a co-player in a relationship
with the actress, Elsa. He contradicts himself because, on the
one hand and by his own admission, the actress has approached
him through a "TUcPX1I uTroTay1j aro	 vaTLKTo"(36), that is, as her
uncontrolled natural self. On the other hand, he appears to be
acting out his role-playing, and paradoxically equates himself
with the criticism he had previously directed towards Elsa, that
she exercised such strict self-control "CLSOTE TO ETICIC -rlTO yLvóTav
4aii"(36).
Although Mario and Elsa, in relation to the artistic
processes in which they are involved, are both set out in the
narrative as willingly going in and out of the subject positions
produced for them by other people's texts, when it comes to the
kind of relationship Aris has with each of them a clearly
evaluative distinction surfaces. Since both Mario and Elsa are
analogues of textual subjects, and since Aris is himself a
textual analogue (of his subjectivity as produced by the
discourse of his narration about himself), the relationship that
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he can have with them can only be an intertextual one. Whereas
Mario, as text, offers Aris, as text, a relationship "rrpoopLaliv1 va
aiTuOc, i'a KaTacYTp4CL"(26) all kinds of interdependence, in which
they can both retain their individual "81cJKaI.L1TT11, auTóvojIfl"(36)
concrete subjectivity, Elsa, as text, offers Aris as text, the
exact opposite. Here is a relationship of total interdependence in
which each subject position takes something from and adapts to
the other by simply coming in contact with it. Aris regards Elsa's
proposition of interdependence as "To aOp.iaCo ci I3Yjci i.io T11S
aOwóTllTac"(36) in their relationship; this innocence must lie in
the belief that one's subjectivity, even when relegated to the
status of a textual production, can still have an independent and
concrete existence in its own right; and it is this belief in the
innocent existence of the text that Jill stands for in Aris'
narrative, a metaphor that explains how in the past he had
allowed himself to be lost in Jill's text, "cno .va irou irapdXoya
yLL/E I.Lol/a&Kó".
5. 5. Modelling Jill
Aris describes his life immediately before he met Jill as
suffocating in a situation that could be summarized by Elsa's
subsequent assertion that "o dvOproc &t ivai oivoXo, ECVaL
c7cn-nt.La, yL avTó OL aAXOLthcYELç Eîìóç aTOLXdOU TOU (1TT pCdCovl/ óXa Ta
dXXa"(37), which had made Aris feel that "oi IaKXoL TÜW aXAoTpu&Jaaw
Lou 4cpvav rrla aa4w(a, 6€v i€pa aTró TL va 4VXaXT6S KL TL va
rrpoaTaT4J(i), 1iiouv o &UI.LLOc €v6 cJvOcTou opyavLcJlxo KaL, yia va TOLl
XTVTflJU), tITPE1TE va LCTXELPLJT( Ta I.Laa TOU, t 4iaxva avavcthc,cis
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KLVOLEYO crra ópia TOU iraAioi..."(103). One day, trying to escape his
anxieties by racing his motorcycle, he focuses on the transparent
turquoise coloured eyes of a girl and is forced to stop. When the
girl simply says in an American accent "Hi! I'm Jill", that focus
becomes permanent for Aris during the following two years.
The presence of Jill in the narrative is constructed to stand
as an analogue for a textual presence that Aris himself has
created. The status of Jill as Aris' text becomes clearer when he
reports that "óXa cK(vrcJav alTo 'a wJTdo. FLaT( 1'jTaL' acYTdo OTaL' Trç
e1Ta: To tpu KaXd ir dual i TC(AXI "( 1 04). After giving her a name,
he claims that he, inferring from the social connotations of her
life-style and nationality, can effortlessly tell her what kind of
plants were growing in her garden as well as the reasons why
these plants existed there: 
"HTav l aILdpLKat/(8a TOU TCOKL1PYK Kal TOU
cyK(, l ICflTrOUpLK1j Oa TTII/ Traptc7upd aapdvra xpOvla ap?OTEpa"(l 05). As if
he has already created the outline of the text in which Jill would
be the protagonist, he finds it impossible to let the opportunity
go, and, hypnotized by her turquoise eyes, he returns to her house
the very next day and resumes the creation of his story about
her. As Aris says, Jill "8 i€ 8cXOTat' ore EuXapkYnlcnl o1JTE .Lc
8uaapuKELa. ME SCXOTaV 4flJcYLKd". Jill as a metaphor for Aris' text, at
this early stage of her creation, is not in a position to react to
his desires and appears as passive and indifferent as she is on a
literal level.
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He records a dialogue that typifies the nature of their
relationship, and shows Jill, as the text in the making, not yet in
a position to claim independence and answer back:
- Eh'aL fiXtOLa...
- What did you say? P11ffE i TC(XX	 €yth althI.rnlcya:
- Nothing...l was talking to myself.(106)
Whereas his thoughts, finding no reception from Jill, return
to Aris in their entirety, engaging him in a dialogue with
himself, his physical side, contrastingly, becomes more and more
drawn into the turquoise of her eyes, so that after each
passionate lovemaking scene he feels "wro&aCpccni TOU EauToi lLou,
KdTL aTró .L1/a	 XC I.LC(YCL EKEt, TO dcnTpo &p.Ia 1.1€ TOL/ TVPKOUciC
TXcKTpL6"(lO7). Losing part of his self to Jill involuntarily does
not present any threat to Aris (as it would do later in the case of
Elsa) and giving himself up totally to the fatal attraction of
creating his own text, he sells all his things and goes to stay
with Jill, adapting himself, like a chameleon, to her environment:
"TO óXo	 LYE iia, TO aIiiirav aVyK€YTP()&flKE TO dcTTrpO StplLa liE TOUS
TupKoUdC XcKTpLc.o"(lO7). The whole reality of Aris' life
concentrates on Jill, and he becomes at the time defined by his
relationship to her, free of the tyranny of his past which had
prescribed his dependent subjectivity. Feeling that "i I.LOii TOU
lTapóLrros IJE ((XE TóaO aTrOEI/thcYEL arió TO rrap€XOóv[. . .]T(TroTa ao)v&To lIE
TTp/ TC(XX 6EII .LTrOpOJc7E va 11 avr1Trpocm)TrcJEL"(l 10), he concentrates
on enjoying his challenging newfound role.
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Aris discovers that understanding Jill, and on a
metafictional level creating Jill, is not an easy task. He has to
treat Jill tenderly as well as make himself go through the
"aTrpoa8óK1Tcç aUTs XOyLKS U1TOXu)pl'jcYELc"(l 21) in order not to destroy
their difficulty in communicating with each other. It is precisely
this factor which makes the relationship attractive to Aris since
it demands constant renewal and re-invention of codes in the
quest for a complete rapprochment.
The only tangible element on which a dialogue between them
can be based comes from their repeatedly pronouncing each
other's names, an activity which is supposed to send out an
infinite amount of different shades of messages. Aris calls this
illusion of communication a "qcu8aCciO1". It lasts as long as their
passionate lovemaking, and afterwards throws Aris into deep
uncertainty. When their bodies are not in contact, his mental
state returns to its former clarity, so that during those "Speç rrç
8LaycLac", he rebels against Jill's fraudulence and questions the
reality of the "xiXtd&c 1n1v1 1.LaTa, j.u1vLaTa TupKoudC, rrou (auç rrOT &v
c(xc crrE(XEL"(l22). On a metaphorical level Aris' uncertainty is due
to the fact that as his creation of the persona of Jill is
progressing, she is gradually acquiring an existence in her own
right, whose relationship with him is unclear whenever the
creating process (the love making), over which he was in control,
stops.
On a literal level, Aris tries to excuse the lack of
communication as a result of his poor command of Jill's
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language, and decides to improve his English. The decision is
based on the patronizing position that he feels sorry for Jill,
who, unable to speak any other language, is imprisoned "UE va KL
ILova8LKó icrnta yXt&iciac KW. aKqns"(l23). In the past, disguising
his own inadequacy behind a concern for the protection of
another, Aris had felt sorry for both Christina, whom he had
accused of "auToEy,aTdXEL4nl aTLç TOxL	 iLas KL .Lova8LK1c
yXiaaac"(52), and Eva about whom he had declared that "Til
XuinOica - 6XL aTró aXTpoULcYIió, áXALiXYTE 0 olKTOc Et/aL LLa iiop4
auTolrpocrracl(as 1' irpocrraciLac TOU €L8ouc"(67), a gnomic statement
that he now repeats in relation to Jill, adding to it a
metafictional twist: "o O(KTOS &v Cvai airXuç I.ILa p.opci'j
auTolrpoaracJ(ac 1 lTpoclTaa(as TOU c(Souç, EEL/aL KL liLa TXELa pAOo8oc
avToKaTacJTpo4S"(123). Protecting himself, Aris feels sorry for his
creation, but by protecting the creation over which he has total
control while it is being made, he allows it to become complete
and therefore claim an independence which will put an end to his
controlling role as creator. Thus, on a metafictional level, Aris'
protection of his text paves the way for his eventual self-
destruction, his death by writing.
As Jill, the subject of Aris' text, continues to grow, her
existence requires him less and less, and the possibility of a
closer relationship between them becomes all the more remote.
Aris attributes the lack of communication to Jill's stupidity,
which he repeatedly and unsuccessfully tries to eradicate by
challenging her to engage in the development of his own
thoughts. Since Jill never gives Aris any sign of response, he
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begins to think that what he considers her stupidity is in reality
a form of higher intelligence whose operations he cannot
understand by means of the limited thought processes available
to him. He assumes that this fundamental difference is the
reason behind their having radically opposed conceptions of life,
"cy i.ióviiia Suaap€rrqithvoc ac avaCiynicic a.i413oXcs, cKcvT1 i6vLlia
cUTUX1avfl arró TO ycyovós rr1s 11Tap1c riic"(123). In that sense,
Jill, as the subject of Aris text, appears to be enjoying her
existence which would not be possible without Aris'
intervention, whereas Aris, who is responsible for her existence,
is agonizing about being affected by the task of creating it.
Aris is aware that because of the difference between their
roles there will come a time when they part for ever and,
therefore, he literally immerses himself in her, enjoying her as
long as she is available: "i-iv irapaupa X0LrróY ia LaLXdpLa Kal
PuOiCói.iovv I.Laa Tflc yiá pcc. OxL liLa yia TT1L' T18ovI, p.a yia iflY wo1.
llpoawpwd, i OXt4,ri .iou aI3uvc, 4icu8alaffqaiaKd VLwOa Truç a1ii.'a i OXLfr,i
6XT1c rr1s avOpwirfrnTac, EKCIVT$ TIOU urrdpXcL, CK€EVflS TIOU X111KE Ka(
EK€Evflc nov Oa pOci"(l24). The act of creating a text, where the
creator is in direct contact with the subject of his text, is
enough to obliterate the sum of all the past, present and future
anxieties of Aris, who, by putting Jill in the position of the
subject of his text, is temporarily securing a stable
representation of his own subjectivity as well. He declares at
the time, "TiTroTa acy1L'&TO I.E TilL' TCRX Scv	 Tropo1ac va 1€
avTLTrpoawTrccL"(l 10).
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The fragility and the temporariness of his hold on their
relationship is manifested when Jill, as the subject of Aris'
text, has grown enough to exist in her own right, and her
presence becomes increasingly independent, so that she resists a
total conquest during the moments of love-making:
[...]iioOoiica ii€ ic ayy1cL, óTrwc Tip.' ár,fLCa KI cyth. Act' TO
avc lToTd TLç €7TLW
	 TOU	 ü)T yLY6TaL' T 4uiiici'j .LOU
mI.'tXcLa, .La TL vlT6XoLrrcc cTrIevc ac .LLd au)iaTLK1
auOuirnpa[. ..] HTaL' 1 TCIXX, Coiaij.c TIcpLaaóTEpO airó va
)(pól/O i.taCt, a)Xá Tip' vL()Oa Tó(YO aiayopeuthvq! (154).
It is precisely the forbidding barrier that Jill imposes that
keeps Aris with her for so long. Whereas Christina and Elsa had
both demanded that their relationship with him was one of
eternal interdependence by making Aris the subject of their
texts, Jill, who is designed to mirror his own desire for
independence as the subject of his own text, demands that the
distance between creator and creation should become infinite.
Aris, declares that since "ra atrayopcu i.itva T11S TC(XX Lc paoiaav
aLXlidXu)To CKE
	 [...] €( XU ITapaLT1OcC arró TiL/ KpLTLKIj. Tthpa
ay(iwLolc7al"(154), and reports that from that moment on he will
devote his time to intensely observing how Jill was preparing
her departure.
He gives himself totally to the temporariness of Jill's
presence, to what Christina had rejected, by saying that 'every
presence is unpleasant when temporary', realizing that his
impact on her had been immense, since, despite Jill's original
plans to enrich her knowledge of Greece and its archaeology,
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"crrrpi Trpayp.aTLK6TI1Ta T(TrOTa airó Ta Suo &v Kavc, yvpLac .iói'o
cva"(154). Jill, however, is shown to have had an equally strong
impact on Aris' life as well, since by now her "TupKoudC TrcpI/oaE
pAaa iou KL. óTav Etxa Ta LciTLa KXEIcrrcI"(l 55).
As was the case with the news of Mario's death, the death of
Jill's relationship to Aris is reported through a text. Jill is
described as organizing her departure "aOópu3a KL cyL(UTrTlXd"(l 56) by
noting its details on a writing pad, which she leaves around the
house for Aris to look at, waiting for him to intervene and
prevent the forthcoming separation. Since Jill communicates her
future plans to Aris through the text on the writing pad, she
metaphorically dictates that his options for stopping her exit
from the story will have to pass through that same text. Aris can
either tear the text to pieces and eliminate Jill's chance to
depart by leaving her story unfinished, or he can enter the text
about her and follow her planned journey. In so doing, he can
provide a different end to their story, whereby they will travel
around the world together, happily and permanently.
Nevertheless, the thought of keeping the physical presence of
Jill with him for ever is never an option for Aris because he does
not want to sacrifice his original conception of Jill's subjective
position, which he has created as the reflection of his own
desire for a free and independent existence. This is done in the
name of the certainty of a reassuring stability of life of mutual
imprisonment, built on the common logic of ordinary people, or
conventional 'artistic creators', who regard the future existence
of their creations as proof of the reality and certainty of their
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own existence. Aris finally lets Jill go on the level of the story,
but he does not let go of her on the level of the narrative. He
sacrifices her independent existence to the imprisonment of
communicating the story about her to the reader of To Xpw'ia roy
MAAovro' in the form of a manuscript written on the journey to
Geneva.
Aris' love affair with Jill is the only one that Aris describes
in length in his narrative, and as such it stands as the analogue
of Aris' flirtation with the process of producing his own textual
creation. Her physical absence from the rest of Aris' life story
does not mean that the implications of this relationship reached
an end with Jill's departure. Aris holds on to the presence of the
'idea of Jill' he himself has constructed, and it becomes part of
his fiction in absentia in the first place. The turquoise of Jill's
eyes occurs recurrently in the rest of the narrative, as the only
stable and pleasant memory to which Aris repeatedly refers, in
order to assert the only presence whose real existence in his
past life he can report with certainty. In essence, the existence
of Aris' regret for his separation from Jill, both on a literal and
on a metafictional level, becomes the only stable reference in
the narrative for Aris to base the real dimension of his own
existence (a situation he had deplored in the case of Christina
and Elsa). He declares that despite the loss of Jill, the
optimistic turquoise of her eyes remains the main force that
connects him to the sum of his life history, through the painful
memory of his separation from its presence which resulted in an
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"CL&IC1 OXL4JT I.LETd TOUç ()T€ TOU 1€ &(AW( 1€ TO lTapóV, TO liXXOV KlL
TO TrapEXOól P" (157).
Aris' text about himself, written on his way to Geneva as an
effort to settle once and for all the competing contradictions of
the reality of his past life, revolves around his relationship to
Jill. The relationship is carefully constructed to stand as a
reality to which he can personally testify, leaving little room
for one to doubt that Jill's eyes, whose colour permeated him
deeply, are not really turquoise. Jill, however, is subjected to
Aris' text. She is not real and her eyes are not really the colour
that Aris thought they were. Consequently, Aris' subjectivity,
which depends upon the fictional creation of Jill for its
definition, becomes a textual effect of the narrative which
provides that devastating revelation. It becomes clear,
therefore, that in terms of the discourse of To XpiJjia TOLl
MéAAovroç, the communication between the characters of the
narrative, despite being described, as in the case of Aris and
Jill, as particular, unique and special to them only, is in fact a
metafictional analogue of the interdependent relationship in the
communication between texts and subjects in general.
5. 6. Pavlos. Boris and the Fatal Attraction
Apart from Aris ( as a metaphorical writer), the narrative
provides two other characters as literal authors of texts: Pavlos,
who still writes literature, and the journalist who used to write
articles. In this novel, where there is a text there has to be an
analogue for its subject, and the narrative presents each man
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involved with another person in modes of communication
described as being equally unique as Aris' own to Jill. As Aris
becomes closely involved with both men and their work, his
relationship to literature, and texts in general, is explored in
terms of the competing versions of reality in the story of his
life. It is also done on the metafictional level of the narrative's
discursive position on notions of reality, subjectivity,
textuality, and death that were introduced through the story of
Jill.
Pavlos has been Eva's lover for quite a while when Aris
briefly meets him for the first time and finds out that the main
relationship in Pavlos' life is the one he has with Boris, whom he
had met by chance in Russia during the war. After his hometown
had been bombed, Pavlos, a child at the time, was crying over his
dead dog when a man came, grabbed his arm and forced him to
run, promising that as soon as the dog woke up they would come
back to get it. Pavlos admits that after that "TOy aKoXoG1cJc
KaOvxacJ.thvoc KL cvOOuaLdcYTrlIcc óXLs ji.aOc Tü) TO ói.'o iiá TOU 1TaV
MTrópLc. ETUL XE'yaV I(L TO YK1XOI "(16). Although Boris' and Pavlos'
relationship was based on a lie, they never separated and they
eventually came to Athens where Boris took care of Pavlos,
comforting him during his school years, when he had to confront
the hostility of cruel classmates "ac I.u.a yAthaaa Trou Sci.' frrav aK6lla
1 8tid TOU"(l6).
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Aris remarks that "TO TrpLcYTaTLó 1.1€ TO UKXO OULtCCL 4iXi.I
avTLTrOXq.LLKTc rrpoiraydv8ac"(16) 5 and therefore the relationship of
Pavlos and Boris becomes fictional, like something in a script,
part of the narrative of a visual text. Moreover, since their
relationship was initially based on Pavlos' aquisition and
mastery of language skills through Boris, in a Lacanian sense it
becomes the locus in which the subject is defined in relation to
the other, desiring to be loved and recognized in its own right by
that other. This demands 'an unconditional yes', total approval
which will guarantee the continuation of its existence. Aris
records in his "notes" that Pavios could never abandon Boris, not
because of gratitude, for he knew that "i 1Tpo4Opd €rrLaTp4cL TOl/
86ri	 av aa&r1rq uirepoxYjc" and therefore "ri Ouca dvai vi'oa
tTroTrTl"( l6), but because he loved him, and because Boris
satisfied his desire for the 'unconditional yes'. As Pavlos
explains, Boris is the only person who reminds him of his
origins, who defines and guarantees his existence: "x1iraToTro1oic
TTL' aOpLcYTCa Tqc iirapi'jc TOy, ywóTav 0 L1Kp6ç KPKO aYdl.LEca TLS
YCVLS nOV TPXOUY KaC 8LaKXa&vOvTaL TTdVü) aTT1 fl, .Lc7a aTO
xpóvo..."(l7). Similarly, on a metafictional level, Boris is an
5 This brings to mind the anti-war film Jeux Interdits directed by Francois
Truffaut, where, in a similar scene that takes place during the fierce German
bombardement of a small French country road, a girl's dog is killed but she carries
it with her thinking that it is asleep. She is found lying beside her pet by a boy who
persuades her to follow him to the safety of his parents' house, promising to come
back for the dog later.
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analogue for Pavlos' literature, in which his subjectivity is
inscribed through an almost religious communication between
subject and text, restricted to them only, and as forbidden to
outsiders as the one Aris had with Jill:
o llaiXoç 8€w 'tTaV )'L auTóV iróXoc a4oa1(ocrqc OJTE Tp61TOS
KL Xóyoc (nrapiic, aXXÔL liLa L8L6ppuGu, L8L(i)TLKII OpllcYK€Ea.
MLd OIrrloKcta TIOU &avOTTLKà OTrwa8llTrOTE TOY CKOPaCE, aTrlI,
irpdii ót(a)c TO ETr13aXXE I.LLcI aELpd airó aKX1pc
aTrayopcIxJcLc.
rLaTE a1TayopcuIivn TIpTr€L va tvLOE rrv acTXoXa .IE
oTroLov6l1jTroTE dXXoii, EKT6c airó EKdVOV, TO aYTLKCII.LcYo nis
XaTpclas TOU. (17)
Because of Pavlos' close relationship with Boris, anyone who
is associated with him is forced into trying to forge a
connection with Boris as well, a task doomed to failure since
Boris only responds to Pavlos.
On the level of the story, Aris attributes the fact that Boris
never gave any sign of acknowledging his own presence to the
exclusive relationship of religious devotion between the two
men "trthç aAAi.thç va (1171jcTh) TO ÔTL TOT 8€v LOU aTr€uOvOflKE, 1TOT 8Ev
va avrLAaI43dYcTaL TflL/ irapou(a iiou..."(l 7).
The relationship of Aris to Boris in the narrative therefore
remains typical of their first meeting, when after the neutral
intoduction that Pavlos made, he had approached Boris with
interest. Boris, on the other hand, had immediately distanced
himself. Aris was not annoyed at the time because "8LaLcYOdvOTlKa
TrW i'jp.OUV yL auTóv aVTrapKToc, 6XL Trapc(cTaKTOc"(l7). Excusing his
marginalization by choosing to believe that he simply falls
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outside the field of Boris' 'eye', not that he is rejected by his 'I',
he therefore feels free to enjoy being the observer in this case:
"1] KaTdcrraYfl ILO ) XPLC€ liLa atciO'qcrq KaLYOpyLa, TflY atcithicrq TOU aópaTou.
T1TI'jPXE va 6Ld4aYO yuaAt, va yuaXL irou aTr' TT1 1icpiá TOU MTr6pLS l'lTaI.'
oXo)po, CyLt) ólth)c, aYCY6XX11T0S, i iiropoIxa va TOY rrapaicoXouOth"(1 8).
Through what amounts to a one-way observation glass Aris
enjoys the new found freedom of invisibility, and sets out to
decipher Boris' presence, listening to Boris' voice and trying to
interpret the unviolable language codes that he and Pavlos use to
communicate. Aris' observations can never be conclusive,
because he cannot see Boris' face, since he always chooses to sit
in the dark during his brief appearances. The only real impression
he actually obtains is of a version of Boris, that of his
complexion which is very pale, and of the dark clothes he always
wears. Following the observation that Boris displays a
"ilapanicTrl[...] aiió TO 8LdXOyO liE T XP()P.aTa, [...]m)p4LX((A)OT i.E KthTOIO
TXos"(l8), Aris thinks that his death is long overdue, and after
that "arrpoa6óIcqTa Ti lTapouclCa TOU Mn6pLS	 LYE o8vvripi"(1 8),
threatening Aris with its offensive indestructibility.
He tries to use the state of invisible non-existence, to
which Boris' inexplicability has relegated him, as a means to
avoid coming into contact with him: "ApvLóliovv liLa va XP1VJLliO1TO1(
TTi SLd4aVTl 6 4,11 TO yuaXLo, apvLóP.ouY ThY L6L6T11Td P.OU TOU
acipaTou"(l9). The presence of the dark figure that Boris has
become in Aris' eyes is an overpowering one, one that needs to
disappear in order for rational thinking to return to its normal
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functional level. Although Aris had previously said that "Murd airó
KdOc ILOU cTuvthrrTlcnl liE TOI/ MTrópLc, xpcLaCóTav va IcOlTLáaw TroX1I yia i'a
imç d)a irapa3iaaOc("(14), he now realises that "xpeLaCóTav va
aTroliaKpvvOd Ti aKoiipa cyLXouTTa, yia va OuuiOi("(1 9). It emerges that,
ever since Aris met Boris, the reliability of his sense
impressions has been thrown into question, and control of both
remembrance and forgetting has become dependent on Boris,
since even when Boris is physically absent, his presence is still
permeating Aris' state of mind: "x7Tóao, KL óTat/ XELTrE o Mirópis 6cv
pq.i.oa. HpornaOoiaa va a4ouyKpacYT TL KwljcYcLc TOU TO dOoc TOU
cnrLT1OJ, coP6iiouv T1ü) KáOe aTvy,.L1l iTropoia va crraOc( aTrCIX1TLKá cmiv
1rópTa Kal Ti aUVC)(c avai.iovti .1OU 4)OELpE TO irapóv[...] H aiTouca TOU
Mrrópic dxc liLa y(va TO (6io o8uvrp1 Ic rrv llapoua(a TOU, 1aus Kal
rr€pLaaóTcpo, yLaT( o uv8uacii6ç avaIiov? KL 4avracitas 8LOyKthi.'CL
KaTacrTdaElc"(19). Aris, defined thus not only as the non-observing
subject, but also as the observed object in agony, becomes
obsessed with Boris.
Boris becomes for Aris a symbol of his own death. Because
of refusing to acknowledge Aris' presence, he refuses the
acceptance which will attest to his existence. Further, by
subjecting Aris' permanent symbolic death to the imminence of
his own physical one, he forbids him any notion of self control,
foregrounding his inescapable end. Aris' quest in his relationship
with Boris becomes a race against death, whose outcome
remains inconclusive, both on a metaphorical and on a literal
level. On the level of the story, Aris remains fully alert, in a
sensory sense, observing Boris' gradual waning. On the last day
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of the excursion to Pavlos' house he manages to look closely at
Boris' face and realises that he is dead, only to have his
conviction crushed by Pavlos, who dismisses it as a
hallucination. On a metaphorical level, Aris' quest turns against
his own symbolic death, which can only be satisfied if he
manages to 'see' Boris' real face and thus kill him in order to
continue existing independently of Boris' approval. But this quest
is not concluded, because through Pavlos' refusal to agree with
Aris' view that Boris is dead, what Aris is left with in the end is
yet another version of Boris' impenetrable and mysterious
existence.
Since Boris stands as an analogue of Pavlos' literature, the
only way for Aris to provide himself with a stable definition of
Boris' 'face' is through reading the texts that Pavios wrote. Aris
resents Pavlos' literary endeavours because he considers
literature an oppressive convention of Western civilization, and
he resents Pavlos' representing the operation through which he
becomes one of those people, a professional writer, whom Aris
dismisses as deceitful: "iaXoaav ya ayvi'j id a lLóXuvrrl avdyici yLa
K4pacT11 Kal 1TOX1i aTrdvLa rrapa8oirrav irwç iraiCav a 'a aviiOici.thvo
TraL Xv(8L KUpLap)(ac KL ETrL13oX1c"(BB). Pavlos, who wrote essays,
novels, and short stories, and had them printed and circulated
commercially, becomes a prime suspect for Aris, despite Eva's
protestation that Pavlos' texts are different because "01 X6yOL
1TOU TOL' o8i'jyiaa aTa ypalTTá Ett/aL CpEOLaTLK0V(88) both in terms of
his jail experience and in terms of the conviction for fraud that
put him there.
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Aris' regarding of literature as a kind of fraud is
metaphorically sustained through his conversations with Eva
about Pavlos' experiences. Eva is intrigued by the fact that
Pavlos had spent six years in jail, alone in a dark cell, observing
the rhythm of his breathing, listening to his heartbeat and
watching the miniscule daily growth of his nails. She also
admires the fact that he has been imprisoned because of "n.a
KO1V1, K0LV6TaTTI aTrdTTI, 
.LE cyKOTró TO Kp8oc"(9O), and has defied the
system for personal gain. Eva's assertion that "0 TroXLTLcós
,caTd8IKOc a LOI31TC( Iiólio ti.'a ac7TqI.La, C1/Q) 0 T1OLV1KóS Ta rrdvrai"(91) is
an attitude that defines Pavlos, in the eyes of Eva, as the
epitome of the subversive individual.
Aris dismisses Eva's admiration of Pavlos' MqnrELp(a T1
avicjas" and self-abandonment "crro KE1/ó, TO T(Tro -ra" by arguing
that "TO <<TlTroTa>) auTo €ai ICáTL" since "TpóTIOL CWi	 8EV cit/aL IL6t/o 01
KaO1cpwp.vo1, 01 ILaCLKO(, aXAd KaL 01 a8OKIpacYTOL Kal OL aSLal./O1T0L
aKóIiTI"(89). Furthermore, Aris objects to Pavlos' compromising of
his subversive experience of immobility which he imprisoned
"aTO c7uvTT1p1Tu7iO T1 s K6ocJTc"(89), since his literal movement,
necessary to put his story in writing, marks the beginning of the
end of the particularity of his own image by engaging it "cYTouc
X()POU KL ILE TOUS TpOTrOuc T(W iroXAthii"(90).
As is metafictionally appropriate in terms of the narrative,
Pavlos' decision to destroy the "qnrap(a n1c aK'Twias " when he got
out of jail was triggered by Boris, who intervened to force him
out of inaction. In Aris' mind, it is through Boris' feeding Pavlos'
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frailty with his language codes that Pavlos produces texts which
become synonymous with fraud. It can be said, therefore, that
the narrative's discursive position on literature is one of
fraudulence. For, its "aOaTes li.11xaVoPPa4(Cc" are shown by Aris to
rely on the unsuspecting reader's "lTXdyLa XP1'0 1 TflS 1TLcYTI1c KL rc
a4Exciac"(90).
As a first sign of the narrative's position on the
inescapability of language codes, Aris says he never escaped
from Pavlos' literature, and even though he never read any of it,
he always looked for indirect ways to get information about its
content as a possible answer to Pavlos' actions. He asks Pavlos
himself about the subject matter of his texts, implicitly wishing
to question whether his experiences in jail appear there. Pavlos
refuses to comment and, described by Aris "aav yvaLoc SLavorjTlKóc
Lacrn", he just gives him his books saying " — .cç i.ióvoc aou, avc.
Eyu 6,TL KL ai' ir Oa Ta irapaiioiljcrü"(97). He forces Aris to seek
alternative ways of knowing whether Pavlos is the subject of his
own literature, without directly subjecting himself to it. Aris'
evasive attitude towards Pavlos' texts exemplifies his quest to
remain outside the alienating "rraiv(& KupLapxas KL €1rL13oX1s"(88)
that literature generates. The quest for a sovereign subject
position undermines itself, because it is revealed to be
permeated by and dependent upon those very constraints from
which it seeks to liberate itself, having described them as
fraudulent. Although Aris refuses to become the reader of Pavlos'
texts, he cannot help himself becoming the 'reader' of his life as
presented in the novel To Xpiipa roy iéAAovroc.
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5. 7. A Time of Substitutes
The refusal to become the reader of any text has its roots in
Aris' university years. In the beginning, he immerses himself in
his studies in an effort to learn as much as possible, only to be
left with the "TILKP1'j a(aO-qcni 1T(I)ç c$ c xa KaTaKTT1OC( alTó cJTP€€S
aK4JeLc ITOU yLa frITOTrTOVs Xóyovs KaOLcpuIO1KaV(71). The quest for
knowledge proves oppressive and he increasingly finds himself
to be influenced and continuously constructed in and by the texts
that dominated the university canon. He then settles on a
compromising substitute by spending his time giving private
lessons, doing translations and editions for various publishing
firms and working as a waiter in a restaurant at weekends to
make ends meet.
Both the private lessons and the editing work further
increase Aris' disillusionment and he comes to believe in the
fraudulence of literary transmission and reception. He discovers
increasingly that the only activity that gives him pleasure and is
not painful is waiting at tables. As this activity requires
minimal linguistic exchanges. The immediacy and the undeniable
reality of providing food puts Aris in a doubly pleasant position:
he can satisfy the clients' desire to be fed, while at the same
time he can observe the real results of his need-fulfilling
actions in the brief intervals between the juggling of plates.
Aris works at the restaurant with Philippos, a fellow
student who is considered a genius in university circles. He does
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not share Aris' enthusiasm for the job, and is unable to tolerate
the abrupt and demanding orders given by clients and proprietor
alike, for, unlike Aris, "6cv ijcpc va €Lpc)vccTaL TL
	 a)aCLç
ouc(ac"(73). Apart from describing literature as fraud, Aris has
also claimed it is a "1TaL XV(8L KupLapXCas KL nri f3oXils" . Aris,
considering himself in a privileged position to defy the rules and
the machinations of that game, decides to protect his friend's
vulnerability and introduces him to publishing firms, as his
substitute for the editing job, thinking that there he will find
suitable solace in literature.
As Philippos becomes more and more indispensable to the
publishers, Aris takes on Philippos' waiting responsibilities,
which however diminish Aris' opportunity for intervals of
observation. Aris, however, creates a new game for himself, and
is subjected to the demands of new codes as his main goal
becomes to avoid smashing plates in the midst of the necessary
juggling and acrobatics recquired for efficient service. As a
player of this game, or as a performer of this script, he focuses
his attention on the presence of the restaurant owner, who
always sits in a corner at the back as if waiting for him to fail.
He manages to be successful until the old man is taken ill, and
having lost his main spectator, Aris drops the dishes and visits
the sick man at home to concede defeat, only to discover that
contrary to what Aris thinks, he has always been uninterested in
observing his performance. As has become clear in Aris'
narrative, he has always been obsessed by the idea that he is
constantly under observation. It is therefore understandable that
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even when the old man dies, and although subjection to his
inspecting gaze is exposed as Aris' own obsessive illusion, Aris
refuses to accept that his real failure concerns his inability to
discern reality. Passing in front of the closed restaurant he
reinstates the validity of this illusion in his mind, by bidding
farewell to the 
"xa1paKo Xq.ia TIOU yia iiljticc Kapa8oKoIkYC TflI/ 1TTa
ou"(76). In so doing, he reaffirms the dependence of the
definition of his actions on other peoples' gazes and
interpretations.
When the job in the restaurant ends, and as Philippos has
completely taken over the editing job, Aris is obliged to earn his
living only through the "i4uxo" medium of private lessons. Unable
to adjust to the new demands of going from house to house to
perpetuate the deceptive knowledge of canonical texts, Aris
longs for something that will liberate him from that enforced
stability, and turns to Philippos for advice about his impasse.
Philippos argues that "01	 xaviaio	 avayKacLoi a1-pLCovTaL arr1i.'
TOU avOp()Trou va avviiOtCci" and that he is bound to get used to
it eventually. Aris counterargues that "i auvi'jOcia iTpotnroOTeL IcdlToLa
iop4n' airo8o, aXXLdiç .LLXdl.L yLa avdyicii i trkcrri", while Philippos
replies, scorning his naivety, that "To iióvo aUaTaTLK6 n1c ciuviGeiaç
€tvaL 1 clTaváAl4nl, irwç ii aiio6o1	 ' XPCL6ZeTaL icaOóXou"(77).
On the subject of repetition as a condition for acceptance
the narrative comments further through Aris' relation to Pavlos'
texts. Thus, apart from being unable to accept the necessity of
giving private lessons, despite his continued involvement in
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them, Aris has also never managed to get used to Pavlos'
literature, despite being continously exposed to its presence.
Still determined, however, not to become subjected to Pavlos'
texts, but still tormented by the unsatisfied aporia about their
content, he decides to use one insupportable situation against
another. He discerns a possible solution for both in Martin, one of
his pupils. Assuming the role of protector, as he has done with
Philippos, he substitutes his own desire by disguising it behind
Martin's need to delve into texts in the search for invisible
secrets behind the words.
Martin is Aris' most peculiar pupil, because he never plans
his tutorials ahead of time and each time appears having
borrowed a new philosopher's name "eaXiç ai MdPTLV KL
Ava(p.av8poc KL HXàmwas KL Oa3aAv-r KaL P1IL/TPLX KL EiâvovEX"(98)
because he believed that "i-a ov61.LaTa, [...] &v ntavouv i-(troi-a,
4TLdXVOVTaL alTo aOo€s avXXa[3ç,	 i-Ocio Trapa I.LYouI.' 11X11TLKO
Trpoa8LopLci.io( 1TOU ETrLf3áXAoVTaL, xa paKn1p Couv [and] 8cv dVTEXE Tflh/
aT1pavT-q CT€pOVOIJia irou Aty€TaL lTpaaTLIc6Trp -a, XpELaOTav EXCGCpCc
ywE€, 6rrou Ga iiiropoiicie va aYaTrv&L, va auT0cYXE6LáCEL"(98). Martin is
however aware that his desire is utopian, since nothing original
can ever exist, as the individual expression constantly
"CKI.Ll1&vtCcTaL KL TTEp1Op1ETaL UE alTXdLKS LLL1'cY€Lç nov alroKaXct yAiixaa
1 .LoucJLK1, &ai-iipthvraç TflV oui-oinla Tç 8TLLOupyiac"(99).
When the admittedly brilliant Martin, who was seeking his
autonomy away from the modes of established, dominant logic,
suddenly finds himself locked in a mental hospital, Aris thinks
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that under the circumstances he can enable him to resume his
search in Pavlos' texts, by becoming at the same time Aris'
substitute reader.
When Martin, during one of Aris' customary visits to the
mental hospital, asks him "o 4Xoc aou rrou i-a arri 4vXac? TI
Kdl/€L;"(101) Aris thinks that the time has come to get the proof he
needed that Pavios has commercialized the reality of his jail
experience by publishing texts about it. He asks anxiously:
Tp64cL yLa Tq 4uXa	 ra iXta;
—OTC Xi1! KaL'E 1auxa. OJ.Wç ILLALi LE avoXT6 Tp6TIO yLa
avoixoc xpouc.
Kat iipóaOca€ ypi'yopa
—EtvaL dvwoç...Má),Aoi, SucYTrLcrr€t a auTó rou thvcL.
ETOLILáXYOTKa yia va ic4ia cprr1aaiw, aAX6. p. TrpóXaI3E:
—Mipi avápO€is. HOT I (101)
The failure of Aris' plan to use Martin as a substitute
reader, who would mediate between him and Pavios' texts, to
provide the answers he was looking for, leaves Aris in the same
state of uncertainty and dependence as always. Martin, on the
other hand, having failed in his attempt to escape from the
mental hospital, asks Aris to mediate in order to free him.
However, Aris once again chooses not to involve himself
directly, and he hires a lawyer as a substitute mediator. The
lawyer fails as conclusively as all the other substitutes, and
Aris' evasiveness is doubly exposed in terms of Martin, who
decides to punish Aris for his lack of involvement by forcibly
involving him in a revelation that would destroy the nebulous
absurdity that had attracted him to Martin's case in the first
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place. On his next visit to the mental hospital, Martin shows Aris
his identity card and reveals his real name, the name that the
laws of established logic had assigned him, destroying at once
his own fiction and the fiction that Aris has created about him.
Martin 's command, "EEVaL 1 aaTUvOI.IL,c iOU TauTórlyra. iidf3acc TO
óvoj.d ou! (103), turns Aris into an active accomplice in the
exposition of the real dimension of the fiction surounding Martin.
It commands Aris to become a reader of the fraudulent
representation of individuals through the conventional codes of
proper names. It also forcibly subjects him not only to the actual
knowledge of the 'real' name, but also to the act of transmitting
its story through the inscription of the whole incident in his
notes.
5. 8. A Time of Subjection
As far as Pavlos and his literature is concerned, Aris has
vaguely surmised, through Martin's interpretation, that because
Pavios' subjectivity indirectly underlines the texts he wrote, by
the same token it necessarily depends on them for its existence.
Aris, determined to keep his own subject position untainted by
textual encounters, takes the opportunity offered by the
journalist's proposal that he writes articles which will be
published under the man's name. Aris engages himself in that
process, firmly believing that in so doing, he will expose the
fraudulent inevitability, as well as the supposed uniqueness and
authenticity, of the compromised interdependence between
subjectivity and textuality that Pavios' literature implies. Aris'
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meeting with the journalist through one of his pupils who was
the man's brother, begins a peculiar relationship which marks
Aris' own immersion in the production of texts written by him,
but supposedly from the point of view of someone else's
subjectivity. He is thus literally immersed in the very conditions
of the metaphorical fraud of representing identity through proper
names, enjoying, however, the safety that Martin had forced him
to acknowledge.
When the journalist voices his proposal Aris listens amazed
to what in the beginning he thought was a joke, but then comes
to understand that if he accepts the proposition put to him,
Oct CKWO1Yct .LLa cYuYapTraaTLK1' LaTop(a ITXacTToTrpocJwTrlac.
TLaT( Ta âpOpa Oct Ta &ypa4,a cyd, Oct 6illLoaLe)ov1av óp.wc ic
wroypa4n 8LK Tou[. . .JóXot OL K(YUYOL Oct I3dpawav aVT6II, TOY
I.LóvLILa CKTCOCLI.L Vo JTflY aTroTua, €v	 €yuS Oct	 iou
aci4aA1c, TrpOaTaTEuI.thvoc airó rrw avi awui.tta(1 43).
The proposition of writing someone else's text signifies a
state of perfect freedom for Aris, because he will never be
obligated to involve his 'I' in the process, since the texts will
just have to be the products of the 'eye' of an impersonal writing
machine:
Hpayl.iaTLKd! TL 1TEPLYJ6TPO CT1TOcYE airó lila LaJTlK1'1
ieTa416aXcVcr11 TOU duXou; Oct dSELaCa arró TOY eauTó liou, Oct
yxLCa lie lila athI	 Vfl, 1)a-rcpa (JY C1TL&1OS 100ITOL6c, Ga
auToclxe6taCa. HTaY aiTX (143)
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Aris carefully studies the themes that the journalist has
chosen to discuss in past articles and finds the whole operation
of writing easy because,
&pa4a PacYLcyl.LvOc cc p.La cithjrq U1TOOETLKIj, LC c7Tpc1, P
8ocipAvouc IcavóvEsj...] EpLXva ypiyOpcs l LaTLç aa KE(I.LEl/a
TOU cpyoSórii .LOU KaL 6LáXEya cYTqh/ T XTI XCLS. KL óTrc)c
KdGE AI1 
€(VaL vaç Kócfl.LOc aTrpal/TOc, I€ lTapóI/ Kal
TIapEXO&' 4opTLcY.LvO, TO Oia a)CTflIaTLC6TaL' 1161/0 TOU(l49).
Having entered a process similar to acting out a role
delineated by the strict rules of a screenplay, Aris rejoices in
the fictionality of his invented 'I': "iiouoOa dI/cTa 
.0 TOY TrXacYTó I.iou
cavTó, crrLTéXOuc 1E Kaooarnfo(PcraV(149). The use of the screenplay as
a metaphor for a situation of voluntary subjection to someone
else's desire, alludes to the distinction between real and
constructed subject positions. It also brings forth the other
narrative instances of acting out, which concerned Mario and
Elsa, as well as Martin, who in a sense, was put in the position
of acting as Aris' substitute reader in the elaborate plan to
disclose the secrets of Pavlos' texts. Indeed, the metaphor is
realized when Aris, having first thought of Mario, chooses to
confess his impersonation of the journalist's identity in the
midst of a theatrical performance about which Pavlos remarks
that "i'Tav T (ZPaL6T€pll ITapdcYTao1 rilc Coi'ic p.ou"(149). As Aris has
made clear in previous parts of his narrative, however, he
strongly believes that there is a clear distinction between
different kinds of performance, as in the case of Mario's
modelling versus Elsa's acting career. Whereas, as far as the real
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performance of the play in the theatre is concerned, he says that
"&v th'T€xa nw rrpocrrrdOELa lLayclac irou 1T€4T( aTO K€Vó,	 43acTfl
jc8ouç TIøU uiroypd.qii,€ n1v niapi riic"(148), he then declares that
his metaphorical performance in article writing "yid p.tva[...] rITal.'
l.LLd	 TrapdcJTac7T"(149) acted out according to the script that
Mario's life and death generated. In fact, the journalist is
indirectly connected with the image of Mario, since his "aXTrL611
Eycpa11"(l4l) directly reminds Aris of Mario and his efforts to
expand infinitely through self-immolation in Argentina, because
the journalist is driven by a similarly exhausting obsession for
expansion: "aiTXwóTav E KdO€ iop4n'c I/TU1TO, cyKaLvaCE a6LáKorra
cyT1XES KaLVOIJpyLOU TiTrOU KL ó€io 01 pcc TOU lTEpLop(CoVraY, aaivav Ta
avLKavo1ToTd TOU. AIIaKdXVTITE ToTE TO TrE1TE P ac7 I.LV0 TOU KL
OPYLCdTaY"(141). Moreover, he has confessed to Aris that
employing him for this job is symptomatic of an underlying
crisis he is going through, and which makes it impossible for him
to make even the most elementary decision. Being unable to find
any reason strong enough to compel him to make up his mind
about anything, he dreams instead of setting himself on fire
every night.
Aris, by assuming the journalist's point of view, has finally
made it possible for his subjectivity to involve itself in an
other's demands as voluntarily as Mario had followed Christina's
posing directions, having barricaded his own free, undisturbed
self behind the textuality of someone else's subjectivity. As he
writes more and better articles, the distinction between the 'I'
of the journalist and the 'I' of Aris gradually becomes more and
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more difficult to make, since his employer enthusiastically talks
about the whole operation in the plural "yLvó l LwJTE crTI.Lavrpo, X€yC.
ivoup.€ 
€ryuli acLc"( l50) . Aris, who in the beginning had let him "va
UUYX EL aawa(a011Ta TO KL TO ((Eyu)), va 8LcWlTcI TO trpócwiró TOU,
va avaOTEL TlL1'lILaTd TOU € á)XOUç. KaL .LC KTrXT11 avaKdXuTrTa iróco TrLó
tVTOVfl E(vaL 1 SOUXELá TOU 1LI.LO1LEVOU arró CE1VT TOU .LLI.L1T1'"(l 50),
soon became uncomfortable with the blurring of their shared
plural position, on which the journalist enforced an artificial
stability by insisting that 'they' should appear to be constant to
the theoretical premise of their texts. While Aris wants the 'we'
of the arrangement to explore new areas, revolting against the
journalist who demands "aithvt.a 1TIcJTI1 OTfl awTa'ylj TÜM/ dpOp(2w (q.Las)>",
the use of the singular in the accusation that the journalist
"a1TaLToc7C TT XOyLK1'j 1OU acLvflcY(a" shows that Aris' real 'I' has
become very attached, if not identical, to his fictional one. In
this way, Aris appears to be defined and affected by the very
supposition of dependence and unconscious assimilation to
another person that he had negated in an earlier part of the
narrative: Aris had strongly denied Elsa's assertion that "TO
Trapa8X6[TaI.'] 1'1 óXL Xoiiróii, OL cy1JvTOAEc EV()(YEL [Toys] KdT() air' TO
rrárrAJ4ia [ToY] a4 pdyLCav oXóKXlpo [...] dpa KdrroLa 1iopci'j €ápTflOTc rip.'
clx[E] aTroKTllcYa KL6XaS"(37).
In the case of the journalist, as his and Aris' subjectivities
become interdependent, the threat implied by the disagreement
about the plural or the singular possessive pronoun, and its
blurring of the boundaries between each one's bodily and textual
'I', triggers a sense of paranoia that makes each man suspicious
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of the other. The journalist starts hiding and meets Aris only in
deserted places, coming "cmi.' 110011OLóc TTOU tKavE daKT1cJTl (JTOV
TEXEUTaO póXo Tou"(l52). Aris, acquiring the chameleonic abilities
he so despised, follows faithfully: "icdOc 4opd irpoaapiioCái.iouv
acYuvaEcJO'flTa KL eyth aTo ,4oc TOU"(l 53).
The reality behind Aris' involuntary subjection to the
journalist's arrangement, in which he had initially involved
himself voluntarily, is exposed when, following the directions of
the journalist, he flies to Geneva and meets his employer in the
agreed bar. When Aris lands in Geneva on the twenty-fourth of
May, he remarks that he enjoys having to consult a piece of paper
for his next move since thus ' Cwlj yLvóTav 4LXj.L acrruvol.LLK6"(173),
which foregrounds the imminence of the revelation that he has
no control over the role assigned to him, and reminds one of the
episode in which, having listened to the story of how Pavlos and
Boris met each other, Aris had dismissed its portentous
similarity to the script of an anti-war film.
When Aris meets the man at a bar in the old city, he gives
him the folder with the latest articles, and as they drink wine,
he feels that "KdTL dyVotTrO 61.L(a)5 4ÔPTLCE TflV aTl.Ió$aLpa, KáTL ciyV(KYTo
TTOU 8EV IL1TOPO)T Y TO EVT01TLau"(l74). The journalist tears the
articles to pieces and says that he wants to discuss politics in
order to confirm his impression that Aris holds the view that
politics are a personal matter. Aris is unable to understand how,
even though they have never in the past engaged in discussions of
each other's opinions, the man can possibly be aware of his
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belief that "o cnyxpovos Xóyoc yLa i-rii 1TOXTLK1 &v irropcE va c(vat.
Xóyoc, aAXá. ILLa Y€Lpd alTo ac crfllLela KalpLa"(1 75). He decides to
explore the truth of the matter immediately in a brief but
revealing dialogue that exposes the full extent of the illusions
Aris is under:
-KaL Tru')c	 pcic (Jl TI T1LaT€Ui) cyth icai TI óxI; pnicra
€1TtG€TLK&
nxaac.
-T&jouç pvcc &a3áo Ta ápOpa aou. Acc va ni.' p;
rxiaa Tthpa cyth.
-ETa ápOpa &v iow cyth. Hciow €oii ithcia arró i.thi'a.
Ofrrc ILE KotTae. WIOI)pLcE ópxc:
-ETa ápOpa f$J0UV (c711. Móvo cat, tc irpó4aoii qiva.
Toy cipovdOrpa.
-Au iiouu €$ KL óx1 C(Y1, Tru)ç ToX.Lo1C7ES va Ta
Sipoaidicic p.c imu uiio'ypa4n aou;
rp.iac 1T6AL Ta lToTllpLa p.c KpacYt, (YXrpdTLac TOtS d)KXOuS p.c
Karrvó oTov a&pa. Kai. aTrchrrflcYc p.c cuicoXta irou Tf4LaCE:
-HoT &v 8p.oakuca avva I (175)
The revelation that the jounalist never published any of the
articles that Aris had written, relegates Aris to a position
similar to the one he was forced to take when he discovered that
Eva had been condemning Christina's sculptures to death through
life imprisonment in the dark warehouse. In both cases, Aris
appears to have been fooled in his belief that his texts, like
Christina's statues, were affecting the world by being
appreciated by readers and viewers alike, who marvelled at their
ability "ya ElTL8cLKVOVTaL f napoi"(43). Instead, Aris once again
discovers how reality escapes him and is out of his control, even
when it concerns not only his senses, but also the fate of his
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own unstable creations. Giving up all thoughts of rebellion, Aris
asks the journalist for instructions as to his further actions. The
man, insisting on using the plural, explains the details of their
plan to activate a bomb, adding that "ar' OtXac, ,cavovECoui.tc TOl/
1XExapuiiió atTó 1ToX KovTá.. ETaL, thUTC va al.rrwaxoEtc KL ccy . Ta àpOpa
cOU cJlJ)yá KaL'€S O€WP1TLKS aVaM)cYCLç TT1S auTOTrup!T6X1]cTflS..."(1 77).
Aris, shocked at the man's boldness, and at his ability to
know him so well, thinks of how the coincidences of the past had
enclosed him in an inescapable dependence, and in a desperate
attempt to escape the effects of that humiliating subjection he
threatens to leave for Athens on the next flight, to which the
man calmly replies that he will be waiting for him to return to
the same bar, at the same time the following day. Aris not only
returns, but activates the bomb in the exact way that the
journalist had planned, causing both the death of many people and
the symbolic death of his freedom. However, since the narrative
of the novel To Xpw'ia roy
 MAAovros is written from the point of
view of Aris, it is bound to the uncertainties that torment him
all his life. Thus, as Aris is never sure if he really activated the
bomb or not, the reader is not given any clues in order to assess
if Aris really caused the death of those innocent bystanders in
Geneva. The bomb episode functions more clearly on a
metaphorical level to signify the triggering of the symbolic
death of Aris' illusory belief in his sovereign subjectivity, by
exposing the vast extent to which he is unwittingly subjected to
the commands of someone else's plans. Concurrently, the same
episode becomes the pivot around which the events of Aris'
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second journey to Geneva revolve. Moreover, as has been
mentioned, all the relationships that Aris has in the narrative,
result either in literal death or in permanent separation, a
metaphorical death. Although Aris seems to feel comfortable
with the separations, usually dismissing their implications by a
variation of the remark he made in the case of Martin "KdlToLa
UTLYI.dI TOY fxaaa 1, KaX1TCpa, TOY 3yaXa arró TflY TrpaaTLKóT1Tc
p.ou[.. .]KaL KaTaX1ap.E va LY UITápXOUI.LE 0 Yas yid TOY á.AXo"(l 03), as
far as deaths are concerned he remains uncertain about what
really happened, so that the reality concerning all physical
deaths recorded in Aris' autobiographical narrative can never be
accounted for in its totality.
5. 9. Death and The Fatal Distraction
The notion of death takes over the rest of the narrative, as
Aris' web of personal uncertainty is inextricably, literally and
metaphorically, woven by and expessed in the events concerning
Eva's and Boris' deaths, in both of which Pavlos is involved.
Eva's death "TrOT 8EV	 LY( opLcrrLKóc, aTrT6s, 6Trwc TaLPLáCCL a va
OdYaTo"(111) because the circumstances surrounding it are never
really spelt out in the narrative, and they are never clearly
formed in Aris' mind either. It occurs when she goes on a trip
with Aris and Pavios; a trip they have decided to begin by going
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to Piraeus and getting on the first boat available without asking
for its destination.6
Aris enjoys the journey until the sea gets rough and he goes
inside to get some sleep, leaving Eva holding on tightly to the
ship's rail in defiance of the elements. When he opens his eyes
the ship has reached its destination, and Aris disembarks as
Pavlos goes to look for Eva. He waits in vain to see Eva and
Pavios leaving the ship, until suddenly he sees Pavlos still
aboard, impatiently calling him, to tell him in apparent distress
that they cannot find Eva anywhere: "XdOrpc€ liou chic aiTóToILa. C1/
1-11 13P(JKOUI.LC irouO€i.'d"(114). When Eva disappears, both Aris and
Pavlos are thrown into speculations about conflicting versions
of her death as an accident, suicide or even murder; at the same
time they focus their efforts on putting an end to the police
suspicions about the possibility of their involvement. When
Pavios' penal record becomes known and the certainty that he
pushed her overboard emerges, Aris gives false testimony, to
reassure the police that Pavlos has an alibi.
That simple act of lying devastates Aris, because "111
	
vyn'j
1TOU .LE Tflh/ qJE()TU(11 J.apTvp1a 1OU €XEUOpWYa TOl/ Haøo, & 4)ayTaCóIiow
Tru)c	 .LLa €UKaLPLaK1j ciuvcvoxil KLVflTOTIOLd	 Tóacc cJKOTCLI/S
6 The defining features of this trip (the uncertain destination, the open
options, uncertain death, etc) make it a blueprint for Aris' second journey to
Geneva which underlines the narrative, and which began with an absence of definite
plans and unnamed destinations and ended in Aris' symbolically uncertain death.
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XELTOUpyCccl"(ll6). At the same time, Aris' lie has a significant
effect on Pavlos as well, who puts an end to their silently
treating Eva's absence as temporary; he argues that he would
have been able to believe that Eva's death was an accident, "yLaT
1 aUT0KTOV(a 1TpOU1TOOT€L Kdrrola i.Lop4
	
arrcXiria(ac irou i Eia 8v
cCxE"(l2O), if it were not for the fact that Aris had intervened
with a deliberately fabricated statement to save him from
suspicion, thus suggesting that murder was an equally valid
possibility. What Pavlos really wants to know is whether Aris
suspects him of murdering Eva, and when Aris refuses to answer
directly, presenting instead the possibility that he himself could
have been the murderer, the search for the reality of what
happened to Eva gives way to the unanswerable search for the
motives behind such a deadly act, as the two men question each
other:
To 13A4L1La TOU aKoTctI/LaaE.
—Ma	 &v 
€tx€c X&youc...
XapoyXiwa ical pthT'flcYa 1,cYvXcL
Elxec nrwç cat; (121).
After a considerable amount of time elapses, Pavlos and
Aris resume their meetings, and the discussions concentrate on
matters other than Eva's death. As soon as the official
notification announces that the police have called off the search
for Eva, Aris is thrown into distress, thinking of Mario, "rou i€
8L&ZcYK€ 1TW 6TIOT€ 0 KOlVóç vouç €3aLu)VETa1, EÜ') TrpTrCL va a.i4if3dAXti,
6TIOTC 0 KOLV6ç vouç &i/ XPELdCETaL airo&1ac, €yth 1T1TEL va TL C11Tth.
I auç aLTta UTr1pE Ti I1cLKPWt TOU cTrt6paoll, aAA6. I.LóXLS TO Oia KXE1cYE yLa
óXouc, dvoLE auTólLaTa yid pva"(127). Looking for clues and
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considering the rather improbable possibilities that Eva might
have been carried off to a desert island or a foreign land by a
raft or a dolphin, he reaches a logical impasse, for all versions
of Eva's death had to be based on an absence of a body which
would provide him with concrete evidence, and thus convince his
senses. As no one has witnessed her fall into the sea, and as no
one can come up with the corpse as final proof of her death, Aris
comes to the realization that for all he knows, Eva may be alive,
and his attention shifts from the mystery of her death to the
mystery of her continuing existence. Precisely at that moment,
and because as Aris remarks 
"1 cTrLOuII(a iai 1 Trpa)qLaTLKóTrTa 1TOT
' XOU 1 aVTLcYTOLXOUc puOiioic arriv ,th.'llcTTl"(l28), a corpse is found in
the sea in a state of advanced decomposition, and the two
friends are called in to identify it.
The remains available for identification, the pieces of flesh
and bone, do not represent for Aris anything related to Eva,
whose body he envisages in an endlessly peaceful drifting under
water. His rejoicing in the impossibility of confining Eva in a
definite identification is interrupted by Pavlos' intervention who
says that he can positively identify a chain found hanging from
the corpse's neck-bones, as the one he had owned since childhood
and once given to Eva as a present.
As soon as the coffin containing Eva's remains is buried,
Aris starts interrogating Pavlos about the truth of his deposition
to the police in a dialogue exchanged in a very similar way to the
one they had on their way back from the fatal island:
—HTaV 1 aXuit8a irou 4cpcs a,ió ril Pxta; [...1
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—IcYu)c.[...J
—Ai.' &v i'rraii &a cmv 1 aXuaL8a, ToTE 131&rrlKec va KXcicTcL
11 LOTOpIa. rLaTt;[...]
- TO xpxrro(a. KárroTe lie 3Ofl7C KL E(7...
TL cwoo(xye; Ho4 13oiOcia v6tie iiwç I.LOU Trp6a4cpE;
EY LOU d4iicJe TrcpLOupLo yLci Ka1vOIpyLeS cpomn'cicis. AXAd
iipti xa&t irfrno crrrO va KTtp.O, yJpLc7E Kal iou 4thvac:
—
Ml doI3dcYaL. H aXua(Sa 1Tav 6uci'i lLo (131)
Aris has to satisfy his visual sense in order to believe that
Eva is really dead, and because of the absence of a corpse that
really and undoubtedly belongs to Eva, she may still be alive,
travelling inconspicuously to unknown parts of the world as she
has always done in the past. In the same way, the narrative
forces the reader into a position of uncertainty similar to Aris',
since no concrete information is given that would help resolve
the question of the real identity of the corpse.
The chain found on the corpse's (Eva's?) neck, instead of
providing Aris and the reader with tangible evidence to prove
that Eva was dead, acquires a metaphorical significance in the
narrative, as a strategic invention that further enhances
uncertainty. It represents a chain of events that inexorably
connect the past to the future, in a version of narrative reality
of which Aris and the reader are made part, but which remains
outside one's knowledge or control. It becomes a chain of
uncertainty that forbids one to discern the limits between
reality and fantasy while at the same time it is firmly attached
to death, be it physical, imaginary, or metaphorical.
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The blurring of the boundaries between reality and fantasy,
inscribed in the fictional discourse of To Xpw'ia roy MU..Aovroç, is
carried even further in the narration by Aris' excursion with
Pavios and Boris to the house by the sea. As death and journeys
seem to go hand in hand in this novel, it is in the course of this
short trip that the reader is thrown into permanent distraction,
as the narrative proclaims its fictionality by making Aris
discover that even when he witnesses someone's death, and
despite the reassurance of the presence of a corpse, his senses
(or the reader's for that matter) can never be trusted to attest to
the reality of even the most final and irreversible state of
ceasing to exist.
On the level of the story's recent past, Pavios invites Aris
to spend three weeks in his house by the sea, saying that "OtXu va
a1ToXaLpETLcJTol.LE TrapaTcTa.LYa"(8O) before Aris embarks on his long
and potentially infinite journey. Aris reluctantly agrees 7 to take
part in this 'suicide expedition' despite the fact that Pavlos does
nothing to counter his major objection, which focuses on the
fact that the dying Boris is going with them. He merely insists
that what Aris calls a death-rattle is nothing but Boris' heavy
breathing.
7 It took Pavios more than three months to persuade Aris, since Aris had
come back to Athens on the 28th of May and a week later when he told Pavlos of his
decision to go abroad again soon, Pavios offered an excursion to the house by the sea
as a farewell present, starting on the 10th of September for three weeks.
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As the excursion revolves around the two men's radically
opposed interpretations of the sound coming out of the otherwise
completely speechless Boris, it becomes a fictional battleground
that blurs the distinction between imaginary and empirical
perception, reality and fantasy, ideas and tangible objects, and
finally between life and death in language games.
The first day of the excursion begins with Aris obsessed by
Boris' morbid presence as he lies in the back of the car, mouth
open gasping for air, his death being apparently imminent.
Pavios' dismissal of Aris' obsessive imagination, "8ci.' at KoupciColw
OL 4a1.'TacYL(iScJcLs;"(16O), triggers off in Aris' mind the memory of
how Boris' physical presence, even in absence, had upset him
immensely in the past, inexorably violating him wherever he
was. Despite the fact that the sound of Boris' breathing cannot
always be heard, it becomes for Aris a metonymy for Boris'
death-raffle: "o oxos nou &v dKouya, 1TEpI/o(JTE ithcia iou aav Tóo ic
811X11T1PLO, airó Ta aUTLcI .LOU TPCX€ a(.ia"(162). As the distinction
between reality and fantasy becomes unclear, in an attempt to
escape at least the physical dimension of the sight of the dying
Boris, Aris buys a pair of cheap dark glasses, only to find to his
dismay that their distorting lenses "Arró TflV TrpaaTLKóTTTa liE
TrpoJTcITcuav. OXL 6l°c aTr T11 4al/TacY1a"(162). Aris' fantasising about
the effect of the dying Boris becomes more threatening than his
actual presence, with the result that, when they finally reach
the house by the sea Aris helps Pavios carry Boris from the car
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to the house, provoking Pavlos' cynical remark that "TEXLKd a'
EL'OXXo)L' 01. L8&S, 6XL Ta TTpáWaTa"(l65).
Aris' decision to touch Boris physically is the result of his
realisation that he has not really observed anyone in the process
of dying before Boris, and his conviction about the imminence of
his death is shaken. Among the real deaths Aris has briefly
witnessed are those of an Austrian who threw himself under a
train in Vienna, a Norwegian girl who slit her wrists in a hostel
in Amsterdam, "uln'lpxc
 
4UcYIKd Kal 11 FEvE1,T. Oi rrXaTcicc, T XL.LV1, Ta
uTrócJTcya, TO TrX1jOOS'..."(l63), and Philippos who had died the
previous year in hospital. Then there are those other deaths that
he has not seen and thus considers more fierce, such as Mario's,
Eva's, and the restaurant owner's. There are also those deaths,
most bitter of all, which, because their circumstances were
totally unknown to him, he has been forced to imagine: Christina,
whom he fantasised as being stabbed to death in the French
metro, or Martin, whom he visualised as jumping from the top
floor holding his identity card tightly. Last but not least, he
imagined Jill's possible death in a riding or skiing accident. As
far as what he calls the 'real' deaths -that is, the ones "rrou Criaa
alTo KoLrrd"(162)- are concerned, their circumstances are as
uncertain as the alleged Geneva deaths which were supposedly
caused by the bomb he was never sure he activated. By the
exclusion of the witnessed deaths, he is left only with the ones
he has heard about or imagined. Thus, when Pavlos repeats his
question as to whether this will be the first time Aris has seen
someone die, he replies: "-Nat., aTrdvrTlaa. NaL, rrpthni"(164).
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The distinction between events and ideas, between the real
and the imagined, becomes Aris' major preoccupation during the
excursion. As death is directly linked to writing, it becomes
related to his inability in the past to distinguish between what
his senses were telling him and what the scenario of the
journalist had had in store for him. Agitated by the very real
sound of Pavlos' typewriter, he starts considering the possibility
that what he perceives as the permeating murmur of Boris'
death-rattle, haunting him wherever he goes, is in reality
nothing more than a product of his own imagination. In order to
escape, Aris spends whole days on the rocks near the sea, until
upon returning to the house, he sits on the terrace listening to
the sound of Pavlos' typing, a sound that he considers offensive
because whereas "0 póyxoc uTripxc avEXcyKTa, av TEXLKd urr1pxE...o
Oópu13os TqS ypa4oiavtjc yLIióTal/ ETrITT1&S yLa tia I.L€ lTpOKaXd I (166),
constantly reminding him of his failure to break the codes of
Pavlos' literature in the same way he had failed to see through
the journalist's hidden motives.
Just as in the Geneva bar, when he presented the journalist
with the texts he had written, he felt the imminence of a
devastating revelation, Aris suffocates in a fresh bout of
uncertainty which oscillates between extreme rationalisation
and extreme paranoia, to the point that he cannot breathe freely
even in the privacy of his room, tormented by "liLd aKaOóplaTq
aTIELX1'j...oL 1'XTE S 	 3ápaivaii, I.La lTEpLcYcYóTcpo 01 KPU4S	 ou
cYKJELs"(l67). Having had the bitter experience of the journalist's
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deceitfulness, which later proved him right in having wondered
"M11rTU)ç cyuI43atvcL KàTL á)lAo; M1irç Kp113eraL icai 1€ Kp3EL yia Xóyouc trou
&v I.Lou o I.IoXoYEL';"( 153), Aris' suspicion that Pavios would not have
dragged him all this way, endangering the life of a man who is
mortally ill, just to bid farewell without having another deeper
secret reason, becomes a certainty.
Ridiculed by his past inability to distinguish what was real
and what he had imagined, Aris becomes determined to keep a
close watch over the present situation, in an effort to anticipate
the script of the future in the midst of suspicions that
continuously "dXAaCav TO .tXXoii a€ cYXi'ijLaTa UTIOG€TIKá"(l68). Aris
begins to stand outside the door of Boris' room to find out if he
is still alive. Upon listening to the death-rattle which "f3pLaKdTav
ithtrra c€1. Bap, aywL'LthSr)s, aAXâ ai ay(wLc77LKóc...óXa rrdvc KaXa...TI Cu1
avTLcYTIccTaL...1 Cunl €1TL IJ.vcL" ( l6B), he returns to his room thinking
that he is still safe, as the most threatening and disturbing
sound has by now, in the midst of a rising paranoia, become a
sign of optimism and a symbol of his newly established
obsession to remain fully alert in terms of what is really
happening.
This peace of mind is soon shattered, as the death-rattle
steadily quietens, and a new anxiety creeps in in the form of an
uncertainty about the testimony of his own senses: "rrdXL, p.11Twc
Til 4avTaCólLow npi EaaOvrYT1; Mijirus 11 ciraváXifrni TO)1/ vvxTEpLvu'w
ETrLcJth(J€Ufl/ .LOU ELXE aL13XIL'EL Tic aicO1jciac;"(l83), reminding the
reader of Philippos' argument, previously scorned by Aris, that
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"TO lLóVo cYucrraTlKó T1ç aUVO€LaS ((i/aL i €rravdXririi"(77). Trying to
escape Pavios' secret scenario which would expose him as a
pawn in a compromising position of dependency, Aris
concentrates his investigations on discovering Pavios' secret.
One night, while checking on Boris' breathing, and upon noticing
all the closed doors in the house, the idea strikes him that "a
KthrOLO aiió auTd Ta &)IthTLa Kp43ETaL Ti Ea"(1 84).
He asks Pavlos to show him around the house in an eftort to
discover clues that will enable him to detect what is in store for
him in the future. He is, however, unable to provide himself with
a concrete and rational explanation for his suspicions of the
paradoxical game in which, with Pavios' assistance, Eva has
remained in hiding for four years, only to surprise Aris by
suddenly appearing behind a closed door.
After meticulously searching all the rooms in the house, and
as he is ready to make the rational admission that the only
games in which he is implicated are those that his own
imagination has created, his paranoia takes over again. He
perceives of a different version of hitherto hidden reality, that
Eva is hiding in the darkness of Boris' room, and, considering this
impulse to be finally true, "airpoiBóIclTa r aX1OcLa 1X XdL&JCL"(l 88),
he rushes into the room before Pavlos can object.
Upon seeing Boris lying on the bed, his mouth wide open and
gasping for air, Aris engages Pavlos in the same arguments about
the state of Boris' health and the level of the sound of his
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breathing, as inconclusively as he had done at the beginning of
the journey.
When Pavlos unexpectedly admits that the 'real' reason
behind inviting Aris on the excursion was to ask him a question
when the time was right, Aris is thrown once again into a state
of perpetual expectation and uncertainty.
Reassuring himself that the option of leaving and ridding
himself of the unpleasant submission to someone else's secret
plans is still open, Aris chooses to stay, thinking that since all
his life had been subjected to other people's games it is too late
and futile to revolt now, the full reality always being beyond his
field of vision: "Oa E1)(E ópxwc iióiiia va cTravaaTa-r-1aci); Mia C1j TraLCa
ac iraixvL&a va[. . .]Oa llTav XOLTr6II avokYLo i.'a ccycpOth. 8a iraiCa Kal a'
auTó TO Uiiø 1TaIXL'(6L. Mc n1v cXir(6a iruç Oa 1'jTaV TO TcXEUTa(O
i.tou"(1 92).
In the midst of the confusion between a reality that he
cannot control and his fantasies about it, Aris passively awaits
for Pavlos' mysterious question until the penultimate day of the
excursion, when he regains confidence, thinking that " aTraXXay1
I.LOU aIT6 Tfll/ arrcLXll CYóS OaI/dTOU, 1 alTaAAaytl ILOU airó TIl L' aypLóTllTa Tnc
4,avTaaac 1' TTç 4aVTaaaTc, i airaXXayij I.Iou airó i.'a vo
1TaLXL/(8L"(202) is very near.
In a repetition of Aris' feelings provoked at the time a
corpse was unexpectedly discovered at the moment he had
become sure that Eva was alive, an event that had made him
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remark that "r ciriOupia KaL T TrpaWaTL,C6T11Ta TTOT 6ev xouv
aI/T(cYTOLXOUc puOiioic aTm, K(VT1CTTI"(l28), he soon comes to realise
that once more things are not what they seem to be.
The process of destruction of all that Aris believes to be
real, true and tangible, suggestively begins during the last
supper, in a dialogue between Pavlos and Aris that gives the
impression that some answers will finally be given. In the
familiar style of previous dialogues between the two men, this
merely reaffirms Aris' uncertainty.
Pavios not only asks if Aris murdered Eva, but also accuses
him of limited abilities for rational thought, "ac4TEc7aL p.óvo iiaa
aircS ev6ecSij.ei.'a"(2O6), attributing this impairment to the
devastating effects the activation of the bomb in Geneva must
have had on Aris.
Adding to Aris' surprise, Pavlos reveals that it is he who had
informed Pavlos about the Geneva events in order to convince
him that his literary endeavours are shameful. Aris finds himself
in that state of uncertainty he has done everything possible to
avoid: "liouI/ cy auTóc; Eycti Xa KdVEL oioLaa&rjTroTe iop4ic ic1pua;
Mou a4aLpo(xYe KcIOE c(6o auToyv(ix(ac XOLTr6I/;"(2O8). Unable to detect
how Pavlos has come into contact with thoughts that Aris has
never communicated, he feels he is reliving a repetition of that
dialogue with the journalist concerning the same issue. The
discursive position that "i cJu)crrI'j CYEPc7T1 yVETaL 1E K(V8UV0 KL
aLiia"(208) because "o aiypOVOc X6yoc yid TIlL' 1TOXLTLK 8EV liTTOpE va
ELI/aL Xó)fOc, aXXá. iiia ciapd airó 3ó.tec (YE o 'q ii€(a IcaLpLa"(l75) was the
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one occupied by Aris' fictional 'I' while he wrote the articles for
the journalist. Through the revelation that Aris has addressed
Pavlos, assuming the persona constructed by the journalist, the
answer to his question "i'j.iovv $ auTóç;" suggests his 'I' as an
elusive effect of textuality.8
The narrative appropriately stages this discussion at Boris'
bedside. At the moment the discussion ends, Aris turns on the
light to look at Pavlos' face, but his gaze involuntarily falls on
Boris and he realises that the death rattle has stopped and Boris
is dead. Pavlos repeatedly dismisses Aris' announcement that
Boris has died as another of his fantasies, and Aris admits final
defeat, feeling that he has been forced to return to the same
position assigned to him the first time he saw Pavlos and Boris
together: "Trapc(claKToc. 0 rrapaXoyicp.óc p.c c1>c arroicXdcci"(21 2).
Realizing that he can never be free from the subjection to
the unbreakable codes of their private language and Pavlos'
personal literature, he leaves the house and with Pavlos'
comment still echoing in his ears, "p.c KolpacYcc liE TL 4aVTacJL(&7ELc
aou"(2l3), he embarks on his second journey to Geneva, during
which he produces the autobiographical narrative that makes up
8Aris has on a previous occasion wondered about his 'I' having been affected
unconsciously and unwittingly through a dependence on another person. This case is
reported in relation to Aris' refusal to allow Elsa to influence his 'I', while at the
same time he tries to understand how he had already surrendered it to Jill: "X(ya
póa irpv, irç p.rróp€aa;[.. 
.1 yu 1LOW, ILóvo eyti, &v	 w aIL4 LoXL€c" (37).
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the To Xpcij.ia roy MéAAovroç. His "notes" become an attempt to
inscribe the death of the textual dimension of the past and
present of his constructed subjectivity, hoping that after the
completion of the story he will enter a new form of existence,
both one marked by the silence of a life outside the text -of
which he is the main subject and one to which he is subjected-
in the realm of death that gives the future its colour. As Aris has
never been in a position to testify to the reality of anyone's
death, his desire for his own death turns out to be another of his
"4avTaaLüia€Lc", since his subjectivity remains a product of the
textuality that recreates his uncertainties every time a reader
opens the novel To Xpopa roy
 MtAAovroc.
5. 10. The End of a Journey and a Text
Acting out the final part of the script of his past, and
sitting in the same Geneva bar in which he had met the journalist
five months earlier, Aris writes the concluding "notes" that
make up the last part of the narrative. Completing his "notes"
will signify the beginning of a future as he desires it to be. This
future desire, however, has by now been strongly affected by
Philippos' argument that "&i' ouv vói.ia ia a>4aTa TOU thXXoL'Toç,
a4o Oa yCvol/TaL 1€ TTLKO1 UTrOXOyLJLO1c TOU TrapEXO&'Toc"(l 86).
Aris, in revisiting his past life through his notes, has gone
through the phase of believing that "T1T1pXE X6yoc; lldXi KL Tr6TE
U1TdPXCL X6yoc yLa OTL81TroTd Ta upcIyiaTa airXth aul43alvow, 1cJTcpa
aI.L413oXoL auXXcryLaio trpoairaOoiti iia 8LaIcp(vouI/ aETLL, aLTLaTd KL
KaTacJTdcJcLc"(187), and later to the phase of believing that "ra
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yyovóTa aU43cLVOUV C1T€L81'j dXaL' va KpU46 TrpOKaOOpLcY.1ó KL ccpa
13LacYILvoL Xoy1KO ovcTXcTLaI.Lo( irpoarraOo1v va 6LaKplvouvc Trapdyol/TEc KL
ouyKupCcc" (204). At this final stage of his quest, his journey and
his text he proclaims that he is aware of the impossibility of a
final end through his notes:
&aLcYOdYoILaL TRa)ç OL Tfl L€LuCLç I.LOU TTCL va T€XEL(&YOUY
C&. OXL , &l/ TrX1lcYLáZ€L fi OXOKX1pWcTfl, dX)¼L*XJTC T(1TOTa &ii
OXOKX11PthI/CTaL T1OT, ÔXa alTXthc KdTrOTE cYTa.IaToIy
 KL
3LacflthL'o. XOYLKOL aucYX€T1cLOt 1TpoAJ11aOo1w i'a SLaKptl/ouI/ ap,
I.thaTI KL TXOc.(l79)
In this sense, even death cannot provide him with a stable
and final reference point, since after having experienced the
uncertainty that Eva's and Boris' death had generated, and even
after concluding that the only 'real' death he had known was
Philippos' own, he decides that, by putting that incident into his
"notes" and by making it part of his fiction, he has cancelled out
the objective reality of its finality: "aws 6v	 13XETra rr i/EIcpLKT
aKwrlcYla TOU 4LXL1T1TOU cav aVTLKCLp.cvuc6 ycyovós. I rnoç irpoaXwvó.iouv
cYTOuç .LETaCTX aTLaI.LOlc TT iX s[ ... ] irou Oa XL1TaWE TO xa TOU
l.thXXOvTOc[...] IcaL, EKaTaTUc6c, va aVrlKpLCa 1Tal/TO11 TrpOcKTá.(JcIc 1-r1s Cwic
TOU."(l 80)
Aris appears to be aware that death by writing cannot put an
end to his dependence on language. In the same way that Aris, as
a reader of his own life, reproduces it in his notes, the readers
of To Xpw'jia roy
 MéAAovroc will try to discern patterns and arrange
the events of his narration in a strict temporal order, through
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their own "13LacYI.LYoi. XoyLKO cyuaxcTLcy .LOi", endlessly interpreting him
and thus perpetuating his life in fiction.
The only way out for Aris must come through silence. Aware
of the contradictions in his thought, reproduced in the discourse
of his "notes" and presenting a fraudulent version of his self, he
determines to put an end to this deceptive language-game by
falling silent, "Oa	 cwirdao", so as to move on to his next
destination of non-existence. The countdown to silence begins -
"O,TL TrpOXd(a) va cYT€Luc7io	 XP' TOT€"(lBO)- until the end which is
marked by the bar's closing which will mark the time the end of
his "notes" is reached.
Future-tense narration is temporarily and for the first time
used at the time when, in a last attempt to control reality
through his fiction, Aris imagines an immediate imaginary
future, in which the blonde woman sitting opposite him would
turn out to be the long-lost Jill. As he would be observing the
turquoise, unable to free himself from its magnetism, he would
wish for the door to open and Martin, Christina, Eva, Mario,
Pavlos "KaL, yLaT( ói, KL o MrrOpc ai' xpeLaCOTav"( l 81) would come
in the room to offer advice in accordance with their respective
discourses presented in Aris' notes.
In this fantasy, Eva would tell Aris not to worry, because
love is temporary, and "TrXo('aLEg eEa o Cc trou 6ev cYTaILaTo1v
rrouOevd" like her own. Mario would show him the latest type of
hand-grenade. Christina would ask him why he never did any
sculpting instead of falling in love with Jill, since "ot.	 PU)TE
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OVOW TL alcTOl'ja€Lc ILO I/O8LdaTaTa ". (1 81) Martin would give him his
torn identity card as a gift. Pavlos would try to indulge him in
discussions of literary theories. Boris would stop his death
rattle just to please him and Philippos would phlegmatically
insisit that "TO Oaiia TOU OaYdTou I.LOU	 € lTXfry(*xye Tr€pu:YcYóTepo.
llapa8ou Tol "(182).
Aris is unable to sustain a fantasy about the future without
the past's violating intervention in his thoughts: "TO	 Xip.a TOU
irapóvroc &v f3IdCEL ILóvo TO 1iXXov, I3LdCEL KL TO rrapEXOóv KL TO
TIpaWaTLIcó TrdlITa yXUaTpd TLS aai.'€(s ocTdcYcLc TOU aTrp&JLTov"(1 95),
since in this fantasy, through the forceful involvement of his
friends, Jill's turquoise lost its power and has become "eva atrXó
TUPKOUdC, óTr(oc xiXid8cc dXAa..."(182). The magic of the colour of
Jill's eyes is not 'real'. It is only a product of the linguistic
games of Aris' text, and as such it is deprived of its powerful
effects upon entering other linguistic games that refuse to
verify its primacy.
The colour of Jill's eyes is used in the narrative to further
subvert the inadequacy of the conventional representation of
reality in fiction as Aris wakes up from his fantasy and
acknowledges yet another version of reality about Jill. The new
'real' and final version of Jill comes from a photograph.
Interestingly, the narrative's position on the existence of a
graspable (photographable) reality, an "af3Cacrrii yXthiaa TW
rrpayidmw"(33) and the possibility of representing that reality
through texts, visual or otherwise, has been made clear quite
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early in the novel, in an incident involving a discussion between
Aris and Martin about the fraudulence of photographs and the
validity of visual impressions: Aris had argued that "1 ópaai
rraparrxavd[. ..]1TepLop1€L[...] 'yL ' auTó 1TOT 81/ au.LTrdOTcya TL cu)TOypactES,
O€wpocia Tftzç I3laCav TO 1TpaaTLK6, 1TW cYUI/cL81]Td €a1TaTo1kTav"(33)
whereas Martin had proclaimed that "KdOE ca)Toypd4LcTfl cvaL p.a
(KSOXI1, dpa T yollTeia TOU UTrOKEL.IcvLcYIiO 8LaTrlpthaL"(33). The reality
of the testimony of the photograph of Jill that Aris looked at
before tearing it to pieces remains inconclusive, because the
narrative leaves open the possibility that it might have been
black and white; the photograph, seen through Aris' eyes,
presented Jill as having not blond but brown hair, and her eyes
not turquoise but "irav iiaiipa, TO ILapo TOU icdpl3ouvou"(198).
Irrespective of the photograph being in colour or in black and
white, Aris is exposed as doubly deceived, since the only colour
that is firmly inscribed in the narrative is black, the colour of
permanent separation and death. This, then, becomes the colour
of the future that the title of Neni Efthymiadi's novel announces.
Jill's eyes were turquoise only in regard to her status as
Aris' creation subjected to his control. Since Aris is in turn
subjected to the discourse of To Xpw'a rot' MéAAovros which
reveals Jill's eyes to be black, reality is exposed as a construct;
it is a product of infinite linguistic games, in which the
individual's subjectivity, through which that reality is
perceived, is nothing but a fictional discursive position.
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The journalist had reminded Aris of the inevitability and
inescapability of the individual's involvement in language games
beyond one's control, "8ci.' uwdpxi &Kó aou 1TaLXY(8L. Acv InTopc( va
U1TápEL! To ypa4cc aa dpOpa, Tthpa TO	 vds;"(l98) and Aris comes
to realise that the liberating effect that he desired his "notes"
to have is utopian. Thus, he decides to recreate the factual
sequence of his movements as defined in the past by the
journalist's terrorist scenario. This time, however, the
destructive and dead'y material will be provided by the text of
the linguistic games played in his notes, in a final effort to
break loose from his constructed 'I' and to achieve 
"r11v aTroKo1n'
aiió Ta ócra .E KaTacTK€ia1YaY, XP11aLIOOLYTaS Tflh/ a4€X1j aui.'cvo	 iou.
Eikva TrOu 8EV IkE yL'thplcJa TrOTd (215).
In the journalist's plot, the plan for activating the bomb
provided the option for Aris to bring about his physical death "av
1TpOTI4LdS Till auToIcaTaaTpo4"(196). Five months earlier Aris had
chosen not to take that option, but followed the rest of the plan
to the last detail: tnpa TO I.LLKpó 1TcLKTO, TO TKTO TOU	 YOU
TraL XvL6LoJ , KaL, xWpS .Lia X& t4uya... 13p1'jKa TO 6póto icaL a Xlyo
r3pLaKoI.Louv CKE(, OTT1 XLI.LVT1. Tfl XI4LY11 I.LE Ta XPO3LEI.' ICapd3La KL TOY
uTrvwTLcYI.LYO TOUpLYI Ló. Hapartipipa TT1Y u'ypt1 K(VflCTq, Tic dTaKTcc XdII4JELc
a!T6 Ta $Ta Tric 6X 11c. 1jK(a)aa TO iLKp6 T1KTO KaL cYTllid6E4Ja LaKpLá,
iroX LaKpLd"(l99). At present, however, he decides to opt for self-
destruction, determined to recreate the explosive situation in
this, his second trip, with his "notes" symbolically in the place
of the remote control pointed at his past: "Ga TvX(j) ac poXó Ta
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XaPTLCI trou a iiX1Ipva ac óXo TO Tat8i I.i.ou, Ga a &ao .LE YTrdyyo Kal
Ga aKoXouG1cTu) Ta 34LaTa TOU ToTE. ea craGth a-ro £&o aq.LEto aKpq3thc. ea
TrapaTplIcYU) Tfl cJKOTELVIj KlVf1011 Tflç XLILVc, TL Uyp Xá4iqJELc alTO a
$Ta Tfl OX@T$ . 9a U4Ju'XY(i) TO TKTO LE Tic aTl1EL(&YEic jJ.OU ai Ga
TflIa&qKo lIaKpLt, 1TOXi l.LaKpiá...."(199).
As Aris' story is only hours away from its end and as the
narrative is only a few pages away from completion, Aris turns
his thoughts away from the future and towards the suspicions
that have overwhelmed him in terms of the cancelling potential
of writing about the past:
ac(vricya va Ta(6i yia TO JLXAOv, yia TO Iifl&v rrou
UlTOcTXETai EXEUGEpIEç, OI.IWS TO irapcXGOv 8IEK8LKE( Tfl cYK4JTI
Iiou. Eva ITapEXGOV 4 OPTLcJ I thL'O 11€ E()OpavcrrEc I3EI3aiOTrlTcc, liE
alcaGOpLcrrcc 4vyopcc, p.€ uTro'tcc voGdsa.wv, TrapcXOOv 1TXaTO
Ia. atrtpairro Trou aKpurT-qpLdCw p Ta ILLKpd .iou XtiiaTa 1
4uXaid	 ci XaOcp.va ayiaa 1TpOcncaip(w qLLOvuv, .Lia
aTcXEtc)Tfl &a&Kac1a iiXáiiric...(93).
Realising the fraudulence of linguistic representations, he
becomes certain that his life story, in the concentrated form of
the narrative titled To Xpw'ia rou MAAovroç, despite his desire to
disconnect his subjectivity from the commands of textuality,
will go on existing to become yet another reminder of the past
"rrou, icai iaa air TT1V arrOppitfr, auvia Ga I.LOU r3idCEL TO ithAXoi.4"(21 7),
perpetually defining Aris' relationship to it as that of a fictional
literary analogue.
Determined, too, to pursue the recreation of the events prior
to the activation of the bomb, and by now aware that the limits
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between uiro4(a and PEI3aL6T11Ta are blurred, their reality always
elusive, Aris finally understands that only versions of reality
are possible. Moreover, these versions depend only on temporary
and fleeting interpretations. He proceeds, thus, to narrate the
incidents before the bomb throwing, in an attempt to register
the memory of the event and interpret it simultaneously for the
first time.
He thinks (voiiCC) that he was not alone because on that
exceptionally hot day, he walked towards the designated square
along with his friends in absentia in terms of the reality of his
impression of the incident, and the discursive positions that
they represented very much in praesentia. These positions,
described through Aris' earlier narration, are shown to negate
the validity of Aris' previous inscriptions of them since now
they are presented through a major shift of focus.
Mario gives him a friendly embrace and tells him to be
careful to keep some distance from the target point "Sci.' 1TTEL a
auTOTrupTrOXllOEts, TO XU) 118T1 KdVEl eyth. AAXuXYTE xPE1áZolIaL Kâ1TOLOI/ i'a
OUIJAITaL TrOU IcaL 1TOU, ILCTcI TO TXOS I.LOU KaTá.Ac43a rç Oa 1TpOT4.L01)ca T111/
aLWVL6TT1Ta"(21 9).
Eva and Pavlos follow, embracing and talking to each other
about Aris. Pavlos tells her that Mj.tóvo o Mithpis Oa TOt) KaTavoo1laE"
and Eva replies that " iou II0LdCEL apird, tcTd i-iv 136i43a KáTL dXXo Oa
TOI/ Trapao1ipcL"(21 9)
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As soon as Jill approaches him, Aris sends her abruptly
away, "óTru)ç &thXl/EL KavcLc TO iiapcXOóii Tou"(220), and asks Philippos
to come close and help him; Philippos shouts that he cannot
SUppOrt "ILdTaLCc cL'pyELes. HpOTI4Lth TflI/ li.aTaLóTflTa TflS cTK4$T1c. EKELVr1S
irou 4 avTdaT11Kcs Tr(	 6EV cYUVEL81TOTTO(Tlaa..."(220) and distances
himself indignantly at the moment when the procession (of Aris
and the absentees) is approaching the fatal square.
When Mario reminds Aris that in three minutes he must
press the button, Aris suddenly sees a very old Christina who
only speaks to Mario to accuse him of destroying Aris' chances
"va TrELpaLaT1CcTaL ELprp/LKd"(221). Mario, who does not even bother to
reply, makes Christina look even older for being so blatantly
ignored, and reminds Aris that in a minute he has to press the
button, encouraging him by saying ".ii 8LaTthYCLçl A€v cLcaL óp-yavo,
d.ciaL vvpakylKó cTqlLEto Kai ti aKo)ç Touç aroxarrs. H T6AIIfl Kit/Cl T
rrdvral"(221).
Aris remembers that a few seconds before the vital moment
all his friends disappeared, leaving him alone and sure only that
"TrdvT(0s €txa KdI/EL LLd KEt/TIOT1. MLIcp1, TrOX1 l.LLKp1'j " (22l) because
everything after the last small movement happened very fast. He
did not see anything as he had instinctively jumped into the lake
and swam in its alternating bright colours until "at.' ,ca( o ljXioc
TrcKóTaV Oaii1oc Kal cKOa43u)TLK6c oTr .LoT1 TOU anTat.rros,, óXa yivav
apa"(222). When he got out of the water, he turned to an old lady
who was passing by and anxiously asked for her interpretation of
what had happened. She simply replied "T(TroTa &v yLvc. ATTXthç
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CtcJaaTc I3pqLtI/Oc"(222), thus emphasizing his already expanding
uncertainty once again.
Having inconclusively ended his narration concerning the
bomb, Aris is almost at the end of the narration about his
fragmentary memories in his 
"xEipóypa4a T(*W ava1T64uIcrwv
airocda€wv"(222). As a metaphor for his present situation, he
returns the narration to the past, to the time immediately
preceeding Jill's permanent departure, the end of his relationship
with her, and on the metafictional level, Jill's textual death
through her entry into the silence that follows the end of the
text.
As soon as Aris realised that Jill's permanent departure was
imminent, he was determined that when the time came for her to
leave, he would try to concentrate on capturing the precise
moment her permanent absence would begin: 
"Ti arvyu'j,	 aa-tiiavrq
aTL'y.L1, EKE1VT TrOU EI/(iL'EL iXAov KL irapcXOó oav p.ovd8a aópicnm,
dTrLaaTq, L XE aTrOKTjcYCL L&aTEpT1	 aaa"(224). Being at the end of a
text that will mark the beginning of his life outside it, he
revolts against the inescapability of language and its inadequate
desciptions of reality. This inescapability is reinforced by the
fact that just as Boris' presence had made him feel "1TapcaaKToc[...]
c(xE aTroKXctaEL"(212), the recollection of Jill's imminently
permanent absence not only arouses similar feelings but is also
described through the same words: "iapdia,croc an1 4uy rrç TC(XX,
ITapE(cYalcros' ó1TW KL rr Cwlj I.ou ox1, apiOp.oisaa Tic lLOVd8Ec rc
a-ywvtac I.LOU KL I.IucrrLth 
€UXO$J.OUV TO TXOS. To TXOS 1TOU Oa IC VKpuWC,
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I.La rou Oa 1jTa1/ KL 11 ap	 iiou"(225). However, since all games,
language or otherwise, demand that they be perceived as 'real',
just before their parting was to be finalised, Aris and Jill
resorted to making elaborate plans for a common future, with
dates and places and distances calculated to the last detail.
Promising each other to write every day, their future life
together was connected to the present through texts, consciously
perpetuating "TO KOu/6	 (tJ.La, TO 4thia Tc aL(awLóTflTac, (tYu)S KL TflS
aGavcwac"(226). This is the same lie that he had accused Pavlos of
living in his relationship with Boris both literally and
metaphorically. Aris accompanied Jill to the airport and when
her boarding anouncement came, escorted her to the glass door
that literally barred him and, on a metaphorical level,
suggestively separated the temporariness of reality from the
permanence of fantasy 9 . Thus, before Jill disappeared, they
exchanged a hurried kiss, and Aris smiled consentingly,
acknowledging the permanence of their separation despite the
fictional continuation of their story which suggested that they
would soon meet again in Berlin.
Having narrated the last memory of his past life that he can
recall, Aris reaches the end of his text and therefore comes
9 The notion of observing behind glass someone whom Aris cannot control has
also been used in the case of Boris to give a false sense of security. Aris describes
that between them "TinpX€ eva &d4avo yuaXt, Cva yuaA( nov aTi Tfl pcpLá TO
MvrópLc ljTav cJKOpO, €yuS óiç, aL'€VóXXIlTOc, lL1Topoc7a L'a TOI/ TrapaKoXovO(i"(18).
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close to the end of his quest for the past, whose reality has
escaped him, and whose reality he hoped to recapture
permanently in the closure of his text, hoping to achieve "ip'
apy1 auI4LXLua .iou ic vó.Louç KcXflL1KO(JS, Ti cJW LXLWO,1 rou Oa ljTav fl
apI TOU TXOUç iOU, TOU TXOUS TTOU ,riá Oa crrLOuIiOIc7a"(62). He finally
understands that since the reality of the past will always escape
him, the process of liberation that he undertook was a process of
self-deception. Through his journey and his text, Aris has
acknowledged the fraudulent representation of reality in fiction,
as well as his dependence on language codes, whose "caprijicic
ycvith XcLTovpyoi KL aOtaTa"(1 10). Since his "notes" depended
solely on his largely inadequate memory for their development,
the 'I' he never knew becomes the effect of the linguistic
incription of those memories. In the language game of his notes,
"TO 1raL)y(8L .Lc TLS XEuKç acXt&c"(81), which began in order to
cancel out the subjectivity assigned to him by the dominant
discourses of the main people in his life, Aris played to win by
following the stategy of "ZcxvSI.'Tac, KaTapycSI/Tac SLa)fpd4ovTacJ
(192), a strategy that would enable him to recreate his self from
nothing.
This strategy, however, only produced a powerful but
inconclusive interpretive discourse, from which something
crucial, in this case Aris' real 'I', will always remain unknown
and, by implication, impossible. As his subjectivity will always
depend on the textual inscriptions of how his memories were
constructed, and since he himself has admitted that "6 -ray .L
cyIcaTaAdTrcL 1 LY1Ii11, €y yvoiaL iia TTroTa[. . .]Kal 11 Ci' OX6KXflpl va
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(PWTT1.LaTLK6 TrOU aapKáCcL" ( 170), the text suggests that his 'I' cannot
lie outside all that his 'eye' had seen and his hand written:
outside language, outside the bounds of Logos.
Considering the posibility of satisfying his desire to know
his real self, Aris is forced to wonder whether "Oa Trthjs(o dpaye va
cTK4ToILa. ar yXL&TcJcL 1TOU IILXth, Oa KaTapy1au) TrOT Tfl c7thjn; Tii cithlrri
€ TO T11, Til 60T1'i, Tfl yaX1VLa 4uXaia i.iou;"(217). Since the only
possible desire that escapes Logos is death, Aris sets out to
achieve a textual death, which gives the future its black colour
and signifies the moment that his 'I' begins living in silence, not
after one thousand and one nights, but only after two hundred and
twenty six pages.
According to Lacanian theory, desire is a product of language
and as such it is subject to the constant deferral of satisfaction,
which is equivalent to the constant deferral of meaning in
language 10 : Aris' desire for death, as expressed through the
10 Lacan argues that human desire is always mediated by signification;
primary need, what is in general called instinct, transforms itself into a secondary
form, desire. The object of desire relates to the way in which it is mirrored in the
other. The subject imagines that the other possesses the object of his/her desire.
However, since the subject can only imagine what the other may or may not possess,
an imaginary possession cannot formulate a claim. Thus, desire can only be found in
language, in the language of the other; since the object of desire is always absent,
what the subject desires is its representation in language. (See Lacan 1977:292-
325, and Gallop 1982a).
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narrative of the novel To Xpoiia roy
 MéAAovroç, cannot achieve a
complete negation of the boundaries that Logos enforces on
individual subjectivity, because each irrevocably involves,
contains, defines and secretes the other. The novel's central
discursive position on the issue therefore, is quite clearly one of
the futility voiced by Philippos, who says to Aris that "aKón id av
KaTapyrOc( ii ypa4n', ii yXthcca, 11 aIc(frT1 1' KL ó,TL dXXo 4XlVTacYTElç, Oa
c4cupEOoiv vkç iikOo8oi aIavo11s. &L' OXto va a alrEXTrkYu, 4LXE ILOU,
aAAá alTo TOU ICth8LK€S &v Oa (7u)O€tS lTOTI "(186)
The status of subjectivity, as it is worked and put into play
by Efthymiadi's narrative of a personal story, is that of a
process; it is not that of a product than can materialise at the
end of a quest. Despite the fact that this reading has attempted
to reverse the logic of the narrative, which depends on the
random surfacing of Aris' memories, through an approach that
starts at the beginning of the story, the text constantly pulls
back from the possibility that everything will come together in
the end. In so doing, this reading reinscribes preexisting
contradictions, it does not produce coherence. Thus, the failure
to satisfy a desire for an 'I' independent of writing and reading
texts, exposes both activities as fragmentary and inconclusive.
This process implicates the function of the reader as well,
because the effect on the 'I' implied by Philippos' remark about
the impossibility to escape language codes, can go one step
further, as another fictional character, Professor Zapp in Small
World, has argued: "every decoding is another encoding" since
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interpretation of the linguistic message is contingent on the
desire of the enunciating subject who is also affected
simultaneously by this very exigency: "the it is no longer the it
that you started with. And for that matter, you are not the you
that you started with"(Lodge 1985:25).
In this sense, the interpreting 'I' that reads To Xp&jia roy
MAAovros is shown to be equally dependent on, and affected by,
those elements of the story on which Aris' 'I' tried to base his
escape, namely, the key to the warehouse, the corpse, and the
bomb, which have the same function in the narrative. They
represent attempts to incorporate an external, factual and
autonomous space to which both the reader and Aris may refer in
order to secure the validity of their interpreting eye. The
inconclusiveness of these clues, however, makes them trace-
objects of a propensity in Efthymiadi's fiction, which, instead of
putting a definite end to the story by appealing to an
extratextual space, cancels the very possibility of an "hors-
texte"(Derrida 1987:33-35).
In this sense, the 'I' becomes a fabrication of the linguistic
processes of the master narratives which it seeks to escape, but
on which it nevertheless depends for definition. Writing,
therefore, in To Xpci/.La rotS' MAAovrog, figures as the sign of death,
and writing about writing in this novel serves to annihilate the
authorial subject position as it disolves into fiction and
subverts the status of the novel as a motivated and coherent
inscription of a stable subjectivity. However, despite the
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seemingly subjective paralysis that results from this refusal,
the text's figuration of the subject's death by writing is
nevertheless spoken from an unstable, subversive space that
allows the narrative voice to resist recuperation.
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AFTERWORD
In the introduction, Nancy Miller's 'language of textiles' was
used both as figuration of woman's relation of production to the
dominant culture, and as a critical modelling of a feminist
poetics. The concept of the identity of the creative subject was
shown to be construed in relation to the universal individual, the
paradigm for which is male, and each of the subsequent chapters
that followed has attempted to tackle the problems involved in
creating a critical discourse in which to talk about women's
writing, both within the field of feminist studies, and within the
critical debates that have recently preoccupied literary studies
in Greece.
As Luce Irigaray has argued, any theory of the 'subject' has
always been appropriated by the 'masculine' (1985a). The
subjectivity claimed by men and denied to women constitutes
the subject as an active, reflective and complete entity which
often designates itself under the name 'humanist' to establish
that which is essentially the same for all humans, and which
distinguishes the human from the other-than-man's world.
Women in male humanist discourse have been among those
others, consigned to the world of the acted-upon, of an otherness
in the service of maintaining the sameness of the subject.
Women's texts have been perceived along similar lines: females
in patriarchal society cannot be subjects, since to be equal is to
be the same (as the male), whereas to be different is to be
inferior. Thus, because women as non-subjects are not in a
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position to become actively involved in the creation of culture,
women who write are by definition engaging in a subversive act.
However, women do write, and the subversiveness of their
writing lies in that it may therefore attack hierarchy and
authority where it resides in language. Through the use of man-
made language patriarchal stereotypes are undermined and the
notion of the male essentialist 'humanist' subject is refuted in
favour of a gendered, masculine or feminine, constructed
s u bj e ct iv i ty.
Thus, the specificity of the subversive as discussed in
relation to the texts analysed in this thesis, should not be
understood as a form of separatism in opposition to, or in
isolation from, men's writing. It is rather a mechanism for the
re-negotiation of the standard discourses within Greek culture
on sexuality, origins, history, language and subjectivity, testing
their limits and exposing the contradictions inherent in their
construction. The analysis acknowledges both the cultural
specificity of the writing it reads and the limits of its own
project, thereby working against the temptation to theorize the
female writing identity in terms of global generalizations that
always exclude.
The use of 'women' in the title of the thesis is put forward
as a linguistic rather than a natural kind of classification, and
therefore the definition of a woman who writes becomes subject
to positioning, because as Linda Alcoff argues "when the concept
'woman' is defined not by a particular set of attributes but by a
particular position, the internal characteristics of the person
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thus identified are not denoted so much as the external context
within which that person is situated"(1988:433). Thus, the
subversive difference of women's writing does not argue for a
singularity or universality, but for its configuration as a
gendered process that derives from a politics of enunciation that
concerns itself with who speaks, to whom, from where and to
what end. Since gender difference is presented as a difference in
language, the limits of the totalizing efforts both of males and
females, who attempt to discover and fix the notion of 'woman',
are refuted in favour of kinds of writing that account for
difference and diversity as positive and empowering.
Support for the assertion by Rea Galanaki that "i yvYaCKa
cYur,'pac$ac iTropc aurij 11 (&a, va TrapdycL 'iLa &a4opcTucTj iopci' TOU
i.iOou Tc"(Galanaki,1982:367) is offered through a
transformation of the old myths as shown by the texts discussed.
Through readings of texts that strategically engage themselves
with cultural values in order to deconstruct their
representations, it is demonstrated that these texts collectively
attack or subvert the implication that sexual difference is
primary. As the concept of identity is more or less explicitly
shown within the texts to be constituted in and by language, the
notion of a subversive 'translation' of sexual difference into
literary difference becomes, therefore, a relevant and
empowering distinction. As Jane Gallop has argued, "translation
like metaphor, is imbued with the difference within, for it is
never simply itself but must represent another text and thus
includes another within its identity"(1982:803). Therefore the
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texts discussed may be read as revisions of the old stories of
the mythology of difference, and so provide figurations of a
different and enabling mythology. Thus, the readings of the
subversive narratives discussed do not lay claim to a new,
original, female identity but only a gendered 'translation' of the
creating subject that may provide the transformation of the
official patriarchal narratives.
The manipulation of identifications between narrator,
author, and reader, along with the representation of memory and
the past in these texts, formulates gendered identity as a
constantly shifting effect of language. Since the texts discussed
in this thesis take the writing process as part of their subject
matter, their performance can be characterized as an oscillation
that never rests in affirmation or reaction. The self-conscious
style of the subversiveness of contemporary Greek women's
fiction can be construed as a politics equally applicable to the
function of the reader. It is precisely through the dis-covering of
a gendered subjectivity embodied in writing, that the weaving of
different versions of the myth of 'woman' manifests its desire
for change. It is a change that, in the process of engendering the
writing subject, simultaneously engenders the reading subject
as well, enabling a feminist approach to women's writing that
derives from an awareness of what it means to speak as a
gendered subject, from both within and outside the dominant
ideology of gender. 1
1	 the significance of the terms gender and engender see Footnote 10 on page
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The narrative of "flcpciLvlj AppaWVLWYTLKLd" engenders its
readers by de-naturalizing the processes by which narratives
construct sexual difference according to the logic of domination.
o Tirvof3driic presents the text as a site of an intertextual
disorderly and multiple condition. When the non-principles of
sleepwalking are metaphorically transposed into the concept of
intertextuality, they engender the reading activity as a signifier
for an infinite intertextual promenade, which disturbs the
traditional notions of authenticity, priority, singularity,
uniqueness, autonomy, and subverts the idea of the Origin and,
consequently, the idea of the Fall as well.
o BIos' roy 1citaiA 'Peptic ITaad engenders the reader in a
process through which fictional and personal experience as well
as historical and public performance is politicised along with
subjectivity and nationality. AAjia adds to the above by presenting
a concept of gendered subjectivity and identity as constructed
by, and as caught with, the reader, in the web of language. To
Xpw',1a ro y
 M'AAovros' further explores the relationship between
subjectivity and textuality; by focusing on the relation of the
subject to the text, and by questioning the existence of a fixed,
knowable reality, it subverts the notion of the individual writing
and reading subject as well as the individual text as free,
unified, coherent and consistent. Thus, the subversive
engendering of the creative subject position, be it reader, writer
20 of the Introduction.
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or text, as read in the aforementioned texts, is portrayed more
as a process put into play by narratives that tell personal
stories from the past, than as a product that rests at the end of
a quest.
"llcpaLvi'j AppaVLacYTLKLd", 0 Tirvof3drr,ç, 0 Bloc rot' IopailA PCpIK
Ilaod, AAjia and To Xpthia rot' MAAovrog all derive their stories
from the past in one way or another. However, this sexual,
theological, historical or linguistic past, as recollected in the
respective narratives, displays no nostalgia for the lost lover,
origin, land, language or self; it is not revisited through a desire
for return to the transcendental space of an original order. As
these five texts recognize the importance of the past but subvert
the primacy and guarantee of its properties, they can be defined
in terms of L. Hutcheon's 'historiographic metafictions'(1988),
that is as fictions which acknowledge that the reality of the
past is accessible only through its textualization, which, opened
up to the present, prevents it from being conclusive and
teleological.
By bringing attention to woman's position within systems
for the production of discourse, and by engendering the creative
subject, the readings proposed here display a tendency against
nostalgia, against a vision of an idealized past in which issues
of sexual difference are unaffected by questions that show these
differences as unrelated to ideology and culture. The sexual,
theological, historical, linguistic and subjective past in the five
texts discussed is not presented as a myth realized through
fiction. It is rather used to question cultural truths and to
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expose them as constructions of the same discursive system
that guarantees the eternal truth of fixed sexual difference. The
engendering of the writing subject subverts the possibility of
alluding to a pre-cultural space in the past where women,
originally and by nature, functioned as the guardians of the
psychic as well as linguistic stability of masculine creations, of
which the myth of 'woman' is another manifestation. Moreover, in
showing how language constructs instead of merely reflecting
reality, these texts subvert the function of the male or female
as a stable referent, and by showing how myths are affected by
the conditions of cultural discourse, the subversive possibilities
of these texts futher undermine nostalgia. By engendering the
creative subject, the fictions of contemporary Greek women
writers, sifted through feminist critical theory, leave "cultural
definitions of masculinity and femininity in play, rather than in
place"(Doane, Hodges,1987:142), where gender can no longer be
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